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PREFACE 

T BIS BOOI<, written to commemorate the fiftieth an· 
niversary of the death at Karl Marx, offers an interpreta
tion of the activity and thought of one of the oulstanding 
thinken; of the nin~teenth century. It is ~en in the hope 
that it may clarify some of the fun?amental i!roblett.. and' 
iSsues of Marx'. philosophy around which controyersy has 
raged for decades. To those "'ho are ;Uready:acquainted 
with the writings of Marx and his followers, it is hoped 'that 
this.fook will suggest a fresh point of view. To those who 
are not acquainted with Marx, it is oife'l'd as a guide to 
further study. 

The occasion for which this hook has heen Written and 
the unhomogeneous nature of the reading publie to which 
it is adch-essed have determined the content and method of 
its presentation, and have compelled the author to forge;>' 
a systematic historical ""position and a detailed critical 
analysiS of the themes treated. These will be given in sub.: 
sequent studies. But it is hoped that Marx'. leading idc;as 
have been here presented with sufficient clarity to produce ' 
a lively appreciation of,their meaning and impact in the 
world to:-day. Ifin addition the reader is led to independent 
reflection upon the material submitted and the point of 
view from which it has 'been interpreted in the following 
pages, the objectives of the author will have been attained. 

Experience has shown that no, book on Marx can expect 
to be received with anywhere near the same detachment as 
a haole on the Ammassalik Eskimo or a treatise OD the in
ternal constitution of the stars. Marx's ideas are so much a 
part of what people fear or welcome to-day, his doctrines 
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so intimately connected with the living faith and hate 0' 
different classes and so often invoked by groups with con': 
f1icting political all~giances that the very sigbt of his name 
arouses a mind-set on the part of the reader of wbich he is 
largely unconscious. Every critical student of Marx-<lS of 
any disputed text or epoch~must, however, make the 
effort to' distinguish between the meaning disclosed by 
analysis: and his own evaluation of that meaning. Such an 
effort in Marx's case is singularly difficult, for even when 
we become aware of our "Prejudices we do not thereby 
transcend them; but it is an effort wbich must be made if 
we would do justice to both Marx and ourselves. 

In order to facilitate this process of disqimination, the 
author believes it may be belpful to state explicitly certain 
methodological cautions that are generally taken for granted 
in subjects less heatedly controversial. He also hopes that by 
'making his own position clear at the outset, much misunder
standing will be avoided. 

This book' is not written by an .. orthodox" Marxist., 
Indeed the author regards orthodox Marxism, in the form 
in wbich it flourished from 1895 to 1917, as an emasculation 
of Marx's thought. He holds thai Marx himself was not a.n 
orthodox Marxist. Orthodoxy is not only fatal to honest 
thinking ; it involves the abandonment of the revolutionary 
s~dpmnt wbich was central to Marx's life and thought. 
Tbis has been amply demonstrated by the bistoric ex
perience of the ,German Social Democracy, the leaden of 
whos ... centre and right wing regarded themselves as ortho
dox Marxists par .",.l/em<, and who were quick with the 
epithet of heretic against all who sought to interpret 
Marxism as a pbilosophy of action. 

The very use of the term .. orthodoxy" is an anomaly 
in any revolutionary movement. Its derivation is notor
iously religious. Its meaning was fasbioned in the con
troversies between Roman and Byzantine Christianity. Its 
associations more naturally suggest a church and the vested 
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privileges of a church than an organisation: of enlightened 
and disciplined men and women fighting for the emancipa
tion of society. Wherever there are people who insist upon 
calling themselves orthodox, there wili"be found dogma ; 
and wherever dogma, subst;.tution of a blind faith or a 
general formula for concrete analysis· and specific action. 

One cannot be orthodox at any price and a lover of the 
truth at the same time. This was clearly demonstrated by 
the tenacity with which "orthodox" Marxists, who in 
practice had long abandoned Marx and Engels, clung to 

. the latter's anthropology in the face of the most conclusive 
findings of modem anthropologists. If the acceptance of 
Morgan's outmoded anthropology is necessary to orthodox 
Marxism, the author must be damned as an heretic on this 
point as well. Morgan was a great pioneer anthropologist. 
But no one to-day can accept his universal schema of social 
development for the family and other institutions, without 
intellectual stultification. . . 

This book is not an attempt to revise Marx or to.bring him 
up to date. Such a procedure is impermissible in what Pte- . 
sumes to be a critical, expository account of Marx's own I 
theories. The fact that the neglected aspects of Marx's 
thought, to which this book calls attention, have impressive 
contemporary implications, explains, perhaps, why this 
study was undertaken, but it does not c"nstitute AA intro
duction of a foreign point of view into the doctrines"dis
cussed. 

No author can guard himself from the will to m4)lIlder-. 
stand .• But he can diminish the dangers of distortion by 
inviting the reader to follow the argument in its own terms 
and to judge it in the context of the views opposed. The 
emphasis upon the role of activity in Marxism, as con
trasted with the mechanical and fatalistic conceptions orthe 
social process which prevail in orthodox circles, lays the 
author open to the charge of smuggling in philosophieal 
idealism. But Marx's dialectical materialism has always 
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appeared to be idealistic to those who, having reduced all 
reality. to matter in. motion, find them.elves incapable d. 
explaining the interaction between things and thought 
except on the assumption that the mind produces what i$ 
acts upon. Tj)is last assumption is frankly idealistic but it ia: 
not involved in dialectical materialism. ' 

Due to the limitations of space, a great deal of material 
bearing upon the central issues of the discussion has ·been.' 
omitted. Some important philosophical problems bave not· 
even been mentioned. It should' be borne in mind, how- . 
ever, that what is left unsaid on these matters as well as on . 
other.-relevant or irrelevant-is not thereby denied, 
unless it is logically incompatible with the implications of 
what is said. No form of criticism is more unconscionable 
than that which proceeds on the assumption that an author 
intends to exhaust his subject-matter and then urges against 
,the position taken that it implicidy denies views, which, 
in, virtue of necessary selection, it has no opportunity to 
treat. This caution is added, not to prevent the reader from 
raising difficulties, but rather to insure that the difficulties 
which are raised bear re\evandy upon the issues dis
cussed. The author is quite aware that the position sketched 
in this book is not frcc from difficulties. He even states 
some of them. A position which has no difficulties is too 
easy to be true, or'lf true, too trivial. to be of practical 
import in this world. On the other hand, because all·posi
tions have difficulties is no reason for refusing to take one • 

. On some subjects-especially the subjects' treated in this 
book-no one can escape taking a position. For every posi
tion towards the question of social change-including the 
dead point of indifferentism-has social consequences. The 

. : ;';telllgent thing to do--so it seems to the author-is to 
take a position, recognise the difficulties and participate 
co-operativcly; with all those who share the position, in 
their solution. 

The author wishes to state his indebtedness to two 
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contemporary writers: Georg Lukacs, whose Geschi&hte WIll 
Klassenbewusststin stresses the significance of the dialectic 
element in Marx's thought and links Marx up-unfor
tunately much too closely-with the stream of German, 
classical philosophy; and to Karl Korsch whose Marxismus 
rmd Philosophil confinns the author'. own hypothesis of the 
practical-historical axis of Marx's thought, but which under
estimates the difficulties -involved in treating the formal 
aspect of Marx's thought from this point of view. The text 
and footnotes carry acknowledgments to non-contemporary 
writers. 

Some of the material in the early chapters was originally 
printed as an article in the Symposium of July '93' ; thanks 
are due to the editors for permission to reprint it here. The 

- Symposium article together with an earlier article on 
.. Dialectical Materialism" in the Journal of Philosophy for 
1928. contained material whose phrasing has given rise to 
serious misinterpretation. This has been corrected in the 
body of the book. 

SIDNEY HOOK. 

New York, 
January ;, 1933. 
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PART I 

THE QUEST FOR MARX 
fC Retablir 1a v~ri~ historique n'est pas seu1ement 

une Cl,UestiOD de conscience; c't!t aU8Sl unc question 
d'uD. mteret pratique immediat." . 

-SoUL. 



CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

THE WOllL1) to-day stands in the shadow of the doc
trines of a man dead barely fifty years. The social philo
sophy of Karl Marx, comparatively unknown and ignored 
in his own lifetime, exercijes a stronger influence upon the 
present age than the social theOries of any of our Contempo
raries. History is being made in its name. A new philosophy 
of life, avowedly Marxist in inspiration, is slowly emerging 
to challenge the dominant attitudes and values of Western 
and Oriental cultures. 

And yet, as soon as one devotes oneself to the study of 
Marxian d<?Ctrine, one discovers that there exists no canonic 
formulation of its position. Marx's literary activity, extend
ing over a period of forty years is for the most part 
extremely controversial. None of his writings contains a_ 
definitive and finished expression of doctrine. He himself 
lived to say, .. J' ne suis pas WI marxiste." Various coIJlicting 
interpretations of his philosophy have split the ranks -of his 
professed followers as well as those of his critics. There has 
been a greater eagerness to discuss the truth Qfhis doctrines 
than to establish their meaning. 

The situation is no different to-day than it was when 
Marx was first discovered by " bourgeois" thinkers. The 
academic German professors, after the conspiracy of 
silence against Marx had been broken in the nineties, 
charged that Marx's conclusions were vitiated _ by the 
presence of irrelevant moral considerations. Later, nco
Kantians as well as religious socialists made the contrary 
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charge that Marx's conclusions were vitialltd by the absence 
of such judgments. Some said that Marx was over-empha
sising the importance of revolutidi;>ary will ; others, that he 

,was paralysing human effort in a monstrol!S economic 
fatalism. Both were agreed that his- thought 'was a contra
dictory mess of analyses, prediction, faith, 'and, passion. 
Each critic-, had his counter-critic; and every atteMpt at 
synthesis, brought forth another campaign of polemics. Add 
to these acaci!mic lucubrations not only the denunciatory 
defence ot the:' orthodo?, " Marxists, but the shrill outcries 
qf preachers, .publicists and minor literati, who rushed to 
refute Marx withoul stopping ""en to read him, and the 
atmosphere of the discussion is set. To some it appeared to 
be an intellectual circus ; to others, another illustration of 
'the class war. , 
, Of itself; liowc:ocer. this. diversity of interpretation i. not 
an unusual thing 111 thehisiory of thought. There has been 
hardly' a single, thinker of historical importance who has 
not paid a"price for having disciples; who has not been 
many things to many men. There i. no canonic life of Christ 
as there is no canonic interpretation of Plato. But in Marx'. 
case, the natural diversity of .interpretation was reinforced 
by the, introduction of an explicit political axis into the 
discussion. In addition, a peculiar way of arriving at those 
interpretaw.ns complicated matters. The unity ot:. his 
thought was sought solely in his conclusions and not in his 
method of arriving at them. The systematic results were 
examined and not the systematic method. It was uncritically 
assumed that unity and simplicity were synonymous; so 
that in the face of complex findings, often apparently contra-

, dic~ory, it was concluded that, his thought lacked unity. 
Simplicity, hO>yeVCr, is an ~ttribute of content; unity, 
of organisation. If Marx'. thought possesses unity, it is to 
be found, not in his specific conclusions but in his method of I 

&ru!iysis ,directed by the revolutionary purposes and needs 
of the international working cl ...... The method, to be sure, 
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is to be checked ia the light ofhis conclusions; but the latter 
are derivative, not central. They are tentative and contin
gent. They may be impugned without necessarily calling' 
the method !oto question, especially when the new results 
are won by a fresh application of the method. Just as it is 
possible to dissociate the Hegelian method from the 
Hegelian system (as Marx and Engels repeatedly insist), so 
it is possible to dissociate the Marxian method from any 
specific set of conclusions, or any -particiilar political 
tactic advocated in its name. This is another way of 
saying that there is nothing a priori in Marx's philosophy; 
it is naturalistic, historical and empiritaJ. throughout. 

To distinguish between Marx'. method and his results 
is not to separate the two any more than to distinguish 
between the essence of scientific method and the scien
tific findings of any particular day~which~· ... re stire to 
be faulty and incomplete-is to deny 'any' organic con
nection between them. Ultimately the validity of scientific 
method depends upon its power to predict, and wherever 
possible, to control the. succession of natural phenomena. 
It ~ this progressive power of prediction and control which 
justifies us in retaining scientific method even when w.e have 
discarded or modified the physics of Ptolemy, Copernicus 
and Newton. Similarly the validity of Marx's method 
dept»ds upon whether it enables us to realise th.e class, 
purposes in whose behalf it was formulated. 

But here the similarity between " science "~and " Marx
ism" ends. This does not mean that' Marxism is not a 
" scientific" method, that is, adeq!1&te and efficient to 
secure its goals. The distinction sought flows from the 
recognition that the natural sciences and the "social 
sciences" are concerned with two irreducibly different 
subject-matters. This difference in subject-matter compels 
the further recognition that values-class vah~re 
essentially involved in every attempt to develop a. D\et\btQ ... 
ology and programme of. social action.~The distinction 
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therefore means that in' so far as Marxism is a method of 
thought and action designed to achieve' a class goal, it is 
something more than science, or less ; for scien,ce, as such, 
although it may be used in behalf of class purposes, has no 
class character. The truth or falsity of its propositions have 
nothing to do with the class struggleeveQ. when the class 
struggle is the objective reference of its propositions. It is 
not denied that the direction scientific research has taken 

, has often been determined, to a not inconsiderable extent, 
by"the economic, political and .. moral" interests of the 
classes which have endowed laboratories and subsidised' 
scientists. But since this applies to the false theories which 
have arisen as well as the true,' the difference between the 
true and false cannot be explained by class or social 
considerations. To affirm the contrary is to confuse cate
gories. 

In Marx's theories. on the other hand, a ~ass bias and a 
class goal are presupposed. His doctrines do not merely 
describe the phe'lomena of class society and class struggle. 
They are offered as instruments in waging that struggle, as ' 
gwdes to a mode of action which he believed would for ' 
ever eliminate class struggles from social life, As instruments 
they can function effectively only in so far as they apProxi
mate objective truths; but as' objective truths, they cannot, 
be effective instruments without reference to subjective 
class purposes, Marx's philosophy is a dialectical synthesis, 

-nf these objective and subjective moments. By subjective is 
meant not unreal or uncaused-for obviously class purposes 
are conditioned by the socio-economic environment-but a 
mode of response which is directed by conscious will or 
desire. The range nf possible class goals which can be 
willed at any moment in history is determined by objec
tive social factors, but neither the willing nor the specijie 
choice ,a~ any definite mom en' nf time can be explained 
withou;t introducing other factors. These latter we call 
subjective in relation to the first set; but in relation, say, 
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to what a particular member of a class wills, they are 
objective. To overlook this distinction. and to speak of 
Marxism as an "objective science," is, therefore) to 
emasculate its class character; The disastrous consequences 
of such a procedure both in logic '!oDd historic fact will be 
examined in subsequent chapteR. . 
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CHAPTER II 

ON HISTORICAL UNDERSTANDING 

T H B 8 Y S T B" of thought associated with Karl Marx, 
anCl which is loosely designated as Marxian, differs from all 
other social -theories and methodologies in that it i. the 

_ fi/llltWg pbjlosophy of the sreaiest mass movement that has 
. swept Europe since the rise of Christianity;' It cannot be 
neatly cut from its highly charged historical context and , 
examined exclusively in the light of its verbal consistencies. 
For it is not an -armchair Phllosopb¥ Of retmspe.rtiQl\, but a 
philosophy of social actign; more specificiilly '.£-~~ 
'DClat reoalution. Developed in the course of a lifetinle of 
Social action on the battlefield of the class struggle, it bears 
evidence of the occasions which provoked it and the pur
poses which directed it. Marx began his adult life as a 
revolutionist, fought like one and was exiled in consequence 
of being one. And although-he died of the effects of eatWg 
dust for so many years in the British Museum, during those 
years he never lost touch with the daily struggle of the 
working classes thtoughllut the world. He had participated 
in the fighting of 1848, but his own best weapons were the 
weapons of dialectical criticism. 

Not only were Marx'. doctrines developed in the course 
of the social struggles and experiences of his own lifetinle ; 
after his death they were taken up by others in the 

~ 
1 Marx himself says in TIw Comnumirt M(JIfifulG that the communist 

theories n only express in general terms the circumstances of an actually 
existing class !truggie. of an historical movement going on under our 
own eyes. to They are not based upon ideas or principles set up or dis
covered by lome u W,lIl11rbes.renr.' 
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continuation of that struggle. A whole movement sprang 
into existence with Marxian slogans and arguments. More 
accurately, the existing working-class movement in Ger
many became in name, if not in fact, Marxian. This move
ment had a life greater than any member within it and a 
task to perform unique in the. history of social revolt, ok., 
consciously to develop a philosophy which would aid it in 
winning its hattles. This task demanded not a set of petrified I 

dogmas but a revolutionary flexibility in theory and prac
tice. There soon developed a literature, tradition and mode 
of analysis directly inspired by the writings and person
ality of Marx. The dangers of doctrinal orthodoxy in the 
early years, before the German Social Democracy had won 
a free field for action, were not great. Marx was alive to 
guide it. I ts problems were his problems. And after his 
death, Engels acted as its official meutor. But before many 
yean had passed, the movement was confronted by new 
specific tasks and problems. They flowed naturally from the 
altered conditioIlS---<locial, technical, national, and Psycho
logical-which the expansion of industrial capitalism 
brought with it in the last quarter of the nineteenth century. 
Active response to changed conditions was immediate, for 
no movement can live without flexible readjustment to a 
shifting milieu. Things were done first to meet the demancls 
of the moment and justified later. The interpretation of 
the causes and consequences of such action was formulated 
in Marxian terms. No programme of action was so foreign 
that it could not be brought under Marxian formulas; no 
declaration of policy or principles so recondite that it could 
not be supported by some text. 

What happened was merely this. Confronted by new 
conditions which generated new tasks and new conceptions 
of those tasks, followers of Marx decided upon the reason
able thing to do and defended it as the orthodox Marxian 
method of doing it. But what determines the policies which 
men, confronted by a Common problem, regard as 
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.. reasonable"? When it is not a question of the logical fitness 
of means to ends, the " reasonable" policy is derived ulti~ 
mately from something they wish to do. That is to say, their 

. purposes and values are logically, if not psychologically, 
prior to their immediate programme of action. It was 
natural, then, that with the development of different aims 
and purposes there should arise different interpretations 
of Marx., In almost every European country successive 
generations brought forth new attitudes and perspectives. 
Some few men like Bernstein in Germany, Sorel in France, 
and Struve m Russia developed within the span of their 
own lifetime conflicting conceptions. of the nature of 
Marxism. Nor must it be imagined that all of these interpre
tations were unusually artificial or far fetched. The very 
individuals who combated them in the name of orthodoxy, 
fell back upon a conception of Marx which was itself a 
selected portraiture, one which possessed many of the 
defects of the views opposed and few of their virtues. The 
defects were a failure to consider all the avai1able texts and 
contexts, to evaluate their relative weight, to distinguish 
between the method employed and the tentative character 
of the results won by the use of that method, and most 
important of all, an inability to grasp the central importance 
of Marx'. c1ass bias. The virtues were an openly avowed 
flexible policy to the passing events of the day, an attempt 
to steer a straight course in the new currents of science and 
philosophy. and a refusal to regard fundamental theoretical 
issues as finally closed. 

These conflicting doctrinal interpretations of Marxism 
were not mere variations on one intellectual theme. TlrIrI 
U!Ir' differmJ pallmls uf social rupans, projected by differmJ grllUPS 
in a struggl. 10 dtnninah IhI ~ SU1/6. They were ways 
of making history, innocently paraded as methods of read-, 
ing it. They told more about the orientation of these groups 
to the living issues which agitated them than they did about 
Marx. 



Sigiiificantly enough, the history of Marxian interpreta
tion offen a curloUli confirmation of the Marxian criticism 
of all cultural ideology : different social classes react differ
ently to the same social object. These differences express 
themselves first, in disparate emphases of interpretation, 
then, in conJlicting evaluation, and ultimately, in opposite 
modes of social action. Theirclas:'J'oint of view becomes 
an objec!!fied part of wIiilt they are ~ to updr~ 
lrufif t1Ui 6e so, one asks in irritated bewiIderment, what 
is the common subject-matter of all these interpretations ? 
What is the objective historical reference of these varying 
interpretations, and is objective truth about such reference 
possible? 

Before we despair of attaining objective truth about social 
questions, which are of necessity viewed differently by 
different social cIasses, let us pause for a moment to point -
out that this situation has its logical analogue in the predica
ment historians find themselves whenever they seek to offer 
a definitive explanation of an historical event. It is;' meth
odological commonplace to-day that the historY of man 
is not something that can be automatically read off from 
a chronological record. It involves interpretation, selection, 
and construction. Its criteria of what is probable and rel-, 
evant are ultimately drawn from the present.' The con
sequences of this commonplace, however, are startling. For 
as we go from one period to another, interpretations of the 
past are altered. -The meaning of the past seems to be a 
moving shadow of the wider experiences and purposes of 
the present. Not only is thiS true of events which do not 
carry their meaning upon their face ; it is just as true -of the 
thought of men who have left a corpus of writings behind 
them. No better illustration of this can be found than the_ 
history of Platonic interpretation. How many philosophical 
portraits of Plato have circulated in the world mart ! And 

1 Cf. the writer's U A Pragmatic Critique of the Historico-Genetic 
Method" in Essays;" H"""", qf JaIuJ D""9, New York, '929. 
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how unmistakably do these portraits display the lineaments 
of their painters! Plato as a Moses-speaking Attic, as a 
Christian Father, as a mystic Pythagorean, as a dramatist 
of the life of reason; the first Aristotelian, .the precursor of· 
Kant, of Hegel, of Cantor and the modem theory of con
tinuity; .. the father of all orthodoxy and the source of all 
heresy "-these are only some of the guises in which Plato 
has appeared in the history of thought. Here, as elsewhere, 
historical recovery is· not the unveiling of ready-made fact 
in the stream of cultural tradition in the way in which 
excavation is the unearthing of definite material from the 
site of Troy. It is a selective emphasis whose verification is 
to be sought in some forms of contemporary or prospective 
activity. 

But to return to Marx. If historical interpretation is con
temporary orientation to living issues, why, it may be asked, 
was it necessary for the leaders of the working-class move
ment in Germany and other European countries to profess 
to be Marxian at all ? Why did they not turn their backs 
upon the quest for the .. real Marx" and devote them
selves to fresh analysis of the problems at hand? Why did 
they insist upon calling themselves Marxist even when dis
senters within the ranks called attention to their un-Marxian 
practice? .In part the answer is to be found in tru. immense 
prestige which names and symbols carry in mass move-

. ments. New ideas introduce preliminary confusion even 
when they prove themselves to be instrumentally effective 
in realising purposes. They are more likely to be accepted 
when they appear in the guise of old masks and slogans. 
Radicalism, too, is bound by the natural conservatism of 
habit. It learns soon enough that a movement without the 
means of adaptation to a changing environment is without 
the ~eans of survival; but in the process of adaptation it 
clings all the more steadfasdy to the symbols of its past. For 
the past is that of which it generally has most reason to 
be proud. The old faith once sincerely militant is still 
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celebrated in a ritual; ideas and terms which once had 
definite practical import, become fetishes. 

There were other reasons, aside from the .. truth " of the 
doctrine, which cOl;tributed to keep alive the. tradition of 
Marxism among socialists even when, as we shall see, their 
political parties were far from being Marxist in their prac
tice. There was, first, the natural dislike to substitute one 
doctrine for another in the midst of the class struggle. 
U Never swap horses while crossing a stream " is a maxim 
that seems as plausible in politics as in war. Bernstein had 
good reason to recall it when meditating upon the fierce 
opposition which his attempt to revise Marx had called 
forth. The German Social Democratic Party almost voted 
his expulsion for what turned out later to be no more than 
terminological differences. In addition, there was the in
flaming example of Marx's single-minded zeal and incor
ruptible revolutionary integrity. His hard-headed personal 
idealism, which was never stained by opportunistic com
promise (in contrast with Lassalle), or warped by senti
mental fanaticism (in contrast with Bakunin), proyided a 
moral and political ideal which was all the more precious 
for being so difficult to attain:-There was, too, the assurance 
of his intellectual genius to which even his enemies were 
compelled to make grudging admission. And who does not 
desire the glow of emotional security which comes from 
having a genius· on one's side? There was, then, even aD,. 
narrowly practical grounds good reason why those who 

.sought to change the existing order-if only with a pro
gramme of social reform-should still invoke the name of 
Marx long after they had given up trying to determine 
whether they were carrying on in his spirit. But the public 
avowal of Marxism necessitated taking over, defending and 
interpreting his doctrines. Later we shall discuss the fidelity 
of the interpretations offered. The most significant aspects 
of these interpretations-just because they affeCted the ques
tion of meaning-was the way in which they invariably' 
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expressed a present purpose and an immediately experi
enced class need. 

At the turn of the century a virtual war broke out among 
socialists as to the real spirit and meaning of Marx's thought 
--a war as virulent to-day as ever before. The most in
fluential of these contending positions must be stated and 
criticised before the import of the interpretation offered 
here can be grasped. The following chapters are not so 
much an historical excursion as an attempt to reveal the 
premises, purposes, and intellectual constructions of the 
four great movements which claimed to be carrying on in 
the spirit of Marx. 



CHAPTER III 

"DER KAMPF UM MARX" 

T BB STllUOOLB for the possession of Marx's spiritual 
bequest had already begun in Marx', own lifetime. Marx, 
himself, had called down a plague upon both the Marxists 
and anti-Marxists; but.he watched with critieal uneasiness 
the doctrinal deviations and, false tactieal moves of his 
adherents throughout the world and especially in Germany. 
As early as 1875, in a scathing criticism of the Gotha pro- . 
gramme adopted by his followers on the occasion of their 
union with the party of Lassalle, he complained that they 
were giving their socialism a nationalistic twist and thaf 
they had become infected with a servile faith in the, bour
geois ,tate.' No criticism was ever more prophetic. Before 
the next quarter of a century had elapsed these tendencies 
had become full blown and had 'flowered into a doctrinal 
interpretation of Marxism according to which it was' no 
longer a philosophy'.()f,s<>.ciaI..JeYolutionJ but ! cl~less 
scfeiiccor'1Ocrar-development wbfcncountenanced open 
niitioru.ns1iCandrero~r:pi%.ctices.... A ' ~. -

_. If Marx'. methoa of social analysis is valid, then the key 
to this doctrinal development is to be sought not in the 
ideas of a few individual leaders, but in the social and 
economic development of Germany. To this we must now 
turn. 

The last quarter of the nineteent1t century witnessed the 
I " Doc:h das ganzc Programm, trotz alles demokratischen Gcklingels, 

ilt durch unci durch yom Untertanenglauben der Lassellischen Sekte 
on den Staat yupeatct." (Paothumously printed. N ... -<;..-., Bel. IX, 
18g1, p. 574.) . 
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emergence of Gennany as an imperialist power of thcifirst 
tank. With the conquest of foreign markets, opportunities 
for work increased-<:Videnced in the decline of emigration; 
prices on colonial raw material and consumption goods 
(rubber, tea, coB;ee, etc.) which were unprotected by ~IIS, _ 
fell; and both the money and real wages of the highly 
organised skilled workers-but not of the unskilled workers 
in heavy industry or of the agricultural labourers-rose. 
The enormous profits of foreign trade and the superior' 
technical -organisation of German industry enabled the 
state to maintain and extend the system of limited social 
insurance which bad originally been adopted as safeguards 
against the revolutionary upsurge of the masses.' All this 
was not without its profound effects upon a working class 
efficiendy schooled by state institutions in the traditions of 
a nationalist culture. The skilled workers who felt that they 
stood to gain by the extension of the imperialism of the 
mother country were precisely those wh<JI were the most 
influential in the socialist trade unions; and the trade 
unions, then as now,.had the socialist party in tow. The 
ideology of the trade unions, which centred around the 
day to day struggle for a higher standard of living, seeped 
into the political party. Although the party congresses still 
paid pious allegiance to the formula of revolution, the 
-practices of the organisation were exclusively devoted to 
a gradual social reform. The right-wing-leaders stole a leaf 
from the scientific Marxists and urged that it was Utopian 
to OPPOS& lin -imperialist expansion which followed with 
.. iron necessity .. from economic laws discovered by Marx 
bimself; the only sensible policy was to put forward a 
colonial programme which would relieve the pangs of 

1 So effective was the system. of state insurance that the president of 
the lUieh4svnsteiuruntsGmtu looking back upon its results was able to 
write, U The approval of the war aedit. by the Social Democratic 
Party ~c"r:';:ts the most beautiful succea of German social reform. U 

(P. K. > Will dmIkl dos lriimpf.,w D~ m..r ....... FllfSfIW. 
'9'8, p. n.) 
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economic penetration suffered by the natives. An en
lightened, peaceful and civilised imperialism, accompanied 
by a liberal educational policy, would raise the cultural level 
of the indigenous population to a point from which it could 
appreciate the economic, social, scientific, and therefore, 
moral necessity of imperialist expansion. 
, With the growth of the party the domination of the trade 
unions in the interest of their immediate social politics in
creased. The trade unio";' were primarily interested in keep
ing their members at work. This was obviously bound up 
with the export of commodities. Exports demanded mar
kets ; markets a strong foreign policy. How, then, could the 
leaders of the trade unions reconcile their devotion to the 
immediate interests of the workers with a militant struggle 
against their own national imperialism? To be sure, they 
were aware that the lion's share of the profits of imperialist 
expansion fell not to themselves but to their employers. But 
then there were the concessions-the crumbs of boun~ 
which fell from the table of superfluity. Certainly, cried 
Schippel and other 'reformist leaders; it was better to work 
than to hunger. To fight was out of the question. But fight 
they had to ! On one sad day in 1914, in remembrance of 
the crumbs of concessions, they goose-stepped into battle 
to fight in a war brought on by imperialism.1 

The orientation of the German Social Democdcy to
wards practical immediate reform produced an im
portant change in the social, composition of the party. 
Numerous non-proletarian elements-petty bou'rgtois shop- , 
keepers, professionals and intellectuals-began to strean1 
into the organisation. They did not stay in the rank and 
file, but, in virtue of their technical accomplishments and 
social connections, forged to the top of the party as 
functionaries, theoreticians and political representatives. 

1 For an interesting and weU-documented analysis of the causes of 
the social patriotism of the German-working class .. cr. Zarchi, Mausa, 
Dil _isW K..,alil4l dIS Sor;ialpolriDnmllu, Strasbourg, 19.8. 
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Although the party -membership still remained over
whelmingly proletarian, their strategic posts enabled them 
to wield an in1Iuence altogether disproportionate to their 
numbers. The growth of the trade unions, too, created an 
administrative apparatus whose standard of living was 
higher than that of the ordinary worker. The officials func
tioned so long iri office that they lost contact with the actual 
raw experience of the industrial struggle and slowly a~ 
quired the narrow, self-centred ideology of the typical 
bureaucrat whose eternal archtype they always had before 
their eyes in the persons of the Prussian atate officials. 
The persecution of the party and trade unions by their 
political opponents and the government often took the 
form of an economic and social boycott. This resulted in the 
rise <If a not inconsiderable group of tradesmen and inn
keepers1 who catered to the needs of the movement and 
consequently developed special interests not always com
patible with the party line or the welfare of the membership. 
An amusing but very eloquent manifestation of the power 
of such groups was the existence of .. The Association of 
Socialist Tavern-keepers .. who at one time supplied more 
than. seven per cent of the party representation in the· 
Reichstag.· 

& the years went by the party took on more and more 
the character of a benevolent organisation with eschato
logical trintmings. The vested interests of the party bureau
cracy in their posts were linked up with more material 
interests. By '913 the German socialist party and trade 
unions owned in real property alone close to uinety million 
marks. This was, for them, substantial evidence that they 

1 In Germany each political party bas its own ~l.o.t4lt-which 
Icrve as the ceotrco of political and social life. 

• Robert Micheb' {"' s.<i%gi. dos PIIrlIiw<sas .. *' """""" D~ 
kTdtW, Untersuchungen Qha die oligarchischen Tendcm: des Gruppen
lebens, revised, 2nd edition, Leipzig, 1925. contains • great deal of 
relevant material on this aspect of German Social Democracy, which 
does not justify, however, the theoretical conclusions he draWl there
&om. 
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were growing into socialism. When the decisive hour 
struck in 1914, they were in no mood to sacrifice all this. 

Political events as well as the pressure of the socio
economic environment contributed to enforcing the 
interpretation of Marxism as an "objective science" of 
social development with which only those blinded by 
illusion or self-interest could not agree. During the seventies 

:!lhecensor kept a wary eye open for militant class-conscious 
phrases and analyses. During the eighties, under Bismarck'. 
exception laws the"8Ocialists played safe by choosing res-" 
trained and scientific language. (Engels' prediction of 
European revolutionary disturbance for 1885 or there
abouts had failed to materialise.) During the Dineties, after 
the exception laws had been abolished, the growth of the 
socialist vote to three millions provoked the feeling among 
the German leaders that they were a.,party of opposition 
rather than "the party of revolution." Their desire for 
social and intellectual respectability led them to stress the 
importance of systematic doctrine. Could a theory be 
dangerous which was grounded ia" real knowledge and 
expressed in heavy prose? 

The practical and spiritual .".bDurg,oisemmt of the German 
movement was not long in bearing theoretical fruit. The 
contradictions between Marx's revolutionary standpoint, 
of which there was still some lingering memory, and the 
life activity of his " disciples'," compelled the latter to seek 
some way of reconciling the two which did not require 
too great a sacrifice of legality and security. Two ways 
suggested themselves to sqlllm',the practice of social 'reform 
with the theory of Marxism. One of them was taken 'by the 
official party under the intellectual leadership of those who 
called themselves "orthodox" Marxists; the other by 
Bernstein and others who were called .. revisionist" 
Marxists. Between these two a literary war broke out on an 
international scale. 



CHAPTER IV 

THE ORTHODOX CANONISATION 

THE THEORETICAL consquctions of orthodox Marxism 
were" built out of phrases and propositions drawn from 
Marx'. own works. Indeed, }Uutsky, Hilferding and others 
denied that their orthodoxy constituted an interpretation. 
In their eyes it was a faithful exposition of the doctrine. 
Nevertheless, there was a definite shift in the fundamental 
'eharacter of their expositions. Marxism was no longer 
regarded as essentially the theory and practice of social 
revolution, but as a science of social development. The 
official theoretical emphasis implied that it was not so 
much a method of inaking history as of understanding it 
after it had been made. It was offered assomething saehli<:h 
and free from value judgments, determining action in" the 
same way that a mountain slope determines the movement 
of a glacier. It was objective and scientific in a strict sense. 
It carried the authority not only of power but of knowledge. 
It tried to prove its position by popuIarising the deductions 
from the labour theory of value in Das Kapital rather than 
by underscoring the revolutionary philosophy of the Com
munist Manifesto in which the labour theory of value in its 
distinctive Marxian form was not even mentioned. 

The continued stabilisation and expansion of capitalism, 
together with the programmes of peaceful, evolutionary 
methods of social reform projected by the German Social 
Democrats, made the conception of socialism as an objective 
science of social development "ot only plausible but an 
effective talking point in winning converts from the parties 
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of law and oroer. Gradually, reliance upon" processes at 
work in the order of things" became translated into the 
mythical language of the "inevitability" of the develop
ment of capitalism into socialism. Human need, evolution, 
and action, which Marx had taken as big starting points, 
now became theoretically-in strict logic but not in open 
avowaI-a superfluous addendum to a self-contained 
system of social mechanics. Man was mortal; no less so the 
society in which he lived. And just as in one case human 
effort could only moderately inlIuence the fatal day, so in 
the other. Cry out as the orthodox Marxists did against this 
interpretation of Marxism as a confusion of social deter
minism with social fatalism, it followed from their theories 
that the class struggle was a fact as objective as the force of 
gravitation, and that the social revolution was as ineluctable 
as an eclipse. SmaIl wonder _ that this disguised natural 
necessity should have led to the characterisation of " or
thodox " Marxism as U astronomical" socialism ! 

And now an amazing thing happened. I t was no longer 
necessary, said the theoreticians, for- a Marxist to be a 
socialist. Marxism was wissenschaft ; socialism weltanschauung. -
Marxism was the science which proved that socialism as a 
state of society would come. AIl opposition and allegiance 
to socialism as an ideal were equally epiphenomenal. 
Socialism was eaming ! If you welcomed it, well ana good
-it might eame a litde sooner. If you did not, it would 
come anyway-perhaps a litde later. In neither case would 
your attitude make a difference-or much of a difference. 
Into such a paralysing doctrine did this pan-objectivistic 
interpretation of Marx eventuate. 

Here is a citation from a key work of one such orthodox 
Marxist, which reveal. the incidence of this position. 
Rudolph Hilferding prefaced his important! treatise, DfJJ 
Fi~ital, as follows : 

U The theory of Marxism·:8I well as its_ practice is free from 
judgments of value. It is, therefore, false to conceive as is widely 
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done, intra tI eXlTa """OS, that Marxi.ml and socialism are as such 
identical. For lOgically, regarded as a scientific system and apart 
from its historical effect,· Marxi.ml is only a theory of the laws of 
movement of society formnlated in general terms by the Marxian 
conception of history; the Marxian economics applying in par
ticnlar to the period of commodity-producing society. Bul Wig'" 
into tire ","iliiry of Marxism wlUt:h includes Wig'" into tire 1llUSsi!)/ of 
socialiSm is b)l no metJIIS a mlJllIr of.aiU1 judgmmts and jusl as liule an" 
indiJ:a/ion /0 praclil:al proudur •• For it is one thing to recognise a 
necessity, and another thing to work for this necessity. It is quite 
possible for someone convinced of the final victory of socialism to 
fight against it." (p. X, '9'0. Italics mine.) 

ThiS was a strange revolutionary theory indeed. It could 
explain the past and predict the future but had no function 
in the present. Experimentally there was nothing to dis
tinguish it from a theodicy whicb, refusing to fathom the 
divine ways in any present event, read all of past history 
tld hoc and predicated nothing in the future but the Revo
lutionary Day of Judgment. And thus this brand of" or
thodox " Marxism became to all who welcomed socialism 
a religion of consolation, and to those who opposed it, 
a doctrine of despair. It was the ideology not only of the 
German Social Democracy,"but of the Second International 
whicb the German party dominated.1 . 

1 The position of Kaubky and other leaden of the Centre and Right 
was ambiguow and often contradictory. Not only did these contra
dictions crop up in theoretical writings but eYeD in pamphlets de
voted to qUe!ltions of revolutionary politics. Kautsky. for exampJcJ 
could write in D., WeI cur MadtJ: U The socialist party is a revolu .. 
tionary party but not a revolution-~ party. We know that our 
ffoal can be attained only through revolutIon. We also know that it is 
Just at little in our power to create this revolution as it is in the power 
of our opponenb to prevent it. It is no part of our work to instigate a 
rev01ution_or to prepare the way for it." (Eng. trans. by Simons, p. 
50.) Later on Kautsky drifted more and more to the Right. In hia 

I criticism of the Gotha Programme, Marx had written: .. Between 
capitalist and communist society lies the period of revolutionary trans
formation of one into the other. Corresponding to this there is a political 
transition period. in which the state can be nothing ebe than the MJtIl. 
Iionary dietatorship qftll. jJroutmial.u In 1912 Kautsky wrote: II Between 
the time of the pure bourgeois and the time- of the pure proletarian 
demOCf'&tically governed state lies .. period. of transformation of ODe into 
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Until 1895 the official theoreticians sought to justify 
thetnselves by appealing to Marx's £iosest collaborator 
and literary executor, Frederick Engels. It- was Engels
who during Marx's lifetime interpreted his central doc
trines and after his death edited his manuscripts. But this 
was no ordinary labour that Engels took upon himself. 
The exact intellectual relationship between the two men 
has yet to be adequately tracked down. Certainly there is 
no justification for the easy assumption made by the self
styled .. orthodox" that there is a complefl identity in the 
doctrines and standpoints of Marx and Engels from the 
beginning of their friendship on. The indisputable fact 
that they were minds of different order would make that 
unlikely. Nor is there any more justification for holding 
with critics like Masaryk, Arturo Labriola and Mondolfo 
that there was an essential difference between them. The 
truth seems to be that Engels gave a. characteristic em
phasis to the doctrine of Marx-an emphasis, however, 
which had far-reaching consequences upon the develop
ment of the doctrine in the hands of the official party 
theoreticians. Already in his Eugen Diihring', Umwiilcmg 
tin Wiss/llUchaft (one section of which was written by Marx) 
we find a treatment of mooted problems of metaphysics, 
science and ethical practice from the point of view of a 
monistic system rather than of a unified method. But more 
important still, in bringing to completion and publishing 
the second and third volumes of Dar Kapital Engels gave 
final currency to the notion that the economic theories of' 
Marx constituted a hypothetic-deductive system of the 
type exemplified by scientific theories uberhaupt, instead of 
being an illustration of a method of revolutionary criticism. 
In so doing Engels failed to develop the important socio
logical and practical implications of Marx's doctrine of the 

the other. Corresponding 10 this there is • political trausition period 
in which the government at a rule will take the form of a eoalilion 
!.."....,., ... (DIr Proilldriscitl & .. 1"",, omd w. Pro,..amm, p. rg&.)-- ~ 
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.. fetishism of commodities." He devoted himself to the task 
of explaining how the law of the falling rate of profit could 
be squared both with the empirical fact that the rate of 
profit was the same irrespective of the organic composition 
of capital, antt with the labour-power definition of 
exchange-value. 

Nowhere, so far as I know, does Engels properly com
ment on Marx's own words in the preface to the second 
edition of the first volume, that political economy .. can 
remain a science only so long as the class struggle is latent or 
manifests itself only in isolated or sporadic phenomena." 
It cannot be too strongly insisied upon that Marx did not 
conceive Dos Kapital to be a deductive exposition of an 
objective natural system of political economy, but a 
critical analysis-sociological and historical-of a system 
which regarded itself as objective. Its sub-title is Kritik dtr 
politisc"'" Okonom; •. Criticism demands a standpoint, a posi
tion. Marx's standpoint was the standpoint of the class
conscious proletariat of Western Europe. His position im
plied that a system of economics at basis always is a closs 
economics. An implicit value judgment becomes one of the 
abscissae in terms of which its analytic equations are written. 

Engels' interpretation of the economic doctrines of Marx 
as a closed deductive system was a matter of relative em
phasis. It was controlled on crucial occasions by his revolu
tionary political instincts arid corrected in his important 
letten on historical materialism. Engels, however, was 
living.in London. And out of fancied political necessity the 
leadenhip was just as willing to revise him as to revise 
Marx. Indeed, Engels lived to see his very writings cen
sored and distorted in order- to make him appear to be 
supporting the party line; The revision of his introduction 
to Marx's K/oss.nk4mpft im Frankreit:h, the last publication of 
Engels, is a case in point. Even his protest at being made out 
to appear as a .. peaceful wonhipper of legality at any 
price .. was coolly ignored. 
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In philosophy a corresponding shift occurred from Marx's 
naturalistic activism to a simplified materialism called 
dialectical but in reality mechanical. Here Engels' own 
formulations lent support to a theory of knowledge which 
constituted a definite shift in emphasis from Marx's own 
views as expressed both in the glosses on Feuerbach and 
Du deutscM /tit%gie. In these writings Marx, true to his 
Hegelian tradition, pronounced crushing judgment on all 
mechanical materialisms which regarded man's sensation 
and thought as the passive automatic result of the impact 
of the environment upon the animal organism. He claimed 
that the chief defect of all previous materialism was its 
inability to explain conscious activity in general, and cultural 
selectivity in particular. The political passivism of Feuer
bach's politics oflove had one of its roots in his belief that 
sensations were literal images, knowledge-bearing, carbon-' 
copy reports of the objective world. For Marx, sensations 
were forms of practical, sensory activity (praktisCM, mmsch
lichsinnlicM Tiitigkdt). They were not knowledge but the 
stimulus to knowledge which completed itself in action. 
They could not be anything else. Otherwise the social 
interaction without which the world cannot be transformed 
becomes impossible. If men cannot react upon and change 
their conditioning environment, social revolutions /:om no 
longer be regarded as a form of human activity but are 
reduced to incidents in some scheme of rational mechanics 
or energetics. But all social action and change is mediated 
by ideas in the minds of men. Ideas, therefore, cannot 
be passive images; they must be active instruments. In 
his Ludwig FeuerbQf;h und tier Ausgang tier klassichm Phi/osophU, 
Engels, in an attempt to safeguard the materialistic found
ations of dialectical materialism, did not sufliciendy stress 
the place and importance of this active practical element 
in the Marxian theory of knowledge. He accepted the crude 
formula of Feuerbach according to which sensations are 
images and copies (Abbildtr and Spug.lbiltier) of the external 
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world without explaining how it is possiJ>le for ideas, if they 
are only reflections, to help transform or revolutionise 
things. Iostead of takingseosatioos as the material clues 
to knowledge, he identifies knowledge with sensations, 
and defines truth as the agreement between these sensa
tions and the external world. How human beings can 
escape the. magic circle of their sensations, how they 
can determine whether their sensations correspond with 
the external. world, how, in fact, they can know that 
there is anexterna\ world, becomes, on this hypothesis, a 
mystery. 

True, Engels attempted to solve this mystery by appealing 
to experiment and practice. But since experiment, as he 
saw it; results in sensationS which are again taken to be 
cases of immediate knowledge, Engels was no nearer a non
sensatioilalisticcriterion of truth and existence than the 
modern followers of Hume, against whom he used the 
.. argument from experiment." In Marx the appeal to 
experiment and practice was legitimate, since as a close 
student of Hegel's PlUinomenologil tks C.utts he had already 
discarded the belief in the immediacy of knowledge. He 
considered the chief contribution of German classical 
philosophy, as opposed to metaphysical materialism, to 
be its emphasis on theaetivity of mind and corrected its 
idealistic distortion. 

In .892, in the prefac.e to the English edition of Socia/ism, 
UtopitJ1l and Scientific, Engels went hack to Marx; he there 
takes a definitely experimentalist view in which his earlier 
theory of sensations is virtua11y abandoned. But the ortho
dox German socialists based themselves, in their theory of 
knowledge, neither on Marx nor on Engels' fina\ conclu
sions. They hardened into a systematic dogma the relative 
emphasis which Engels later abandoned. Their quota
tions are never from his last work. Iostead of dialectical 
materialism, the materia1ism of the German socialists be

. came sensationalist and mechanical, ignoring pruis. 
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And so the economics and philosophy of Social De
mocracy became all of a piece with its politics. Only the 
revolutionary phrase remained as a foreign element in 
the new synthesis-an echo-of the heroic days when Marx's 
ideas were principles of action. 
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CHAPTER V 

THE REVISIONIST EXEGESIS 

THE E CON 0 M I C conditions of Europe at the tum of 
the century together with the peculiar "science" of 
Marxism conspired to make the-5ocial Democracy a liberal 
reform group whose tactics bore no relation to their prin
ciples. And yet this did not prevent the intellectua1leaders 
of the movement from mouthing the revolutionary phrases 
of Marx's early days. It was this dualism between the pro
saic, class-collaborative activity of the organisation on the 
one hand, and the lofty revolutionary tones of its holiday 
Versammlungsredntr on the other, which gave Bernstein, 
the student of Engels and the teacher of Kautsky, his great 
opportunity. In his VD14USsetzungell des Sodalismus und iit 
Arifgabm tier Sodaldtmokratit-the Das Kapilal of all subse
quent revisionism-he declared to the mortification of his 
comrades that the Social Democracy ought " to find the 
courage to exnancipate itself from a phraseology which in 
fact had long been outmoded and to be willing to appear 
what in reali!JI it already is ~: " democratic, socialistic 
par!JI qf reform "I (p. 230, last edition). Berns!ein did not 

1 "But is social democracy to-day anything beyond a party that 
.trivet after the socialist transformation of society by the means of 
democratic and economic reform? . . . Hebel • • . bas entered the 
most vigorous protests against the idea that social democracy upholds 
• policy of force, and all the party orgam have received these speeches. 
with applawe i nowhere has a protest agaimt them been raised. Kaut-
Iky develops in his Agrorima Q,wtitm the principles of the agrarian 
policy of locial democracy which represent a system of thoroughly 
democratic reform ItraiJht through. The Communal Programme 
adopted in Brandenburg lS a democratic programme of reform. In the 
RcichJtag the party supports the extension of the powen and the com
pulsory atablishment of courts of arbitration £01' trada cmPUtc:s. which 
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• 
disapprove of the practice of Social DemQp-acy.; he was 
intent, however, upon showing that_the logical, theoretical 
counterpart of that practice was in fiat contradiction with 
the theory which Marxists were professing. It was the effort 
to justify what the Social Democracy was actually doing 
which led Bernstein to utter that memorable sentence, 
" What is generally taken as the goal of socialism is nothing 
to me, the movement is everything.'" In its colonial policy 
and agrarian programme, in its political collaboration with 
liberal parties and its trade-union activity, the true phil
osopby of the socialist movement was expressed. Why not 
make that philosophy explicit? To talk big was merely 
cant. And against this cant Bernstein opposed"Kant. (Kant 
wUkr cant. The pun is Dernstein's.) 

It is in Bernstein's neo-Kantianism and in the conditions 
which made for the revival of the ethical and political 
doctrines of Kant that the theoretical source of Marxian 
revisionism is to be found. With characteristic short
sightedness, the " orthodox" opposition restricted itself for 
the most part to a bitter criticism of Bernstein's economic 
deviations from Marx. Bernstein had challenged the accor
;'cy of some of Marx's analyses which despite the fact that 
they did not treat of exact quantitative correlations or speci
fic time coefficients, the "scientific" socialists regarded as 
literal predictions valid at any tinle: notably, disappearance 

are orgaDS for the furthmmce of industrial peace. AU the speeches of 
their representatives breathe reform. In the same Stuttgart where, ac,.. 
cording to Clara Zelkin, the • Bernstein.ade· received the finishing 
Itroke, shortly after the congress the social democrats entered into an 
alliance with the middle-dass democracy for the municipal dections. 
Other town'S in Wurte:mberg followed their example. In the trade-union 
movement one union after another proceeds to establish unemployment 
funds, which practically means a surrender of the functions of a purely 
ftghting trade union, and declares for municipal labour bureaus em
bracing equally employers and employees. In various large towm
Hamburg. Elberfeld-co-operative stores have been started by socialisu 
and trade unions. Everywbere action for reform, action for sociaJ. 
progress, action for democracy." (Op. til., pp. !il31-!l:$Z.) 

1 W .. .... ,."..;Mia Erui.<U1 du So<ialism., MMI, ist nair nidllI, dV &wi,.., allu. 
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of the middle class, the increasing severity of the busi
ness cycle and its corollary, the rate and quality of mass 
impoverishment. As a matter of fact, however, Bernstein's 

,economic views were a form of immanent criticism. Allow
ing for the time factor, the development of finance capit
alism and the rise of new industries, the "inconvenient" 
facts he cited cOuld all he properly interpreted within the 
framework of the Marxian position. But it was Bernstein'. 
ethical Kaniianism which introduced the irreconcilable 
element in his discussion. For from it there followed as a 
matter nf prineipk what the Social Democracy claimed to 
be doing as a mere matter of expediency. 

The subdued Kantian tones of his original work became 
progressively stronger in subsequent publications-of which 
his Wic is! wissmsclul!tlicher So~ismus mliglich? (Igol) is 
representative. Socialism as a science has as its object the 
understanding of the socialist movement. It gives us know
ledge of the causes and conditions nf that movement. But 
it can never justify that movement, for at its heart there are 
socialist claims, d~ds, strivings. It is these ideal motives 
(moralisc," Interessm) telling us what ought to be which gives 
strength to the movement, not the knowledge of what is. 
In fact, a conflict between scientific theory and ethical 
practice is always possible. Not only may .. what is" be 
opposed to .. what ought to be," but one "ought" may 
be opposed to another .. ought." To resolve these conflicts 
an objective ethical theory nf the right and reasonable is 
necessary. Bernstein maintained that such an objective 
theory must necessarily . eschew naturalism and embrace 
some form nf the Kantian philosophy. That was behind his 
oft-repeated reproach that the Social Democracy was too 
naturalistic. With such an ethical doctrine the socialist 
movement could now speak of one's .. ethical duties" to 
mankind, could now make explicit its .. natural rights " 
doctrine already hidden in such words as Aus-bllll-llllg 
(exploitation, B.IlI4, originally meaning booty). The 
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writings of F. A. Lange and Hermann Cohen, together 
with those of other neo-Kantians like Natorp~ Staudinger 
and VorlAnder, who were developing socialism as an ethics 
and religion, strengthened Bernstein in his views. When 
Bernstein wrote, "The Social Democracy is in need of a 
Kant," it was not so much because of his interest in critical 
method as in ethical consciousness. 

It is obvious that an objective classless morality furnished 
a beautiful premise for piecemcal social reform. The 
proletariat as the banner beater of the ethics of the com
munity could formulate demands and proposals which 
included its class opponents as part of the wider sPcial. 
whole. It could claim to be integrating not separatist;· 
characterising itself, as the occasion demanded, as the 
fulfilment of the prophets, of Christianity, of the French 
Enlightenment. Struggle was not for a class right but for a 
.eommonright. The growth of ethical self-consciousness in the 
community is gradual. Consequently the methods of Social 
Democracy must be evolutionary. Class violence involves 
the negation of the fundamental rights of other classes as 
human beings. ·Consequently, Social Democracy must be 
peaceful. Phrasemongery abouf force and dictatorship of 
the proletariat was worthy of the followers of Blanqui and 
Bakunin, not of Marx. Class dictatorship means not social 
progress but a relapse into barbarism. Once more the· 
Volkss/aat of Lassalle (who had derived his conception of 
the state from Hege!-Q conception excoriated by Marx in 
his CritiqtJ4 'If II!. Gotha Programme) reappeared as an under
tone in the discussion, especially in Bernstein's defence of 
the worker's Vaterland. 

Marx had written in the Communist Manifesto: "The" 
proletariat has no fatherland," meaning that not the 
workers but the landlords and industrialists owned the 
country and that it was the task of the proletariat to 
expropriate them of it. Bernstein understood this to mean, 
however, that the worker had no nationality and that he 
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'was only a member 6f the international of have-nots. He 
protested that siDce the worker had become enfranchised 
as a Citizen, this was no longer true. His duties as a Citizen, 
his duties to the nation, were distinct from his duties as a 
member of a particular class. And so there began this blur
ring between the concept of class and country, class and 
public, class and people, which later on was to prove so 
fateful to the cause of the international working class . 

. Economic classes were regarded as a. species within the 
genus of the nation. Since the worker was a member of the 
nation before he was a member of an economic class, his 
duties as a citizen took precedence over his class interests. 
& a citizen, of course, he was free to agitate for the existence 
of a "people's state." And it was, indeed, with a heavy 
consciousness of their duties as citizens of the state that 
the German Social Democracy, which bad come so close 
to expelling Bernstein and his followers from its ranks 
as heretics, voted the war-budget in 1914 for the defence 
of the potential Volkss!aa! in the actual Valerland. This 
was not a capitulation to Bernstein but a logical fulfilment 
of the party's reformist past. When Wilhelm II proclaimed 
from the balcony of his palace in Berlin: "lch kenoe 
keine Partein mehr; ich kenoe nur noch Deutsche," the 
Social Democrats, together with all other parties, applauded 
him to the ~o. Before long the party and trade-union 
theoreticians were grinding out apologetics which Bernstein 
himself (who had been opposed in the fraction caucus to 
the approval of the war credits) courageously opposed. A 
representative passage which strikes the new note with utter 
frankness, follows : 

.. The m ... es know and feel that the fate of the nation and of 
its organisod expression-the .tat ...... is also their fate • .They feel 
themselves economically, politically and culturaIly bound to it 
through participation in the life of the community under the 
leadership of the state. Their economic welfare and future dependl 
upen the atate of the national economy which neoda freedom of 
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movement in order to develop. Trade unions can successfully 
negotiate conditions of work and wages only "when trade and 
exchange are in full bloom. In" this way the masses of workers are 
interested in the fat. of the national economy and in the political 
validation nf the atat. community. That is why they feel such an 
inner IOlidarity with the """t nf the population in fighting off the 
dangers which threaten from without." (Winnig, A., "Der Krieg 
und die Arbeiterinternationale," in Die ArbeittrscluJjt im neum 
DlTIlschbuul, p. 3'. Edited by Thimm. and Legion, 1915.) ., 

The revisionists in their time were quite consistent
and honest. They were justified in reproaching the .. ortho
dox" for acting in one way (always with the revisionists) 
and speaking in another (always against the revisionists). 
The hue and cry that went up against them in the party was 
an expression of intellectual confusion and troubled consci
ence as well. Auer. a member of the central committee, 
wrote to Bernstein confidentially :" Mein lieber Ede, so 
etwas tut man, aber sagt man nicht.'" In no important 
respect was Bernstein at odds with his party except in calling 
a dogma by its right name. It was Kautsky, himself, the 
man who led the theoretical onslaught against Bernstein, 
who confessed on the occasion of Bernstein's ~ightieth anni
versary: "Since 1880 in political party affairs we have 
been Siamese twins. On occasions even Siamese twins 
quarrel with one another. And at times we did 'plenty. 
But even at those moments you could not'speak of one 
without the other.". There can be no, question but that 
Kautsky in essence is right. He and Bernstein were the 
Siamese twins of Marxian revisionism who differed only 
concerning the manner in which the practice of reformism 
could find adequate theoretical expression. 

Bernstein, as an exponent of enlightened common sense, 
attributed the intellectual confusion of his fellow socialists 
to their pretended use of the dialectical method. In his own 
thinking he reverted to the sharp and exclusive dichotomiea 

1 Quoted by K. Korsch. in KamJif-Frant. Jan. r 1, 1930. 
I DCI' Kampf, 1930, p. 15. 
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of the' ideologues pf the French Revolution for whom he 
always professed great admiration. Bernstein'. conclusions 
can best be appraised in the light of his methodological 
starting-point, eighteenth century rationalism with its 
.. terrorism of reason" mellowed by an: acceptance of the 
theory of soeial evolution and a faith in human perfect
ability. So blunted was the' appreciation of Marx's method 
on the part of his " orthodox" followers that the discussion 
with Bernstein raged around his specific conclusions, often 
around the wording of those conclusions, instead of his 
superfieial rationalism.' 

Bernstein's great merit lay in 'his intellectual honesty. He 
interpreted Marx and Engels as they appeared to him in 
their sober yeam-peace-loving, analytical, monocled 
scholars, devoted to the cause of social reform, with stir

. ring memories of a revolutionary youth. The movement of 
which he was the literary head represented the strongest 
tendency in the alignment of socialist forces in Europe be
fore 1918 .. l.t was Marxism as a liberal philosophy of social 
reform. . 

t In a conversation with me in the early summer of 19!Z9, Bernstein 
(then seventy-nine) cheerfully admitted- that he was, to use his own 
words, U a methodological reactionary." U I am still an eighteenth cen ... 
tury rationalist," he said, co and not at all ashamed of it. 1 believe that 
in essentials their approach was both valid and fruitful." Towards the 
close of the cOllversation when I asked him whether he regarded. this 
method to be the method of Marx, he lowered. his voice and in con
fidential tones, as if afraid of being overheard, said, (l The Bolsheviks 
are not unjustified in claiming Marx as their own. Do you mow? 
Marx had a strong Bolshevik streak in him I " 



CHAPTER VI 

THE SYNDICALIST HERESY 

T HE EARLIEST citical reactions to the official Marxian 
orthodoxy manifested themselves in France. Here the tradi
tions of Blanqui, Proudhon, and Bakunin still flourished. 
They were strengthened at the turn of the century by the 
existence of a socialist party whose lefr wing revealed the 
same divided soul between the revolutionary phrase and 
the reformist deed which possessed the German party, and 
a right wing which regularly fed ministers to a bourgeois 
coalition government. The republican form of government, 
the existence of a radical strata of the bourgeoisie which led 
the fight against clericalism, ·the hang-over ot the demo
cratic ideology of the French Revolution and the petty 
bourgeois socialism of 1848, obscured in the minds of many 
socialists the fundamental practical difference between a 
party of the proletariat and all other parties. 

The trade unions, however, battling on the economic 
front, were compelled perforce to keep the main issue of . 
the class struggle clear. They sought to free themselves from 
admixture with non-working class elements and to produce 
a pure proletarian socialist movement (Ie social;""" oUDrier). 
Syndicalism was the theory and practice of that movement . 

. So fearful were they of the dangers of parliamentarianism 
that they restricted themselves to organising direct econo
mic action which arose in the spontaneous struggle of the 
class-conscious trade unions. All political activities were 
renounced. Power was to be won by the single weapon of 
the general strike. Anti-intellectualist in principle, as a 
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protest both against the careerist leadership of the socialist 
party and the whole conception of political and theoretical 
guidance Jrom without, they developed no systematic 
theory. They sought unity in the- empirical practice of the 
defensive and offensive strike. Before long, however, they 
unofficially accepted the formuiatioDll of their position 
drawn up by a group of anti-intellectualist intellectuals of 
whom Sorel, Lagardelle and Pelloutier (who was also an 
important functionary) were the most outstanding. It was 
Sorel, an .. old" Marxist,. who attempted to lay the theo
retical foundations of the movement. 

If Bernstein was led to a revision of Marxism by an 
acceptance of the actual politics of socialist parties, Sorel 
undertook to revise Marx on the basis of a blank rejection 
of that politics. Even before Bernstein's criticisms had been 
noised abroad, Sorel had resolved to " revise Marxism with 
its own methods" (r.nouvel ... I. I'/IQrxisme PM ties procedls 
marxUles),l a task which suffered temporary interruption 
during the Dreyfus affair but to which Sorel again ardently 
devoted himself with the resurgence of political opportunism 
in France at the turn.of the century. 

The relation of Sorel and his followers to Marx has been 
sadly misunderstood. The current impression (circulated by 
the "orthodox" interpreters of Marx) that syndicalism 
was avowedly anti:Marxian in origin, intent and practice, 
is imgrounded. Its opposition was not SO much to Marx but 
to what was being done in his name. Sorel for many years 
shared with Antonio Labriola the reputation of being the 
leading philosophic spirit among Marxists. Appalled, how
-ever, by the excesses of parliamentary ministerialism in 
France on the one hand and by the wave of trade-union 
reformismjn Germany on the other, Sorel repudiated both 
the pacifist illusions of Jaures and the sleepy, ambiguous 
formulae of Kautsky as equally foreign to the meaning 
of Marxism. Especially did he combat the fetishism of 

1 M._ rr"", ThIDN dv ProIiltJrilt', p. "53. 
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non-violence to which all the leaders of Western Soci;u D~ 
Blocraty, with the exception of the Russians, were wedded. 
Marxism, he said, was the theory and practice of the cIass 
struggle. Since outside of the syndicaIist movment the 
principle of the cIass struggle had been practically aban
doned, only revolutionary syndicalism could be regarded 
as the true heir of Marxism. To be sure, there w~ minor 
criticisms of Marxian theory scattered throughout all of 
Sorel's writings; but wherever Sorel speaks of la dlcomposi
lion du marxisme he explicidy refers to the reformist practices 
and the apologetic literature of official Marxism. Of Marx 
himself Sorel wrote in his most important work: .. No bet
ter proof perhaps can be given of Marx's genius than the 
remarkable agreement which is found to exist between his 
views and the doctrines which revolutionary syndicaIism is 
to-day building up slowly and laboriously, keeping always 
stricdy to strike tactic.."l In his attack upon parIian1en
tarians and state socialists on the right and the anarchist 
groups with their denial of the principle of authority on the 
left, Sorel could with justice claim some continuity with 
Marx; but his disregard of Marx's continued criticisms 
of the .. no politics" cry 'of the Bakuninists and Proud
honiam was so open that it bordered on quaintness. Since 
the latter were anarchists, Sorel claimed, what was true 
against them could not also be true for those who, like 
himself, condemned th~m. 

Even more interesting in this connection is the note of 
cultural iconoclasm which Sorel sounds in his practical 
emphasis upon the cIass struggle, a note which was taken 
up by the international working-class movement only after 
the Russian Revolution. The economic and political con
flicts between bourgeoisie and proletariat are at the same 
time cultural conflicts. Arrayed in Blortal combat are two 
civiIisations whose fundamental values cannot be arbitrated 
by an appeal to objective social duty. ·There is not even 

1 Rf/llclitms 1111 Violerru, 1raDa. by Hulme. p. 153. 
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a significant common interest in the light of which these 
conflicting claims may be disinterestedly surveyed as partial 
interests. Duty, Sorel reminds those who have flown above 
the batde to get a larger view, has a meaning only " in 
a aociety in which all parts are intimately connected and 
responsible to one another." . 

Sorel was not content with underscoring the instrumen. 
. tal efficacy of revolutionary sentiment. He proceeded to 

develop a "logic" of sentiment on the Bergsonian model. 
It was this anti-intellectualistic current in Sorel which not 
only made Iclat in the Catholic salons of the Third Republic 
but soon rost him the support of the syndicalist rank and 
file in whose presumable interests it had been elaborated. 
The classic expression of Sorel's irrationalism is to be found 
in his theory of the .. myth." A myth for Sorel is any general 
notion, belief or fancy which drives men to great social 

-lICtion : 

" Men who are participating in a great social movement always 
picture their coming action as a battle in which their cause is to 
triumph. • • • These constructions, a knowledge of which is so 
important for historians, I propose to call • myths , ••• the syndica
list • general strike' and Marx'. I catastrophic revolution' are 
IUch inyths.'~ (Op. cil., p. 22.) 

But. how are such myths to be understood? By careful 
analysis? By distinguishing between what is description 
and what is prophecy? By disentangling the probable 
consequences of action from the desired consequences? 
Intuition forbid !. A myth is not something which can 
survive analysis. It betrays a lack of intelligence even to 
try to analyse it ... It must be taken as a whole, as an his
toric force." Is not this equivalent to characterising the 
myth of the general strike as Utopian? No, Utopian con
struction is the third member of the trinity of vicious 
abstractions whose other two members are socialist com
promise and anarchist intransigeance. U 10pias operate 
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with ideas which can be discussed and refuted; a myth, 
however, is tm nnotion which etm only b. ena&t.d. It was upon 
this phantasy in a Bergsonian key that the socialist move
ment was invited to stake its life. 

By sheer intellectual violence Marx is transformed from 
• the theorist of social action into its poet; his rational 
analyses are translated into romantic insights; his attempt 
to explain the processes of production into an indirect con
firmation of the mysteries of creation. 

_ .. No effort of thought, no progress of knowledge, no rational 
induction will ever dispel the my>tery which env.elopo socialism ; 
and it is because the philosophy of Marx recognised fully this. 
feature ofsocialism that it acquired the right to serve as the starting 
point ofsocialiat inquiry." (Op. cit., p. 164.) 

This glorification of the violence incarnate in the general 
strike was a clarifying influence in the foggy atmosphere of 
parliamentary talk. It brought the .. legalists at any price" 
to self-consciousness and forced them openly to avoW what 
they had already secretly confessed to themselves; vit., that 
they desired to constitute a new administration, not to 
create a new state. But syndicalism itself provided no 
specific way by which the old state could be destroyed 
except by professing to ignore it. The general .trike whiciI 
it offered as a tactical panacea was a highly abstract con
ception. The general strike was regarded as a teciInical 
weapon whiciI could be used at will instead of a controlled 
politico-economic reaction arising within a concrete his
torical situation. It was taken as an isolated single economic' 
act instead of a phase of a political revolutionary process. 
The syndicalists did not realise that a general strike could 
never of itself produce a revolutionary situation; that, on 
the contrary, its efficacy depended on whether it was itself • 
produced within a revolutionary situation. Again the failure 
to think dialectically avenged itself upon them by driving 
them into a position whiciI practically -was no different 
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from that of the orthodox Marxists whom they opposed. 
Their end was not linked up with their means. 

Until '9'4 the,positive accomplishment of the syndicalist 
mo'/ement was to keep the French trade-union movement 
free from the views of parliamentary reformism. But like the 
I.W.W. in America, instead of building a revolutionary 
part}'\ they proclaimed the slogan of" no party" ; instead 
of relying upon theiI high fever of revolutionary sincerity to. 
cUre them of the infections of "dirty politics," they used as 
protection only the formula of'~ no politics" ; instead of 
distinguishing between the legitimate organisational in. 
dependence of trade unions from all political parties, and 
the inescapable aceeptance of a political philosophy, they 
lumped both together, in the Charle D'Amims of '907, so 
that organisalio7lll1 independence in their minds meant 
political independence. But it really meant nothing of the 
kind. The economic struggle is always a political struggle. 
Even before the war it was clear that the state could not be 
snubbed out of existence because the syndica1ist theory and 
programme refused to recognis~ the necessity of fighting it 
on the political front. And-during the war when the state 
smashed the syndica1ist unions in America and corrupted 
the syndica1ist movement in France, a classic demonstra. 
tion was offered that the maxim, 10 b. is 10 b. perm .. ', was 
no more valid in politics than in philosophy. 

Syndica1ist philosophy had a twofold motivation. Politic
ally it sought to convert a war of attrition for petty reform 
into a campaign of direct action for social revolution. It 
was a protest against the heterogeneous composition of the 
socialist parties, so many of whose leaders were atrioistu, 
indigent professionals, eloquent shopkeepers, and personali. 
ties from the fringe of hobohemia. Indicate that the 
.. general strike" was a serious, perhaps a bloody business, 
and with one clean stroke you would sweep away all those 
Intellectuals who had " embraced the profession of thinking 
for the proletariat." Theoretically, by denying that the 
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future was predictable no matter how much scientific data 
might be at hand, it focused attention upon the necessity of 
risking something in «MIf. The usual Bergsonian grounds 
were offered in denying that analysis could ever adequately 
render existence, especially in its dynamic aspect. Change 
could only be grasped in feeling; feeling could only be 
expressed in action. Thought followed action and derived 
its canons of validity from the successes registered. AD.y 
thinking is valid which gets you where you want to go. 
But since " where you want to go .. is a feeling which defies 
description, the question " whether you have got to where 
you wanted to go" can only he decided tifIer action, and 
then only by another feeling. The whole position runs out 
iJlto a vicious variety of Jamesian pragmatism,' 

The syndicalist movement was an embryonic revolu
tionary party. Because it did not recognise itself for what it 
was, it went to pieces and its revolutionary energy and 
zeal were dissipated. The most the syndicalists could do 
was to scare the state, not to conquer it. One critic aptly 
characterised them as .. headless horsemen of the revolu
tion riding furiously in all directions at oncc." . 

1 CoasiJlcDtly embraced in Sorel', D. I'llIilili du PrIJlllllllisru. 
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CHAPTER VII 

LENIN: THE RE TURN TO MARX 
AND FORWARD 

E v B N B B F 0 It B Sorel had elaborated his syndicalist 
philosophy, a counter tendency to the official Social 
Democratic reformism had made i!Sclf felt from another 
quarter. In Germany this tendency was represented by 
Rosa Luxemburg, in Russia by Ulianov-Lenin. It was free 
from anti-intellectual demagogy and yet quite sensitive to 
every manifestation of revolutionary sentiment among the 
masses. Its interpretation of, Marx differed as much from 
Sorel' • .is it did from Bernstein's. It reproached the syndi
calists for overlooking the fact that every cIass struggle is 
a political struggle, for their refusal to make revolutionary • 
use of parliamentary activity, and for their fetishism of 
violence. It eriticised even more severely the supine 
parliamentarianism of the socialist parties, their naive 
conception that every parliamentary debate was a cIass 
struggle, and their fetishism of non-violence. 

As early as 1901 Lenin had taken the field against that 
variety of 'economism in Russia-ootensibly Marxian
which declared that the daily' econoIuic struggle must 
be left to produce simultaneously its own political activity 
and political leadership. As .. tail-enders "1 they held that 
to attribute to a political ideology any directive power 
upon mass movements was ,inconsistent with the theory of 

1 Tail...,den were thooe who helieV<d that the political ,troggl. iI 
an automatic reflection of economic development, that a political party 
ahould follow, not lead, l118li movemcot. 
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historical materialism. The political consciousneso of a 
country can be no riper than its economic d~elopment. 
Arguing against this underestimation of revolutionary in. 
telligence, Lenin writes : 

.. Theyfail to understand that anideoIogist is worthy of that name 
only when h .. marches aIwMI of the spontaneous movement, points 
out the real road, and when he is able ahead of all others to solve 
all the theoretical, political, and tactical questions which the 
• material dements' of the movement spontaneously encounter • 
. •• It is necessary to be aitical of it [the movement], to point out 
its daogen and defects, and aspire to .u..a. spontaneity to con
sciousness. To say that ideologists cannot divert the movement 
created by the interaction of environment and elements from its 
path is to ignore the elementary truth that consciousness pgnieipDlu 
in this interaction and creation.. U (U A conversation with De
fenders ofEconomism," Workr, Eng. trans. Vol. IV, p. 67.) 

In a similar vein, but not so clearly by tar, after the 
experiences of the Russian Revolution of 1905 Rosa Lux
emburg wrote in her Massenslreik, Partei und Gewtrkrclwftm : 

..... the task of the Social Democracy consists not only in the 
technical preparation and guidance of these strikes but, above all, 
in the political guidance of the entire movement. The Social 
Democracy is the most enlightened, the most class-conscious 
wnguard of the proletariat. It cannot and must not wait with 
folded bands fatalistically for the appeaIaDce of the • revolution
ary lituatien '-wait until that spontaneous people'. movement 
may descend from heaven. On the contrary, in this case, as in aU 
others, it must keep ahead of the development of things and seek 
to accelerate this development." 

The consciousneso to which Lenin and Luxemburg ap
pealed was not mystic intuition but scientific. knowledge. 
But scientific knowledge was not merely a disinterested 
report of objective tendencies in the economic world but 
a critical appreciation of the possibilities of political action 
liberated by such knowledge. The spontaneity which the 
syndicalists exalted at the cost of reflection was not enough. 
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Unless a militant ideology or theory directed that spon
taneouS will, its energies would run out in sporadic and 
futile strike tactics. The proper direction of the labour 
movement implied the ccistence of a special class of pro
fessional revolutionists-a part of that movement and yet 
distinct in !Jmcti9n-to make whatever spontaneity arose 
more effective. Marx ·was such a professional revolutionist. 
It was the height of absurdity on the part of those who 
sought to be orthodox to expect the course of economic 
development automatically to produce socialism. It could 
only produce by its own immanent movement the pre

, suppositions of socialism.Power·is besto~~.!her ~ 
nor the economic process. It must be taken. When Marx 
--, ~ --"- - ,- ---- ----;-..,;---_ .. _-._-- -,-_. 
spoke of communism as bemg a result of a " social neces-
sity," he was referring to the resultant of a whole social 
proc .... one of whose components was the development of 
objective economic conditions, the other, the assertion of a 
revolutionary class will. The task of a political party of 
prof ... ional revolutionists was to mediate these two inter
acting factors. to act as both vanguard and general.JItaff of 
the revolutionary class struggle. The class struggle was not 
a simple, causal fwiction of the tempo of economic de
velopment. That would mean fatalism. Economic forces' 
and revolutionary organisation, Lenin insisted, arc not 
related to one another as mechanical cause and effect but 
arc independent components of a dialectical whole-a dia
lectical whole being one which is continuously developing 
and whose parts arc interacting with one another. To 
minimise the efficacy of the revolutionary idea which anti
cipates in present action the future direction of things on the 
basis of what they wer, and what we. as conscious willing 
beings, ar" is to fall a victim to a bourgeois ideology.' Far 
from being Marxian it epitomises all the policies of drift, 
Compromise and caprice against which Marx waged war 
tothecnd. 

1 U What iI to be Done? " Wor.t.r. Vol. IV, P. JII. 
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Primitive economism has not reflected upon the real 
goal of the working-class movement~ It has consequently 
confused means and ends. In so doing it has adopted the 
same passive attitude as the revisionists to the revolutionary 
class struggle. Theoretically the anarcho-syndicalist left 
and reformist-socialist right join hands ... That struggle is 
desirable which is possible, and" the struggle which is pos
sible is the one going on now," wrote the RaboclulyQ Mysl, 
the organ of economism, in words which sounded quite 
similar to those of the .. legal" Marxists, the Russian 
variant of revisionism. 

It ,was Rosa Luxemburg who delivered the classic 
attack against revisionism from the standpoint of dialec
tical Marxism. The attack was at the same time an implied 
indictment of the official doctrinal orthodoxy. She began 
her famous-pamphlet, Reform odel" Reoolution, by pointing out 
that there was a shadow of justification for Bernstein's 
refusal to take the professed goal of the socialist 'movement 
seriously. For after all how was that goal conceived by the 
.. orthodox"? Generally as an economic collectivism of 
indeterminate organisational structure, with all sorts of 
features added by the private conceits of those who drew 
the picture. What organic connection, indeed, could exist 
between such Utopian constructions and the cxigebcies of 
the daily class struggle! No wonder that Bernstein con
fessed that the goal was nothing, the movement everything. 
The trouble was that both Bernstein and those who opposed 
him shored lhe StlTlll mistaken premise about the goal of the 
proletarian movement. That goal was not the organisation 
of a socialist commonwealth (whose problems could only be 
intelligently met when they arose) but the conquesl qf political 
~wer. Like Lenin she held that only the presuppositions of ~ 
socialism are automatically generated by the processes of 
capitalist production. The active seizure of power, however, 
which in a revolutionary crisis would put the working class 
at the helm of state, depended primarily upon political 
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intelligence, will and organisation. The revolutionary die-' 
tatorship of the working class,· ruling in the transition 
period from capitalism to sociaIism-only that could be the 

.. realistic goal of the movement. Here was an end which was 
organically related to the means used in the daily struggle. 
The ends must be recognised in the choice and character 
of the means employed. And there could no longer be any 
serious dispute about the means; they could not be of a 
kind that hindered the fulfilment of the end.1 

The consequence of this shift of emphasis from a future 
state of society to a present struggle for power was inlpres
sive and far reaching. At one stroke it cut the roots from 
under those who believed in a Kompensationspolitik. There 
had been Social Democratic deputies who had been willing, 
as 'one reformist declared, "to vote appropriations for 
cannon in exchange for the people's electoral rights." And 
if the goal of the movement was socialism, regarded as an 
immanent phase of the economic development, there could 
be no objection to this exchange in principle. No matter 
how many cannon the Kaiser's army had, no matter how 
strong the existing state was, it could do nothing against the 
inevitable march of events. Why the same logic did not 
militate against the demand for electoral reform was a 
mystery. But the suicidal character of such hone-trading 
tactics was not a mystery when, instead of the nebulous 
goal of socialism, there was substituted for it the conquest of 
political power and the dictatorship of the proletariat. If 
the state had to be captured, it was sheer insanity to begin 
by strengthening it. 

The logic of the dilemma which Luxemburg and Lenin 
hurled at the official Social Democracy was clear. If 

1 The organic unity of mum and ench W8!II a part of dialectical 
materialism. The proper analysis of the relation, distorted of cou.ne 

. by an idealistic ontology, had already been made by Hegel (~ 
,.m, etc., Sec. 812 ; Wis.muclulft. LogiJc, Lasson ed., Vol. II, p. 344), 
whom the Social Democratic theoreticians, with the exception of 
Ple<:banov, Lenin, and their circles, ignored. 
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practical refOI'Dlli are the be-all and end-all of the move
ment, emphasis upon the goal conceived.as the conquest of 
political power is bound to get in the way_ When such em
phasis is taken as something more than poetic myth, it 
becomes an. irrelevant intrusion into the specific· tasks in 
band. One cannot significandy relate a struggle, say; for a 
two cent per hour increase in wages or a Saturday half
holiday with the conquest of political power. Bernstein was 
right in claiming. that he had given theoretical expression 
to the reformist practices of German Social Democracy. If, . 
on the other hand, the goal -is the conquest of political 
power, reforms are to be regarded as the by-products of tile 
class struggle. Immediate demands are not thereby stricken 
from the programme-this was one of the errors of Daniel 
de Leon, the most orthodox of American Marxists-but are 
made the springboards of political agitation. No issue then 
could be too sma1I if it served to intensify the class struggle. 
But every class struggle must be regarded as potentially 
a political struggle. It is directed not only towards im
proving the condition of the masses-which is important 
enough-but towards wresting control of the state from the· 
bands of the dominant class. 

The work of Luxemburg lind Lenin marked, so to speak, 
the beginning of the Marxian reformation. 1 The texts of 
Marx and Engels were to be read in the light of the original 
spirit behind them. In refusing to be .. orthodox" at any 
price, Luxemburg and Lenin claimed to be more faithful 
to the ideas and methods of the men who originally in
spired that orthodoxy than the formula-ridden pedants who 
anathematised them as heretics. The course of events has 
contributed to bringing these two Marxian interpretations 
into sharp opposition. One group was responsible for the 

1 This figure of speech is merely a developmeD' of the metaphor 
which Engels himself used when he rcferred. to Marx'. Copillll 81 the 
Bible of the international working class. Cf. one of hi! review. of Marx'. 
Capital, up-:mtcd in MIf'x--Eng'ls ArcIaio, Vol. II, ~. :145 ; Engels' preface 
to the EDgliah tramlatlOD, VC?l. I. p. 30, Kerr cdiUOD. 
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German Republic; the other for the RUSllian Revolution, 
So wide did the rift grow that it became possible for the 
leaden of the first group to boast that they saved Western 
civilisation from the chaos and barbarism advocated by 
the second; and for the leaders of the second to denounce 
the first as apostates to the cause of the working classes. 

Historical accuracy demands, before we close this 
chapter, that we indicate some of the important differ-' 
ences which, for. all their common opposition to Marxian 
orthodoxy, separated Lenin and Luxemburg. Lenin drew 
the proper logica! conclusions .from his rejection of the 
theory of spontaneity in so far as they bore upon the 
question of organisation. If the political party was to be the 
vanguard in the struggle for social revolution, it could not 
risk compromising its leadership by destroying its own or. 
ganisational autonomy in relation to either the trade 
unions or the proletariat as a whole. Luxemburg demanded 

. a form of organisation which would more democratically 
reflect the masses outside of the party. This was a justified 
claim in so far as it was directed against the bureaucracy of 
the German party which not only lagged behind the radical 
sentiments of its memben and working-class sympathisers 
but acted as a brake on their movement towards a more 
revolutionary position. It was unjustified, however, in so 
far as it was universalised to hold for all countries, especially 
Russia, where such a form of organisation would involve the 
danger that the party might be taken in tow by unripe 
elements. Similarly, in her opposition to any alliance 
between the workers and the peasants in a revolutionary 
dictatorship, and in her slighting of the national question 
(,.g. in her belief that in the era of monopoly imperialism 
national wan were no longer possibl~) there was revealed a 
too great reliance upon the theory of mechanical spon
taneity. Perhaps her most significant difference from Lenin 
flowed from her analysis of imperialism. In her ./I.kkumLUio/J 
du Xapilals she contended that, with the exhaustion of the 
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home market, capitalism must stride from one cOlonial 
country to another and that capitaIism could only survive 
so long as such countries were available. A3 soon as the 
world would, be partitioned among the imperialist 'powers 
and industrialised, the international revolution would of 
necessity break out, since capitalism. cannot expand its 
productive forces and continue the pro.cess of accumulation 
indefinitely in any relatively isolated commodity-producing 
society, no matter how large. 

Lenin denied that capitaIism would ever collapse in 
any such mechanical fashion. Whoever believed that 
capitalism, no matter how severe its orisis, had no way 
out, was being victimised by the fatalistic pseudo-science, 
of orthodox German Social Democracy. Without an in
ternational organised revolution, capitaIism would never 
collapse unless it pulled the whole of civilisation down with 
it in bloody war • 

.. Above all we must point out two widely spread .rro .... On the 
one hand bourgeois economists represent this crisis simply .. a 
• maladjustment: as the elegant expression of the Englishman has 
it. On the other, revolutionists attempt to prove that there is 
absolutely no way out of the crisis. That is an error. There do not 
exist any positions from which there is absolutely no way out. II 
(Works, German ed., Vol .• 5, p. 4.0. An address d.IiverOd before 
the second congress of the Communist International, '9.0.) 

Peculiarly enough Lenin overlooks the incompatibility 
between his political activism and its underlying dynamic 
philosophy of interaction as expressed in What's 10 be Done l, 
and the mechanical correspondence theory of knowledge 
-defend.d so, v.hemently by him in his Materialism IlIUl 
Ernpirio-Criticism. Here he follows Engels word for word in 
his statement that .. sensations are copies, photographs, 
images and mirror-reBections of things,"1 and that the 
mind is not active in knowing. He seems to believe that It 

1 w.,kI. Vol. XIII, Eng. _. p. '95. 
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one holds : (,) that mind enteI' as an active factor in know
ing, conditioned by the nervous system and all of past his
tory, then it follows that one must believe; (2) that mind 
creates all of existence including its own brain. This is the 
rankest idealism and jdealism means religion and God. But 
the step from proposition (,) to (2) is the most glaring non 
sequitur imaginable. As a matteI of fact, in the interests of 
his conception of Marxism as the theory and practice of 
social revolution Lenin must admit that knowledge is an 
active" affair, a process in which there is an interaction of 
matteI, culture and mind, and. that sensation is not know
ledge but past of the mateIials with which knowledge works. 
This is.the position that Marx took in his glosses on Feuerbach 
and in his DeutSche Ideologil. WhOeveI believes that sensa
tions are "literal copies of the external world, and that of 
themselves they give knowledge, cannot escape fatalism and 
mechanism. In Lenin's. political and non-technical writ
ings there is no trace of this dualistic Lockean epistemology ; 
'as we have seen above, his What's 10 be Do,..? contains a 
frank acceptance of the active role of class consciousness in 
the social process. It is in these practical writings in which 
Lenin concerns himself with the concrete problems ofagita
tion, revolution and reconstruction, that his true philosophy 
is to be found. 



CHAPTER VIII 

MARXISM AS METHOD 

W HA T SHALL we do in face of these conflicting int~re
tations of Marx ? Add another? Who will decide among 
them ? Why not shelve his theories, then, as a set of more 

. or less ambiguous doctrines which exercised great inHuence 
over men because it permitted them to do what they wished 
to do in any case ? Su~ a procedure, however, would fail 
to explain why the appeal was to Marx and not to St. 
Simon or Proudhon or Bakunin. There must have been' 
aspects, at least, of Marx's doctrines which lent them-

• selves to these different interpretations. The possibility 
we wish to entertain here is that the views considered above 
(which are by no means exhaustive) are, with the exception 
of Lenin's, one-sided emphases upon phases of Marx's 
thought and suffer from a common failure to appreciate 
the nature of Marx's dialectical method. 

The significance of Marx's method as the clue to his 
-doctrines is rendered all the more important by the vogue 
of critical interpretations whose chief point is that these 
doctrines are contradictory. And it is true that if they are 
considered in independence of the method they illustrate 
and the historical context in which they arose, they do 
appear contradictory. From these apparent cOntradictions 
has been bom Sombart's J:.WIi Sterm theory of Marx-as.a 
thinker and as a hater; and the even more popular Dr.Jekyll 
and Mr. Hyde conception of Marx as a professional revolu
tionist and a fuzzy metapb~cian. But the most elementary 
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methodological-caution has here been overlooked. The full 
import of a doctrine is not to he sought only in the formal 
analysis of isolated texts. It is to he derived from a considera
tion of these texts in relation to the positions and views 
they oppose. Just as the meaning of a proposition becomes 
clearer w~en we fonnulate its logical contradictory, so the 
import of a man's thought becomes more manifest when 
we know what the doctrines are which' he is opposing. If 
the doctrines which he is opposing are themselves opposite, 
then we. can expect that against one will be urged the 
accepted points of the other. If the critic has no clear 
idea of the positions which are being attacked, he runs 
the risk of converting the relative emphasis of different 
ocCl!sions into absolute contradictions. This is true of all 
the U critical annihilations n of Marx with which I ~ 
acquainted. 

, Marx, came to critical self-consciousness by settling ae
.~ counts with the varied intellectual traditions and attitudes 
j of his day. He did not write textbooks and fill them with 
, cold-storage truths. His writings were pro~es of 
• action; his analyses ..--n;-~iIl_oL~rcI.e»ri!'g' theway toi~ 
.' actlon7NO:ne'iiI1ili works can therefure be understood with-
. oiita'comprehension of the opposing positions to which he 

makes explicit or implicit reference. Against the idealism 
of Bruno Bauer and his Young-Hegelian associates, Marx 
presents the argument for materiaJ.ism. Against the passive 
materialism of Feuerhach, Marx defends the principles of 
activity and reciprocity which were central to Hegel'. 
dialectic. Against the fatalism of both absolute idealism and 
.. vulgar" (reductive) mechanism, Marx proclaims that 
human beings make their own history. As opposed to the 
·revolutionists of the phrase, however, he adds that his
tory is not made out of whole cloth but under definite, 
limiting conditions. It was as easy to characterise Marx as 
completely Hegelian. in his method because he attacked the 
assumptions of atomic empiricism as to indict him as a 
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" soulless .. materialist' for seeking a causal explanation of 
values. To the wahr. So;:.ialisten, who sought to initiate a 
movement of social reform on the basis of absolute ethical 
principles like "social love" and justice, Marx declares 
that every realistic social movement must be a class move
ment. To siiiion-purefrii.a,;-unionists struggling fur"&" fuir 
day's wage for a fair day's work," he insists that every class 
struggle is a political struggle. Stirner's glorification of hard
boiled egoism with its perpetual declensions of" I, me and 
myself," he reveals as the social defence mechanism of a 
petty bourgeois soul desiring to save .. its own." Against 
the classical school of economics, which had regarded its 

•. economic categories as valid for any historical system, he 
I urges that economic categories are not Platonic Ideas but 

\ 
are as transitory as the historical relationships which they 

, express. Against the historical school of economics, he vin. 
dicates the necessity of analysing the structure of political 
economy independently of speculative fancies about its 
origin. As opposed to the anarchist ideal of complete decen
tra1isation, he defends the principle of authority. To the 
Lassallean cult of the state, he counters with the idea of its 
ultimate disappearance. He was as critical of petty bour
geois opportunism of the right as he was contemptuous of 
the ultra-left sectarianism of men like Most and Bakunin. 
The critics who made so much of Marx'. contradictory 
positions never made an attempt to find a point of view from 
which these alleged contradictions turned out to be appli
cations of the same principles and purposes to different 
historical situations. 

These historical situations as well as the wider social 
horizons against which Marx's problems were formulated 
cannot be treated here. A complete treatment of Marx'. 
thought would have to include them together with an 
account of the industrial transformations, the political mass 
movements as well as the cultural developments of his age. 
Only then would we be applying Marx's historical method 
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to Marx'. own work.1 Even so, the distinctive feaiure of 
Marx's thought would hardly be in evidence, for Marx'. 
age presumably was the background of other thinkers from 
whom he violently differed. It is primarily that distinctive 
feature which I wish to discuss. 

Granted, then, that if Marx is to- be completely under
stood, his background must be explained. What else would 
we have to know about him ? Obviously his purposes, his 
reaction to that environment and the logical interest of his 
thought in theorising about it. For only in terms of these 
purposes can we undentand his problems. The purpose of 
Marx's intellectual activity Was the revolutionary over
throw of the existing order. That shines through aU of his 
writings. Even his learned economic treatises did not deceive 
the academic representatives of constituted authority in 
Europe-although they did succeed in de-revolutionising 
some of his avowed followers. One can hear Marx's own 
voice in the words which Engels pronounced upon him at 
Highgate Cemetery in 1883 , .. Before all else, Marx was a 
revolutionist." And it was as revolutionist that he ap
proached his theoretical problems in sociology, economics, 
and philosophy. For him they were primarily the theoretical 
problems of social revolution. I No presuppositionless treat
ment of the social sciences is possible. At their heart there 
lie certain irreducible values or SleUII1If.1IIIlunm which are, 

1 In ...... 1ing be¢nnings have been made in Mehring', biography, 
Karl Marx, Gudrieh,. sftnu l.6Hns, Berlin, 1919; in Gustav Mayer', 
F,MImdt Enpls I, Berlin, 1920; in the histories of the sociaJ.ist move
ment by Mehring and Beer ; and in Riazanov's MfJ7x turd Etwlts, EDg. 
tram., 1927 . 

• That Mux'. ~ waa ..ally one of the defining ........ of bit 
problems and not an irTcIcvant poychological dctojJ is evidcncod by the 
way in which he and EngcIs gauged the import of the social theories 
of their opponents; lint, by their probable influence on the formation 
of revolutionary political organisation; aecond, by their freedom &om. 
the U muddled humanitarianism U which tended to wean these organi .. 
aatib away from militancy; "g., for the possible disorganWng in .. 
fluence of Feuerbach, ICC Britfu_hSlI twi.Wurt MIIT¥ 11M Etrgds. Vol. J, 
Mehring', cd., pp. 7, .40 4,5-48 ; and IhttbrIw [""'.g;., passim. FOI the 
daDgcr0U5 infIuenoc of Griin and Proudhon, ibid., I, pp. _. 
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to be sure, historically conditioned by the social situation 
and the balance of class forces existing at any determinate 
period, but which cannot be logically dedUClld from it. 
Social science is class science ; and what Marx means by 

, science is not what is mc:ant hy the word to-day, hut. 
critieism based on the obstrfJabI. tendendes oj social developmmt. 

The scientific approach to' society involves the con
tinuous application of ideals to the functioning of institu
tions and the continuous testing of those ideals by the social, 
consequences of their application. Marx regarded those 
who restricted themselves to an objective description of 
social behaviour, in which all notions of" what ought to 
be " are ruled out, as apologists of the existing order and of 
the ideals which social institutions embodied. 'And those 
who set up their .. ought to be " as a categorical imperative, 
in independence of the limiting conditions of the given his
torical situation, he dismissed as Utopians. Marx was dis
interested in the outcome of his inquiries only to the eXtent 
of drawing proper conclusions from his premises. He did 
not conceal his interests and bias but used them in order to 
reveal more effectively the interest of those who made i 
cult of impartiality. How it was possible for him to assert 
that his position was not impartial, and yet at the same time 
objective, is a problem which we shal1 consider below. 

Marx'. revolutionary motivation was no more uniquely 
his own than was his social background. Many of his con
temporaries, hoth among the Utopians (Owen) and reac-
tionaries (Lorenz vpn Stein), felt the impact of what was 
essential1y the, same problem. And as for his purpos~the 
social revolution-it was the common goal oflarge numbers 
of German exiles, Blanquist Frenchmen, expatriate Poles 
and Russians. For some it was a religion in COI!lparison with 
which Marx's titith seemed pale. It was the goal not only, 
of a few individuals ; it was the goal of a class. What, then, 
must we ask, is distinctive of Marx's thought, ifit is neither 
his problems, his purposes, not his conclusions? The answer 
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suggested here is, that what is characteristic of Marx's 
thought is the dialectical method by which he undertook to 

solve these problems and attain his purposes.1 

To distinguish between Marx's dialectical method and 
his conclusions is not to say that his conclusions are false; 
and to consider Marx'. dialectical method is not to imply 
that it is an abstract instrument. On any specific occasion 
in which it is applied, Marx'. specific purpose is part of it. 
None the less it is possible to describe the general character 
of the "1IIethod. and indicate its larger philosophical and 
social implications. 

1 II The working out of the method which lies,at the basis or Marr. 
aiticism of political economy I regard as something hardly less im· 
portant than the materiaJ.Utic conception of history." (Engels in a 
review of Marx', l~ .. • Critiqw of PoIitWU Eamomy, re-prinl<d 
in Faerboda, Ducker cd., p. 118) The method of abstraction, modified 
by hi3torical description, which Marx uses in his economic: analyJis 
iI only one specific application of the dialectical method. 
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PART II 

THE PHILOSOPHY OF KARL MARX 
n Marxismus ist em revolutionire Weltanschauung, 

die stcts nach neucn Erkenntnissen ringeD. muss, die 
nichtJ 10 verabscheut wie das Entarren in einmal 
giiltigen Fonnen, die am besten in geistigen Waf
fengek1irr der Selbstkritik unci im geschichtlichen 
Blitz und Donner ibn: lebendige Kraft bewihrt." 

-ROSA.. LUXEKBuR.a • 
.. I OUT tIInny is not (l dtJgma. but CI mtllUl4l oj dCIio",' 

said Marx and Engels."' . .. '. 
-LxNlN'. 



CHAPTER IX 
-

THE MARXIAN DIALECTIC 

A WITTY Frenchman once said that Marxism like 
Christianity has its bible, its councils, its schisms, its ortho
doxies and heresies, its exegesis sacred and profane. And like 
Christianity it has its mysteries of which the principal one 
is the dialectic. This is not an infrequent judgment. There 
has hardly been a critic of Marx who has not regarded the 
dialectical principle as either a pi~_ of~us m~ticislI! 
or of deliberatemysti~£ation. 10 the writings of Marxists it 
appears moreOlleii"as a magic sxmbol than as a clearly 
defined concept. -" .- .--." ." ." " .--

'"4'etthe-apparendy mysterious character of the Marxian 
dialectic is -due to nothing more than the Hegelian termin
ology with which Marx, out of piety to Hegel'. memory, 
invested it, and to the refusal of Marx's critics to translate 
its meaning from the technical idiom ofphilosol?hy into the 
ever fresh experience of change, growth and novelty. Thus 
it becomes clear that although there is a significant con
tinuity between the thought of Hegel and Marx there are 
profound differences. 

I. THE SCOPB OF DIALEC'no 

Hegel was a man of vision who belied his own insights in 
order to assure the Prussian monarchy that its existence was 
part of the divine plan and, indeed, its final expression. 
Since the reasons he adduced were the most transparent 
rationalisations, both his system and his methods fell into 
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disrepute. Attemptingto- prove that all of existence was 
rational, therefore, necessary, and, therefore, good, he 
failed to make .the existence of any particular thing intclli
gihle. There was not much difference hetween his ruthless 
optimism which assured the rising German bourgeoisie that 
this was the best of all possible worlds and the sentimental 
pessimism of his arch-enemy, Schopenhauer, who held it 
was the worst. For neither system admitted that the world 
could significantly change one way or the other. For 
Hegel, change was merely appearance, for Schopenhauer,_ 
illusion. 

Marx was an empiricist. If cha~ge was not real, nothing 
was real. Even if permanence and invariance were charac
ters of existence, they could only be recognised in change 
and difference. The dialectic method of Marx is a way of 
dealing with what is both constant and variable in every 
situation. It is the logic of movement, power, growth and 
action. 

The dialectic method is not opposed to scientific method 
but only to pseudo-scientific philosophits which overlook the 
specific context and tentative character of the results won 
in physical or biological investigation and seck to apply their 
findings to other realms without making the proper quali
fications. It is not science but mistaken philosophies of 
science which use the "principle of the conservation of 
energy" or the doctrine of" the struggle for existence" to 
construct systems of social physics or social biology. The 
dialectic method is wider than scientific method if the latter 
_ is narrowly conceived to assert" only that exists which can 
be measured," for although it accepts the findings of science 
as an accurate report of the structure of the external world, 
it recognises that there are other realms of experience, such 
as the arts and practical affairs, in which qualities and 

• 4CtiuitUs are the fundamental organising concepts and not 
guantities. It distinguishes between types and levels of 
existence, investigates their interrelation, and synthesizes 
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them in their order of temporal and structural dependence. 
In physics, the dialectic approach begins with the end
products of scientific analysis-its equations and abstrac~ 
tions-and instead of declaring as the metaphysical 
materialists do, "these alone are real," asks such ques .. 
tions as how these relational formuIa: are derived from 
concrete problems of practice, and how the invisible, in_ 
audible, intangible world of mathematical physics is related 
to the many-coloured world of familiar experience. In 
biology, it accepts the descriptions of the ways in which the 
structure of organs condition their present functions, but 
seeks for the evidence of past functions in present structure 
and attempts to discover how at any given time both the 
specific structure and the specific function of any organ are 
related to theJruu;tioning of the organism as a whole. Behind 
the facts and figures of social life, it sees the grim realities 
of the class struggle; in the struggle, possibilities of social 
development; in possibilities, plans of action. Marx used it 
to solve problems in political economy with which the 
unhistorica1 " classical school" wrestled in vain ; Lenin, to 
correct the onesidedness of both Bukharin and Trotsky 
on the trade-union question. 

The dialectic method is applicable to all levels 'of , 
existence. On each level it reflects the novelties in the 
behaviour of its subject-matter. When it deals with the . 
structure of the atom, it does not introduce, as idealists do, 
will or purpose or feeling (Whitehead) ; when it deals with 
the rise and fall of civilisations, it does not interPret the 
historical process in terms of biological stimulus-and
response, as is the fashion with the .. vulgar .. behaviouristic 
materiaIists (Watson). 

Wherever the dialectic method'is-applied, it presupposes 
not the attitude of contemplation but of action. Freed from 
its idealistic mlsallianc., it is genuinely experimental. It seeks 
objective knowledge of natural and social fact from the 
standpoint of the doer not the spectator. Indeed, the very 
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meaning. of what it is to possess objective knowledge of any 
ongoing process, involves the prediction of a future outcome, 
to achieve which, human activity enters as a necessary 
element. That is why Marx claimed that only in practice 
(Praxis) can problems be solved. Any problem which carmot 

, be solved by some actual or possible practice may be dis
'Jnis;led as no genuine problem at all. The types and 
. varieties of practice are' determined by the existential 
, context in which problems arise. 

2. SOMB CONTRASTING CONCEPTIONS OF DIALECTIC 

A few words are necessary to 'distinguish the Marxian 
dialectic from older meanings of the term. Ancient dialectic· 
-the "cristic" of the Sophists--as well as medieval 
dialectic, was not a method of demonstrating known truths 
or of discovering new truth. It was in the main a-method of 
disputation whose primary aim was to trip up a speaker by 
showing that the implications of his statements were self· 
refuting. It seized upon ambiguities of terms, c11iptical 
expressions, awkWard grammatical constructions, to twist 
a meaning from words which was quite foreign to the 
intent of the one who uttered them. In this way dialectic 
was a method of proving anything, or more strictly, of 
disproving everything, since it showed that the speaker was 
contradicting himself and therefore talking nonsense. It 
w ... used in court room and public assembly and sometimes 
at philosophical exhibitions oflow order. In common par· 
lance this kind of dialectic is often used as a synonym for 
sophistry. 

There w ... a more hO)lourable sense of the term .. dia· 
lectic" in ancient thought, illustrated by the writings of 
Plato. Dialectic is the process of thinking by which the 
dramatic conflict of ideas, ... they arise in dialogue or 

. monologue, is resolved by definition, differentiation and 
re-definition until one ultimate. luminously' self-evident 
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insight is reached in which the original conflict of ideas _ 
is harmonised. For Plato, ideas are not mental events or 
physical things. They are- meanings, essences, forms, and 
have no reference to existence. Dialectic, _therefore, is 
the process hy which the structure of logical systems is 
discovered. 

In Hegel the dialectic method is not only a process by 
which logicalideas develop ; it is a process by which all 
things in the world develop. For according to Hegel the 
very stuff of nature, society and the human mind is through 
and through logical. Plato's world is a frozen pattern of, 
mathematical logic; Hegel's world is historical and oro, 
ganic. But in order to explain the rationale of historical 
development in physical nature and human cnlture, Hegel 
is compelled to endow his logical ideas or principles with 
efficient power. Just as in traditional theology thoughts in 
the mind of God created the world, so in Hegel's system the 
whole furniture of heaven and earth is the result of the 
development or unfolding oflogical ideas. Marx abandoned 
the Hegelian dialectic because its logical processes were 
just as mysterious as the creation of Genesis. Despite the 
grinding of his elaborate intellectual machinery one could 
get no more out of Hegel's logic than was already in the 
world. The real task for the empirical philosopher, kccord
ing to Marx, was not to show that the content of history 
was logical but that the content of logic was historical.' 
This could be done only by taking logic in the widest 
possible sense so that it included all the processes by which 
knowledge was attained, and showing how the problems 
and purposes of knowledge were always set in some concrete, 
historical context. 

In contradistinction to Hegel, Marx's dialectic method 
was applied primarily to human history and society. Here 
he succeeded in doing what Hegel had failed to do. Without 
denying the enormous complexity of the factors involved, 
he offered a guiding thread into the mazes of the social 
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process. Iffollowed, it leads not only to a fruitful explora-
'tion of the past but to a course of action which may free 

mankind from its major social evils. The detailed applica
tio!, of Marx's dialectic method is to be found in his econ
omic theories, the materialistic conception of history, and 
his philosophy of otate and society. In this chapter the 
dialectic method will be expounded as it applies to the 
general questions of culture, and an attempt will be made 
to derive and state the formal characters of the method 
without forbidding terminology. 

We may begin by contrasting Marx's philosophy of 
culture with the most fashionable cultural theories of 
Spengler, who in one sense is the greatest right-wing dis
ciple of Hegel, as Marx is the greatest among the left-wing 
disciples. According to Spengler each culture is an organic 
whole of institutions, habits, ideas and myths ; it is marked 
off in the -same unmistakable way from all other cultures 
as one individual is from another. Although each culture 
has its own life-cycle, the formula of all cultural cycles is 
the same. It is a movement, to use Spengler'S own terms, 
from culture to civilisation, from life to death. When a 
culture grows old and cold, thought replaces feeling, 
mechanics life, law individuality. Each cultUre runs its 
own course in independence of all others; there is no sig
nificant diffusion of its cultural pattern. It is the mo .... 
phology of these cultural patterns which interests Spengler 
most. Just as it is the whole nervous system which sees 
through the eye, the whole body which moves the arm, so 
it is the whole pattern of a culture which underlies its art, 

• its religion, its mathematics, even its kitchen pots and pans. 
When we inquire, however, what determines the char

acter type or pattern of a specific culture, why the cate
gories of finitude, quality, and natural order, are central 
to Greek culture while contemporary Europe and America 
are so much concerned with process, quantity and ex
perience, why the .. world-feeling" of medieval, culture is 
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so different from that of the Renaissance-Spengler, 'like· 
Hegel, answers in terms of metaphysical abstractions. It 
is the soul or spirit of a people which expresses itself in its 
culture, and the spirit of a people in turn is an expression 
of spirit as a primary metaphysical reality. Indeed, Spengler 
even appeals to " the style of the soul .. to account for the 
fact that different peoples have produced different types 
of mathematics. Spirit, soul, style, destiny-all these are 
one. They are the ultimate determining force of whatever 
exists. They cannot be explained; but they explain every
thing else: 

.. Style is not ••• the product of material, technique and function. 
It is the very opposite of this, something inaccessible to art-reason. 
It is a revelation of the metaphysical order, a mysterious must, a 
Destiny." (Dteline qf 1M W.", I, Chap. VII.) 

Here we have a conception of culture which is. not 
empirical but essentially mystical (as are all objective 
idealisms) ; which at best accounts for the organisation 
of a culture, not its development; which is fatalistic and 
denies to human beings genuine creative power ; and which 
is distinguished for its cool disregard of the immense im
portance of cultural diffusion and social heredity in Western 
history. ' 

The key weakness of Spengler's architectonic construe
tiOlI. is to be found in his use of the terms .. spirit" and 
" soul" to explain differences in culture. If spirit deter
mines an existing culture, what determines spirit? And if 
spirit is self-determined, why cannot the culture-complex 
be self-determined? If spirit is the source of such different 
institutions as slavery, feudalism and capitalism, how 
account for the fact that they appear when they do, and in 
the ordtr they do? Every culture shows a conflict between 
different groups which develop their own ideologies. How 
can the spirit of the age or people or nation account for 
these different expressions? Wby did the reformation 
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succeed in Northern Europe and fail everywhere else? 
Why did the " spirit of freedom" liberate Europeans from 
slavery and feudalism only to reimpose slavery upon the 
Negroes in America? It is clear . .that to invoke the soul of 
a culture as an explanation of a material culture is to in
voke a mystery. 

Marx's philosophy of culture already contains the kernel 
of truth whieh Spengler wraps up in masses of pseudo
erudition. Like all students of Hegel, Marx realised that 
every culture is a structurally interrelated whole, and that 
any institutional activity, say religion or law, can be under
.stood only in relation to a whole complex of other social 
activities. But in two respects he advances beyond his early 
master and those who have either followed or plagiarised. 
him since. He does not claim that a culture is organic 
through and through and that one principle can explain 
all its existing aspects, from the latest fiilIs in the culinary 
arts to the most recent development of theoretical physics. 
He admits the presence .. of relatively independent factors 
whieh do not all possess the same weight, although they all 
arise out of antecedent social processes and function in 
determinate ways in the ,mung social process. But more 
important, he seeks for the causes of cultural change within 
the social process itself and not in the realm of metaphysical 
abstraction. His method is realistic and materialistic. He 
holds that any explanation of cultural ehange must fulfil 
two conditions. First, it must suggest some way in whieh 
the theory can find empirical verification. To proclaim 
that society must ehange is not enough. That is too vague. 
The conditions under whieh the social order ehanges must 
be indicated and the determinate possibilities of ehange at 
any moment stated. Secondly, it must do justice to the 
consciousness of human beings that they actively participate 
in making their own history. That is to say, when the 
determinate possibilities of sOcial ehange have been pre
sented, the probabilities that one direction will be taken 
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rather than another, must be shown to be, in part at least, 
a function of class interests ":I'd purposes. 

3. THE DIALEcTIc OF SOCIAL CHANGE 

Marx'. own hypothesis that the development of the mode 
of economic production is the central but not exclusive 
causal factor of social and cultural change will be examined 
in detail later on. There are first to be considered certain 
problems of culture and knowledge confronting all philO" 
sophies of history. Marx'. dialectical method really grew . 
out of his reflection upon them. 

One of .the obvious facts which a philosophy of history 
must explain is the conlinui!JI between one culture and 
another. The continuity-of culture can mean nothing else 
than the development ofits institutions. Their development, 
indeed, then. very functioning, implies the continuous 
activity of human beings. This activity has a twofold
aspeCL It is conditioned by an antecedent state of affairs, . 
and yet contributes either to perpetuating or transforming 
that state of affairs. The central problem of cultural change 
as formulated by Marx, is how it is possible for human 
beings conditioned hy their cultural education and environ
ment to succeed in changing that environment. The French 
materialistic philosophers had long since pointed out that 
human beings were over-determined by environment and 
education; but they could not explain in these terms how 
they themselves could be agitating for a revolutionary 
change to a 4ifferent society. 

Ie The materialistic doctrine?' wrote Marx, (f that men are 
products of their environment and education, different men 
products of different environment and education, iorgets that the 
environment itself has been changed by man and the educator 
himself must be educated. That is why it separates society into 
two parts of which one is elevated over the 1«hole . 

.. The simultaneity of both change in environment and human 
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activity or .elf.change can only be grasped and rationally under • 
• tood as revolutionary practice." (Third glou OD, Fttllrbad., 
GlSam/ausgab., Abt. I, Bd. 5, p. 5340) 

Refusing to dissociate social i"Perience into something 
which ~ .. only cause, the exterfaI world, and something 
which is only effect, consciousness, Marx tries to show 
how social change arises from the interacting processes 
of nature, society and human intelligence. From objective 

, conditions, social and natural (thesis), there arises human 
Neds and purposes which, in recognising the .objective 
possibilities in the given situati,?n (antithesis) set up a course 
of IlCtion (synthesis) designed to actualise these possibilities. 
All change from one social situation to another, and from 
one social system to another exhibits (I) unity between the 
two phases, in that ~ertain features are preserved ('.g., the 
technical forms of socialised production under capitalism 
are preserved under communism) ; (2) difference, in that 
certain features of the first are destroyed (,.g.t the 'social 
relations of capitalist production, private property, etc.) ; 

, and (3) qualitative novelty, in that newformsoforganisation 
and activity appear which change the sjgnificance of the 
old elements still preserved, and which cannot be reduced 
merely to a mechanical combination of them. The process 
of creative development continues for ever. There are no 
laws of social life which are invariant except the general 
schema of development. At a critical point in the complex 
interaction of (I) the social institutions from which we 
start, (2) the felt needs which their immanent development 
produces, (3) and the will to action which flows from know
ledge of the relation between institutions and 1,uman needs, 
new laws of social organisation and behaviour arise. 

The logic of the situation ~,not foreign even to natural 
phenomena. At certain critical points in the varying tem
perature of water new qualities, ice and steam, emerge. 
But Man. is never weary of repeating that the distinctive 
character of social development as opposed to the natural 
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· processes of development lies in the fac:t that human con
sciousness is involved. 

We can now see how undialectical it is for some pseudo
Marxians to maintain th'll communism involves a complete 
break with the past. Th<!tJiery fact that the same language 
would be used rich with the connotations of past experience, 
precludes the possibility ofsuch discontinuity. The elcistence 
of the great cultural heritage of the past would always 
constitute a challenge to reinterpretation in and for the 
present. Change there must be, and selecti .. change. The 
impact of selective change, to be sure, will necessarily be 
destructive. But only to religious values and attitudes which 
stress prayer rather than knowledge and action, to social 
values which iIt expressing the snobberies of birth, station, 
and economic power, stultify the widest possible develop
ment of creative personality-to all values which in exalting 
the mastery of technique over life (machinery for machin
ery's· saket' art for art's sake, science for science's sake, 
philosophy for philosophy's sake) mistake the part for the 
whole, sacrifice the orgauic connections between one field 
and another, impoverish the world .by clinging to the tried 
and established, and oppose adventure, experiment and 
growth. None the less, communist culture is not ,merely 
destructive to the inheritance of the past. It realises that 
Socrates and Bruno and Rousseau, conditioned by their 
time, were just as great rebels in their day as Marx was in 
his; that Aristode, Ockham and Kant in relation to their 
past, were, at the very least, the intellectual peers of Marx. 
Only undialcciical Marxists like Bukharin will speak of the 
.. outspoken black-hundred tendencies of Plato." Does this 
mean that in accepting the heritage of the past communism 
accepts the theories of these men; fosters, for example, the 
style ofMichelangeio and encourages imitations of the chureh 
music of Bach? Not at all. It reinterprets them in a new 
cultural synthesis. The permanent, invariant and univer
sal aspects of human experience, as reflected in art and 
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literature, reappear in a new context so that the significant 
insights of the past become enriched through the re
interpretation of the present. The dialectic of culture and 
history leads to the paradox that the past is not something 
dead, a pattern congeaJed into -an eternal rigidity, which 
may have beauty but not life. The past grows whenever a 
new perspective in the present enables us to look back and 
see what bas grown out of it. And when we know wha~ has 
grown out of it, we can without exaggeration ""¥ that we 
.understand it better than it did itself. 

Marx, himself; was well· aware of the fact that the art 
or culture of an historical period, although reflecting a 
definite form of social development, can make an lCSthetic 
appeal which far transcends the immediate historical 
milieu in which it arose. Something, of course, isine
trievably lost when the persons for whom a work of art was 
Originally created have disappeared and there is no way of 
fully reconstructing the prejudices and presuppositions 
which served as their eriteria of lCSthetic appreciation. But 
human experience is sufficiently continuous to enable us 
to translate the significance of past artistic achievement 
into some present mood, emotion or faith. Often we are 
able to regard an ancient work of art as a specific expres
sion, in local idiom, of a wider social or lCSthetic experience. 
In either case a critical discrimination results in making 
contemporary the significance of past cultural activity. 

. It was with this problem in mind that Marx wrote. of 
the recurrent appeal of Greek art : • 

". • . the difficulty is not in grasping the idea that Greek art 
and epos are bound up with certain forms of social development. 
it rath ... lies in undentanding wby they still constitute with us • 
source of a:sthetic enjoyment and in certain respects prevail as the 
standard and model beyond attainment. 

U A man cannot become a child again unless he becomes 
childish. But does he not enjoy the artless ways of the child and 
must he not strive to reproduce its truth on a higher plane? II 
. not tho character of every epoch revived perfectly true to nature 
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in child nature? Why should the social childhood of mankind, 
where it had obtained its most beautiful deve1opmeot~ not exert 
an eternal charm as an age that will never return ? There are ill .. 
bred children and precocious children. Many of the .ancient 
nations belong to the latter class. The Greelrs were normal child- . 
reno The chann their ,art has for us does not conflict with the 
primitive character of the social onler from which it has sprung. 
It is rather the product of the latter, and is rather due to the fact . 
that the unripe social conditions under which the art arose and 
under which alone it could appear can never return." (Criligw.of 
Politiud ~, Ken- ed., pp. 11' 1-312.) 

The heavy overtones of German .... thetic theory of the 
nineteenth century, especially Hegel's philosophy of art, 
can be heard in this passage ; and its characterisation of 
Greek art may, therefore, produce a comic effect upon 
the contemporary reader. Nonetheless, it strikes a clear 
note in behalf of the relative autonomy of the .... thetic 
experience. \ 

In discussing social ehange, Marx, however, presses the 
point of his dialectic a litde deeper. Social institutions . 
in the course of their own careers produce the means by 
which they arc changed and generate the needs which 
ultimately inspire men to. revolutiona.:y action. Some 

-important consequences follow. The conditinns o¥ ""tant 
social production must be accepted before they can be 
transformed. The evils generated by the private owner
ship of the means of production in aD era of large-scale 
machine manufacture cannot be eliminated by' rejecting 
the machine process and returning to hand industry, or to 
the soil, or, for that matter,. to the bosom of the church. 
History may be reconstructed but it cannot be reversed.1 
To attempt any such movement would result in more 
distress than originally called it forth, It could easily be 
shown, for example, that population, which is a function 
of the system of production, has grown to such an extent 
that its barest necessities could hardly be fulfilled to-day 
by a system of primitive hand manufacture and agriculture. 
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It is not tile machine which oppresses men but the social 
relations within which machine production is carried on. 

; Periodic crises, unemployment and mass misery flow, not 
" from the former but from the latter. Consequently it is the 
'social relations of production which must be changed. 
'f' But in every society," writes Marx, "the relations of 
production constitute a whole." If they are a whole, we 
Fannot accept one aspect which we call good and reject 
another which we call bad. For the good and the bad are 
OrgaIuCally related to one another. We cannot' preserve 
an open field for all business 'talent and economic initia
tive-the allegedly good side of capitalism-and eIiminate 
overproduction-the bad side of capitalism; we cannot 
repudiate competition for the sake of a planned economy 
and at the same time accept the existing state. Here, one 
can achieve a genuine synthesis only by revolutionary 
action. It is the weakness of the reformer's ideology at this 
point to seek to mediate irreconci1ables, just as at other 
points it is the incurable defect of his Utopian half-brother, 
to brelik cultural and economic continuities. For one, all 
change is a slow evolutionary process upon whose lazy 
movement mankind floats forever forward; for the other, 
nothing develops but that it jumps. For Marx, however, 
revolution is the political mode 'by which social evolution
takes'plaee;'Whent where;'li'lld how, cannot be settled in 

I advance. It is always a question of concrete specific analysis. 
But when it takes place the political contrast between the 
old and the new forms of government is stronger and sharper 
than between the old and the new forms of art, literature 

'and philosophy. 

4- THE DIALECTIC or SOCIAL PsYCHOLOGY 
. -"'--' --... --------- - -~. 

We are now in a position to appreciate th~ profundity 
of Marx's social psychology. All social activity revolves 
around the gratification of human needs. and wants. But 
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those needs -and wants are more than a schedule of bio
logical impulses. They ~ social and therefore historical. 
We explain their character and variations in terms of the 

i productive processes in which man as a member of a definite 
: social system finds himself engaged. Production both in 
! time and logic precedes consumption. Only late in his, 
: career does man begin with a ready made idea of what he 
wants. His consciousness is a slow reflection ,upon what he 
finds himself doing; only as a subsequent effect is there a 
reorganisation of his activity. Anthropologists have shown 
that art production precedes art appreciation. That pro
duction usually precedes appreciation is true in other fields 
too. In social life, Marx showed that production affects 
consumption and appreciation in 'three different ways. It 
furnishes the objects to be ,consumed; it determines the 

, manner of consumption ; and gives rise to new wants of con
sumption which, in turn, further other productive activities. 

That production is necessary for continued consump
tion, in behalf of which it is undertaken, is too obvious 
to call for elaboration. But that production determines 
the manner in which human beings consume, the form 
and character of their wants, and often the highest reaches 
of their consciousness, runs counter to those social phlloso
phies which draw a sharp distinction between man's nur-' 
ture-which is social and variable-and his original nature 
-which is biological and constant. Marx was the first. 
realistic sociologist to challenge this sharp disjunction with
out making man a purely passive agent in the social pro
cess. Whatever the drives and impulses which constitute 
his animal nature, man'slumum nature is revealed only in a • 
'socially determined context, in which the biological pattern 
functions as only one constituent element of the whole. And 
since the social context is historically conditioned, human. 
nature, too, is an historical fact. " Hunger is hunger," writes 
Marx, " but the hunger that is satisfied with cooked meat 
eaten with knife and fork is a different kind of hunger from 
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one that devours raw meat with the aid of hands, nails 
and teeth." Similarly, selfishness is selfishness, and power 
is power; but a selfishness and power that assert themselves 
in a system of commodil}' production, in which the legal 
right to prevent others from using land and machines means 
the material power to condemn them to poverty and 
death, are different kinds of selfishness and power from those 
which expreSs themselves within a socialised economy, 
guaranteeing to all who are capable and willing to work, 
the right to life and subsistence. 

lfumari nature is a complex of needs and desires. Man's 
productive activities, by giving rise to new needs and 
desires-whether it be the need for rapid locomotion un
known to our ancestors or the desire for romantic love 
whose vogue is comparatively recent-resu1t in a significant 
development of human nature. Processes of social transfor- I 

mation are thus at the saine time processes of psychological 
'transformation. The dialectic principle explains how 
, human beings, aithough conditioned by society, are enabled 
through activity to change both society and themselves. in
telligent social action becomes creative action ... By acting 
on the externa1 world and changing it," says Marx, "man 
changes his own nature." (Capital, I, p. Ig8.) The normal 
"individual, the natural individual who plays such a part 
in the. writings of sociologists, is always a projection of the 

.limited ideal of an historically conditioned society and of the 
dominant class in that society. Aristotle defined man as 
naturally. a .. political" animal (literally, a city-dwelling 
animal) ; Fra Jilin as a " tool-making" animal. For Marx, 
man is all th_t and more. Once he acquires control of the 

. conditions of social life, he can consciously make over his 
own nature in accordance with a morally free will, in con

.tradistinction to man in the past whose nature has been 
unconsciously made over by the socially determined will 

. of economic" classes. 
The emphasis which Marx placed upon the dialectic. 
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development of human nature and the possibilities of its
growth has not prevented critics---even sympathetic ones 
-from charging him with -a mechanical and rigid co .... 
ception of its character. Almost at nmdom I turn to a 
book which says : 

.. Karl Mac!: laid out a complete span d historical sequence 
OD the basis of emnomic determinism in which he reckoned 
almost not at aU with the possibilitiel of chaDge in human nature." 
(Lindemann, &WI~, p. 46·) 

One could fill pages with quotations to show how unjust 
such a characterisation is. One single sentence suffices. 
Arguing against Proudhon, who, interestingly enough, 
seems to have come alive again in the modem petty
bomgrois oocialism of public works and social planning, 
Marx exclaimed : .. M. Proudhon does not know that the 
whole of history is nothing but the progressive ttaDSfor-

, mation of human nature." 

5. THE DIALECTIC OP PERCEPTION 

Human nature does not change overnight. It develops 
slowly out of the consciousness of new needs wh:ch, to
gether with the limiting oondition of the environment, 
determine new tasks and suggest new goals. But the new 
needs themselves do not emerge suddenly into human 
experience. They arise out of an attempt to gratifY the old 
needs in a shifting environment and find conscious articu
lation only in the active practical process by which man 
both changes and adjusts himseJf to his environment. 
That is why the principle of dialectic, for Marx as for 
Hegel, finds expression in the active quality of individual 
perception and thought as well as in society and nature. 
Marx did not work out his views in detail, but his criticism 
of Feuerhach'. materialism contains suggestive hints of a 

• dialectical theory of perception. This theory of perception 
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was necessitated by his philosophy of history. If human 
beings are active in history, then, since all human activity 
is guided by ideas and ideals, human Ihinking must be an 
active historical lorce. That human stupidity is an his
torical force is a proposition wl.llch no one who has lived 
long can help believing sometimes. That human thought is 
active is a proposition which is chalactenstic of all philo
sopIllcal idealism. But idealism is inadequate because it 
.does not take into account the material conditions ofintellec

. tua! activity, and the relation between thought and sen
,sations. The materialists mainfain that sensation depends 
upon something. which is not thought. They swing, how-

: ever, to a view whicli is the direct converse of the idealist 
error, and just as erroneous. They reduce thought to 

, sensation; so that the ideas in a man's head are regarded as 
passive effects of an external world-as experiences which 
just happen to him in the same way that he gets electrical 

, shocks. There is one short step from the view that conscious
,ness is merely a product of forces acting from ~thout, to 
Democritus's view that nothing exists but" atoms and the 
void," to Hobbes's reduction of all psychic phenomena to 
U ghosts It and cc apparitions," to Feuerbac;h's aphorism, 
" Der Nahrungsloff isl G.danlctnsloff," and to bring the varia
tions in this record of absurdity down to the present, to 
J. B. Watson's contention that there is no such thing as 
consciousness at all. 

After an early period of allegiance to Schelling and Hegel, 
Marx threw hi. idealism overboard. But he sought to save 
the idealist's insight that knowledge is active. Otherwise 
his own historical materialism would result in fatalism. 
Marx reasoned that ifknowledge is active and is organically 
related to sensation, sensation itself must be something 
other than a passive experience out of which the world is 
built 'up by the psychological process of aSsociation and the 
logical process of inference. Things are not revealed in 
sensation: sensations themselves arise in the course of-
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man's activity on things. The starting point of perception 
is not an object on the one hand, and a subject .opposed to ' 
it on the other, but an inltTacting process within which sen
sations are just as much the resultant of the active .mind 
(the total organism) as the things acted upon. What is 
bebeld in perception, then, depends just as much upon the 
perceiver as upon the antecedent cause of the perception. 
And since the mind meets the world with a long historical 
development already behind it, what it sees, its selective 
reactions, the scope and manner of its attention are to be 
explained, not merely as a physical or biological fact but 
as a social fact as well. .. Even objects of the simplest 
I sensory certainty' are given to man," writes Marx, U only 
through social development." All psychology, which is 
not a phase of biophysics or psycho-physics, thus becomes 
social psychology. For it is not perception alone, he adds, 
which is. bound up with the practical material processes 
of social life, but the production of ideas and the higher 
forms of consciousness as well. Consciousness, therefore,. 
is social before it is individual. And this is something which 
no mechanical, sensationalistic materialism can adequately 
explain. 

• .. The chief defect of all previous materialism (including Feuer-
bach's) is that the thing-rea1ity-oensation-has been considered 
only in the form of the obj,d or of liir«1 ap(WeIunsion ; and not as 
sensory human activity, not as practice, not subjectively. There
fore in opposition to materialism the actioe side was developed 
abotractly by idealism which naturally did not recognise real 
sensory activity as such. Feuerbach is willing to recognise sense 
objects which are really something other than objects of thought ; , 
but he does not conceive human activity itself as QbjectirJI activity . 
• • . He therefore cannot grasp the significance of' revolutionary,' 
of' critical-practical' activity. 

II The highest point to which sensationalistic materia1ism can 
reach, i.I" the materialism which does not conceive sensation as 
practical activity, is the standpoint of the single individual and 
bourgeois society." (Mane.Engels, GlSamliJusgab., Abt. I, Bd. 51 
pp. 533-535·) 
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was necessitated by his philosopby of history. If human 
beings are active in history, then, since all human activity 
is guided by ideas and ideals, human thinlcing must be an 
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Marx threw hi. idealism overboard. But he sought to save 
the idealist's insight that knowledge is active. Otherwise 
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Marx reasoned that ifknowledge is active and is organically 
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other than a passive experience out of which the world is 
bulltup by the psychological process of aSsociation and the 
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man's activity on thing.. The starting point of perception 
is not an object on the one hand, and a subject .opposed to 
it on the other, but an in/muting pocus within which sen
sations are just as much the resultant of the active mind 
(the total organism) as the thing. acted upon. What is 
beheld in perception, then, depends just as much upon the 
perceiver as upon the antecedent cause of the perception, 
And since the mind meets the world with a long historical 
development already behind it, what it sees, its selective 
reactions, the scope and manner of its attention are to be 
explained, not merely as a physical or biological fact but 
as a social fact as well. .. Even objects of the simplest 
'sensory certainty J are given to man," writes Marx, U only 
through social development." All psychology, which is 
not a phase of biophysics or psycho-physics, thus becomes 
social psychology. For it is not perception alone, he adds, 
which is. bound up with the practical material processes 
of social life, but the production of ideas and. the higher 
forms of consciousness as well. Consciousness, therefore, 
is social before it is individual. And this is something which 
no mechanical, sensationaIistic materialism can adequately 
explain. 

• .. The chief defect of all previous materialism (including Feuer-
bach's) is that the thing........,.wty---.ensation-has been considered 
only in the form of the obj«1 or of dir.d apprthlnsUm ; and not as 
sensory human activity, not as practice, Dot subjectively. There
fore in opposition to materialism the GCIWo side was developed 
abotractly by ideaJism which naturally did not recognise real 
oensory activiry as such. Feuerbach is willing to recognise sense 
objects which are really something other than objects of thought; 
but he does not conceive human activity itself as Qbj«tiN activity . 
.. . He therefore cannot grasp the significance of' revolutionary,' 
of' critical-practical J activity. . 

II The highest point to which sensationalistic materialism can 
reach, i.I., the materialism which does not conceive sensation as 
practical activiry, is the standpoint of the single individual and 
bourgeois society." (Marx-Engels, GtsamklUsgobl, Abt. I, Bd. 5, 
PP·53:3-535·) 
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6. THE FUTURE OF DIALECTIC 

A larger problem suggested by the social expression of 
dialectic is the question of what form the principle will 
take under communism. On this question a great deal of 

.confusion prevails both in the camp of Marx's critics and 
in that of his friends. 

The three leading principles of the Marxian doctrine 
are obviously historically conditioned in the sense that 
they hold only for class societies. Historical materialism, 
which explains the general character of social life in terms 
of the economic relations in' which human beings find 
themselves and by which they are controlled ; the theory 
of surplus-value: which teaches that the greater part of 
what the -worker produces is filched from him by those 
who own the instruments of production; the theory of the 
class struggle, which maintains that all history since the 
downfall of early Gentile society has been a struggle for 
state-and-social-mastery between different economic classes 
-these principles, of necessitY, must be suspended in ~ 
collectivist society in which man makes his own social 
history, in which the total product of labour-power, 
although not returned to the individual worker, is dis
bursed and reinvested for the good of the commonalty, 
and in which economic classes have disappeared and only 
shifting vocational distinctions remain. Well then, what 
becomes of the possibility of social development under 
communism P What contradictions of social life provide it 
with driving force? Or is this the last word in human 
development, the idyll of the Kingdom-Come in which all 
evil, struggle and frustration disappear? (That is what 
professional critics of Marx, like Sorokin, charge Marx with 
believing !) What happens to dialectics? Hegel denied that 
it had any sway when it came to the Prussian state. When 
Marx condemned him, did he mean to say, only, that 
Hegel should have waited for the communist society before 
he proclaimed the end of history? • _ 
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All distinct from an other doctriries of Man<, the prin
ciple of dialectic still continues to operate; in a communist 
society. It is not historically conditioned in the same sense 
as his other theories. It finds expression, however, on a 
more elevated plane. Although in advance no one can 
describe the detailed form it will take, it is clear that its 
general locus is individual and personal, and that whatever. 
social change takes place, proceeds through co-operative 
conflict and not anti-social class struggles. The world still 
exists in incomplete process, and conflict ever remains at 
u.C heart offlux, but now, however, man wrestles not with 
the primary problems of social existence but with the more 
significant problems of personal development. Every social 

-advance will create its own institutional abuses and prob
lems, natural phenomena will still run their course in
different to human welfare, and men will never be equally 
wise or beautiful. But the opportunities for the develop
ment of creative personalities will be more widespread 
than ever before. For it is a law of true creation that the 
mind flourishes best when the obstacles it has to" overcome 
are not imposed upon it by material problems of subsistence 
but by the problems which arise in the course of the indi-

I vidual's intellectual, emotional and spiritual development.-
Marx was not a utilitarian. Nowhere does he promise 

.. happiness" in the future or fight for it in the present. 
He condemns capitalism not because it makes peopl!, 
unhappy but because it makes them inIumum, deprives 
them of their essential dignity, degrades all their ideals 
by setting a cash value on them, and inflicts meaningless 
suffering. He would have approved of Nietzsche's savage -" 
thrust at Bentham: " Man does not desire happiness, only· 
the Englishman does" ; and he himself contemptuously 
remarks in Capital with an eye on the utilitarian book
keeping of pains and pleasures -that .. with the driest 
_II, Bentham takes the modem shopkeeper, especially 
the English shopkeeper, as the normal man." 
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This does not mean that Marx was opposed to human 
beings seeking happiness or that he denied the possibility of 
ilJ existence. He felt qnite rightly, however, that, of ilJelf, 
utilitarianism could never serve as the basis of a fighting, 
revolutiOliary ethics. The reason is simple. Happiness arises 
through the gratification of needs, desires .and ambition. It 
,can ·therefore be attained either by increasing achievement 
in the way of effort or material goods, or by cutting down 
desire and ambition. Happiness comes, as William James 
somewhere says, either" by getting what we want or learn
ing to like what we've got." There is nothing to show that 
hon";t Christians, and all other people for whom religion 
is an anodyne, are less happy than those who do not, " like 
the Camel and the Christian take their burdens kneeling." 
(Bierce.) But there is a great deal to show that those who 
are prepared to struggle for their ideals even unto death, 
who pit their intelligence and strength against all remedi
able evils, who scorn the cheap Philistine worldliness which 
will risk nothing that endangers ilJ f1eshpolJ as well as the 
religious otherworldliness which forsakes the most precious 
of all human virtues-intelligence and courage----are noble, 
even in their very defeat. Marx's own life with ilJ ostracism, 
grinding poverty, refusal to compromise truth and revolu
tionary honour, is an illustration of what his ethical values 
were. He was surer that there were some things that a 
human being ought to do than he was that those things 
would bring pleasure and not pain. Nowhere does Marx 
put this more strongly 'than in his contrast between the 
revolutionary morality of the proletariat and the social 
morality of christianity : 

.. The social principles of Christianity preach cowardice, se1f.. 
t:Ontempt, abasement, submission, humility . • • but the prole
tariat, which will not allow itself to be treated as canaille, rcgarda 
its courage, self-confidence, independence, and sense of penonaI 
dignity as more necessary than its daily bread. 

.. Tbe social principles of Christianity are mealy-mouthed. 
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those of the proletariat arc n:vo\utionaryl' (G4sllliitausgab., Abt. I, 
Bd. 6, p. 278.) 

In Marx as in Hegel the dialectic is, so to speak, the 
philosophic<ilmythm _of conscious. life. 'The dialectic 
method is a way of understanding.this rhythm and partici
pating in it. It expresses the tension, expansion and growth 
of all development. It does not sanction the naive belief that . 
a perfect society, a perfect man, will ever be realised; but 
neither does it justifY the opposite error that since perfec
tion is unattainable, it is therefore immaterial what kind 
of men or societit.s exist. 

U Granted the principle of the imperfection of man, what 
then? n askI Marx. U We know in advance that all human in
stitutions are incomplete. That does not take us far : that does not 
speak for or against them. That is not their speciji& e/uzrae", their 
mark of dilferentiation." (G.,amlGusgab., I, I, p. 201.) 

For Marx as for Hegel cultural progress consists in 
transferring problems to higher and more inclusive levels. 
But there are always prohlems. " History," he says, " has 
no other way of answering old questions than by putting 
new ones." Under communism man ceases to suffer as an. 
animal and suffers as human. He therewith moves from. 
the plane of the pitiful to the plane of the tragic. 
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CHAPTER X 

D!ALECTIC AND TRUTH 

/ MAR X 's T REO R I E S by his Own admission are kisl<>rically 
, conditioned: They could have arisen only at a stage in 

social' history where the dominant mode of production 
divides society, in the main, into two classes: those whose 
income is derived from the sale of their labour-power, and 
those whose income, in the form of profit, interest and rent, 
flows from their legal ownership' of the social instruments 
of production. Not only are Marx's theories historically. 
conditioned, they are also ,lass conditioned in that the~ 
offer ll'sUl'VeiofsOciallifci arid'a plan of social ,action in 
the intere.ts of the international proletariat. But what does 

, it mean to offer i survey iIi the interests of anything but 
. the truth ? To link truths, which are presumably general, 

objective and necessary, with cIass interests, which are 
limited, particular and subjective, is to create a chain of 

, paradoxes. Marx certainly denied that economics, history 
and philosophy stand as impartial disciplines above the 

. cl .... struggle. Nor did he exclude his own theories. Speaking 
of his Capittzl (A. Critiqw of Polilieal Economy} he says : .. So 
far as such criticism represents a class, it can only represent 
the cl .... whose function in history is the overthrow of the 

, capitalist mode of production and the final abolition of all 
cIasses-the proletariat." His followers over the world refer 
to Marxism as a cl.... theory. In what sense, then, is it 
an objective theory? Are its propositions relative truths 
dependent upon presuppositions which may legitimately 
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be chalienged from other class points of view? If so, what 
becomes of their objectivity ? 

I. OBJECTIVITY AND PREsuPPOSITION 

The question of objectivity and presupposition is the 
most difficult one in the social sciences. Marx attempted 
to solve it by the use of the dialectical method. He be
lieved that his theories were true. But what did he mean 
by a true theory? " The question whether human thought 
can arrive at objective truth is not a question of theory," 
he writes, " but a practical question. In practice man must 
prove the truth of thought." Suppose we examine, from this 
point of view, the traditional definition of truth against 
which Marx, together with Hegel, directed his shafts; 
viz., that a true idea is one which reflects or corresponds 
with the external environment. In order to discover whether 
our ideas are true, we must act on them. In acting on them 
we change the external'environment. The true idea, then, 
is one which is validated by the outcome of the interaction 
between our practical activity, which expresses the meaning 
of the idea, and the external object, which calls it forth. 
To be sure, in order to know how to act we must have some 
antecedent knowledge. But the reliability of that knowledge, 
again, can only be ascertained in practice. Whatever can
not be tested in action is dogma. But since, as the result of 
the activity of testing, some change has been introduced in 
the objective situation which we seek to know, the corres
pondence between idea and thing must be regarded as 
prospective, not retrospective. 

Important consequences follow, if we bear in mind the 
distinction' which Marx makes between the subject-matter 
of the physical sciences and the social and historical sciences. 
All human history is the result of the behaviour of men in 
behalf of certain ends, fllliUlS or PUTPOSU. Theories of history 
and society are themselves historical, i.I., they are offered 
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In beha1t' of some value or purpose which enters as an 
important factor in determining what information is 
relevant or irrelevant to the problem in hand. In so far as 
these theories claim to be lcnowledg. they involve setting up 
activities in social life, i.e., the introduction of those changes 
which are necessary for their experimental confirmation. 
In so far as they are offered in behalf of some purpose, they 
involve setting up changes in' a certain direction. The 
direction in which we desire to travel de~es the aspects 
of the existing scene to which we are attentive, the in

<formation we seek, the experiments we perform-in short, 
the criteria of relevance. Depending, then, upon the differ-

• ent ends or values in bchalf of which theories have· been 
projected, different modes of social action will be proposed. 
But in a. elass society, "according to Marx, there can be no 
unanimity about the direction or goal which social organi
sation should take. Different elass interests express them
selves in different goals. 

To be sure, the possible goals that may be taken are 
. always limitect or conditioned by the state of the pro
ductive forces of society. But a choice. is always possible, 
even if it be no more than one between the continuation 
of society or its destruction. The choices made by dif
ferent elasses are revealed in the social theories they accept. 

'These social theories may contain a considerable amount 
of objective truth but from the point of view of one elass 
the truths discovered by the other may be irrelevant. It 
would perhaps be more accurate to say that any social 

, theory-the test of whose truth would involve a change in 
the existing property-relations or balance of class forces-
will be denounced as a dangerous untruth by the elass in 
power. That is why no true social experiment is possible 
in class society. As distinct from the experiment in the 
physical aciences, the criteria. by which its success is judged 
will vary with the economic interests of the elass which 
passes judgment. It is only in a metonymous sense that the 
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Russian Revolution can be regarded as a social experi
ment. Those whom it swept from power, as well as their 
allies throughout the world, regarded the "experiment" 
as a failure when the first expropriatory decree was issued. 

To say that knowing initia,tes a course of action which 
changes some aspect of the situation from which we set 
out ; to say further that socilJl knowledge is a guide to action 
in behalf of certain ends or values, and that the action 
becomes a factor in realising the future state of affairs 
about which it professes to have the truth-all this does not 
imply that the casual connections which exist in the world 
of nature and history are created by men. This would mean 
subjectivism. The social laws which obtain in a capitalist 
economy, and the laws which obtain in a socialist economy, 
are not c"",:ted by man; but whether the conditions are 
to exist, under which one or another ty{>e of law operates 
at certain historic moments, depends upon class will and 
activity. To deny this is to maintain that the laws of social 
life have the character of laws of nature. This expressed 
the pseudo-objectivism of the laisst~faire economists, who, 
desiring to prevent the imposition of legal curbs upon the 
predatory expansion of capitalism, spoke of the laws of 
economics as natural necessities in order to deduce the 
convenient maxim that the government which interfered 
least was the best. 

Marx's materialistic approach to problems of social 
development was always oriented with reference to his, 
class allegiance and class revolutionary goal. That did 
not make his conclusions less objective, but it made them 
partial in their liearings and implications. Marx contended 
that all social thought, whet.'>.er objective or not-especially 
when it became the "accepted truth" of its day-was 
similarly partial. On several occasions he suggests that 
" purely objective" descriptions of the social scene-:even 
when they are true-have a tendency to degenerate into 
an apologia of the conditions they describe. This can be 
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overcome only by inquiring into the possibility that these 
conditions may be changed by class activity. He was frank 
in his belief that every description of the social process must 
.be completed by an evaluation. Judgm~nts of fact as such 
are not judgments of value; but where' the facts concern 
conflicts of class interests, Marx believed that no one could 

'escape the necessity of passing a judgment of value upon 
\ them. And whoever refused to do so, from Marx's point 
: of view, had therewith taken a position in virtue of the 
. objective consequences of his refusal. / 

In an interesting passage, -Lenin sharpens a distinction 
;, between the U objectivist n and the U materialist U which 
is quite faithful to Marx's meaning: 

n The objectivist speaks of the neCessity of a determinate historical 
process, while the materialist makes an exact investigation of the 
given socio-economic complex. and the antagonistic relations which 
it produces. The objectivist, who tries to show the necessity of a 
determinate series of facts, continually l'UIllJ the risk of degenerat
mg to an apologist of these facts; the materialist lays bare the 
class oppositions, upon which he proceeds to take a stand. The 
objectivist speaks of 'irrefragable historical tendencies'; the 
materialist speaks o( the class which 'dominates' the given 
economic order arid therewith calls forth determinate fonns of 
opposition on the part of other c;1asses. The materialist is therefore 
more consistent than the objectivist and manifests a deeper, 
completer objectivism. He does not restrict himself to indicating 
the bare necessity 'of th~ process but reveals what social and ec0-

nomic complex. gives this process content, whal ,lass determines 
this necessity .... In addition, materialism involves a definite 
takmg of sides in that it .feels itself bound, when it evaluates 
events, to accept openly and clearly..the standpoint of a definite 
social group." (Quoted by Deborin, in his article, "Lenin als 
Revolution.lrer Dialektiker/' in Un'" dem BatUUIT dis MlITA.Vmus, 
Bd. I, p. 0'3.) 

Like Marx Lenin also denied that it was possible to keep 
stricdy neutral in analysing the facts of class relationships 
and struggle. It is " the whole man" who knows. Although 
we must not let our values "cook" the facb-which is 
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more easily avoided by recogmsmg our values than by 
pretending we haven't any--ou~ values determine what 
facts we are looking for, and what we are going to do with 
them after we have found them. Arguing against those 

'social scientists who proclaimed that it was unseemly for 
a student of class relationship. to sympathise with one class 
or another, that it was his .. duty" not to take sides, Lenin 
wrote: 

" It is absurd in this connection even to speak of the duty not 
to take sides, for no living man, once he has understood the 
relationships and struggles between classes, can prevent hUnself 
from embracing the standpoint of onc class or the other, exulting 
in its triumphs, lamenting in its defeats, becoming indignant with 
those who are hostile to it, and who retard its development by 
propagating mistaken views." (Quoted by Luppol, £min und dil 
Philosophil, p. 144.) 

Despite these passages, it would be completely mis
leading to speak, as some Marxists do, of class truths. Truth 
is above classes. What is meant is usually one of two 
things. Either that classes find it to their interest to dis
cover or call attention to some truths and to conceal other 
truths ; or that the real subject of discourse is class ."zues, 
not class truths. In the first case, the truth or falsity of a 
proposition is utterly irrelevant to the class whiCh dis
covers it; in the second, values cannot be characterised 
as true or false, and it is obvious nonsense to say that one 
value is " truer" than another when all that is meant is 
that a value is "more, inclusive n or cc intc::nser,"---or 
simply that it is • ..,s. 

The relationship between the class presupposition of 
Marxism and its claims to objective truth is sufficiently 
important to justify a restatement of the position from 
a different point of view. AB a result of private ownership 
of the means of production, class struggles arise over the 
distribution of the social product. This struggle manifests . 
itself not ouly on the economic field but in the realms of 
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politia and culture as well. Each class develops ideals and 
I programmes of activity which, if acted upon, would in
, volve loss, hardship or oppression for opposing eIasses. It 

develops a philosophy, a social and historical outlook 
which are congenial to its present role in the processes of 
production and to the role it desires to play in the future. 
It gathers facts and conducts analyses to justify its claims 
and to achieve its aims. I ts doctrines cannot be impartial, 
for they express resolutions as well as descriptions, and 

,_therefore determine a course of social activity whose effects 
are prejudicial to one class ill direct proposition as they 
are favourable to another. 

_ Marxism, as the theory and practice of social revolution, 
'is the class theory of the proletariat. In this sense it is a 

U partial" or "partisan" theory without ceasing to be an 
objective expression of the interests of the proletariat. 'But 
whether the consequences of acting upon it will really 
achieve the classless society-that can be tested without 
further reference to class interests. Here Marxism is either 
true or false._ In taking note of the conditions which must 
be fulfilled to achieve the classless society, ill its descriptions 
of tendencies which render revolutionary action timelier, 
more likely to succeed, etc., it again lays down propositions 
whose truth or falsity is independent of class interest. For 
example, the doctrine expressed in the preceding para
graph that class conflicts give rise to conflicting ideologies 
is such a proposition. To accept this particular doctrine 

• or any other does not make one a Marxist unless one accepts 
the class purposes which make these propositions relevant. 

2. Is THE SOCIAL REVOLUTION .. INEVITABLE .. ? 

Let us test this exposition upon an important practical 
question-indeed, thi: central one of the socialist move
ment,.k., what does the advent of socialism depend upon? 
For one thing, upon the existence of large scale, highly 
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ce;'tralised production which is the result of the accumu
lation of capital. But obviously this is only a necessary 
not a sufficient conditioD- For the facts of centralisatiol1. 
and concentration in industry are recognised even by bour
geois governments, which, although inexorably opposed 
to revolution have obligingly furnished the statistical 
figures from the days of Marx down to the present. The 
existence of a class-conscious proletariat is just as indis-' 
pensable as any of the foregoing conditions: What does tr, 
in turn, depend upon? On the tutd and want produced in 
the course of the economic process. How much need and 
want? Can these be accurately measured in any way? 
Certainly not. But assuming that they can be, are .they as, 
inevitably produced, and produced in the same way, as 
industrial centralisation and financial concentration? And 
does this need, in turn, inevitably express itself in revo
lutionary action? Merely to put these questions is to see 
'the absurdity of the assumptions involved. For if these 
propositioDll were true, there would be no necessity !o 
enunciate them, no less to risk one's life for them. Certain 
relatively independent factors enter into the situation. TIle 
degree of enligbtenment of the workers; what it is that 
they regard as fundamental needs; " the consciou!mess of 
the class struggle and not alone its existence; " the presence 
of a political party which represents the principle of revo
lutionary'tontinuity from one crisis to another-all these 
must be taken into account. They are not automatic, 
simple functions of economic development; for as we shall 
see later, they are capable of initiating, within limits, 
important changes in the economic order. Neither God, 
man nor the economic process guarantees the 6nal validity 
and certainty of communism. Only the objective possi
bilities are given. Whether they are realised is a political 
question. Economic development determines only the 
general period in which communism is possible, not the 
specific time of actual transition ... England possesses all the 
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necessary material conditions of social revolution," wrote 
Marx to Kuge1mann in 1870, "what it lacks is universal 
outlook and revolutionary passion." 

Marx counts upon need, or rather consciousness of need, 
to supply the ... ctive force in social change. But, as we have' 
already seen, it is not biological need which determines 
the path and means of action. If is a social and ethical 
need. It is not those who are most brutalised by physical 
want wh~ are the most revolutionary; but rather those' 
who are most conscious of the disparity between the objec
tive possibilities of material and cultural life, and what they 
actually realise in their experience. 

If A house may be large or small, but as long as the surrounding 
houses are equally small, it satisfies all social requirements of a 
dwelling place. But let a palace arise by the side of this smaI\ 
house, and it shrinks from a house to a hut. The smallness of the 
house now indicates that its occupant is permitted to have either 
very few claims or_ none at all ; and however high it may shoot up 
with the progress of civilisation, if the neighbouring palace .boola 
up a1sn in the same or greater proportion, the occupant of the 
comparatively small bouse will always find himself more uncom
fortable, more discontented, confined within his four waIls •••• 

" Although the comforts of the labourer have risen, the social 
satisfaction which they give has fallen in comparison with these 
augmented comforta of the capitalist, which are attainable for 
the -labourer, and in comparison with the scale of the genera' 
development society has reached. Our wants and their satisfactiol 
have their origin in society: we therefore measure them in relatiOil 
to society, and not in relation to the objects which satisfy them. 
SinC'e their nature is social, it is therefore relative." (WGg', WoIIJ 
and Cop;",l, Kerr ed~ pp. 35-36.) 

The consequences we have drawn from these ob ..... 
vations may appear commonplace. Yet the history of the 
Second International reveals how important common· 
places sometimes are. We are now in a position to under· 
stand what Mant really means when he speaks of the historic 
inevitability of communism. Communism is not something 
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fated to be realised in the nature. of things ; but, if sociery 
is 10 .I1Il7IiDe, communism offers the only way out of the 
impasse created by the inability of capitalism, despite its 
superabundance of-wealth, to provide a decent social 

. existence for its own wage-earners. What Marx is really 
saying is : either this (communism) or nothing (barbarism). 
That is why communists feel justified in claiming -that their 
doctrines express both the subjective class interests of the 
proletariat and the objective interests of civilisation. The 
objectivity of Marxism is derived from the truth of tile 
disjunction; the subjectivity, from the fact that this is 
chosen rather than nothing. Normally a recognition of the 
truth of the disjunction carries with it a commitment to 
communism. But the connection is not a necessary onc any 
more than the knowledge that. milk is a wholesome drink 
makes one a milk drinker. One might accept the economic 
analyses of Marx, recognise the existence nf the class 
struggle, and apply historical materialism to the past. 
That does not make him a Marxist. Bourgeois thinkers 
have done so since Marx's day, and some even before. It 
is only when one accepts the first term of the disjunction-

_ which is a psychological, and, if you please, an ethical act 
-that he has a right to the name.1 The choice is intelligent 
only if it takes note of Marx's analyses; but once the choice 
is made, it itself becomes an historical factor in making the 
reoolutionary ideal to".. 1nJe. How else can we explain- why 

1 II The thory of class war. was no' created by Marx, but by the 
bourgeoisie /ufor. Marx and is for the bourgeoisie, generally speaking, 
_pl4bt.. 

U The one who mvpaisu only the class war is not yet a Marxi.'1t; 
that one may be found not to have freed himself from the chains of 
bourgeois reasoning and politics. To limit Marxist theory to the teach
ing of the class war means to shorten Marxism-to mutilate it, to bring 
it down to something which is acceptable to the bourgeoisie. A Marxisl_ 
is one who IXl6l1dr the recognition of class war to the recognition of the • 
Dictatorship 0/ drl ProkltJriat. In this is the main difference between a 
Marxist and an ordinary bourgeois. On this grindstone it is necessary 
to tcst a real understanding and recognition of Marxism." (Lenin, Titt 
S,"" and JUuollUion, Eng. trans., Vanguard Press, 1926, p. 141.) 
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Marx's philosophy is itself an historical force in the world 
to-day, or tmderstand his remark that" cif all the instru
ments of production the greatest productive power is the 
revolutionary claSs itself?" The objective truth of Marxism 

; realises itself in the informed revolutionary act, Marxism 
is' neither a science nor a myth, but a realistic method of 
socia.radioii:' ... -.. ' . . . .--



CHAPrER XI 

THE MATERIALISTIC 
CONCEPTION OF HISTORY 

OF ALL MARX'S theories, the materialistic conception of 
• history has been most widely mis\!nderstood. This is attrib

utable oot only to the ambiguity of some of its ceotral 
terms, but to the fact that whereas Marx projected it as a 

• wtlwd of understanding aod making history, his disciples 
have tried to convert it into a system of sociology. Because 
of this the flexibility it possesses in the writings· of Marx 
and Engels is sacrificed for unverifiable dogma ill the works 

• of the epigoni. Depending upon the class loyalty of the 
critics, the theory of historical materialism has been re
garded as a commonplace, or an absurdity, or as the most 
powerful instrument available for investigating the origins 
of social thought. Marx himself sketched the theory only 
in general outline, but regarded the whole of his writings. 
-in history, economics, and philosophy-as an exhibitl'1n 
of iis meaning .and a test ofits truth. . 

The theory can ·best be expounded in terms of Marx's 
own intellectual development and in relation to the 
evolution of social and economic forces of the nineteenth 
century. Considerations of space, however, forbid this. 
For the purpose of the present analysis, it will be sufficient 
to state its central propositions in schematic form, discuss 
the criticisms and misunderstandings to which it has been 
subjected, point out where it lias been fruitful and what 
problems remain to be solved. We may profitably begin by 
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blocking the theory off from other theories with. which it 
has been associated or identified. 

I. _MARx's CONCEPTION OF HIsTORY 

What does Marx mean by history? For Marx, history 
is not everything }:"Ihich has happened. Many happenings, 
like the birth of a planet or the disappearance of an animal 
species, are not historical in any sense which concerns him. 
Nor is history the records or chronicles of social life. For 
these are the result of history~the materials which must 
first be explained and interpreted to become significant. 
History is a process-and it is distinguished from all other 
natural processes in that" it is the activity of man in pur
mit of his .ntis.;' (Gesaml~g;;be;-r;-g-;·p: '26sT'I"Ilefaet 
that linin .. ;;: hchaviour is undertaken in behalf of ends or 
ideals distinguishes the subject-matter of history from that 
of physical nature. But the difference between the two is 
not so great that a realistic method cannot be applied to 
historical activity. 

Although no historical activity is possible without ideals, 
historical effects cannot be explained in terms ofideals alone. 
For the interests and drives which move men in daily life 
~ very diverse and conflicting. Each man reaches out to 
serve himself and yet each one finds himself caught up 
on the actions of others. The upshot of the complex inter
action of individual wills is different from what each one 
has willed. Engels puts this very effectively in his F.w,
hQJ:h: _ 

U The history of social development is essentially different in onc 
respect from that of nature. In nature-in so far as we disregard 
the reaction of man upon it-there exist only unconscious, blind 
agents which influence one another and through whose reciprocal 
interplay general laws assert themselves. Whatever occurs . . . 
does not occur as a consciously willed end. On the other hand, in 
social history the active agents are always endowed with (on
aciousnes:s, are always men working towards definite ends with 
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thought and passion. Nothing occurs without conscious. intent, 
without willed end. But this difference, important as it may be for 
historicai investigation ... does not alter the fact that the course 
of history obeys general laws. For here, too, on the surface, despite 
the consciously willed ends of individuals, chance seems to rule. 
Only seldom does that occur which ;. willed. In most cases the 
numerous ends which are willed conflict with or cut across one, 
another, or they are doomed from the very outset to be unattain
able, or the means to carry them out are insufficient. And so, out 
of the conflicts of innumerable individual wills and acts there 
arises in the social world a situation which is quite analogous to 
that in the unconscious, natural one. The ends of actions are 
willed ; but the results, which really flow from those actions, are 
not wil1cdt. or, in so far as the results seem to agree with the willed 
ends, ultimately they turn out to be quite other than the desired 
consequence." (Duneker ed., p. 56.) , 

The crucial question, which every philosophy of history 
must face, is whether or not there are any factors which 
determine the· historical resultant of the interaction of 
individual wills. IS it possible even without having know
ledge of the content of innumerable wills to predict what 
will take place when, say, the density of population in
creases or the level of real wages falls ? Or is the unexpected 
historical resultant-the whole record of what has hap
pened-itself a matter of chance? There are some phil
osophers who have made the problem easy for themselves 
by denying that there is allY determinate causation in 
history, that everything which has happened could have 
happened differently, that no rhyme or reason· can be 
discovered in the direction of history save what the poets, 
prophets or fanatics read into it. They have pointed to the 
rack and ruin of past cultures, to needless blood and misery 
which have accompanied change from one social order to 
another, to the unrelieved tragedy and injustice of visiting 
the historical sins of one generation upon the heads of 
its descendants-as supplementary evidence that the surface 
appearance of chance is not, as Marx and Engels believe, 
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a reflection of an inner law but ii rather an expression of 
the stark irrationality of the historic process. The historical 
resultant, they say, has been determined by the inter-

. action of many wills, and nothing else. And since these 
work at cross-purposes with one another, the arbitrary 
character of the historic'll pattern is explained. 

There are at least three good reasons why this hypothesis 
of wholesale chance in history must be rejected. First, 
there are some events that have taken place which seem 
to us to have been necessitated by a whole chain of ante
cedent circumstances, although all the links in that chain 
may not be clear. No one can seriously maintain to-day 

. that either the World War or the recent invasion of Man
chyria w!'" a chance phenomenon. To be sure, chance 
elements entered into them, but they were not decisive. 
The exact date of the World War, the type of men at the 
head of their respective governments, the thousand and one 
details with which the war burst upon the world, could 
never have been deduced in advance. None the less the event 
itself, the period within which it occurred, its most im
portant consequences, were not only. determined by the 
conflict between the imperialist powers for world hege
mony-they were actually foreseen. Th.ey were not, how
ever, pre..determined, in the sense that they could not have 
been different even if antecedent conditions had been 
different. Had the international proletariat been both 
sufficiently organised and genuinely Marxist, it might have 
transformed the World War into an international civil 
war and fought its way to socialism. But the fact that the 
international llroletariat was not prepared to do this was 
itself not a chance event, but followed, as we bave already 
seen, from a whole constellation of other social forces. 

Secondly, to take seriously the hypothesis that chance 
alone rules in history would involve the belief that any: 
thing could have happened at any time. This is the favourite 
assumption of all rationalist constructions which try to show 
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that if only reason and intelligence had guided human 
behaviour, mankind would have been spared most of its 
evils. If only free-trade had been introduced at the time 
of the crusades, they say, hundreds of years of oppression 
would have been avoided ; if slavery had only been abol
ished by the Church in the early centuries of Christendom, 
there would have been no civil war in America in 1861 .; 
if the crowned heads of Europe had only listened to Owen, 
we would all be living to-day in a communist common
wealth. Now just as it is true that there are ehance elements 
in history, so is it true that many things in the past could 
have turned out differendy from what they did ; but only 
within a narrow range of possibilities conditioned by an 
antecedent state of affairs. Booth might very well have 
missed when he fired at Lincoln, but it is extremely im
probable that Lincoln would have been able to carry out 
his reconstruction policy. The Church might have remained 
faithful to its primitive communism even after it had entered 
into concubinage with the Roman Empire,but it would 
have been no more able to arrest the course of economic 
development in Europe than its condeJhnation of all interest 
as usury was able a thousand years later to prevent the." 
lise of capitalism. t 

Not only are the possibilities of development of material 
culture limited by determinate social forces, whose character 
we shall examine in detail below; even the autonomous 
creation of the mind, the flights offancy by whieh men oftC\l 
think they transcend the limits of space and time-art, 
religion and philosophy-obey and order, in addition to 
their own, which is imposed. upon them from without. 
Once they come into the world, they often exhibit relatively 
independent careers, but they cannot come into the world 
at any time and at any place. 

II Is the view of nature and of social relations which constitutes 
the basis of Greek phantasy and theref ... of Greek art, possible :. 
in an age of automatic machinery, railroads, locomotives, and 
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electrical telegraphs? Where does VulcaQ come in as agains 
Roberts & Co.; Jupiter as against the lightning rod; ano 
Hermes as against the Credit Mobllier? All mythology master 
and dominates and shapes the forces of nature in and through thl 
imagination; hence it disappears as soon as man gains real contro 
over the fo:rces of nature. What becomes of the Goddess Fame sidl 
by side-with Printing House Square? •• : Or from another angle 

. is Achilles possible side by side with powder and lead? Or th, 
Iliad with the printing press and printing machines? Do no 
singing and reciting and the muses necessarily go out of existenc4 
with the appearance of the printer's bar ; and do not, in consc 
quence, the necessary prerequisites of epic poetry disappear? ' 
(Marx, Inlrodu&lion /0 Criligw qf Poli/icQ/ Ec07lOT1f)l, Eng. trans •. 
pp. 31~I1.) 

The third reason for not surrendering the field of history 
tQ the realm of the unknown and unknowable is thai 
despite the enormous variation in the motives of human 
conduct, there are certain statistical constants which are 
observable in all mass behaviour. Not only are life insurance 
companies able to reap a harvest by safe betting on the 
death rates of different groupsof people, but all other social 
institutions can function only by presupposing certain large 
regularities of.human behaviour. We build' schools 'for 
children who are not yet born and jails for people who have 
not ymcommitted crilIles. What act is more supremely 
personal ~iLD suicide? Yet it is possible to tell within narrow 
limits how many people will take their lives next year, and 
whar percentage will be men or women, Jew or Gentile, 
married, single or divorced. And where the rates of death, 
.suicide, marriage and divorce change-and they do, of 
course-it is often possible to find variations in other social 
phenomena with which to correlate them. These corre

. lations often suggest, although they do not necessarily 
involve, causal connections. What accounts for the re
currence of these regularities? It is not even necessary to 
assume as did Karl Liebknecht in his revision of Marxism, l 

1 SIvdUto iiJJIr diI BlWtlUlllsglSfl<1 d" gurlIsdrajllidrltl -u.n" p
r81 •. 
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that there are "average material motiv ... " behind human 
behaviour which express nothing but economic interests. 
For the greater the diversity of motives of human behaviour,. 
the more impressive is the statistical regularity which results, 
and the more probable it is that if an explanation of this 
regularity is to be found, it will not lie in any of the 

. schedules of .invariant psychological forces, dispositions or 

. desires so popular among latter day sociologists. 

2. ALTERNATIVE CONCEPTIONS OF HIsTORY 

So far we have shown only that there are definite patterns 
in history which all philosophies of history must recognise. 
In terms of what principle can the succession ·of these 
patterns be explained? We must now distinguish between 
two generic theories of history and civilisation-the ideal
istic and materialistic-before the differentiating -character 
of Marx's theory can be grasped. 

Idealistic theories of history explain the ordered sequence· 
of events in terms of purpose---divine or natural-and refuse 
to go beyond the will or intelligence of the men who make 
history or of the God who controls it. Whatever order is 
discovered to exist, must be for them a teleological order 
attributable to good or bad purposes, to intelligence or 
stupidity. The future of civilisation depends upon man's 
willingness and ability to purify his heart or improve his 
mind-as the case may be. 

Supernatural idealism may be dismissed with a word. 
It can never explain why anything happens. It can only 
bestow its blessings upon an event aj/tT it has happened. 
Whether the appeal is to God's will, Plato's Form of the 
Good, Plotinus' One, Hegel's Absolute, Schopenhauer'. 
Will, E. von Hartmann'. Unconscious or Bergson's Ilan, it 
cannot predict or make intelligible a single historical 
occurrence. Hypostasis, rationalisation, and fetishism are 
its intellectual techniques; quietism and the! narcosis of 
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resignation its political consequences. Every practical step 
it takes is a~ the cost of a logical contradiction. The pious 
man who prays, " 0 Lord, Thy Will be done," in a church 
whose steeple flaunts a· lightning rod to correct that will 
if it absentmindedly strikes in the wrong place, expresses . 
only more dramatically the" confusion of the idealistic 
philosopher who proclaims that the immediate pain of the 
part is the ultimate good of the whole and then practically 
translates this sentiment into the proposition that the slavery 
of one class is necessary for the leisure of another. 

Psychological idealisms which look to the ideas and 
emotions or' human beings for the final causes of social 

"and historical change are legion. An adequate discussion 
of, them would require a separate volume. Their common 
defect may be briefly indicated. First, in appealing to 
psychological entities like ambition, sympathy, love of 
domination, fear o~ whatever it is that is taken as central 
in the historical process, something is being invoked which, 
although existent, is not easily observable. The - specific 
mechanism by which it presumably transmits its efficacy is 
rarely given, so that its influence appears to be highly 
mysterious. When mechanisms are constructed or dis
covered on the basis of the biological analogy of the ner
vous system, a greater difficulty presents itself. These 
psychological attitudes which the hypothetical mechan
isms make possible are either constant or variable. If they 
are constant, how explain the enormous variety in the social 
patterns out of which those attitudes-since they are never 
found in a pure form-are analysed? Man may be a loving 
animaI,a playful animal, a figbting animal. But how explain 
in these terms the differences in the W<!l' man loves (i .•. , 
the forms of the fiunily), the '/uuQ/;/n of his play (contrast 
the primitive dance and the modem einema), and the 
man"" of his contests (socialist competition and nationalist 
war). Assuming, now, that these psychological attitudes are 
variable and that they are correlated with varying social 
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relations, the more urgent question asserts itself as to what 
determines this change in their character. When, where and 
to wluU ",lent do they flourish and become dominant?, 
These questions cannot be explained without introducing 
some matorial conditioning factors, since, as we have seen, 
the variations in the motives of individual behaviour are 
too extreme, the motives themselves-fear, love, ambition, 
hate-too ambiguous in meaning, to warrant using any 
specific psychological element rather than another as the • 
key term in explaining the character of historical effects. 

If human motives are subjected to material control from 
without, i .•. , by changes in nature or economic organisa.
tion, are these latter, too, of a purposive character? Do 
they fall into the teleological order so essential to allidealism? 
He would be a hardy man to assert it, for he would have 
to read will, feeling, and reason, which are specifically 
characteristic, of individual men, back into. the social and 
physical conditions out of which the life of man arises. No, 
we must conclude that ideas do not make history, for 
whether they are accepted or are not accepted depends 
upon something which is not an idea; that, although there 
can be no history without psychologically motivated be
haviour, the particular emotional set which 'asserts itself 
from out of the whole gamut of emotional life is selected 
by factors which are not psychological but social. 

Materialistic philOsophies of history turn away' from 
the quest for objective meanings, spirit, and purpose in 
the historical process and seek for its controlling conditions 
in some observable aspect of the physical and social en
vironment. Before Marx, most materialist philosophies took 
a physical, chemical or biological approach to cultural life. 
Hobbes, for example, laid down a theoretical programme 
according to which it should be possible to deduce from the 
mathematical laws of motion and the positions of material 
particles in space and time, all political and social life. 
Feuerbach, that suggestive but too impressionable thinker, 
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was so carried away by the primitive food chemistry of his 
day that he tried to summarise the political difference 
between England and Ireland as a difference betWeen roast
beef and potatoes. This might have been a starting point 
for a social analysis, but Feuerbach remained stuck in his 
chemistry. The result was that the same man who pro
duced the most fruitful hypothesis of the nineteenth century 
in the psychology of religion, offered the most ludicrous 
revolutionary theory ever devised by attempting to base 
his politics upon food-chemistry. Feuerbach actually 
believed that the revolution of 1848 had ended with the 
triumph of reaction because the poorer elements of the 
population had been made sluggish by their potato diet . 
.. Potato blood (IrOges,Kartojfelblul) can make no revolution!" 
he cried. 

U Shall we then despair? n he inquires .• ( Is there no other food .. ' 
stuff which caIJ. replace potatoes among the poorer classes and at 
the same time nurture them to manly vigour and disposition? 
Yos, there is such a food-stuff, a food .. tuff which is the pledge of a 
better future, which contains the seed of a more thorough, even 
if more gradual, revolution. It is beans." (Stimllichl W"kI, 
herausg. von Bolin und Jodi, Bd. X, p.'S.) 

To be sure, not all chemical determinists were guilty 'It 
such excesses. But the same methodological absurdities 
were committed by the racialists and later by the social
Darwinists, who regarded all social life as a resultant of a 
biological struggle for existence . 

.../. The attempt has recently been made, especially by 
Ellsworth Huntington, to revive the geographical inter-
pretation of history, already suggested by Herder and 
Montesquieu in the eighteenth century and more explicitly 
stated by Buckle in the nineteenth. It is asserted that there 
are certain climatic pulsations and shiftings of the climatic 
zone which can be correlated with the rise and fall of cul
tures. The nature of the e,,!dence for these climatic changes 
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is highly questionable. Uncontrolled extrapolations have 
_ been made from one region of the world to another-and 

from the present to the past. There is not the slightest 
ground for believing that the climate of Greece has varied 
in any appreciable way from the sixth century B.C. to the 

, first A.D.-a period of tremendous social change. And even 
where periods of extreme climatic stress have been observed, 
as in the great floods and cold of the fourteenth century, 
'no plausible connection has been established between these 
facts of climate and the profound subsequent changes in 
European material and ideal culture. Sometimes the effects 
attributed to natural forces are really the effects of social 
factors. For example, the devastation produced by periodic 
floods in China is not always the result of uncontrollable 
natural disasters but is due to the fact that the Chinese 
war lords divert to military purposes the tax money raised 
to keep the elaborate system of dikes and canals in repair. 

There is no climate that cannot support different cul
tures; while similar cultures often flourish in different 
climates. The same arguments apply to the racial inter
pretation of history, especially where differences between 
the raCes are explained by differences in the climate and 
the selective effect it has had upon man. Were the wildest 
claims concerning the correlation of climate and cultural 
change to be accepted, still, in the absence of any knowledge 
of the specific ways in which climate 'affects creative im
pulses, we should have to look for more relevant social 
causes to explain the rise and fall of ideas. 

/.. The chief defect of all these materialistic philosophies is 
the attempt to reduce the social to merely a complicated 
effect of the non-social, and the consequent failure to 
observe that new types of relations arise in the associated 
behaviour of men which are irreducibly distinctive, In 
addition to the fundamental objection that the reduction 
of the specific qualities and laws of social behaviour to 
categories of physics and biolOgy is not intelligible, the 
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evidence points to the fact that in any given area these 
physical and biological factors are relatively constant while 
social life shows conspicuous variations. So much even 
Hegel, the . idealist, had pointed ouL Marxists admit that 
climate, topography, soil and race are genuine conditioning 
factors of social and historical activity; they deny that 
they tktmnine the general char,lcter of a culture or its· 
historical development. They claim that a truly historical 
philosophy must do greater justice to the activity of man· 
upon all phases of cultural life than is provided for in the 
theories of the physical and biological determinists. Engels 
writes in his Didtktik und NaluT: 

.. Natural science as well as philosophy has completely neglected 
the influence of the activity of man upon his thinking. 'They know 
only nature on one sid~ thought on the other. But it is precisely 
the changes in 7UJlur. brought abo", through mm, and not nature as 
such alone, which is the most essential and primary foundation of 
human thought. In proportion to the extent to which man learned 
to change nature, his intelligence developed. The . naturalistic 
conception of histOry, found, •. g., more or less in Draper and other 
natural scientists according to which it is nature which exclusively 
acts upon man, and natural conditions which exclusively deter
mine his historical development, is therefore oncsided. It forgets 
that man can react upon nature, change it, and create new 
conditions of existence. Of the U natural conditions" of Germany 
as they existed when the German tribes came in, mighty little has 
remained. The surface of the soil, climate, vegetation, fauna, man 
himself bave gone through infinite changes, and all in virtue of 
human activity. On the other hand, the changes that have taken 
place in the natural aspects of Germany in which human beings 
had no hand, is incalculably small." (MaIX-EngeIs Arcbiv, Bd. II, 
p •• 65·) 

3. THE THEORY Ol' HIsroJuc.u. MATEJUALISII 

In the remainder of this chapter we shall state briefly 
the central propositions of the theory of historical mater
ialism, following Marx as closely as possible and leaving 
difficulties and problems for the succeeding chapters. We 
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shall begin the exposition by ~tating Marx's theory of 
social organisation and then go on to his theory of social 
development. They c.onstitute respectively the (A) static 
and (B) dynamic phases of historical materialism. 

A-I. Every society for Marx is a structurally interre-
-Iated cultural whole. Consequently no material or ideal 

aspect of that whole, whether it be its legal code, methods 
of manufacture, educational practices, religion or art, can 
be understood as an isolated phenomenon. It must be 
taken in relation to the way in which the system functions 
as a whole. Traditional elements may exist within it but 
they have been readapted to harmonise with the dominant 
patterns of thought and action. For example, Christianity 
in America is a traditional religion,. but the specific char
acter it exhibits to-day as distinct from the past,' and in 
America as distinct from, say, Bavarial , is a reflection of 
the American frontier life with its alternations between 
drab experience and emotional release, American exhi-' 
bitionism, philosophical optimism, go-getting tacties in 
business, etc. These in turn reflect the influence of American 
religion. But although cultural elements exist in some 
functional connection, they are not so organically related' 
with one another that a change in one produces a change in 
all at the same time or to the same degree. Even in such a 
highly organised system as the human organism-though 
the whole organism is involved in the functioning of any 
ofits parls-a change in some of the organs will not produce 
an immediate effect upon others and may leave still others 
comparatively unaffected. Similarly, no one can seriously 
contend that the latest refinements in philosophical logici 
must necessarily affect fashions in women's dresses. None
theless important changes in fashions of dress and fashions 
of ideas reveal not only a development peculiar tQ. their 
own fields, but changes ou'tside of them. When women 
took to wearing breeches and abandoning corsets in the 
twentieth century and philosophers stressed race or national 
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ideas in rewriting their histories, it was not because of any 
iminanentJogic within the field. of fashion or philosophy, 
but rather because of the impact of certain social and poli
tical forces from \Vithout. Or even more obviously, looking 
at the legal systems of Rome, the medieval church and 
twentie!lt century Europe, we ean see that, despite the-
similarity of some of the concepts, these systems did not 
grow out of one another, but out of deep social changes. 
A significant history of law-or even an analysis of law
then, would have to include an account of the social and 
cultural changes which found expression in formal and 
legal concepts. A knowledge of only the logical interpre
tation of these concepts would teU us more about logic 
than about law. Interestingly enough, the starting point of 
the development of Marx's theory was the philosophy of 
law. In sketching his own intellectual history, he teUs us 
that even earlier than 1844, in the course of a criticism of 
Hegel's philosophy oflaw, he had become convinced" that 
legal relations as well as the forms of the state could neither 
be understood by themselves nor explained by the so-called 
progress of the human mind, but that they are rooted 
in the material relations of life." 

What is true for one phase of ideal culture is true for 
all. And if true for all, we can understand Marx's para
doxical remark that, from his point of view, there is no 
history of ideas as such, but only a history of societies. That 
is to say, just as it is possible to regard the thoughts of an 
individual as events in his life-the proper history of their 
succession involving, therefore, his biography-oo the rise 
and fall of leading ideas (their truth is another question) 
may be regarded as social events to be properly grasped 
only as part of ~orld hisu,ry. This was Hegel's great em
pirical insight, overstated and obscured by a too inclusive 
organic determinism, but corrected and developed by 
Marx. To what extent this is compatible with pluralism 
wi)! be considered in the succeeding chapter. 
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2. Within any civilisation law exercises an influence 
upon education, education upon religion, religion upon 
economic organisation, economic organisation upon politics, 

. and vice vena. This is apparent to all but those who would 
build life out of one block. But to recognise that the cultural 
process is one of multiple reaction and interaction does not 

• help us understand why the general character of one civil- , 
isation is distinct frQm another, or in what direction a 
particular civilisation bas developed and will develop. To 
stop at the recognition of the complexity of the factors ' 
involved is eclecticism. Neither Hegel nor Marx was an. 
eclectic. Both sought for a key which, allowing for the re
ciprocal influences of the parts of a culture upon each other, ' 
·would provide a general explanation of the whole process. 
Hegel maintained that " political history, forms of govern
ment, art, religion and philosophy-one and all have the 
same common root-the spirit of the time." (History of 
Philosqphy, Vol. I.) We have already seen that this is 
theology. Whether it has any meaning or not, its truth 
cannot be tested. 

According to Marx's hypothesis it is the material " rela
tions of production" (PToduktionsverhiiltnisSl) which con
dition the general character of cultural life. "The sum 
total of these relations of production constitutes the econ
omic structure of society-the real foundations, on which 
rise legal and political superstructures and to which 
correspond definite forms of social consciousness." The 
economic structure of society, the ProduktionsverhiiltnisSl, 
includes, but cannot be identified with, th,e forces of pro
duction (Produktivkriifte) such as technology, existing skills, 
both physical and mental, inherited traditions and ideol
ogies; nor is it the same as the conditions of production 
(PToduktionsbtdingrmgtn) such as the natural supply of raw 
material, climate, race, population. The "relations of 

.production" express the way in which productive forces 
and productive conditions are organised by the social 
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activity of man. They constitute the mode of economic 
production. Property relations are their legal expression. 
For Man< it is the relations of production, not the forces 
of production and not the conditions of production, which 
are the basis of the cultural superstructure. Later we shall 
see how important these distinctions are. At any rate it 

j should be clear that it is only the relations of production. 
I that can properly be described as feudal or bourgeois. We 
: cannot speak of feudal Or bourgeois forces and conditions 
r of production except in a metonymous sense. 
• 3. Relations of production sic indispensable if processes 
· of production arc to continue. The only question which can 
be intelligendy asked about them is whether any given 

• set of relations is still compatible with the continuance of 
production. Wbateyer set of relations exists is independent 
of the will of those who participate in production. A man 
finds himself an employer or employee, a feudal lord or 
serf, a slave or a slave holder. ,Some few individuals may 
succeed in changing their status, but no class as a whole 
can do so without revolutionising the existing system of 
social relations. Such a revolution cannot be undertaken 
at any time, nor if undertaken, succeed, save under certain 
determinate conditions, all of which are necessary for victory 
but no one of which is sufficient. Since a class is defined 
by the objective role it plays in the organisation of pro-

· duction, the sources of the antagonism between classes flows 
not from the consciousness (or lack of it) of individual 
members of the class but from the division of the fruits of 
production. To insure the system of division against dis
content, to facilitate a greater appropriation of the product, 
the property relations which are the formal expression of 
the relations of production must be backed up by extra
economic power. The state is the institution and instrument 
through which the legal relations receive their moral and 
physical sanctions. No class can ddl'ninate production unless. 
it controls the state. All political life and history, then, since 
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it revolves around struggle for the mastery -of the state 
power, is to be explained in terms of the class conflicts 
generated in the process of production. 

4. The division of society into classes gives rise to different 
ways oflooking at the world. This is in part determined by 
the character of the actual work done, but even more so 
by the desire to preserve the existing order or to transform 
it. The political, ethical, religious and philosophical 
systems-no matter how high their summits tower-are 
reared on values that may he universal in form but never 
in fact. Analysis reveals that they all turn out to be relevant 
to the struggle for social power,. even when they profess 
not to be concerned with it. A struggle for ~urvival and 
domination goes on between ideas no less than between 
classes. Since those who control the means of production 
also control, directly or indirectly, the means of publication 
-the church, press, school, cinema, radio-the prevailing 
ideology always tends to consolidate the power and 
strengthen the authority of the dominant class ... In every 
epoch," wrote Marx, .. the ruling ideas have been the ideas' 
of the ruling class." It does not follow that ideological 
indoctrination is always deliberate or that those who em
brace a doctrine can themselves distinguish betw~.n what 
is true in their belief and what is merely helpful in achieving 
their political purposes. In every system the deepest and 
most pervasive kinds of cultural conditioning are neVer the' 
results of a mechanical inculcation. In the course of his life
career the individual imbibes the values and attitudes 
which are accepted as natural by those who surround him. 
A system of checks and approvals controls conduct at every 
step-not only on those rare occasions when an individual 
rises from one social level to another but even within his 
own class. The tone and ,model. of behaviour, the very 
objects of ambition, ape set by thOse who wiel~:power or who 

• serve those that wield iti !nevery age ~ pre~aleni con
ception of the .. ideal man .. summarises th"t virtUeS' and 
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celebrates the _sta~ oL~e_!J!linlLgroup,j\ristotle'. " mag
n'ari1molls"man,'" Castiglione's "cqurtier," the medieval 
"fighting monk," the English "gentleman," the early, 
.....,erican " log-cabin president," and the late American 
"captain of industry," inspired a pattern of feeling and 
action among the ruled ,as well as the rulers. 

B-1. We now tum to the dynamic phase of the social 
process. If this is the way a culture is organised, how does 
it come about that it changes? In every social system a 
continuous change goes on in the material forces of produc
tion. In early societies, where production is priInitive, 
these. changes are often produced by natural phenomena 
sucli as the dessication of rivers or the exhaustion of soil. 
Us~ally, however, and more particularly under capitalism, 
this change takes place in the development of the instru
ments of production. At a certain point in the course of 
their development the changed relations in the forces of 
production come into conflict with existing property rela
tions. At what point? At a point when it no longer becomes 
possible on the basis of the existing distribution of income to 
pennit the available productive processes to function to full 
capacity; when the great masses of human beings, out of 
whose labour all social value and capital have come, cannot 
be sustained by their own institutional handiwork. It then 
becomes recognised that " from forms of development of 

,the forces of production the relations of production tum 
into their fetters. U 

2. The class that stands to gain by modifying the rela
tions of production becomes revolutionary in order to 
pennit the forces of production to expand. It asserts itself 
as a political force and develops a revolutionary ideology 
to aid in its struggles for state power.jSometimes it masks its 
class interests in the guise of slogans of universal appeal as 
did the French bourgeoisie in the eigtUeenth'ce.liiiry· when 
it declared for freedom from all oppression but fought only 
for the freedom to buy cheap and sell dear; sometimes it 
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dresses itself up in the borrowed robes of antiquity or echoes 
the prophets, or, like Cromwell's men, marches into battle t9 
the song of hymns; but at all times, its doctrines are 
patterns of social action, which function instrumentally 
to rally a frontal attack against the enemy, or by insidious 
criticism operate to undermine his morale. A class is not 
always critically conscious of what it really is fighting for. 
It is the shock and consequence of the struggle which brings 
it to self-consciousness. Strictly spea!<ing it is~nlL in th." ' 
absence of self-consciousneSS" that a set ofideas becomes an 
!~rol()iY~-------~---- ,----- ,--- -----
Ie. • • the distinction should always be made," writes Marx, 
" between the material transformation of the economic conditions 
of production which can be determined with the precision of 
natural science and the legal, political, religious, esthetic. or 
philosophic-in short, ideological forms in which men become 1 

conScious of this conflict and fight it out. Just as our opinion oCan 
individual is not based on what he thinks of himself, so can we not 
judge of such a period of transformation by its own consciousness"" 

The most important task of historical materialism is to • 
criticise cultural and social doctrines in order to lay bare 
their social roots and presuppositions, to expose the con
tradiction between their avowed programme and their 
class allegiance, and to discover the social incidence which 
practical activity in their behalf will probably take. 

3. Viewed in the light of contemporary experience, all 
history since the disappearance of primitive communism 
may be regarded as a history of class struggle. A class, it 
will be remembered, is any group of people which ph'ys • a definite role in production. This is not to say that all his-
tory is flDthing but class struggles. As we shall see later, it 
only asserts that no other form of human association, 
whether it be of struggle or of co-operation, can -be intel-. 
ligibly regarded as the moving agent of social change. Every 
class struggle is at the same time a political struggle, for the 
state is never really neutral in class confiict, and a class 
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struggle carried to tuccessful completion is directed towards 
the overthrow of the existing state. Every ideal struggle, in 

-so far as it bean in any way upon the class struggle, has 
political repercussions, and may be evaluated from a 
political point of view without prejudice to its own specific 
categories. 

4. The struggle between the capitalist and proletarian 
classes represents the last historic form of sociaI opposition, 
for in that struggle it is no longer a question of which class 
should enjoy ownership of the social functions of produc
tion but of the existence of private ownership as such. The 
abolition of private ownership in the means of production 
spells the abolition of all classes. This can be accomplished 
only by the revolutionary dictatorship of the proletariaL 
Political power is to be consolidated by the proletarian state 
during a transitional period in which the last vestiges of 
anti-social activity will be rooted out. When this is accom
plished the proletarian state, to use Engels' phrase, "withers 
away," i.e., its repressive functions disappear and its ad
ministrative functions become part and parcel of the pro
ductive process of a society in which " the free development 
of all is the condition for the free development of each." 

This in bare outline is what historical materialism means. 
In the next chapter we shall dissociate it from what it is 
often interPreted to mean, and then proceed to a discussion 
of its validity. 



CHAPTER XII 

WHAT HISTORICAL MATERIALISM 
IS-NOT 

SO ·WIDESPREAD are the current misinterpretations of 
historical materialism that a chapter is necessary to show 
how they arise from a one-sided emphasis upon different 
phases of the doctrine. Such a discussion will also con
tribute to making the fundamental concepts of the theory 
more precise. 

I. TECHNII<UE AND ECONOMICS 

The commonest misinterpretation of historical mater
ialism, and one shared by many who regard themselves as 
Marxists, is the identification of the social relations of pro
duction with the technical forces of production, and the 
consequent transformation of the materialistic interpreta
tion of history into the technological interpretation of 
history. According to the technological interpretation of 
history, all social life depends upon the nature of the tools 
employed in production and upon the technical organisa
tion of their use in mines, fields and factory. The hoe and 
the rake, the pick and the shovel, will produce one society ; 
the steam plough and tractor, the pneumatic hammer and 
the steam derrick another. The difference between the tenth 
century and the twentieth may be expressed as the differ
ence between the individual hand-tool and the standardised 
machine-tool. All other cultural differences are derivative 
from this central fact. 
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Marx often said that the development of technology could 
serve as an index of the development of society; but that is 
an altogether different thing from saying that we must look 
to the development of technology as the cause or indepen
dent variable of social change.> For Marx, technique was 
only OM of three generic components of the productive pro-

- cess. The other two were nature and the social activity of 
man. When he speaks of the economic foundations of 
society, he means the whole complex of relationships which 
arise from the specific ways in which these three elements 
are organised. Machinery as sUch, he renlinds Proudhon, 
.. is no more an economic category than is the ox which 
draws the plough, It is only a productive force." 

The social relations of production (which are synony
mous with the expressions .. the property relations," and 
.. the economic foundations of cnIture ") cannot therefore 
be regarded as the automatic reflection of techrtology. On 
the contrary, the development of technology is itself often 
dependent upon the system of social relationships in which 
it is found. The direction that technical invention takes is 
determined by needs which are not themselves narrowly 
technical but economic or social. Indeed, the important. 
question as to whether any specific invention is to be utilised 
or scrapped is normally decided not by the inventor or by 
the logic of his creation but by its compatibility with the 
underlying rationale of production. To-day, for example, 
the decisive consideration is whether or not it will con
tribute to diminishing production costs and to increasing 
profits. This does not mean that whenever a social need 
exists, some inventio,! will arise to fuIfiI it. Think of all the 

1 This fundamental error runs through and vitiates the essential 
portioIlJ of Bukharin', Hisll1rieal Maln'iolism. A representative example 
of his analysu is the statement on p. 143 (Eng. trans.) that .. the com .. 
binatiom of the instruments of labour (the social technology) are 
the deciding factor in the combinations and relations of men. ;.1 .• in 
locial economy." Marx proved in CapUal that jwt the convene of thlI 
was true. Bukharin'. posltion is closer to that of the mechanical materi. .. 
alists of the eighteenth century than it is to dialectical matcrialism. 
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many crying needs of industrial and sodal life which still 
remain unfulfilled. Nor does it mean that whatever tech
nical invention does arise is always directed towards realis
ing some improvement in production, for thousands of in
genious devices have come from the mind of man which 
have had no bearing upon production or have been per
mitted to lie unused. What is asserted is only that the 
Stud;'" application of technical invention is determined by 
the existing relations of production and not vice versa. The 
primitive technology of antiquity was in large part due to 
the character of a slave economy which found it easier to 
use human beings as machines than to make more efficient 
their labour. This was indirectly reflected in the attitude 
which prevailed among the leisured classes, who possessed 
a monopoly of the science of the day, that it was degrading 
(slave-like) to apply theoretical knowledge to material and 
practical subject-matter. Whenever, as under capitalism, 
the continuous improvement of all technical forces leads 
ultimately to the paralysis of the productive process, the 
cause is to be sought not in the forces of production but in 
the relations of production (the property system) which, by 
their very nature are compelled to call into being those 
productive agencies that turn out to be its own nemesis. It 
is not technology--or what soft and romantic thinkers call 
the" curse of the machine "-which causes the downfall of 
capitalism. In a larger sense, capitalism is the source of its 
own downfaJl. It comes into the world bearing the seeds of 
death at its heart. The logic of its growth compels it to 
develop its productive limbs to a point where it can no 
longer co-ordinate its movements. Or more concretely, it is 
compelled to reinvest capital to produce further means of 
production without being able to guarantee the consump
tion of the commodities produced. 

Not only does the character of technology and the direc
. tion of its development depend upon the social relation 

of production; it is even more ohvious that the social 
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e.meg_es of technological invention can never be deduced 
from technological ronsiderations alone. Otherwise how 
account for the fact that mechanical inventions, far from 
lightening the toil of the masses, freeing them from age
long burdens of drudgery, and opening opportunities for 
creative leisure, have instead intensified labour and reduced 
the worker" to an appendage of the machine." The only 
promise ofleisure the progressive mechanisation of industry 
holds out to the modern wage-worker to-day is the enforced 
leisure to starve. 

One of the most interesting claims made for the techno
logical interpretation is that it accounts for the final elimi
nation of chattel slavery from Western Europe in the twelfth 
century. The reputed causal change in technique was a 
simple one: Until that time, catde had been yoked by the 
neck (/raelion por-la gorge) which winded them easily and 
made possible an average load of only half a ton even for 
relatively short distances. Production was neeessarily 
limited, ba.rdly more than enough to feed the families of 
both master and slave. Someone discovered, however, that 
yoking catde by the shoulders (eollier d'/paules) iacreased 
their pulling strength many times over and did not exhaust 
them so easily. As a result, productivity increased and man 
was able to provide his master with sufficient supplies in 
approximately half the working time that had been pre
viously consumed. He now cultivated the rest of his patch 
in the remaining time and enjoyed a higber standard of 
living as a serf than had been possible to him as a slave. 

The difficulties with this specific application of the tech
nological theory are typical of all others. First of all feuda
lism was a full-grown system of production long before the 
twelfth century. Secondly, there is no assurance that yoking 
catde by the shoulders. was unknown in slave-holding an
tiquity and in parts of Asia. Thirdly. and most important, 
it is hard to see how the whole system of land tenure, with -
its specific codes of mutual obligations and services, could 
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be denvett trom tne sllltt !TOm one method 01 yolUng to 
another. Finally, it is not clear why the enhanced pro
ductivity of 4>.bour could not have been retained within 
a slave economy; for there was always the possibility of 
using slave labour on huge public works as had been done 
in Egypt and Greece, and of equipping armies for the pur
pose of conquest and pillage. The decIineof slavery must 
be sought elsewhere than in the gradual improvement of 
productive technique. 

For further evidence that technique of itself does not 
detennine the mode of economic production, one need but 
point to the use of large-scale macltinery in such different 
economies as prevail to-day in the U.S.A. and the U.S.S.R. 

A technological interpretation of history which separated 
• technique from antecedent social need in search for a mea
surable first cause of social change, would have to surrender 
its materialistic starting point just as soon as the simplified 
logic of that procedure were pressed against it. For no tech
nical change is made without a leading idea in the mind of 
. the technician or inventor. Even if it be true that no great 
invention has ever been the sole creation of one mind, never .. 
theless the macltine is projected in thought before it is em
bodied in stone and steel. The cause then would he some 
bright idea or bappy thought in the mind of one or more 
persons, and we would be back to a thoroughgoing idealistic 
philosophy of civilisation. 

2. ECONOIllC CONDmONS AND ECONOIllC SELF-INTEREST 

Perhaps the most unjustified of all misinterpretations to 

which Marx's doctrine of historical materialism has been 
subjected is its reduction to a theory of personal motives. 
According to this conception Marx believed that all human 
beings are activated by a desire to further their own per
sonal self-interest, and that this self-interest is inevitably 
expressed in a desire for economic gain. The materialistic 
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interpretation then means that an belufviour is guided by 
material consideration, that every act has a cash value and 
every man has his price. Ideal motives--athetic, religious, 
moral-are just rationalisatioDS of economic drives. 

The amazirig thing about this interpretation is that it 
. cannot support itself by a single text from any chapter of 
Marx or from the open book of his own life. Yet it is found 
in high academic places. It arises in part from an ambiguity 
in the ~ "materialistic" and from the resultant con
fusion between ethical materia1ism and historical material
ism. Ethical materialism is 'egoism; it assumes that the 
object of every desire is the attainment of pleasure or the 
avoidance of pain ; and that the life of reason is an organisa
tion of natural impulses to secure for otUSt/f the maximum 
amount of pleasure over pain. Historical materialism, how-4 
ever, is a theory which tries to explain when, where and 
why egoistic and non-egoistic motives arise. Marx was the 
first one to denounce the cheap cynicism which denies the 
sincerity of ideal behaviour whether it be sacrifice for one's 
cause, religious piety, patriotic fervour or disinterested 
attachment to truth and beauty-il cynicism which cloaks 
itself in the sophisticated doctrine that all the large interests 
which sway individuals are CODStructed out of petty in
terests. Only a petty person generalising from.his own case 
could project such a theory. Already as a young man Marx 
had maintained that, even if it were true that the object of 
every desire fulfi\\ed some interest of the self, it by no means 

. followed that the interest was a selfish, no less a pecuniary 
one: 

" It is known that a certain psychology explains greato ... out of 
a multitude of small causes in the correct intuition that every
thing for which man struggles is a mailer [S.m.) of his interest. 
But from that it goes on to the mistaken notion that there are only 
• small' interests, interests only of stereotyped selfishness. It is 
abo well known that this kind of psychology and human science 
[Mm.rehmkJordt] flourishes particular!)' in cities where, in additioD, 
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it is regarded as a sign of subtleintellect to see through the show 
of the world, and to glimpse behind the cloud ef ideas and facts 
completely petty, envious, - intriguing mannikins stringing the 
whole of things on their little threads. But it is well known that 
when one peen too closely into a mirror one bangs-against OMS own 
hemJ. The knowledge of the world and the knowledge of men of ' 
these clever people is primarily a mystifying hang into their own 
heads." (W",ke, I, t, pp .• t!hltg.) 

Marx attacked both Bentham and Stirner precisely 
because they conceived man on the pattern of an egoistic 
and self-centred petty bourgeois shopkeeper who keeps 
a profit and loss account of his feelings and whose every 
act is determined by calculation of the possibilities of per
BOnai gain. It is not commonly known that Marx answered 

• Max Stirner's DIU Einzige und sein Eigm/um-the most ex
treme gospel of super-sophisticated worldliness ever penned 
-with a work which was even lengthier than Stirner's own. 
In it he shows that the common defect of Stirner's glorious 
pseudo-paganism and of the sentimental Christian mor
ality of Feuerbach (and Hess) to which it was opposed, is a 
disregard of the social and historic context of all ideals. He 
charges them--one, for his " I, me, myself," the other, for 
his " Love your neighbour, for you are your neighbour and 
he is you,"---with committing the same religious hypostasis 
in the field of morality which they had both accused the 
metaphysicians of committing in the realm of knowledge. 

For Marx, the motives which guide individual man are 
quite various. And it is only the rare individual who -knoW) 
what his motives really are. But Marx is not in the least 
concerned with the motives of individuals as such except in 
so far as they typify a class attitude. His problem is to ex. 
plain why certain ideals prevail at one period rather than 
at another; and to discover what factors determine the 
succession of ideals for which men live and die. His hypo
thesis is that economic conditions (in the wide sense indio 
cated above) determine which ideals are to flourish; and 
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that the locus of all effective ideals is the class struggle. It 
thus becomes easy to show that economic conditions cannot 
be identified with economic self-interests, for the preva
lence or absence of the latter is explained in terms of the 
former. In any given society, economic interests, as motives 
of conduct, will be much weaker among those classes which 
need pay little attention to economic processes, than among 
those classes which do not enjoy the same measure of 
economic security. The careless lavishness of the American 
captain of industry does not yrove that he is inherently 
more unselfish than his tight-fisted Yankee ancestors. It 
merely reflects the difference between early comiDerciaI 
capitalism, in which thrift was a virtue because of the part 
it played in production, and late finance capitalism, in 
which conspicuous waste has the same function. 

3. Is MARxmo: A MoNISTIC 5ySTEII? 

The most unfortunate characterisation that historical 
materialism has reeeived-and this at the hands of its 
followers-is the" monistic conception of history." Monism· 
is a highly ambiguous term. It may mean that the stuff 
of history, that is, what must be explained, consists only of 
actions of one kind. Marxian monism would mean that his
tory is nothing but economic activity-the most monstrous 
distortion ever fathered upon a critical thinker. Or his
torical monism may mean that only one kind of up/tttutliDrs. 
is valid and that all historical events can be explained in 
economic or social terms. Some ct Marxists U believe this, 
but Marx never did. Or finally, it may mean that there is a 
.. ntinuiry between the phases of historical life and that no 
branch of culture, be it ever so abstract, is heaven born; 
that all the arts and sciences have arisen from the stream 
of social life and that they bear the marks of their origin 
irrespective of their subsequent development. But this is 
a tautology, for it is involved in the very meaning of the 
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historical approach. If anything cannot be hislllrkally ap
proached, i.I., studied in the light of its continuities, it 
simply is not part of history. The question whether anything 
exists in the external or internal world which is not a part of 
history is a question of metaphysical analysis and is outside 
the province of the historian. If everything is historical, it is 
clear that several senses of the term must be distinguished. 

Marx's concrete historical analyses show better than any 
exegesis possibly can what he conceived his method to he. 
He introduces the mode of economic production as the 
fundamental conditioning factor of only the general and 
most pervasive characters of a culture. He does not over
look what is specific and unique to each country and to_ 
each of its historical situations. Tradition, accident of per
sonality, consideration of the formal possibilities of develop
ment, all enter as important variations upon the funda
mentaI, GnmdWlI of economic production. In the hands of his 
uncritical" monistic" followers, his method has often led 
to the attempt to explain sPecific cultural facts or historical. 
events in terms of general economic conditions whose exist
ence is often just as compatible with the ahsence of what is 
to be explained as with its" presence. It is obvio~ that the 
explanation, for example, of any specific form Of expres
sion of contemporary American culture, I.g., its contem
porary religion, science, law, or popular music, cannot be 
adequate unless it contains more than a treatment of the 
economic conditioning circumstances. For at any given 
time the mode of economic production would be invariant 
for all aspects of culture, and unless other traditional or 
formal factors were brought into the situation, wc><:ould not 
distinguish between the specific effect which economic 
organisation has on American religion and the specific effect 
it has on American Jawor Amcrican science. It should not 
be overlooked that the difference between American law 
and American science may be considered as a difference 
between two aspects of one underlying economy. But that 
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is not the only difference between them. There is a formal 
difference· between jural relationships and scientific pro
positions which cannot be reduced to anything else but 
which must be regarded as defining autonomous domains 
with logical relationShips uniquely their own. This is not 
denying that legal and scientific activiti!", arise out of the 
social processes and reflect every important change in many 
other domains-especially in the relation of production. 
But it calls emphatic attention to'the fact that (a) each field 
reflects such basic social changes in its own characteristic 
way; (b) each field has a limited independent development 
of its own which must be explained in terms of its own 
technique, •. g., in law, by the necessity of establishing a 
logically coherent body of rules ; in science, by the necessity 
of accounting for all known phenomena on the basis of the 
simplest set of verifiable assumptions ; in art, by the neces
sity of exhibiting some psychological pattern which unifies 
all details; and finally (c) the autonomous development 

, within these fields under certain circumstances set up im-
portant counter-effects in the social process as a whole and 
in economic life particularly. Illustrations of this last abound 
on all sides. Herz's discovery of electro-magnetic waves was 
the direct consequence of the quest for experimental con
firmation of Maxwell'. equations; its profound influence 
upon cultural life and especially upon economic activity, by 
making wireless telegraphy and the radio possible, is as 
incalculable as it is indisputable. In law many rules of 

. procedure adopted to facilitate the disposition of cases, 
I.g., in bankruptcy, have become responsible for the increase 
of those very practices they had set out to correct. ' 

There is a formal element in all cultural activity to whose 
existence Engels in later life felt it necessary to direct the 
attention of his followers : 

If Just 8J soon .. the new division of labour makes necessary the 
creation of profession4l jrnirlJ, another new independent domain 
ill opened which for all its dependeoce upon production and trade 
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in general ,till possesses a special capacity to react upon these 
fields. In a modern state, law must not only correspond to the 
general economic situation and be its expression; it must also be a 
....,.em/y Wlified expression and free from glaring internal incon
sistencies. In order to achieve this, the fidelity with which the law 
directly reBects economic conditions becomes less and less. This 
is all the truer in those rare cases where the legal code expresses 
the banh, unrelieved and naked fact of class rule." (From his 
Letter to Schmidt. cr. Appendix.) 
If •• • one point ... which Marx and I did not sufficiently stress 
and in relation to which we are equally to blame. We both placed 
and hod IIJ plDa the chief weight upon the deriDaliml of political, 
legal and other ideological notions, as well as the actions they led 
up to, from fundamental economic facts. In consequence we 
neglected the formal side, i.I" the way in which these ideas arose, • 
for the sake of the content .... It's the old story. In the beginning 
the form is always neglected for the content," (From a Letter to 
Mehring. Cf. Appendix.) 

In addition to the formal elements of culture, there are 
traditional elements. In stressing the preponderant influ
ences of the mode of economic production upon the genera! 
character of social life, Marx never failed to indicate that 
in every particular case tradition played an important part 
in modifYing the rate of change in the non-material aspects 
of culture ... The tradition of all dead generations," he 
writes in the Eighteenth BrumaiTl, .. weighs like a nightmare 
on the brain of the living." Sooner or later family relation
ships, religion, art and philosphy will reflect the new social 
equilibrium produced by changes in the economic order. 
But at any given time an analysis of their nature will reveal 
a lag both in the way they function and in the structure 
of their organisation. This is another way of saying that 
no culture is organic through and through. From the vant
age point of a long-time perspective, the phenomena of 
cultural lag may not appear significant; but from the 
point of view of short-scale political operations, they are of 
great importance. To disregard, say, the peculiar character 
of local and sectional religious traditions in the United 
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States may spell' disaSter even for such enterprises as' 
organising trade unions or successfully conducting " 
strike. 

Tradition, of course, is never of itself a sufficient explana
tion for the existence or survival of any cultural ~t, other
wise we could not explain why some traditional influentes 
and practices have survived while others have not. It may 
even be granted that any cultural practice or belief which 
common usage uncritically refers to as traditional, •. g., the 
wearing of marriage rings, or the prevalence of Platonic 
and Hegelian-idealism, has some functional relation to the 

.. contemporary process of social life. Nonetheless all cultural 
• traits have- their traditional aspect. An adequate social 
analysis must reveal these features and show how what they 
are at any moment is the resultant of what they once were 
and of the changes produced by a changing social environ
ment. .For example, the revival o( the Platonic and Hege
lian philosophies in Western Europe and their contem
porary vogue may be partially accounted for by the easy 
formul., they supply to cover up the great social problems 
generated by imperialist expansion and war. The perfect 
state as one in which all classes collaborate under the rule 
of the intellectually lIil4, the perfect society as a S,hiek
salsgemrinschaft of capital, labour and state officials '-what 
could be more in consonance with the corporative ideology 
of Fascism by which finance capital denies the existence of a 
class struggle in order to make its own class rule more 
secure? Nonetheless, the fact that it was the Hegelian 
and Platonic philosophies which were revived and not 
oPlers sufficiently similar in type to serve the same social 
functions, demands an explanation in the light of academic 

. and religious traditions as well as of certain standing philo
sophical problems. That these traditions and problems in 

1 For an unwitting confession of the real stcret of the Hege1 Ren.us.. 
lance in Germany, especially the Hegelian philosophy of law, sec 
Binder, J., ArchwJiir Rdu-rtntJ..WirtscluJjtrphiIosopItN. Bd. XXII, J929, 
P·313· 



their original form in some way reflected their conteni
porary economic and political milieu, does not alter the 
hopeless logical confusion which results from regarding the 
original cause of a tradition to be also the cause of the sur
vival of that tradition. This fallacy vitiates the work not 
only of men, like Eleutheropoulos, who have clung to a 
simplistic economic approach, but also of their Marxist 
critics, men like Kautsky and Plechanov. Plechanov, we 
may note in passing, did most to give currency to the 
phrase, " the monistic conception of history." 

The source of the monistic fallacy in its refined form 
is the attempt to explain all specific cultural phenomena 
in terms of factors which are admitted to be plural but 
among which one-the economic-is always assumed to 
be predominant. Let us take some illustrations from 
Plechanov's own writings : . 

U If we want to undentand a dance performed by Australian 
Aborigines, it suffices that we sbould know wbat part is played by 
the women of the tribe in collecting the roots of wild plants. But 
a knowledge of the economic life of France in the eighteenth 
century will not explain to us the origin of the minuet. In the 
latter case we have to do with a dance which is an expres&ion of 
the psycbology of a non-productive class •••• We must eot forget, 
however, that the appearance of non-productive classes in a 
IOciety is itself the outcome of the economic development of that 
society. This means that the economic factor remains predominant, 
even when its activity is overlaid by that of other factors." (Funda. 
I7I<1II41 Problems 'If Marxism, p. 6,. Eng. trans. Italics mine.) 

~' If you try to give a direct economic explanation of the appear .. 
ance of the scbool of David inFrencb painting at the close of the 
eighteenth century~ you will certainly talk nonsense. But if, on 
the other hand, you regard this scbool as an ideological reHection 
of the class struggle which was going on in French society, on the 
eve of the great revolution, the problem will assume an entirely 
new aspect. Then certain qualities of David's art which might 
have seemed to have no _ connection with social economy, will 
become perfectly comprehensible." (Ibid., p. 63.) 
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Now these highly selected illustrations are obviously 
quite favourable to the Marxian point of view which 
Plechanov is defending. In challenging Plechanov's 
explanation we are not calling Marx's method into question 
but Plechanov's application of it. How valid are his ex-
planations? ' 

Suppose we begin with the minuet. The minuet as well as 
the gavotte, generally associated with it, was originally a 
peasant dance. It antedated not only the court of Louis XV 
but even of Louis XIV. As a rustic dance it was gay and 
lively; as a court dance it was stately and artificial. Conso-

• quently it is not its origin which can be explained in terms 

of the psychology of the non-productive c\ass but at best 
its peculiar development. But now, what necessary con
nection exists between the psychology of a non-productive 
c\ass and the mincing gravity of the minuet? The gavotte 
was a little more animated and was tacked right on to the 
minuet. Could not a debonair and tripping step convey the 
psychology of a non-productive c\ass just as well as the 
minuet? Indeed, cannot one say that wild and licentious 
dances could just as readily have expressed the psychology 
of a non-productive class in the eighteenth century? And 
if these dances had been in vogue, the same formula could 
easily be invoked to explain their existence. No matter 
what dances had been performed, it would be easy to 
attribute their character to the fact that the dancers were 
not directly concerned with production. The c\ass psy
chologies of non-productive classes are not all the same. 
Why was this particular dance associated with this particular 
non-productive class ? And why could not the minuet have 
expressed the psychology of a productive class ? As a matter 
of fact, there is evidence to show that the minuet was a 
national dance and not merely a court dance, and that its 
local variations were just as pronounced as the difference 
between its original rustic form and later court develop
ment. Further, how are we to -explain, on Plechanov's 
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theory, the rapid spread of the minuet through all of 
Western Europe among productive and non-productive 
classes alike? How are we to explain in terms of the psy
chology of a non-productive class the fact that Beethoven 
developed the minuet into the scherzo? But Plechanov's 
crowning error is to reason that because the minuet Was the 
outcome of the psychology of a non-productive elass, and 
because the appearance of a non-productive elass was 
itself the result of economic development, therefore the 
minuet is the result of economic development. The logic 
would be similar to the argument that since Mr. X's suicide 
by shooting was made possible only by the existence of 
fire-arms, and since fire-arms depended upon the applica
tion of science to industry, therefore the real cause of Mr. 
X's death was science and capitalism. In any case, even ifit 
be granted that the minuet had an origin in the economic 
life of the past, that economic life ~ould by no known canon 
of logic or scientific method be regarded as a cause of the 
presence of the minuet in the economic life of a later day. 

Similarly it can be argued that the style of David was not 
produced by the ideological struggles of eighteenth century 
France, but that during and after the Revolution it was 
stuckd by republican France because of the definite political 
import of its imitation of the rugged virtues of Roman and 
Greek antiquity. As a matter of fact, definite departures 
from the rococo style had already been made before David. 
Independently of the whole movement of neo-classicism in 
France, the German, Winkelmann, had proclaimed that 
.. The sole means for us to become-if possible-inimitably 
great, is the imitation of the ancients." It must be remem
bered that David was a member of the Convention and that 
his studies of the assassinated Lepelletier and Marat were 
political commissions. His technique in those pictures was 
no different from the technique he later employed in his 
Coronatioll which glorified Napoleon. Nor was it appre
ciably different from the technique of his greatest pupil, 
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Ingres, who used it to celebrate the voluptuous beauty of 
nudes in a Turkish Bath. 

All this suggests an important diStinction between the 
origin of any cultural fact and its fJCuptana. In art, for 
example, all sorts of stylistic variations or mutants appear 

"in any period. The social and political environment acts ... 
a sel«tive agency upon them. The dominant style selected 
may in turn exercise a social and political influence. 
When we say that the style which ia accepted .. expr ....... 
the social interests or political aspirations of a class, we may 
mean one of two things. We "may mean either that the 
technical elements of Ii work have grown out of a new social 
experience or that technical elements already in existence 
have been fused in a new way or filled with a new content. 
This is not a hard and fast distinction, but all interpretation 
of culture deman-ls that it be made. In literature this dis
tinction is hardest to draw, in painting it is I ... hard and 
in music easiest of all. But even in literature it is clear that 
some formal elements, I.g., the sonnet form, reportage, 
~e autobiographical novel, may be used indifferently to 

• express disparate political and social interests. In painting, 
realistic technique may serve revolutionary or non-revolu
tionary purposes. In music, the same tunes are often the 
hattie songs of Fascists in Germany and of Communists in 
Russia. 

The tentative conclusion we have reached is that although 
each specific expression ofa culture is"socially conditioned, 
its "pattern of development may depend upon eertain rela
tively irreducible, technical facton, and that for some 
purposes, an explanation in terms of these technical facto ... 
may be valid. The extent to which the social environment 
enten ... a constitutive element in this pattern is a subject 
of empirical investigation. Nothing significant can be 
inferred from the truism that without some form of 
social organisation the cultural fact in question could not 
exist. Where the social environment influences a cultural 
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phenomenon it may do so in two distinct ways which must 
be distinguished in analysis even though- they may not be 
separated in fact. It may provide the technical materials 
out of which new forms develop. For example, the manu
facture ofinflated duralurnin tubes may make possible new 
variations in architecture, the discovery of poison gas and 
aeroplane warfare may revolutionise the art of military 
science and strategy. The second way in which the social 
environment may influence a culture trait is by the WI to 
which it is put. Inflated duralurnin tubes may be used to 
construct more profitable skyscrapers or may be used to 
build more livable homes for the working population in 
inte11igently planned cities. An army which is knit together 
by a revolutionary, democratic faith will develop new 
forms of warfare impossible to an army which is only dis
cipline bound. The WI to which materials and techniques 
are put is in the larger sense of the words, political and 
moral. It is bound up with the class struggle and with the 
different objectives and paths of action which flow from it. 
The class character of any art is unmistakably revealed not 
so much in its materials and techniques-save derivatively: 
-but in its objectives. 

!fthe foregoing analysis is sound, a genuine Marxian 
criticism of culture will' never be guilty of the monistic 
reductions which have only too often masqueraded in its 
name. 



CHAPTER XIII 

PROBLEMS OF HISTORICAL 
. MATERIALISM 

APR 0 PER test of the cw.;,. of historical materialism 
could be made only by applying its propositions to the rich 
detail of politics, law, religion, philosophy, science and art. 
'Ibis would require Dot a chapter but an encyclopzdia. We 
must consequendy restrict ourselves to a discussion of cer
tain fundamental problems which arise in every field in 
which historical materialism 1s applied. 

The upshot of the discussion will show that Marx's 
historical method is organically connected with his revolu
tionary purpose and activity, that it does not attempt to 

. explain all aspects of present and past social life but only 
1 those that have bearing upon the conditions, direction and 
, technique of action involved in social change, that the 

explanations he does offer were never projected as final, and 
that the concept of causation which underlies the theory of 
historical materialism is practical and not theoretical. 

For purposes of convenience the points around which the 
discussion will centre will be (I) the,!p.lc.QC.pcrsooaIityill.,. 
qistory; (2) the larger question of objective chance and 
objective necessity which that particular problem suggests ; 
(3) the importance of the admission of reciprocal influences 
between multiple factors; (4) the Marxian theory of the 
practical character of social causality which takes the place 
ofa theory of measurement ; and (5) the natureofhistorical 
intelligibility, i.I" what it means to understand human 
behaviour in its historical aspect. 
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I. THE RilLE OF PERSONALITY IN HIsTORY 

Because he opposed that eveI-fashionable theory that 
all ~tory is the biography of great men, MarX has been 
criticised for underestimating the significance of person
ality in history. His historical analyses, howeveI, axe full of 
brilliant ehaIacteIisations of individuals, and in view of his , 
constant emphasis upon the creative activity of man in 
history, it is a little haxd to see why this notion should have 
aIisen. Probably this is due to the all too common failure to 

distinguish between the contradictory of a proposition and 
its contraIy, so that the two statements, " It is not the case 
that all history is the history of great men," and "No 
history is the history of great men," have been identified. 
But the chief reason for the misinterpretation, it see,ms to 
me, is that most nf Marx's disciples have actually agreed 
with his critics-not peIhaps in so many words-but as far • 
as the objective intent of their interpretation goes. 

In terms of Marx's philosophy.l)f history it is easy to 
make short shrift of any conception such as Carlyle's 
which sees in the development of civi1isation nothing but 
the deeds of heIoes and th~ thoughts of genius. We may 
begin with the crushing consideration that the very mean
ing of " greatness" iil ''fIocial and political matter.. is not 
something fixed hut is historically conditioned. Each 
society not only has its own economic organisation, its own 
law of population and its own art-styles; it has its own 
criterion of greatness. The saint of one age is the fool of 
another; the strong man of to-day may he the criminal of 
to-morrow. In politiCS and religion the " great man" is the 
man who can get himself believed in. To get people to 
believe in him, he must in some way gratify or fulfi1 their 
need. The need and the possibilities of fulfilling it are often 
so patently present that no special endowment is required 
to mount from obscurity to renown. In such cases-and 
this is the stuff of which it is most often made--greatness is 
thrust upon a man ; it is not achieved. A Charlemagne, 
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a Mahomet, a George Washington or a J.'rederick II 
boasted the possession of no 'qualities so unique that other 
men could not, have easily been found to lead the move

-ments whose titular heads they were. To-day the same can 
be said of Hider or Gandhi. It is no exaggeration to main
tain that if they had not been what they were, then, his
torically speaking, othen would have been what they were. 
Now, if the stature of the great men of history were no 
higher than that of"those enumerated, then we could hold 
that there would have been litde appreciable difference in 
world history if they had never existed. Of all of them we 
could say as we can of Columbus-: if he bad not discovered 
America, someone else would have. U Every society, U 

writes Marx, " needs its great men, and if it does not find 
them it creates them, as Helvetius said." (Klassenlr.4mpft im 
FrankTeiek, p. 69.) Such men owe their greatness not to p~ 
eminent capacity but to historical necessity. 

The crucial question, however, is whether all the great 
men of history are of this dimension. Could we say of 
Pericles, C",sar,· Cromwell, Napoleon, Marx and Lenin 
what we have said of Mahomet or George Washington? 
Before we answer this question, let us turn to other fields 
where the relationship between individual greatness and 
social needs is a litde different-the fields of science and art. 

Looking at the history of science as a systematic organisa
tion of knowledge (which, we are aware, is an abstraction 
but which we are justified in making for the purpose of 
analysis), can we say that if Archimedes, Galileo, Kepler, 
Newton, Clerk Maxwell, and Einstein had not lived, the 
history of science would have been substantially the same ? 
He would be a rash man who would unqualifiedly assert it. 
Take Newton from whom all the subsequent developments 
of science branch out. It is granted that he did not begin 
from the beginning, that many of his problems were 
common problems of his time, that neither his activity nor 
his results would have been possible without the existence 
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of the permissive conditions of the society and politics of 
his day. But fur that matter neither would his work have 
been possible without the penpissive conditions of the 
weather, his own birth, and the existence of the world in 
general. There is no theoretical limit to the number of 
necessary conditions which had to be fulfilled before 
Newton could have achieved wbat he did. None the less all 
of these permissive or necessary conditions are irrelevant 
to the real problem at issue which is whether in the absence 
of Newton (supposing he had died of croup in childhood) 
his discoveries, which not only revolutionised theoretical 
science but profoundly influenced the development of in
dustry and capitalism, would have been made by others. 
To retort that Leibnitz was the co-discovererof the 
calculus and that no great scientific discovery has been 
made by one man is to reveal a pathetic inability to grasp 
the issue here. Any man who could have solved Newton's 
problems had to be of the same intellectual stature as 
Newton. Let us grant, contrary to fact, that every one of 
Newton's discoveries were independently made by other 
men. Let us assume that not only did Newton and Leih'
nitz discover the calculus independently of one another, 
but, for good measure, that two others did so too. Th~ ques
tion at issue is whether if all of thesefoUT great men had not 
existed (a supposition not beyont! the pale of probability), 
the calculus would have been invented anyhow. What pos
sible evidence is available bearing upon this point? Only 
the fact that attempts had been made to solve certain 
problems of the ~e and the cube from the time of 
Archimedes down, and that'Galileo and Bernouilli puzzled 
over difficulties which involved functions. Loosely speak
ing, all we can say is that a scientific problem existed. And 
we can even grant that this and other problems were set, 
not only by the immanent development of mathematics and 
science, but by certain practical problems of warfare, 
industry and commerce. But by what mystical assurance 
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can one assert that all these problems, no matter how and 
why they arose, must find solutions? This is not to suggest 
that any problem is insoluble or unknowable. It simply 
asserts that there is no logical, scientific or social necessity 
that every problem finds its solution.1 

If it is true that the presence of great men has had an 
irreducibly significant influence upon the development of 
science, how much truer is it for the development of art and 
literature. Here, too, the social environment has provided 
both the opportunity and the materials for creation. In 
contradistinction, however, to the political illustrations 
considered above, society has not been able' to bestow 
greatness but only to select it. Lacking a Shakespeare or a 
Goethe, mankind" would have been shorter by a head." 
To object by saying that society" produced" Shakespeare 
in one case, and Newton in another, is to use very confusing 
language. Unless it could be shown that the ~ctual bio
logical birth of Shakespeare was involved in the literary 
development of England in the sixteenth century, and the 
birth of Newton in the scientific development of the seven
teenth, we cannot in any sense claim that these men were 
produced by their environments. But to assume such an 
organic connection between the realm of biology and the 
realm of society is on the face of it absurd. What" social .. 
or " literary .. necessity guided the union of the sperm and 
egg out of which the child Shakespeare was born? If 
Shakespeare hadn't been born would someone else have 
been Shakespeare? Mystic connections of this sort can be 
asserted only by the philosophy of absolute idealism, not by 
dialectical materialism. 

Men of art and science, it will be objected, no matter 
how great they may be, do not affect history. Very well, 
then, we return to the role of great personalities in social 

I If it be claimed that a problem clearly stated is • problem im
plicitly solved, then what the above means is that there is no cosmic 
or aocialnccesaity that the problem be explicitly aolved. 
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history and politics. Would the Russian Revolution have 
taken place in October, '917, if Lenin had died an exile 
in Switzerland? And if the Russian Revolution had not 
taken place when it did, would' subsequent events in 
Russia-have taken the same course ?'. Would the history of 
Europe have been different if Naporeon had lost his life 
in the first Italian campaign? If Cromwell early in his 
career had carried out his threat to sell his estate and quit 
the country, would the Roundheads have been victorious 
anyhow? If Sulla in addition to depriving Julius Czsar of 
his property and priesthood in 82 B.C. had not listened to 
the intercession of the Vestal Virgins and had proceeded 
with Cresar's scheduled execution, would Rome have 
arisen to the heights of world empire? These questions 
cannot be answered dogmatically in the affirmative. They 
are tickJish problems and the historical evidence does not 
give determinate solutions. Instead of leaving those ques
tions open to be decided by elaborate analysis of historical 
possibilities, most of the disciples of Marx have setded all 
the difficulties in advance by a rigid and mechanical appli
cation of historical materialism. We may begin with Engels : 

U That a certain particular man, and no other, emerg~ at a 
definite time in a given country is naturally pure chance. But even 
if we eliminate him, there is always a need for a substitute, and 
the substitute it found tIuII bien fJW mal ; in the long run he is sure 
to be found. That Napoleon-this particular Corsican_ould 
have been the military dictator made necessary by the exhausting 
wars of the French Republic-that was a matter of chance. But 
in defaull of 4 Napakon, anollur would ha .. filkd Iris pitze.; /hal is 
.. lablislud by "" fa'" /hal whmewr • ""'" was tll<lSsary Iu has always 
bmtfourul: Cesar, Augustus, CromweU." (From his Letter to Block. 
cr. Appendix. Italics mine.) 

Karl Kautsky, who has been called the " old war-horse 
of Marxian orthodoxy," writes on the same theme: 

1 Compare Trobky's interesting d.iscussion of this problem and his-' 
ambiguow answer. HulOr;J qf Uw RMssisn Jlfl'Olulion, Eng. tram .• Vol. 1, 
pp. 3'9-330 • 
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CC Had it not been Cromwell or Napoleon, it would have been 
someone else. Due to the revolutionary origin of the armies which 
raised Cromwell and Napoleon to power, all the fighting instincts 
and capacities among the revolutionary sections of the population 
had been aroused, and at the same time a path was cleared to the 
highest places for those among the whole nation who were gifted 
in military matten. Everyone remembers the saying that every 
soldier of the revolutionary army carried a manhal's baton in his 
knapsack. In this way there was built in the armies of the Engli9h 
and Frcneh republic a high minded and superior corps of officers 
who would have easily selected another military dictator if 
Cromwell or Napoleon had not suc""eded in coming to the top." 
(Dil Malerialistische c.sehidlls.rIf[tUiUng, Vol. II, p. 703.) 

Plechanov,l Cunow,' and Bukharin,' on thi$ question, 
play the game oHoRow your master with amazing fidelity. 

With all due respect, this position seems to me to be 
arrant nonsense. Its most intelligible expression would 
involve the abandonment of Man's naturalistic materialism . 
and a surrender to idea1istic mysticism. To argue that if 
Napoleon had not lived someone else and not he would 

. bave been Napoleon (i.I., would bave performed Napo
leon's work) and then to offer as evidence the fact that 
whenever a great man was necessary he has always been 
fomid; is logically infantile. For how do we know when a 
great man is needed by society? Surely IIOt qfor he has 
arisen! The need for hin1 must be antecedent to his 
appearance. But, then, did society need great men only 
at those periods when <Ja,sar, Cromwell, Napoleon, and 
others came to the fore? That would be like saying society 
needed great thinkers only when Aristotle, Aquinas, Kant, 
etc., lived. Would it not be truer to say that society always 
needs great men? Why then are not great men always at 
hand? Where was the great man at the time when the 
Tartar .hordes overran Russia and arrested its development? 

1 Plechanov, Frt1UI.-w I'rvbt..u 'If Mtmtimt, p. 68 11'. 
• Cunow, DiI M .. ..Jv Gudridw-GUllhdllJfts-rt1UI SIIIIIts-TIrMnV, Bel. 

2'1'.120. 
BukhariD, HislDriuJ M4IriJlimt, p. 97. 
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Why did not a great man arise to unify India against 
foreign imperialism in the nineteenth century, and China 
in the twentieth? Where was the great leader hiding when 
Italy was objectively ready for revolution in 1921 and 
Germany in 1923 ? Was he not needed then? And granted 
that there was a need for a Napoleon, a Marx, a Lenin 
when they arose. What is the source of the assurance that 
that need had '" In fulfilled, if not by these men, then by 
others fully as great as they ? The pious Christian can fall 
back upon the will of God. But the militant revolutionist 
who permits the automatic, economic development nf 
society to perform the same logical function in his systenI 
as the will of God in the system of the believer, has com~ 
mitted intellectual suicide. When, under pressure of the 
argument, he throws overboard the notion of the automatic 
development of society, he is logically compelled to sur
render the notion that whenever a great man is necessary 
he must be found. There are no musts in history ; there are 
only conditional probabilities. 

Marx's own view is more sober and Engels on other 
occasions was faithful to it. We shall discuss it. in con
junction with the larger problem of the role of chance in 
history. -

2. CHANCB IN HIsTORY 

In a previous cbapter we have examined and rejected 
the theory nf wholesale chance in history. But to go from 
the denial that .. not all history is a chance aHhlr " to the 
statenIent that .. there are no chance elements in history " 
is an altogether different matter. Tbat is precisely what 
some Marxist historians have done. Pokrovsky, for example, 
in his History qf R..m.. (Vol. I) states that" to appeal to 
chance in history is to exhibit a certificate of poverty." In 
this simple way of disposing nf the problem, he is at one 
with most bourgeois historians who have neglected the 
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cfulectical app";'ach to the question of law and chance in 
history. 

What is a chance event? This is both a metaphysical 
question and an historical question. Here we are only 
concerned with chance events in history. A chance event, 
first of all, is not merely an event of which we are ignorant. 
For a great many events of which we are ignorant ma, turn 

out to be historically determined. At one time we were 
ignorant of the causes of the First Crusade and translated 
that ignorance into the phrase un fail kc/tsiasliqw. That 
did not .Dake the Crusades a .chance event; an historian 
with proper knowledge of the socia\ and economic history 
of Europe in the latter half of the eleventh century need 
not have invoked chance or the will of God in his account. 

Nor ~ a chance event in history one that is uncaused. 
Whether all events, of whatever nature, have a cause, is a 
question outside of the province of the historian. His 
problem is whether all events which have hislori&al tJfcc/s 
have themselves historieal causes. An earthquake is a na tural 
event which has definite geological causes. It has, however, 
definite hisIori&al effects. An historian treating of the socio
economic development of a country would have to regard 
the De"'""'" of the earthquake as a chance event. Wby? 
because he could not deduce or explain its happenings on 

. the basis of any of the historical and social material available 
to him. The CIUlStS of the earthquake are historically irrele
vant; its tjfec/s are not, for the socia\ consequences of an 
earthquake will be different in one economic situation 
from what it will be in another. A chance even in history 
is one which although it has historical consequences bas .no 
historical causes. The historian could no more predict an 
earthquake on the basis of historical data than the geologist 
could predict the Sl1Cial consequences of an earthquake on 
the hasis of his geological laws alone. 

Not all events which have historical effects are easily 
classifiable into those whose causes are purely physical or 
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biological and those whose causes are purely. social. The 
continued dependence of the relations of production upon 
the supply of natural raw materials, etc., preclude the 
possibility of drawing hard and fast divisions. But they do 
not exonerate the historian from trying to evaluate the 
degree of chance which is operating; and distinguishing 
chance events, whose effects and causes are historically 
irrelevant, from those chance events whose causes are 
historically irrelevant but whose effects are not. Marx, in 
a fumous letter, pointed out the sense in which objective. 
chance was present in history, and what the consequences 
were of denying it : 

U World history would indeed be a very easy thing to make were 
the struggle to be carried on only under conditions of unfailingly 
favourable chances. Its nature would have to be ofa very mystical 
kind if 1 accidents' played no rate. These accidents naturally faU 
within the general path of development and are compensated by 
other accidents. But the acceleration and retardation of events are 
very largely dependent upon such 'accidents' -among which 
must be reckoned the character of the people who stand at the 
head of the movement!' (To Kuge1mann on the Paris C011II7JUIW, 
April 12, 1871.) 

- Marx does not mean to suggest that the character of 
any leader is uncaused and that a biologist and psychologist 
could not offer a perfectly satisfuctory explanation of its 
nature. He merely points to the fact that something, which 
the historian cannot altogether explain, may have a 
decisive influence upon a great historical event. Itis in this . 
way that Marx propounds the solutiQ!l of the specific 
problem from which we started. The presence of a great 
man means the presence of great historical effects. VUU 
Marx himself. But is the presence of a great man the effect 
of an historical cause? Only partly. His biological endow
ment, from the historical point of view, is a matter of 
chance. The specific cultural expression of it is not. World 
history is the resultant effect of two relatively independent 
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series of phenomena-the biological (or the physical as the 
case may be) and the socia-political in which the latter is 
more decisive because it supplies the content and materials 
of personal expression. 

,What does Marx mean by the statement that world 
history would have to be of a " mystical" character were 
there no chance events? He means that, .once chance were 
ruled out, all causal connections which were involved in an 
historical event, whether they 'were physical or biological, 
would have to be regarded as organkally related in one 
meaningful historical whole. It would mean that if anything 
were different in, this whole, everything would be different; 
thafthe particular conjunctions of series of events, no matter 
how trivial, are necessary, and could be deduced, if we had 
sufficient knowledge, before they actually occurred in time. 
This could only be true if the world were either one 
absolute totality outside of time, as Hegel conceived it to 
be, 'or one great complex machine in which an parts were 
given at once, as the metaphysical mecharusts assumed. 
Both views are equally fatalistic and share the same 
theological prepossessions. 

s. HISTORICAL RECIPROClTY 

Once it is recognised that all historical events have chance 
aspects, which in most cases may be safely disregarded, 
the way is cleared for a consideration of the related problem 
of the reciprocal interaction between social factors. No 
process can ever be explained in terms of one factor. For 
all activity whether it be of man or nature presupposes 
some material to be acted upon. The eharacter of both the 
activity and the material must be reBected in the resultant 
effect. Where the activity continues to be the same and the 
materials differ, differences in the result will be attributed, 
for all practical purposes, to the causal influence of the 
material; where the material is the same and the activities 
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are different, differences in the result will be explained by 
differences in the nature of the activity. Now in a large 
sense, history in the making, i .•. , in the rich qualitative 
immediacy of the present, is a resultant product of .711 

material and of 0111 activity. That material is the whole 
complex of tradition and institutions which each generation 
finds at hlmd; the activity is the pursuit of ideals, con
ditioned by the traditional civilisation-an-activity which 
results in changing those conditions. Closer analysis, 
however, shows that neither the material of history nor 
historical activity is one; the material has mlU!Y aspects, the 
activity, many forms. It is the same civilisation which 
expresses itself in its architecture as in its _songs, but a 
history of song is not a history of architecture, although 
there may be points of contact; the quest for truth in a 
laboratory and the quest for empire are both historical 
activities-but chemistry is not military strategy a1thollgh 
they may, of course, be related. 

The explanation of any specific situation, then, demands -
some conception of what is ,.[loont and what is irrelevant to 
it. If all the material aspects of history and all forms of 
historical activity were related to every situation, then the 
explanation of one situation would be identically the same 
with the explanation of any other. Indeed, there would be 
no way of distinguishing one situation from another. The 
problem then is to discover what is relevant and what is 
irrelevant to any cultural phenomena to be explained. 
Just as it is possible to admit that the whole history of the . 
solar system is involved in the existence of any individual 
on earth, and yet rule out the internal constitution of the 
sun as irrelevant in analysing the personality of John 
Smith (or for that matter even his anatomy), so it is possible 
to admit that the mode of economic production is involved 
in every cultural fact, and rule it out as irrelevant in an 
analysis of a sP.ciJic work of art. In a toMI e.'<planation, it 
would be relevant; but no one is interested in total 
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explanations, and it is questionable whether the phrase has 
a meaning. 

The'problemof cultural reciprocity must be recognised 
by anyone who realises two things. First, that historical 
activity which includes all forms of social effort, although 
it arises from the conditioning social environment, reacLS 
upon it in some concrete way. And second, that the different -
forms of historical-activity-scientific, legal, artistic-will 
often influence one another by reacting upon their common 
social conditions. For example, a new invention in building 
materials, adopted as profitable, may give rise to a mass 
housing project and influence architectural style; the 
aeroplane -made possible commercial airways which, in 
turn, necessitated new legal developments. The refusal or 
inability of some Marxists to do justice to cultural phenom
ena of this kind led hostile critics to maintain that historical 
materialism suffered from a primitive monism according to 
which all efficient causes in history were material, never , 
ideal. Before he died, Engels was compelled to take the 
field against them : 

CI The political, legal, philosophical, religious, literary, and artistic 
development rests upon the economic. But they all react upon one 
another and upon the economic base. It is Dot the case that the 
economic situation is the soh tIdiw ellUSl and everything else only a 
passive effecL There is a reciprocal interaction within a funda
mental economic necessity which in IIu last inslanc, always asserts 
itself." (From Letter to Starkenberg. cr. Appendix.) 

U According to the materialistic conception of history, the pro-
duction and reproduction of real life constitutes in the last insIonu 
the detennining factor of history. Neither.Marx nor I ever main .. 
tained more. Now, when someone comes along and distorts, this 
to mean that the economic factor is the sou determining factor, he 
is converting the former proposition into a meaningless, abstract, 
and absurd phrase. The economic situation is the basis. But the 
various facton of the superstructure-the political forms of the 
class struggles and their results, i .... , constitutions, etc., established 
by victorious cl ..... after bard won battles, legal forms, and even 
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the reflexes of all these real struggles in the brain of the partid
pano, politica1,jural; philosophical theories, religious conct:ptions 
which have beeo developed into systematic dogmas---a1l these 
exercise an influence upon the course of historical struggles, and' 
in many cases determine for the most part their fonn. There is a 
reciprocity between all these factors in which, finally, through the 
endless array of contingencies (i.e., of things and events whose 
inner connection with one another is so remote, or so incapable 
of proof, that we may neglect it, regarding it as non-existent) the 
economic movement asserts itself as necessary. Were this not the 
case the application of the theory to any given historical period 
would be easier than the solution of a simple equation of the first 
degree." (From Letter to Bloch. Cf. Appendix.) 

U What all these fellows lack is dialectic. They see'" only cause 
here, only effect there~ They do not at all see that this method of 
viewing things results in bare abstractions; that in the real world 
IUch metaphysical polar opposites exist only in crucial situations ; 

I that the whole great process develops itself in the form of reciprocal 
action. of very unequal forces to be sure, but in which_ the economic 
movement is far and away the strongest, most primary and 

:-,.' decisive. They do not see that here nothing is absolute and every
thing relative. For them, Hegd has never existed.u (From Letter 
to Schmidt.) 

4. THE MARxIAN THEORY OP SOCIAL CAusATION 

In all of the foregoing citations the phrase, .. in the last 
instance," is crucial. It is synonymous with the expressions, 
U the real basis of society nand U the most decisive factor." 
When it is declared that the mode of economic productiOIi 
is anyone of these things, the natural question to ask is : 
What do these expressiollJ mean and how can we test the 
truth of what they assert? 

Whenever anything is characterised as in tIut last inslane. 
determining something else, it must be borne in mind that 
a certain point of view is involved from which the analysis 
is projected. The meaning of "in the last instance" (or 
.. in the last analysis ") is not something absolutely given 
and fixed for every point of departure. It depends rather 
upon the position we want 10 prove. And where social 
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activity is involved, it depends upon the practical interest 
which lies at the heart of that position. Real and decisWt in 
this connection are, also, relative to a contemplated 
programme of activity; and can only be tested in that 
activity. It is here that the direct connection lies between 
Marxism as the theory and practice of social revolution in 
the' era of capitalism, and historical materia1ism as a 
theory of social mange. What justifies Marx and Engels in 
holding- that the mode of economic production is the 
deci.rivt factor in socia1 life is the revolutionary will of the 
proletariat which is prepared to act upon that assumption. 
It is a will strengthened by knowledge of the limiting 
conditions which affect the success of their effort. But it is 
the revolutionary act containing both the risk of failure 
and the promise of success which is essential not only to 
social advance but, at times, even to the acquisition of 
social,knowledge. It is as necessary as any or all of the other 
limiting conditions. It is this faith in action which makes of 
Marxism a critical hypothesis, instead of a dead dogma or 
a romantic myth. It is only because we want to change the 
economic structure of society that we look for evidence of 
the' fact that in the part, economic change has had a pro
found effect upon all socia1 and cultural life. Because we 
want to change the economic structure of society, we assert 
that this evidence from the part together with our revolu
'tionary act in the prISm constitutes a sufficient cause for 
believing that the general proposition, " in the last instance 
the mode of economic production determines the general 
character of social life," will be true in the near folvT •• In 
other words, the test of the truth of historical judgments 
about the past is to be sought in the concrete historical 
activities of the present, and thcir future results. 

The real test of causal connection in the socia1 rea1m 
-whatever may be the case for physics-is human activity. 
It is only in so far as we can produce things, or bring 
certain situations to pass, that we can conquer the well 
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known Humean difficulties about CaUsation. What we want 
to produce, and when we want to produce it, cannot be 
derived from the general want or desire to action ; for they 
are socially conditioned. But neither can the wanting or 
desiring be -deduced from the actual or possible objects 
of desire; for human activity is an irreducible constituent 
of the social process. By its action it does not make or create 
laws but it helps to realise the ~nditions under which one 
of several possible types of causal connection operates. 

Engels generalises this practical conception of causality 
to hold even for the natural world : 

U The first thing that strikes us when we consider matter in 
motion is the connection between the individual motions of 
individual bodies with onc another, their mutually eonditioned 
character. However, not only do we find that one motion follows 
another, but that we can produce a certain motion by establishing 
the conditions under which it occurs in nature. Indeed, we can 
even produce movements which do not take place in nature at all 
(industry), or at least not in the same manner, and we find that 
these movements can be given a definite direction in advance. 
111 this way, through tJu o.etiui(JI of man is grounded the idea of 
etulJ'aii£)'-the idea that one movement is the etJUS' of another. The 
regular succession of certain natural phenomena can indeed give 
rise to the idea of causality: I.g., the light and heat associated with 
the sun. But this succession constitutes no proof and' thus Car 
Humean-scepticism is justified in saying that the regularities of 
post hoc (after this) will never prove prop,., hoc (because of this). 
It is only through the activity of man that the test of causality can 
be made." (Diakktik rmd NaIfIr, Marx-Eng'ls AT,hio, II, p. 164.) 

It is the practical reliability of causal connection which 
concerns man and not its rational necessity. Whoever 
responds that the reliability of causal connection upon 
which our action depends, and in social situations which our 
action helps to enforce, is itself conditioned by antecedent 
necessities in the nature of things, is converting probabilities 
into unverifiable certainties. This question is involved with 
the most fundamental problem of metaphysics and logic 
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that one can raise, to wit, what does it mean to uruitrslflnd 
anything, what is the piterion -of an inUlligible explanation. 
The three great canons of intelligibility have been derived 
from the fields of geometry, flsyehology and history. Their 
explanatory categories _ have been, respectively, logical 
neceSsity, psyehological plausibility, and successful_action. 
For Marx and for those of his followers who have been 
faithful to his revolutionary ideal; it is history and action 
that are the matrix of intelligibility. There are some things 
that cannot be established as true merely by argument • 
.. But before human beings argued," wrote Engels, .. they 
acted. 1m Anlang war die That." 

To understand is to act. To act successfully means to. 
_. constnlct. 

5. THE NATURE OP li1sToRIC INTELUGIBILlTY 

If practice and successful action are criteria of intel
ligibility, then critical intelligence may be defined as an 
awareness of the technique, procedures and instruments 
involved in all directed activity. There is no directed 
activity outside of the realm of history. All genuine problems 
become problems of ways and means, and although there 
is no assurance that they can be solved, the necessary 
conditions of their solutions are already known. With this 
approaeh the whole of life becomes secularised. Only 
difficulties remain, but no mysteries. For whenever we are 
confronted with a mystery, we have not yet become 
conscious of the rationale of our technique, we have not 
yet realised what we are doing. 

U All social life is essentially /WtlGtitdl. All mysteries which cause 
theories to turn to mysticism find their rational solution in human 
practice and in the awareness (BegTlifm] of this practice." (Marx, 
GtstunlallSgab., I, ~, p. 535.) 

In so fur as science is a p¥t of human activity, Marx'. 
gloss holds true of all of its many" mysteries" whieh have 
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so otten oCCllSlonecl t1lgnts to tneology ana superstltlon. 
For science, too, is a practical affair. Not in a vulgar com- . 
mercial sense but in that it involves, at crucial points, a 
changing and arranging of material things. When one looks" 
for a solution of the many "mysteries" ,(as distinct from 
the difficulties) which have multiplied with the contempor
ary analysis of the structure· of the atom, resort must , 
always be to the techniques by which certain empirical 
effects have been observed, to the apparatus and pre
suppositions of measurement, and to the methods of 
interpretation. From this standpoint it becomes forever 
impossible to bootleg' transcendental and religious moon-

, shine d la Eddington, Jeans, Millikan, II. td., into the 
equations of mathematical physics. 

In social and political life, it is more obvious that what 
is declared to be U inexplicable" or U mysterious," such as 
the source of moral and poli tical obligation, or the origin 
of profit, is to be explained in terms of the actual way in 
which human beings behave. The task of the revolutionary 
philosopher is to bring social classes to an awareness of 
what it is they are doing and of the historical conditions of 
their activity. When a class attains consciousness of what it 
is doing, of the role it plays in production, it discovers, the 
secret of the whole society of which it is a part. It Can now 
understand itself and not wait for some future historian to 
distinguish between the real meaning of its acts and the 
fancied meanings which were the pretexts or excuses for 
action. Its ideology becomes a rcalistic philosophy. Because 
it understands itself, it is free. But full understanding and 
social freedom can come only after classes have been 
abolished. For only then will the fundamental dualism 
be~een social ideas and social conduct disappear • 

. Ie The life process of society, which is based upon the process of 
material production, docs not strip off its mystical veil until it is 
treated as a production by freely associated men, and is consciously 
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regulated by them in accordance with a settled plan." (Marx, 
Capital, I, p. 92. Eng. trans. All references are to theKerr edition.) 

It is dangerous to close !)n the paradox that the history 
of class s<>pety can never be fully understood except in 
retrospect, and that only the history of classless society, 
because it is freely made, can receive complete rational 
explanation. It is dangerous because it suggests that the 
hWnan freedom of the future will not be bound or con
ditioned at all. The truth is, however, that the very pos
sibility of human history, and the range within which 
human history can be made, ~ always be conditioned by 
natural necessities in wbose existence man can have but a 
minor part. Man's freedom'will lie in the conscious choice 
of one of the many possible careers set for him. That choice 

. will be a unique and irreducible expression of his own 
nature. Marx, himself, puts this in a passage in Capital 
as follows : 

.. Tbe freedom in this field cannot consist of anything else but 
the fact that socialised man, the associated producers, regulate 
their interchange 'With nature rationally, bring it under their 
human contro., instead of being ruled by it as some blind power; 
that they accomplish their task with the least expenditure of 
energy and under conditions most adequate to their human nature 
and most worthy of it. But it always remains a realm. of necessity. 
Beyond it begins that development of human power, which ;. its 
own end, the true realm of freedom., which, however, can Bourish 
only upon that rea1m of necessity as its basU." (Vol. III, Eng. 
trans., P. 954.) 



CHAPTER XIV 

MARX'S SOCIOLOGICAL 
ECONOMICS 

1M A R X 's economic doctrines are the result of the applica~ 
tion of historical materialism to the .. mysteries" of value, 
price and profit. The solution of all mysteries, Marx taught, 
was to. be found in social practice. And it is his analysis of 
the social character of all economic traits and categories 
which represents Marx's distinctive contributio.n to. political 
econo.my. 

Traditional economics had approached the o.bjects o.f 
political eco.no.my in the same way that a physicist ap
proached a steel bar o.r a chemist a dye. Econo.mic relations 
were nut derived from the way in which things entered into. 
the social process, but were regarded, un the analo.gy of the 
physical sciences, as intrinsic properties o.f thingl;. They 
were as much in evidence in the solitary do.mestic economy 
o.f a Rubinson Crusoe, and in the primitive econo.my o.f the 
savage horde, as in the complex eco.nomy o.f a mo.dem 
society. It was therefore nut necessary, o.rthodox eco.no.mists 
.assumed, to. take into. account the distinctively histo.rical 
co.ntexts in which the eco.no.mic properties o.f things were 
discovered. Further, all attempts.o.n the part o.fthe state to. 
regulate prices, wages, o.r capital investment co.uld be 
denounced as absurd and pernicio.us attempts to. interfere 
with the natural functio.ning o.f econo.mic laws. No. room 
was left fur normative judgments. From this abstract 
unhisto.rical point o.f view gold was regarded as natUJ'aiIY 
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money, instruments of production lUJlurallY capital, human 
labour-power lUJluraily wage-labour, the soil, and not society, 
the lUJlurallocus of rent. What for Marx was the outcome of 
a socie>historical procell was taken as the natural pre
condition of that process. The historical expressions of a 
set of relations of production were turned into fixed things ; 
and human behaviour in all its economic ramifications was 
explained as conlrolled by things. 

The upshot of this unhistorical approach corresponds 
to the actual consciousness of those who live in a c0m

modity-producing society and.. have not yet penetrated to 
the secret of commodity producti'on. The rise and fall of the 
market, periodic glut and scarcity, small-scale and 1arge
scale panics, are taken as natural events bestowing blessings 
and calamities, like the fortunes of the weather, upon the 
just and unjust, the wise and the unwise. The social rela
tions between human beings are .. thingified " into imper
sonal, automatic laws while the material instruments of life 
are "personified" into the directing forces of human 
destiny. Man findo himself ruled by the products (comme> 
dities) of his own hands. The relationships between these 
products .. vary continually, independently of the will, fore
sight and action of the producen. To them, their own social 
action takes the form of the action of objects, which rule 
the producers instead of being ruled by them." (CapiJtd, I, 
86.) The whole of bourgeois economy consists of a process 
in which things carry on, 10 to speak, behind man's back. 
It is a process which makes a mockery of man's strivings for 
security, comfort and peace by producing unemployment, 
want and war. It diverts human relations from their 
human form, and by castipg a shadow ofmystery on human 
affain generates mysticism, superstition and religious 
obscurantism. Instead of the instruments of production 
being utilised by human beings for human purposes, in 
bourgeois society human beings are utilised as instruments 
to serve machines. It is not only in Samuel Butler's satiric 
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Utopia that human beings are the instruments ofproduc
tion used by machines for the manufacture of bigger and 
better machines. That is what they are in the practice and 
theory of commodity-producing societies. This is what 
Marx means when he calls bourgeois society a .. fetishism 
of commodities" and the orthodox" science" of political 
economy, its theology. 

Although the marginal utility school came into its own 
after Marx, its unhistorical character is just as marked as 
that of the classical school. In its most developed form it 
regards its task to be the study of" human behaviour as a 
relationship between ends and scare" means which have 
alternative uses." Pure economics would result in the state
ment of formal laws-invariant relations-derived from 
the general empirical fact that many things are wanted 
which are mutually incompatible. The character of the 
psychological incentives and aims involved in human be
haviour, the social institutions which provide its framework, 
are ruled out of the scope of economic inquiry while the 
propositions of pure economic science-which are really 
empirical-are paraded as analytic deductions from first 
principles. Changes in evaluation, which flow from altered 
psychological and social conditions of economic behaviour, 

, are regarded as brute irrational data. No attempt is made 
to show how economic laws change with a developing 
society, for by definition, economic laws are eternaI. Only 
their historical expression can change, not their meaning 
and validity. From this point of view, the laws of economics 
are the same for all societies-feudal, capitalist and com
munist. An analysis which refuses to investigate the way in 
which formal relationships are affected by material con
text, cannot escape, for all its disavowal ofvalue judgments, 
the air and manner of subtle apologia for the sltJlW" quo. To 
maintain that propositions such as " the share of income 
which is received by land, labour and capital is exactly 
proportionate to their specific, marginaI productivities," 
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are 'expressions of eternal, economic laws witho~t further dis
tinguishing between the formal, skeletal economic elements 
which are presumably invariant, and the concrete historical 
situation which provides the flesh and blood of significance, 
is to encourage the uncritical belief that the economic system 
is rightly ordered because, from a strict economic 'point of 
view, it can be no other than what it is. 

Not all non-Marxian theories of economics are guilty 
of overlooking the specific historical and social context 
of the economic relations they submit to analysis. But 
the qU<;!ltion which arises con~erning those schools which 
adopt a genetic and functional approach-like the his
torical school of the nineteenth century and the institu
tional school of the twentieth-is: to what extent are they 
really theories? The task of a theory is to organise the 
empirical propositions of its subject-matter into some 
systematic connection, so that the consequences deduced 
are either compatible with observed phenomena or capable 
of serving as a guide to the discovery of new phenomena. 
Descriptions of mechanisms and processes can only supply 
the raw material for theoretical elaboration. The historical 
school cannot do justice to-the present. tendencies of 
economic development unless it is guided by a theory. 
Although its starting point is diametricaIly opposed to 
the abstract, analytical school, its practical upshot is the 
same: the acceptance of whal is as the norm of what 
should b,. 

It would be a mistake, however, to contrast Mane'. 
sociological economics with the economic systems of those_ 
who begin with price,- or demand, or COlt, or welfare as 
fundamental, and then to inquire which of the two systems 
is truer. For they are not concerned with the same prob
lems. The empirical findings of the various contemporary 
schools can be taken over by Marxists as the indication of 
certain correlations in the fetishistic expression of the move
ment of commodities. But what distinguishes Mane', 
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economic analysis from all others is its fusion of the historical 
and analytic moments of capitalist production in the in
terests of a practical programme of revolutionary activity. 
His refusal to consider political economy as an independent 
science, his evaluation of the significance of the historic 
tendencies of capitalist accumulation in the light of the 
totality of the social relations of production, which includes 
the specific historical context, the politics, psychology, and 
legal relations of the day, enables him to incorporate in 
a concrete synthesis what is sound in both the historical 
and analytic approach. What Marx is really -offering is 
a philosophy of political economy based upon all of the 
important observable facts and suggestive of a method 
of fundamentally transforming the existing order. His 
theory of political economy cannot be used as a guide 
to play the market or make safe investments any more 
than a treatise on the fundamental causes of war can be 
used as a manual for military operations on the field of 
battle. 

The cc immediate U aim of Marx's economic analysis is 
to discover the laws governing the production and distri
bution of wealth in •• pita/isl societies. Wealth in capitalist 
societies presents itself as U an immense accumulation of 
commodities whose elementary form is the single com
modity." Not every product is a commodity and not all 
wealth is capital. These are kistorieaJ. categories. Societies 
exist in which things produced are not commodities and in 
which wealth is not capital. A commodity is a product 
which can be e,"hanged for other products-it is something 
which normally can be bought or sold; capital is wealth 
used for the production of more commodities. Capital may 
exist in the form of money or means of production; but no 
matter what the form of its embodiment, " it is not a thing, 
but a social relation between persons established by the 
instrumentality of things." The social relations between per
IOns, under which the wealth used for the production of 
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\ more wealth is lnIown as capital, are expressed in that 
; mode of economic production called capitalism. 
. What is capitalism 1 Capitalism is private ownership of 
the social means of production carried on for private profit, 
and employing workers wlw are JfII'11II1lly or legally free to sell 
their labour-/Jower. The itali~ phrase distinguishes capi
talism from all other forms of production (including what 
is sometimes mistakeuly called ancient capitalism) and 
stamps it with a definitely historical character. Since the 
decline of genteel society, there has always been private 
ownership of the means of production; and the profit 
motive is- as old as the traders of antiquity. But it is only 
when the quest for profit is carried on with .. free .. wag ... 
labour that the capitalist system emerges. Wag ... labour 

. under capitalism is free .. in the double sense that neither 
they [the freo-Iabourers] themselves form part and parcel 
of the means of production, as in the case of slaves, bonds
men, etc., nor do the means of production belong to them, 
as in the case of peasant proprietors ; they are therefore free 
from, unencumbered by, any means of production of th.eir 
Q:wn,.n 

This point is important because Marx maintained that 
the wages of labour constituted the chief .. mystery" of 
capitalist production, and that the solution of the mystery 
would reveal that the labourer, for all his freedom, was still 
being exploited as his forbears had been under feudalism 
and slavery. Why is the exploitation of labour, if it exists, 
any more of a mystery under capitalism than it was under 
previous forms of society 11 To answer this we must glance 
for a moment at the-relations of production as they existed 
in feudal and slave times. Here everything is as clear as 
daylight. The .erf who worb three days on his own field 
and three days on his lord's field can distinguish between 
the work he does for himself and the unpaid work which he 
does for another. He does not have to infer the existence of 

1 CapiloI, I. p. 591. 
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this difference ; the difference is visible in space and time. 
The parcels of land are generally separate from each other 
and the days which he must allot to the lord's land are 
already assigned. Or, where he must pay his tithe in pro
ducts, he can divide into two piles that which he may . 
keep and that which be must turn over. Under slavery 
all labour is unpaid and the very food which the slave ~ 
ceives as fuel for his body seems to come as bounty from 
his master. In none of these cases is there any mystery 
about the fact of exploitation, and where and when it 
takes place. 

Under wage-labour the case is quite different. For all 
, of the labour, both what is strictly necessary to keep -the 
labourer in condition and the sUrplus produced over and 
beyond this necessary minimum, seems to be paid for. 
The labourer, say, is hired to work by the day. He does 
not stOp at that point where the value of what he has pro
duced equals the value of the money or commodities he 
receives as wages. There is no clear physieal or temporal 
division between the work for which he is paid and the 
'work for which he is not paid. At the end of the day, his 
wage payment is ostensibly for the whole day's work. Now 
it may be asked how is it known that there is any portion 
of the day', work for which the labourer is unpaid? Isn't 
the assumption that the worker creates more value in the 
form of goods and services, than what he receives in wages, 
an arbitrary one? Marx's answer is that i( there were no 
difference between the value of what the worker produces" 
and the value of what he received, there would be no profit, 
or interest or rent. 

There is no mystery about the existma of profit, interest 
and rent. It is their origin which is in question. In contra
distinction 'to all other economists before or since, Marx 
contended that these forms of income were all derived, 
from the unpaid labour of those actually engaged in pro
duction. That the origin of profit and interest constituted 
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,. a pro~lem was sure to strike anyone who inquired by whose 
largesse those unproductive classes in society which neither 
toiled nor spun were fed and clothed and housed. And as 
for the huge profits often made by entrepreneurs who par
ticipated in production, it was unplausible, on the face of 
it, to attribute it all to wages of superintendence. How, 
then, did profit arise? Before we examine Marx's own 

. theoretical construction, it would be well to'1lee on what 
grounds he rejects the current theories of the origin of 
profit. 

.1. Does profit arise in the .course of the ordinary ex-I change and circulation of commodities? The normal situa
tion in the circuIation of commodities is the exchange of 
.qui.alent values. This does not mean that the use-values of 
the commodities exchanged are equivalent, for then there 
would be no motive for the exchange. So far as IU. is con
cerned both sides gain in the transaction. But in respect to 
the exchange-values of the commodities, their combined 
price-which is the rough index of their exchange-value
is the same immediately before and immediately after the 
exchange. Consequendy, no new value has been produced. 
In circulation, a buyer may take advantage of a seller or 
vice versa, in which case we say there was no honest bar
gain. This only means That existing values were redistri
buted, not that new value was created. The circulation of 
commodities, however, in a competitive market, cannot 
take place through a series of dishonest bargains. The seller 
may take on a capricious surcharge to the value of his com
modity. But in order to keep on selling, he must be a buyer, 
too. The seller, from whom ". buys, reasons that what is 
sauce for the goose is sauce for the gander, and places the 
same overcharge upon his goods. The result is that only 
nominal prices increase. In a society where buyers are sellers 
and sellers are buyers, it is absurd to explain profit as some
thing created by the sale of commodities above their values. 
And if they are exchanged at their values, the world is not 
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the richer by any new value. It is true, however, tha~ even 
if profit is not maltd in exchange, it may be realised through 
exchange. But the real question is, What is the original source 
of profit? 

/'';. Does profit arise from the use of machines or instru
ments of production? This is a view originaIIy proclaimed 
by J. B. Say, the French economist. It has been revived by 
those who have noticed that other things being equal, a 
plant working with a great deal of machinery (say $9,000) 
and with little wage-labour (say $1,000) shows a rate of 
profit at the end of the year which is the same as that pro
duced by a plant with relatively little machinery (say 
$2,000) and much wage-labour (say $8,000). If it is true, 
as Marx claimed, that the source of profit is the unpaid 
labour or surplus-value produced by the worker, then the 
second plant should have shown a much greater profit than 
the first, since a larger portion of its total capital consisted 
of wage-labour. In addition, if profit is exclusively derived 
from labour-power, how account for the eagern .... of capita
lists to replace labour-power by machines? We shall con
sider these problems in further detail in the following 
chapter. Here the question must be asked: What specific 
character do machines possess which enable them to confer 
more value upon their products (we are not speaking of 
use-values) than they themselves possess? Assuming there 
is no monopoly, the value produced by the machine upon 
the total annual product of goods, according to Marx, is no 
more than its annual depreciation. The business man in 
fixing the price at which he is to sell his commodity, just as 
his accountant does in drawing up his profit and loss state
ment, adds an amount derived by dividing the original cost 
of the machine by its average life. The machine transfen 
value, which it itself has, to its products; but it cannot pro
duce new value. Where monopoly conditions permit prices 
to be charged which are higher than the real value of the 
commodity, it is not the machine which is the source of 
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the additional profit so made but the sociaI conditions of 
monopoly production.1 

. 3. Is profit and interest on capital the ..:eward of abstin-
/ence? Senior regarded profit as the natural reward for not 

immediately consuming capital, as a return for the sacrifice 
involved in accumulating capital in order to get a higber 
return later. The "waiting.. or .. deprivation" of the 
capitaliSt in the present was regarded as part of the cost of 
production and bad to be paid for. What iJ called abstin
ence, however, by i13elf never produces any new value ; at 
most, it only permits a situation to develop under which 
the new value iJ produced. Whether the capitaliJt cIas. as 
a whole accumulates or consumes its wealth, does not de
pend upon its own free will but upon the necessities of 
capitalist production. ThiJ is true with certain qualifica
tions even of.the individual capitalist. So long as he desires 
to make a prt>fo, the amount he consumes and the amount 
he reinvests in his plant are sett1ed for him by the market. 
If he does not desire to make a profit, there iJ no less and 
no more abstinence involved on his part than if he does. 
The choice of either one of two possible acts open to him 
involves on his part an .. abstinence .. from the other. Why, 
then, should some kinds of abstinence result in a profitable 
reward ? 

4- Does profit ariJe from the Buctuations of supply and 
demand? If thiJ were so, the prices at which commodities 
are exchanged would have to be the resultant of the inter
acting forces of supply and demand. That prices varied 
with supply and demand, Marx did not deny. The clue to 
the price of a particular commodity at a particular time in 
a particular place must alwaY" be sought in the local 

I II Howner UJeful • given kind tI raw material ,. a machine CI' 

other meaDS of productioa may .... though i. may """ £. so. or say 
500 days labour, yet it cannot, under any c:in::umstaDccs, add to the 
value of the product more than £150- Its value is determintd nol by 
the labour proct:IS into which it Cllten .. means of poducti~ but by 
that out of which it bas issued as a product. U (~ I, p. 22g.) 
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schedules of supply prices and demand prices. But Marx 
was interested in the direction in which prices moved. hi 
the conditions by which supply and demand were them
selves limited. Although the final price of a commodity in 
the absence of monopoly is dependent upon the higgling of 
the open market. the seller already knows what its market 
value approximately is before he offers it for sale. indeed. 
before he even produces it. Otherwise why should he 
risk everything in production? Business may sometimes 
be a gamble; but it is not yet a game of pure chance. 
If the answer is made that the seller is guided by know
ledge of the past schedules of supply and demand for the 
commodity in question. it can be pointed out that where 
a brand-new commodity is put on the market its price 
is determined long before the demand has begun to 
make itself felt. In fact, the demand for it can be treated 
in part as a function of the price. i.... as a dependent 
variable. 

The accidents of the market will determine whether a 
commodity is sold ahove or under its .. real value." and in 
this way profit may partly depend upon the fluctuation of 
supply and demand. But in order to make his profit the 
seller need only dispose of the commodity at its real value. 
What determines the real value of a commodity? Accord
ing to Marx it is the amount of socially ntctssary labour-power 
involved in its production. Are commodities ever sold at 
their real values? Rarely. if ever. When would they be? 
If the organic composition of capital were equal. Are they 
equal? No. Is there any sense. then. in saying that the 
prices of commodities tend to equal their" real values .. ? 
Yes. as much sense. as we sballiater see. as there is in say
ing that bodies in tnotion tend to remain in motion unless 
acted upon by an external force. even when we know that 
there is no hody which is not acted upon by the external 
force of gravitation. 

We return now to a more straightforward exposition. 
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reserving the analysis of Mane's methodology until the 
. next chapter. 

Under capitalism labour-power appears on the market 
like any other commodity. Its value is determined in the 
same way and it is subject to the same variations of supply 
and demand. Under the ideal or typical conditions of 
capitalist production, the worker receives in exchange for 
his labour-power a sum ofmoney equivalent in value to the 
means of subsistence necessary to sustain him-food, cloth
ing, 'and shelter for himself and family. Like all commodi
ties the use-value of labour-power is different from its 
exchange-value. But in one respect it is absolutely unlike 

, other commodities. Its specific use-value lies in the fact that 
it creates more exchange-value than it is itself worth. If 
labour-power produced no more exchange-value than what 
it receives in money wages, then the value of the commodi
ties produced would be eqnal merely to the value of the 
raw material, machinery and labour-power which entered 
into its manufacture. Where would profit come in? The 
capitalist might just as well close up his sbop, for the only 
inco~e he could receive under such circumstances would 
be the exchange-value of his own labour-power, provided 
he did work in his own plant. But why should he stay in 
business to give himself a job, when, without risking his 
capital, he might take a job elsewhere? He can remain in 
business only so long as there is a difference between the 
value of the labour-power he has purchased and the values 
which that labour-power creates. Profit is possible only 
when the value of the second is greater than the value of 
the first. 

Marx calls that portion of the working day in which the 
worker produces commodities whose exchange-value (as 
distinct from the exchange-value of the raw materials, etc.) 
is equivalent to the exchange-value of his own labour
power, ,..CtS$tJry Iabow 1imI; anything over and above this 
is surplw labo .. 1imI. What is produced during this latter 
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time is surplus-value for which the worker receives no re
turn whatsoever. The ratio between surplus-value and 
wages (the value of labour-power) Marx calls the ral. of 
surplus-value or the rate of exploitation. The profit of 
capitalist production is derived solely from surplus-value; 
and the progress of capitalist production consists in devising 
ways and means by which surplus-value may be increased. 
There are two generic methods of doing this. One is by 
prolonging the length of the working day. In this way 
absoluU surplus-value is derived. Another generic method 9f 
increasing surplus-value, more in evidence under modem 
capitalism than in early capitalism,.,is by increasing the 
productivity of labour and curtailing the necessary labour 
time. In this way, even when the length of the working day 
remains constant, the difference between necessary labour 
time and surplus labour time increases, and therewith the 
rate of surplus-value and exploitation. By this means ,.lali .. 
surplus-value is derived. Surplus-value is not appropriated 
in its entirety at the point where it is produced, but in the 
course of the whole process of capitalist production, circula
tion and exchange. The distribution of the total surplus-· 
value at any time is determined not only by the operation 
of immanent economic laws but by the political strugglu 
between entrepreneur, landowner and bankers; &etween 
entrepreneurs themselves even when production has be
come monopolistic; and, above all, !>etween the entre
preneur and the wage-earners. 

Marx divides the capital of a manufacturing concern into 
constant capital and variable. Constant capital consists of 
what orthodox political economy calls fixed capital, such 
as buildings and machinery, and part of what it calls 
circulating capital, i, •. , power and raw materials. Variable 
capital consists of wages, which non-Marxian economists 
regard as only part of circulating capital. The division of 
capital into constant and v~riable is made in the interests 
of Marx's analysis according to which the value of constant 
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capital is only reproduced in the manufactured products, 
whereas wages, or variable -capital, always creates some 
new value over its own cost of reproduction. The ordinary 
distinction between fixed and circulating capital reflects the 
entrepreneur's assumption that the source of profit is not 
only wage-labour but inanimate instruments of production 
as well He, therefore, computes his rate of profit upon the 
whole of the capital he has IIlIllk into his project and not 
upon the amount he has advanced as wages. This accounts 
for the disparity between what is called the rate of profit 
and the rate ofexploitation.l!:or example, in a $1,000,000 

concern, $goo,ooo will represent investment in machinery 
and raw material (which Marx calls t:mJSIIInI capital C) and 
$100,000 wage payments (lHIrioble capital Y). If profit 
(which is called surplus-value S, since all profit, according 
to Marx, is produced during surplus labour time) is 
$100,000, then the rate of profit is S divided by C plus V, 
which is 10 per cent. The rate of surplus-value, however, 
is S divided hy V, which is 100 per cent. The larger the 
rate of surplus-value (which is always being increased by 
either one or both of the two ways indicated above), the 
greater the abaolute """""" of profit produced. The total 
profit is not consumed for penooal purposes but a large 
part of it is reinvested in constant capital; modernisation 
and rationalisation is made necessary by the pressure of 
competition and the quest for ever larger profits. The total 
amount of capital in use grows. In order, however, to keep 
the ,au of profit constant, since the total amount of capital 
has been enlarged, the """""" of profit and therewith the 
rate of surplus-value (the nlte of exploitation) must be in
creased. The yearly increment of profit which is added to 
the capital investment grows together with that to which it 
is added. The constant capital of to-day is nothing but the 
unpaid labour of ~terday. Relatively to the increase in 
the magnitudes of constant capital, the amount of variable 
capital employed in production diminishes. The diminution 
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of the amount of variable capital is attended by a demand 
for relatively fewer labourers and by a substitution of 
unskilled for skilled. Wages Ihll and an industrial reserve 
army comes into existence. 

The rate of profit, as we have seen, is'determined by the 
ratio between surplus-value and the total capital invested. 
With the increase in the organic composition of capital 
(i.l., the ratio of constant to variable capital) the rate of 
profit Ihlls even when the rate of exploitation, or surplus
value, remains the same. The desire to sustain the rate of 
profit leads to improvement of the plant -and to increase in 
the intensity and productivity of labour. & a result ever 
larger and larger stocks of commodities are thrown on the 
market. The workers cannot consume these goods since the 
purchasing power of their wages is necessa.rjly less than the 
values of the commodities they have produced. The capita
lists cannot consume these goods because (,) they and their 
immediate retainers have use for only a part of the immedi
ate wealth produced, and (2) the value of the remainder 
must first be turned into money before it can again be in
vested. Unless production is to suffer permanent break
down, an outlet must be found for the surplus of supplied 
commodities-a surplus which exists not in respect to what 
people need but to what they can buy. Since the Ilmits to 
which the home market may be stretched are given by the 
purchasing power of wageot-which constantly diminishes 
in virtue of the tendency of unemployment' to increase with 
the increase of the organic composition of capital-reson 
must be had to export. 

The first things to be exported are consumption goods : 
say, Boston shoes to South America, ifwe are an American 
manufacturer, and Lancashire textiles to India, if we are 
English. There was a time when natives had to be taught to 
use these commodities. But having learned how to use them, 
they soon desired to learn how to make them. In this they 
are helped by the manufacturers of shoe machinery in New 
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England and textile· machinery in Manchester who 
naturally desire to dispose of their own commodities. The 
taW materials are right at hand-Argentine hides in the 
one case, Egyptian and Indian cotton in the other. They 
are relatively cheaper than in the mother country because 
(a) transportation costs are lower; (6) where land is cheap 
its products-hides and cotton--are cheap; and (e) the 
working day is longer. Before long, Argentine shoe plants 
are underselling the Boston factories and India is .. spinning 
its own." The Manchester looms lie idle and the New 
England manufacturers clamour for a tariff even while their 
stocks remain unmoved. But this is an ever-continuing 
process. Having learned how to use shoe and textile ma
chinery, what is more natural than that the colonies sbould 
wish to learn how to manufacture it? In this they are 
helped by the manufacturers of mochine tools in America and 
England who desire to dispose of their own commodities. 
Before long there is a shoe machinery factory in the Argen
tine, and India is manufacturing her own looms. Later on, 
representatives of the U.S. Steel Corporation will be con
vincing the South-Americans and Indians that it would be 
more profitable to import iron and steel and other materials 
which enter into the manufacture of machine tools than to 
buy them ready made. Or natural resources may be dis
covered which will invite exploitation. A New York or 
London banking house will advance the money necessary 
for this capital outlay as it did for the other plants. Interest 
and profit will be considerable but none of it will turn a 
wbeel in the many idle factories in New or Old England. 
If there is a glut on the colonial market, and interest 
payments cannot be met, the governments of the United 
States and Great Britain will step in to save their national 
bonour and protect life and property. 

This process is accompanied by periodic erises of over
production. They become progressively worse both in 
local industries and in industry as a wbole. The social 
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relations under which production is carried on, and which 
make it impossible for wage-workers to buy back at any 
given moment what they have produced, leads to a heavier 
investment of capital in industries which tuPl out produc
tion goods than in industries which produce consumption 
goods. This disproportion between investment in production _ 
goods and investment in consumption goods is permanent 
under capitalism. But since finished production goods mllst 
ultimately make their way into plants which manufacture 
consumption goods, the quantities of commodities thrown 
on the market, and for which no purchaser can be found, 
mounts still higher. At the time the crisis breaks, and in the 
period immediately preceding it, the wage-worker may be 
earning more and consuming more than usual. It is not, 
therefore, under-consumption of what the worker needs 
which causes the crisis, because in boom times his standard 
of living is generally higher than in slow times, but his 
under-consumption in relation to what he produces. Conse
quently, an increase in the absolute standard of living under 
capitalism, since at most it could only affect the rate and 
not the tendency to overproduction, would not eliminate 
the possibility of crisis. That can only be done by the 
elimination of capitalism as such. Although the standard of 
living may be higher as production goes from the 'crest of 
one boom to another, once the crisis begins, the standard 
of living declines at an accelerated rate, 

The anti-social consequences of the contradiction 
between the tendency towards ever-expanding forces of 
production under capitalism and the relatively progressive 
limitations upon consumption finds its crassest expression 
not merely in the existence of crises but in the way they are 
overcome. Despite the crying want of millions of human 
beings commodities are deliberately destroyed and basic pro
duction systematically curtailed. Even war is sometimes wel
comed as the best means of disposing of surplus stocks of com
modities-and of the surplus population which the normal 
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progress of capitalism produces. The historical tendency of 
capitalin production is to go from small-scale organisation 
to large ; from the exploitation of wage-labour to the ex
propriation . of the capitalist, from isolated action against 
individuals to the organised overthrow of the system. No 
one can improve upon Marx'. own graphic recapitulation : 

•• As lOOn as this process of transformation has mfliciently decom
posed the old oociety from top to bottom, as lOOn "" the labouren 
are turned into -proletarians, their means of labour into capital, 
as lOOn as the capitalist mode of production .tand. on iu own feet, 
then the further socialisation of labour and further ttanaformation 
of the land and other means of production into aociaUy exploited 
and, therefore, common meaoa of production, as well as the further 
expropriation of private proprietors, takes a new fonn. That which 
is now to be expropriated is no longer the labourer working for 
himaell; but the capitalist exploiting many labourers. This ex
propriation is accomplished by the action of the immanent laWl of 
cal'italist production itself; by the centralisation of capital. One· 
capitalist always kiIla many. Hand in hand with this centralisation, 
or this expropriation of many capitalisu by few, develop, on an 
ever extending acale, the co-operative form of the labour process, 
the comciowo technical application of science, the methodical 
cultivation of the soil, the ttanaformation of the instrumenu of 
labour into the instrumenu of labour only usable in common, the 
economising of all means of production by their use as the mC&DI 
of production of combined socialised labour, the entanglement of 
all peoples in the net of the world market, and therewith the 
international character of the capitalist rqime. Along with the 
constant diminjsh;ng number of the maguatel of capital, who 
usurp and monopolise all advantages of this process of transforma
tion, grows the ...... of misery, oppression, slavery, degradation, 
exploitation; but with this _ grows the revolt of the working 
c:Iasa, a c:Iasa always increasing in numbers, and disciplined, 
united, organised by the very mechanism of the process of capitalist 
production itsel£. The monopoly of capital becomes a fetter upon 
the mode of production, which has sprung up and 80uriabed along 
with, and under iL Centralisation of the means of production and 
aocialisation of labour at last reach a point where they beeome 
incompatible with their capitalist inkgwnellL This inkgwnellt is 
bunt asunder. The knell of capitalist private property ooundI. 
The expropriators are expropriated." (c.pi/tlJ, I, pp. 836-a37.) 
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CHAPTER XV 

THE PHILOSOPHY OF POLITICAL 
ECONOMY 

MOST OP THE criticism of Marx's economic theories, 
both favowable and unfavowable, concerns itself with the 
truth of specific propositions in his analysis. At best it con
siders the connections which exist between one proposition 
and another, but it overlooks the further double connection 
between (I) the entire set of propositions contained in 
Capital and Marx's methodology of abstraction, and (2) the 
relation between his economic analysis and the political 
and economic struggles of the working class. 

In what way does the method of abstraction enter into 
Marx's analysis ? For Marx the social process is a develop
ing whole in which man and the conditions -of human 
activity are in continuous interaction. An analysis of any 
aspect of the social process, •. g., its economic organil;ation, 
will necessarily seem to involve tearing certain institutional 
aspects of social life out of their living context and trans
forming them into. self-acting agencies. Over any given 

. period of time, other social factors, in the interests of the 
analysis, will have to be regarded as constant even though 
everyone knows-and no one more than Marx-that they 
are not constant. A further distortion, however, enters when 

. the analysis of the economic organisation of society begins. 
For economic life is not made up of discreet and hap
hazard activities which are fully intelligible in their own 
immediate context,; they are organic parts of a process, too 
-6 process in which the material needs of society, whether 
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it be as ends or means, are gratified. The simple economic 
ac( then, with which Marx begins Capital-<:ammodity ex
change-involves a twofold abstraction, once from the 
whole complex of social activity, and once from the spe_ . 
cifically economic process which, in rclation to the social 

_process, is itself an abstraction. This double initial abstrac
tion is necessary to any analysis which seeks to disclose the 
complicated rhythm of social life, and to discover why it 
takes the direction it does. 

The methodological difficulties involved in this ap
proach may be clarified by .expanding an analogy which 
Marx himself employs. The system of human needs and 
activities which Hegel called civic society, Marx refers to as 
a social organism. Political economy, he calls the .. ana
tomy .. of that organ1sm. Now, it is clear that the anatomy 
of an organism may be studied independently of its ner
vous, vascular and digestive systtmS, as well as of its em
bryology and comparative history. None the less, its 

• function within the organism can be properly understood 
. only in relation to these other processes. A detailed study of 
the bone structure-its composition, rate of growth, etc.
reveals that the anatomy, too, is a process to be explained 
in the light of other aspects of the organism as a whole, and 
that it has a history which is illuminated by a study of the 
skeletal structure of other animals. The more we learn of 
the -way in which the body functions as a whole, the more 
we may be compelled to modify our conclusions about the· 
nature of anatomical structure. But we can only study the 
organism as a whole by beginning with an analysis of its 
parts. What is true of the relation between anatomy and the 
organism as a whole, is true of the relation between The 
anatomy as a whol~ and any part ofit. Whether we take as 
the anatomical unit, the bone cell, or the mechanical con
figuration of a limited area of the skeletal structure, the 
knowledge derived by analysing the unit in isolation will 
have to be modified"· as other aspects and areas are 
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considered. Just as the organism as a whole cannot be studied 
unless parts are abstracted from it"so here, too, the anatomy 
as a whole can only be studied by beginning with 'a rela
tively isolated unit and showing how the larger system of 
interrelations is involved within it. This will involve modi
fying some of the conclusions anived at in the preliminary 
analysis of the isolated unit. 

Marx was interested in the analysis of capitalist produc
tion as a whole. But he necessarily begins with an analysis of 
a part-its tiniest part, the economic cell-form-the value
foim of the commodity. In ordinary life no one can see this 

, economic cell; it is embedded in a huge structure ... But 
the force of economic abstraction replaces the microscope." 
Marx attempted in the course ofhis analysis to show how all 
the characteristic phenomena of economic activity are 
already involved in this simple cell-form ... In the value
form of the commodity there is concealed already in em
bryo the whole form of capitalist production, the opposition 
between capitalists and wage-labourers, the industrial 
reserve army, the crisis.'" The leading assumptions of 
Marx's analysis are such as to permit him to derive all the 
known phenomena he was interested in. Practically, it was 
necessary fur Marx to begin his analysis with the simple , 
abstraction-the unit of commodity exchange; theoretically, 
it would have been possible to begin anywhere, for the 
nature of capitalist production is revealed in all economic 
phenomena. Similarly, in the interest of analysis, he was 
compelled to assume, at the outset, that the exchange of 

" commodities took place under a system of" pure" capital
ism in which there were no vestiges of feudal privilege and 
no beginnings of monopoly; that the whole commercial 
world could be regarded as one nation; that the capitalist 
mode of production dominates every industry; that supply 
and demand were constantly in equilibrium; that having 
abstracted from the incommensurable use-values of 

• Eng.b, JWi.Drdtrint, lOth ed., p. 336. 
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commodities, the only relevant and measurable quality left 
to determine the valms at which commodities were ex
changed, was the amount of socially necessary labour-
power spent upon them. ~ 

, Marx'. distinctive contribution to economic theory was 
not the labour theory of value, nor even the application of 
the labour theory of value to the commodity of labour
power---ell this is already found in Adam Smith-but his 
c1aim that the use-value of the labour-power purchased by 
the entrepreneur was the source of more exchange-value, 
under norma1 conditions of demand, than what the labour
power itself pooaeased,- and that out of the difference be
tween the exchange-value of labour-power and the ex
change-value of what labour-power produced was derived 
profit, rent, and interest_ Marx .. proves" his c1aim by 
showing that if there were a system of" pure " capitalism, 
and if we were to disregard for a moment the presence or 
absence of revolutionary action of the proletariat (which 
as we shall show Marx never mt11y does), then his theory of 
labour-power, together with the labour theory of value, 
play the same logical role in the explanation of the mech
anics and dynamics of the economic system as, say, the 
Copernican hypothesis in the explanation of the m0ve

ments of the solar system. To say that Marx'. assumptions 
play the same logical role as the Copernican hypothesis is 
not to say that they play the same role_ For in one case, our 
knowledge and our activity make no difference at all to 

- what is going to happen, while in the other case, they de
cidedly do ; in one case, the reliability of prediction is over
whelming, in the other, only tendencies and directions can 
be charted ; in the lint, the occurrence of lInD phenomena 
can be ioferred, in the second, nothing not already known 
can be ioferred, so that filQda'""'ta1 assumptions take on 
the character of elaborate IIIi Iu¥ hypotheses; as a c0nse

quence, in the lint, no laws are historical, in the second, aD 
laws are. 
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By pure logic alone no one can prove or disprove any 
theory of value. In this respect theories of economic value 
may· be compared to theories of geometry. The same 
relations of physical space may be described by many 
different geometries. Here, no matter what the deliverances 
of experience are, so long as we retain a narrowly theoretical 
view, spatial experience can be described in either Euclidean
or in one of the many varieties of non-Euclidean geometry. 
The deliverances of experience can never refute a geometry, 
if we resolve to cling by it. It can only make it more com
plicated. Of course, _experimentally, it makes considerable 
difference whether experience compels us to complicate our 
geometry or not. The .. tr\le" geometry, for the physicist, 
is the one that, on the basis of his experimental findingS, 
he need complicate least. But where experimental control 
is not in question, the geometer may save aJI the appe ...... 
ances by introducing subsidiary assumptions and spin out 
his theories in any geometrical language he chooses. The -
same may be said of theories of economic value. 

Indeed, the analogy between the different theories of 
value and different theories of geometry may be pressed 
further. Just as it is possible to translate any description ofa 
physical relation, written in terms of Euclidean geometry, 
into the language of non-Euclidean geometry, 80 theoretic
aJly it is possible to restate any explanation of an empiric
ally observed economic phenomenon offered from the 
point of view, say, of the lahour theory of value into the 
marginal utility theory of value and vice versa. In the in
stance in question, this is aJI the easier because both the 
Marxian and the marginaJist schools aJlow that both utility 
and labour-cost enter into determination of price but 
differ in their assignments of relative primacy to the two 
factors involved. The marginaJists, although insisting that 
labour-costs must ultimately be derived from price, admit 
that price may be affected by supply, which, in turn, is 
controlled by labour-costs. Marx, in consonance with the 
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clasSical school,l' insists that price must ultimately be 
derived from labour-cost ;. but in qualifying labour-cost by 
the phrase, socially necessary, he admits the powerful influence 
of demand." 

Subsidiary hypotheses play even a larger part when a 
.theory of value' is applied to economic phenoIlJena than 
they do when theories of geometry are applied to physical 
existences. That is why no theory of value can be refuted 
by pointing to alleged contradictions. These contradictions 
can always. 'be regarded as difficulties ·to be solved by 
introducing special conditioIJS or assumptions. The latter 
may be additional analytical principles or particular 
historical data. The much heralded contradiction between 
the first and third volumes of Capital may be taken as an 
illustration. Instead, however, of introducing a subsidiary 
hypothesis to solve the diffieulties, all Marx did was to point 

. to the fact that the abstract and ideal conditions postulated 
as holding in the first volume did not actually exist. 

Let us look a 'little closer at the contradiction. It arises 
as follows. The source of profit is surplus-value. Surplus
value can be produced by labour-power alone. The wages 
of labour.power represent the variable capital of the con
eern. If the same total capitals are involved, and if the rate 
of exploitation is the same, the larger the variable capital, 
the greater should be the profit, and the greater the ,alt 

of profit. Let A. represent a concern whose total !",pital is 
$1,000,000, of which $goo,ooo is invested in constant 
capital C, and $'00,000 in variable V. The rate of ex
ploitation being 100 per cent, the profit or surplus-value S 
will be $100,000' The rate of profit, which is given by S 
divided by C plus V, will equal 10 per cent. Let B represent 

1 It Possessing utility, commodities derive their exchangeable-values 
from two sources: from their scarcity, and from the quantity of labour 
required to obtain them .... Economy in the use of labour never fails 
to reduce the relative value of a commodity ...... (Ricardo, PrinI:ipks 
qJ' Political ECt'J1tDtrty tJnri Taxation, pp. 5. 15. Everyman ed.) 

I Emphasis on this point is one of the distinctive merits of Lindsay'. 
interesting volUDl~ E." MtIt~'s Caflil4l, p. 78 fr. 
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a concern whose total capital is SI~OOO,ooo, of which 
$700,000 is invested in constant capital C' and $300,000 
in variable capital V'. The rate of exploitation being 100 
per cent profit or surplus-value S' will be $3°0,000. The 
rate of profit which is given by S' divided by C' plus ·Y' 
should be 30 pereent. Is it? It is not. The rate of profit is 

, independent of the organic composition of capital. 
It was Marx himself who pointed out the apparent 

contradiction and it was he who offered an explanation of 
it. In this connection, one can say of him what has been 
said of Darwin, that there was hardly a single criticism 
directed against his theories. which he himself had not 
already anticipated and stated. In his chapter on .. Differ
ent Composition of Capital in Different Lines of Production 
and Resulting Differences in the Rates of Profit," he writes : 

U We have demonstrated, that different lines ofindustly may have 
different rates of profit, corresponding to differences in the orgamc 
composition of capitals, and, within the limits indicated, also 
corresponding to different times of tum over ; the law (as a general 
tendency) that profits are proportioned as the magnitudes of the 
capitals, or that capitals of equal magnitude yield equal profits in 
equal times, applies only to capitals of the same organic com,,; 
position, with the same rate of surplus~value, and the same time 
of turnover. And these statements hold good on the 8Sf,umption, 
which has been the basis of all our analyses so far, namely that 
the commodities are sold at their values. On the other hand there 
is no doubt that, aside from unessential, accidmtal, and mutually 
compensating distinctions, a difference in the average rate of 
profit of the various lines of industry does not exist in reality, and 
could not exist without abolishing the entire system of capitalist 

. production. It would seem, then, as though the theory of value 
were irreconcilable at this point with the actual process, irrecon .. 
cilable with the real phenomena of production, so that we should 
have to give up the attempt to understand these phenomena'" 
(Copil4i, Vol. Ill, pp. 181-182.) 

How does Marx account for the fact that in the normal 
processes of production and exchange an average rate of 
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profit would result from v~rates of profit in different 
industries? By assuming that the variations in the rate of 
profit would give rise to competition for larger returns 
between capitals of varying organic composition, producing 
in this wayan average rate of profit. At any given tinJe, the 
price of a commodity is determined not by the amount of 
socially necessary labour-power contained in it but by its 
cost of production plus the average rate of profit : 

U Now, if the comm.odities are sold at their values, then. u we 
have shown, considerably different rates of profit ari!e in the 
various sphere! of production, according to the different organic 
compcoition of the masses of capital invested in them. But capital 
withdraws from spheres with low rates of profit and invad .. oth.,. 
which yield a higher rate. By means of this incessant emigration 
and immigratiOD, in one word, by its disttibution among the 
various spheres in accord with a rile of the rate of profit here, and 
its fall there, it brings about sucb a proportion of supply to demand 
that the average profit in the various spheres of production be
comes the same, so that values are converted into prices of pro
duction." (CapiW, VoL III, p. "So. Italics mine.) 

It is clear that M&IX's explanation implies "that com
modities, .... a matter of joel, are never actually MrCbanged 
on the basis of the amount of socially necessary labour
power contained in them, but always over or under this 
norm. The analysis of the economic cell-form in the first 
volume of Capital was not an empirical description of what 
actually took place in the observable world, but an attempt 
to discover the tendencies of capitalist production if 
variations in supply and demand could be ruled out, if 
no monopolies existed, if the organic composition of· all 
capitals WaJ the same, etc. It is only under the latter pre
suppositions that the theoretical analysis of exchange would 
correspond to the actual empirical practice, that the price 
at which a commodity was sold would correspond with its 
true value. But M&IX WaJ not interested in the variations of 
price. He could accept any of the orthodox psychological 
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theories from Jevons to Pareto which concern themselves 
with price oariations from one moment of time, to another 
not fi>r removed fraIl) it. When it came to explaining the 
pattern of price variations over a long period of time, 
psychological notions were irrelevant. c-

The significant point to be made here, however, is that 
no matter what the deliverances of market experience are, 
the labour theory of value can be saved. But why save it ? 
Some have claimed that -it should be saved for the same 
reason that any other scientific hypothesis should be saved, 
that is to say, because of its power to predict. ret neither 1M 
labour IMory of valUl IIJJI" any other IMory of valUl can predi&t 
anything which is not already knolm.-in advance, War and crisis,
centralisation and unemployment, were already quite 
familiar phenomena when Marx reformulated the theory of 
value. He could show that their existence and increasing 
frequency were compatible with- that theory and that the 
most significant phenomena of economic life could be 
described in its terms. It is a mistake to believe, however, as, 
for example, Bukharin does, that one can predict anything 
specijic on the basis of the labour theory. That wars and 
panics will occur and capi~ break down are pro.. 
positions too general to be enlightening; for unless these 
events are given specific temporal- co-tjJicients, it can be shown: 
that they follow just as readily from economic assumptions 
other than those used by Marx. To counter in the familiar 
way by saying that economic phenomena are too compli
cated to permit of prediction is to concede the point at 
issue, for it is to admit that the theoretical assumptions are 
not adequate to what one has started out to explain; that 
no method of measuring the degree of relative indetermin
acy in the conjunction of events exists, and most important 
of all, that no specific guUU to action can be derived from these 
allegedly true general propositions. Theories of value have 
no predictive power. _ 

Why, then, save the labour theory of value? Save it, 
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say some radical thinkers who in their hearts are convinced 
of its scientific untenability, because it is a good rallying 
cry to stir the proletariat into action. It teaches the worker 
that he is being robbed of what he has produced, that 
exploitation is as natural and automatic in social life as 
.expansion and contraction of the lungs in breathing. It is 
-one of those necessary myths that arise to gratifY the uni
versal need for a doctrine which will fortify by logic 
the heart's immediate demand. Karl Liebknecht,l Helan
der, Beer, and the theoreticians of the syndicalist movement 
throughout th~ world,represent this view. 

This position has nothing to recommend it but its 
simplicity. It involves an un-Marxian theory of the nature 
of a myth and of the relation between the myth and the 
_~nvironment- in which it functions. If we were to assume 
that a social myth is tacked on to a movement merely for 
purposes of helping its propaganda along, anyone of a half 
dozen myths which painted the worker as the incarnation 
of all virtue and the entrepreneur as a personally wicked 
oppressor would Q.e an improvement upon the labour 
theory of value and. surplus-value. If we were to assume 
that a social myth owes its efficacy to the poetic way in 
which it ritua\ises the fighting demands of a group, then 
the theory of value with all its analytical curlicues would 
have to be discarded as an .... thetic blasphemy. From a 
Marxian point of view, a myth is an element in a general 
system of ideology. -It consequently reflects in a distorted 
form its social environment, and the activities and purposes 
which develop within that environment. No large myth 
which grips millions of people can be an arbitrary creation. 

The theory of value and surplus-value in its specifically 

1 Liebknecht, however. offen his own economic construction in 
which wages do DOt reprcsent the exchange value of labour, but alwoys 
less than its value, so that the worker is cheatt.d not only of the surplus 
exchange-value which results from the we of bis labour-power, bu;. o! 
the actual price of reproducing that laboUJ'opower. (Sludilll iiIHr tIiI 
BfJUMfU"'Sgts"~, J" IUlUschafllit:lrm Enlwi&idung, p. iS9.) 
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IMarxian form is neither an arbitrarycintellectual construe
\tiqn nor a myth. It is not even an ideology. For it is not an 
unconscious reflection of class activity. It is rather the self
conscious theoretical expression of the practiea1 activity or" 
the working class engaged in a continuous struggle for a 
higher standard of living-a struggle which reaches its 
culmination in social revolution. It states what the working 
class is struggling for and the consequences of its success 
and failure. In this respect it is no different from the whole 
of Marx's doctrines which he himself tells us in the Com
munist Manifesto, .. only express in general terms the cir
cumstances of an actually existing class struggle." In its full 
implications it can be grasped only by one who has accepted 
the class struggle from the standpoint of the working class 
and thrown himself into its struggles. To the extent that 
economic phenomena are removed from the influences of 
the class struggle, the analytiea1 explanations in terms of the 
labour theory of value grow more and more difficult. The 
labour theory of value is worth saving if the struggle against 
capitalism is worth the fight. 

This may seem a cavalier way of settling the problem ; 
but anyone who has read Marx closely will see that the 
whole theory of value and surplus-value bears ,upon its 
face the marks of this continuously experienced struggle 
between those who own the social means of production 
and those who must live by their use. Every struggle between 
capital and labour expresses a conflict between two theories 
of value--one which would leave the distribution of the 
social product of collective labour to the brutal historic fact 
of legal possession and the operation of the laws of supply 
and demand, and the other which would distribute the 
social product in accordance with some social plan whose 
fundamental principle is not the accumulation of capital 
for private profit but its intelligent use in behalf of mankind. 
Every struggle of the working class is an attempt to wrest 
surplus-value from the control of the propertied classes 
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an~ to apply it to ilB proper social use. The final victory 
in the conflict for the possession of surplus-value can be 
won only by political means. Meanwhil"-_~,,ry concrete 
cc..£"p.!Dic. struggle is also a J:!ieon:t1ciiCstruggle between 
economic p_rinci~~. ·S:geaJdnlf of the vittoryof the English 
wcn'l1iiigctaSSeS in carrying the Ten Hours' Bill, Marx sai~ : 

" This struggle about the legal restrictions of the houn of labour 
raged the more fiercely since, apart from frightened avarice, it told 
indeed upon the great contest between the supply and demand laws 
which form the political economy of the middle class, and socia1 
production controUed by socia1 foresight, which forms the political 
economy of the working class. Hence the Ten Houn' Bill was not 
only a great practical success, it was the victory of a principle; it 
was the first time that in hroad daylight the political economy of 
the middle class succumbed to the political economy of the work
ing class." (Addrw 10 1M ItrlemiUimud W,..kingmIn's AssoeWimI, 
1864-) 

The practical import of the theory of value is clearest 
in ilB bearing upon wage-labour. However it may be with 
other commodities, the value of wage-labour, in the strictest 
economic sense, ~ependa to a large extent upon the class 
struggle. Accoroing to Marx, the value of labour-power is 
determined by the value of the means of subsistence neces
sary to sustain the labourer. What is necessary to his 
sustenance? At least the gratifications ofhis natural wanlB. 
Are bis natural wanta fixed and determined by nature? 
Marx writes : 

.. The number and extent of his [man's] .......ued DOCeIII&I}' 

wants, as also the mod .. of satisfying them, are nevertheless the 
product of historical development, and depend therefore to a 
great extent on the degree of civilisation of a COUDlry, more 
pssticularly on the conditions under which, and consequently on 
the habi .. and degree of comfort in which the class offree labot=n 
bu been formed. I. "mJnuJidimltlrlrif.,.10 1M .... if otlrlr <OfII1OIJtliIW 
1/16. _s i1Ito 1M lielmlliMtiml if 1M IJIJlw if l4bow.pow. GIl 1ris/JJriul 
wJ _01 ./menI." (C4piIal, I, p .• go. lIalics mine.) 
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The historical and moral element which enters into the 
determination of labour-power is measured.by the intensity 
of the class struggle. Its existence explains the continuous 
transformation in the .. meaning" of a subsistence wage .. 
It is the living link between economics and politics. The 
outcome of to-day's class struggle affects the measure of 
value to-morrow. When erisis comes or war or unemploy
ment, their socia1 and political consequences are not merely 
a matter of economic laws inevitably working themselves
out, but of the presence or absence of working-class activity. 
This is what Marx means when he says that man is at the 
basis of production and all the laws of production. The 
portion of surplus-value which goes to the entrepreneur, . 
the landowner, the banker on the one hand, and to the 
proletariat, on the other, is not only an economic fact, but a 
political and moral one as well. It is a moral fact not becaus.e 
it depends on an abstract theory of justice, but on the con
crete practice of struggle in behalf of class needs and inter
ests. Marx's revolutionary outlook was not something 
which he .. added on" to his economic analysis. It was 
involved in his economic analysis. 

The fundamental deviations from Marx's economic 
theories on the part of international refurmism are not 
to be sought in the substitution of different explanations 
of the economic process, but in its refusa1 to carry on a 
fundamental struggle against the domination of capital. 
This is the root deviation from Marxism. 

The philosophy of Marx does not involve fatalism either 
in the metaphysical or economic sense. Social institutions 
exhibit a definite structure in the course of their organic 
growth. But the pattern of this structure never rea1ises 
itself in its pUre form. Within limits, human beings are able 
to redetermine its development. Indeed, it was Marx him
self who insisted that the activities of human beings were 
the material basis of all social institutions. Knowledge 
of the ways in which man can react upon the socia1 
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conditions which seem to control him, brings power and 
freedom! 

... Man himself is the basis of IUs material production as of every
thing else he established. All institutions (Umst4ntk) in which 
man, the subject of production, expresses himself, modify more or 
less all his functions and activities including those concerned with 
the production of material wealth-<:ommodities. In tIUs connec
tion it can easily be proved that all human relationahips and 
functions inftuence material production and exercise more or leSl 
of a determining effect upon it." (Marx, T/uorim iib ... den Mthrw<rl, 
Bd. I, p. 388.) 



CHAPTER XVI 

THE CLASS STRUGGLE AND 
SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY 

A LETTER to the author from a union organiser'active 
in New England, who is interested in revolutionary theory, ' 
reads in part as follows : 

.. I have had many and quite intimate contacts with trade uniON. 
I know for instance that in Haverhill, Mass., where 1 tried to run 
a union for lome time, the decisive factors in the working popula .. 
tiOD, sex. religion, nationality, etc., are so strong that while they 

'are all shoemakers, they have no common characteristic. They Will 
act much more readily as men and women-the women get more 
work than the men-as Irish, Grcek, Italian, and as Catholic and 
Protestant and Jew than as a working class." 

This is not an uncommon experience. It poses some 
crucial problems. If the class struggle is the cenacal doc
trine of Marxism, it is important to know whether the 
class struggle is a theory or a !act, whether there is one 
class struggle or many, whether it derives from other 
Marxian doctrines or they from it. 

We may begin by pointing out the organic connection 
which exists between the theory of the class struggle and 
the theories of historical materialism and surplus-value. 
The theory of historical materialism holds that the different 
roles which different classes play in the process of produc
tion give rise to a conflict of needs and interests. Out of 
this conflict there crystallises opposing modes of thought 
and practice which express themselves in different reactions 
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to a common situation, and, where the conJlict is carried 
on within a common historical tradition, in different em
phases and interpretations of supposedly common doctrines. 
The widening rift l?etween the expanding forces of produc
tion and the fixed property relations under which produc
tion is carried on, leads to an even sharper diffentiation in 
social philosophy and practical struggle. For this conflict 
to be historically resolved, classes must identify tbemsdv .. 
with, and become the carriers of; conJlieting social relations. 
The march of history is forced by class action not by the 
dead instruments of production, nor by isolated individual 
acts. We have already seen how integral the class struggle is 
to Matx's economic theories. The division of the surplus 
social product is never an automatic affair but depends 
upon the political struggl.. between the different classes 
engaged in production. The truth of the theori .. of his
torical materialism and surplus-value presuppose, there
fore, the existence of the class struggle. If the facts of the 
class struggle can be successful.ly called into question, the 
whole theoretical c:oustruetiou of Matx crashes to the 
ground. 

Some definitions are in order. What is a class ? Logically, 
in any universe of discourse, a class consists of a coUectiou 
of elements all of which have a common characteriatic not 
shared by some other elements. When we speak of human 
beings, any group of men c:onstitutes a class if each oue of 
its members pc.. some distinctive piOperty not shared 
by other men. Any member of such a class may also be a 
member of some other class. If" is a member of the class of 
red-heads, he may also be a member of the class offathen, 
the class of tall men, the class of Irishmen Marx, howeYer, 
is not interested in classes as -" but in sociol classes. Not in 
every type of social class but only in those social classes 
which are defined by the rol .. which different groups of 
men play in the processes of economic production, u., in 
economic classes. Social cia.... taken in the broadest sense 
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-are bo1jlld up with the existence of any type of society 
in which there is division of labour; economic classes, how
ever, represent the fundamental social divisions in those 
societies in which private property in the means of produc
tion exists. In what sense economic classes represent" fund
amental " social divisions will be indicated below. 

In Capitol Marx distinguishes between three different 
economic classes--<:apitalists, landlords and wage-earners. 
Their respective source of income is profit, ground-rent 
and wages. No contemporary society, however, exhibits 
this stratification of classes in a pure form. There are inter
mediate, transitional and vestigial groups within and be
tween these classes. In one country there are remnants of a 
feudal class, in another a large lumpm, or slum, proletariat, 
and almost everywhere, pauperized peasants, professionals, 
hand-worken and an officialdom. But already in the Com
munist Manifesw Marx contended that the normal develop
ment of capitalist production would result in .. splitting 
society more and more into two great hostile classes • • • 
bourgeoisie and proletariat," and in Capitol he shows how 
this results from the tendency towards centralisation of in
dustry and concentration of wealth. In the era of monopoly 
capitalism, the interests of large landholders are so closely 
involved with the interests of the capitalists at many points 
in the financial and marketing structure, that both groups 
may be regarded, for all their rivalry,as wings of substan-
tially the same economic class. . 

In the interests of political action, however, at no time 
is the economic schema of class divisions to be abstractly 
applied in a way to suggest that all classes or groups out
side of the proletariat constitute" one reactionary mass." 
For one thing, what these classes have in common may at 
certain times be obscured by their differences. Then again, 
the composition of classes as well as their impending future 
is continually changing as the limits imposed by the pro
cesses of production narrow. In the fifties of the last century 
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i~ may have been possible to exploit the antagonism be
tween the English landowners and capitalists to win the 
Ten Hour Day. At the present time no antagonism between: 
these groups is so great that it will not be overlooked in the 
common defence against the working class. During the last 
century, although the working class made common cause 
with the continental petty bourgeoisie and peasants to win 
certain political reforms, it could not overcome the bitter 
hostility of these classes to its socialist programme. To-day, 
in the face of the impending transfer of large sections of 
these classes into the ranks of the unemployed or pauperised 
proletariat, they may be won over for revolutionary soeiaI 
action. This necessitates the use of a broader conception of 
what constitutes a cIass-and who constitutes it. So far as 
history in the making is concerned, the political potentiali
ties of a class are not simply and unequivocally determined 
by its economic status-though this is basic-but by a 
whole Complex of socia-psychological forces as well. That 
is why one cannot infer the political future of a country if 
one has knowledge only of its economic sct-up and the 
numerical strength of its classes. Marx begins by locating 
an economic class by its role in production and then, by 
analysis of the particular historical situation, discovers its 
specific socia-psychological attitude. In the EightunJk 
BI"IIIMir, of Louis Napou.n, as in all other of his political 
writings, Marx uses the concept of class in this wider socia
psychological sense, but in every case it is based on the 
functions which a group plays or has played in production. 

II In so Car as millions of families live in economic circumstances 
which distinguish their mode of life, their intercsu, and their 
euJture from those of other classes, and made them more or .... 
hostile to other classes, these peasant families constitute a c1asLil 

(Eng. trans., P. 133.) 

If classes are defined with reference to their productive 
functions, it follows that the source of their antagonism 
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must be sought in the processes of production. According 
to Marx, in any society in which a class has a monopoly 
of the instruments of production, an inevitable opposition, 
not necessarily conscious, arises over the distribution of the 
total social product. The more one class appropriates, the 
less remains for the other. The best will in the world cannot 
alter the fact that where a finite amount of goods must be 
distributed in a society in which there exists potentially 
unlimited wants, the division must take the form of an 
inverse relation. 

The inverse relation in the distribution of the product 
does not of itself define a. class antagonism although it 
must always be present wherever class antagonisms are 
present. For a great many social antagonisms, which are 
not yet class antagonisms, may arise from the same gen
eral social situation. For example, the more electric power 
is consumed, the less coal will be bought: the public utilities 
trust, therefore, will find itselfin opposition to the coal pro
ducers. Orange growers may find that the more tomatoes 
are sold, the less will be their own sales. The prosperity of 
the one group may mean the ruin of the other. In certain 
industries, the higher the wages of the skilled workers are, 
the lower are the wages of the unskilled. And it is clear that 
in any human society, so long as some goods or illivileges 
do not exist in sufficiently large quantities to provide every
one witb as much as be wants (and it must be remembered 
that wants and needs are- variables, which bave no upper 
.limit) there will always be an objective basis for social 
opposition and conflict. None of these forms of social 
opposition, from Marx's point of view, constitutes a clasS 
opposition. Why not? 

In the first place, the oppositions between different _ 
groups of capitalists may in time be ironed out by mergers, 
combines and trustification. Th~ railroad companies absorb 
or come to an understanding with the auto-bus companies, 
the public utilities with the mines, one association of 
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farmers with another. Where this does Bot take place and 
one group actually goes under, the opposition is not repro
duced as is the case with the continuous opposition between 
worker and capitalist-an opposition which is a natural 
consequence of the fact that the social instruments of pro
duction are owned and controlled by a class other than that 
which uses them. Secondly, viewing capitalist production 
as a whole, all the employers have a common interest 
against all the workers in that the lower the average wage 
rate, the higher the profit. Thirdly, oppositions between 
different vocational groups within capitalist society, as well 
as the social oppositions which may arise outside of capi
talist society, are not oppositions in which one group is 
exploited by another. This is the key difference between 
sociaI oppositions which are class oppositions and those 
which arc not. In Illl societies in whUh en. instrummls of pro
duction are ""' held in common, en. process of production is at en. 
same time a process of human .xploilation. The class opposition 
which is essenti&l to capitalist production is more important 
than any other social oppositions, such as are generated in 
the higgling of the market or in the competition between 
different industries or in disagreements between different 
groups of workers. For class oppositions cannot be resolved 
without changing the structure of society, whereas the 
other social oppositions are continually being resolved 
within the unaffected framework of the capitalist !node of 
production. The most fundamental of all the necessary 
objective presuppositions of social revolution, therefore, is 
a c/4ss antagonism and not the other social oppositions 
which are present as contributory factors. Many of the 
latter, upon analysis. appear to be derived from the former. 

So far we have only spoken of class opposition, not of 
class struggle. Struggle involves consciousness, and not all 
class opposition is accompanied by class consciousness. 
Many Negro slaves before, and even during, the Civil War, 
accepted their lot, if not contentedly, nonetheless without 
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active protestations. Class struggles arise when men become 
aware of the nature of class antagonisms. This awareness 
does not come all at once. It grows slowly out of actual 
participation in a dispute about some immediate issue. 
It becomes deeper in the face of the severer repressions 
which the first signs of revolt call forth. It may be expressed 
in allegiance to abstract ideals. It is always sure to see in 
the realisation of a specific set of class needs the most effec
tive and most equitable method ofre.Using the needs of the 
community . 
• Do class oppositions automatically produce class 
struggles? Obviously not. Certain factors operate to pre
vent the existence of class opposition from becoming a self
conscious opposition. The most important of these factors. 
are other social oppositions which conceal the basic class 
opposition and often lead to an alliance of a section of a 
class with its class enemy against other sections of its own 
class. These social oppositions may be the opposition be
tween the skilled and unskilled, the rich and poor, Negro 
and white, Catholic and Protestant, employed and un
employed. The social and economic history of Europe and 
America is rich in illustrations of the way in which these 
and other varieties of social opposition have served as 
counteracting forces to arrest the growth of Consciousness 
of class antagonisms. The history of the English Labour 
Party, and to a considerable extent of the American Federa
tion of Labour, is a history of successive alliances between 
the highly skilled workers and their employers against the 
unskilled. Manufacturers have been known in America to 
foster labour troubles in the plants of richer and more 
powerful competitors in order to gain for themselves a 
temporary economic advantage. In the basic American 
industries, employers have for many years played upon _ 
race and national prejudice to divide the ranks of the 
workers and to recruit an army of strike breakers in case 
of industrial disturbance. The Belfast Port Strike was lost 
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because of the religious dissensions created between Pro-: 
testant and Catholic workers. In the division of the German 
working class after· the war into four types of trade 
unions, religious differences played an appreciable part. 
Since Ig2g, in some industries controlled by conservative 
unions, employers nave been able to cause the em
ployed and unemployed to fhll out with each other by 
offering workers a choice between either reducing wages 
and spreading work or upholding wages and restricting 
work. 

The simple and undeniable;. filet is that every member of 
society is not only a member of a class but a member of 
other groups as well. In the clash of group loyalties is it 
necessary and inevitable that loyalty to one's class will 
triumph over, say, loyalty to one's church or to one's coun .. 
try? Let us . listen to Marx apropos of the division in the 
ranks of the English and international working class : 

.. . . . The English bourgeoisie has not only exploited Irishmeo 
in order to reduce the standard of living of the English working 
class hy compelling the Irish poor to emigrate; in addition, it has 
.plit the proletariat into two hostile camps. The revolutiooary fire 
of the Cdtic worker does not unite itself with the powerful but 
slow moving strength of the Anglo-Saxons. On the contrary. in 
all the great industrial ceotres of England there prevails a deep 
antagonism betweeo the Irish and English proletariat. The 
ordinary English worker bates the Irishman as a competitor who 
dep ....... hi5 wages and living standards. He feeb a national and 
religious antipathy towards him. He regards him almost in the 
same light as the poor whites of the Southern States of North 
America regard the black .laves. This opposition betweeo the 
English proletariat is kept alive and artificially nurtnred by the 
bourgeoisie. It knows that the true secret of the conservation of its 
power lies in this division. 

U This antagonism repeats itself on the other side of the Atlantic. 
The Irishmen who are driven from hearth and home (or the sake 
of oxen and sheep [enclosures J find themselves in America where 
they oonstitute an appreciable and ever growing part of the 
population. Their only thought, their only passinn is batred of the 
English. The English and American goveromeots-<bat is to say, 
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the classes which these governments represent-feed these passioD9, 
in order to perpetuate the international oppositions which hinder 
every earnest and honest alliance between the working class of 
both sides of the water and consequently their common eman
cipation." (From Letter to KugeJmann, March .8, .870.) 

The key questions, then, are (I) under what conditions 
does the common class opposition which unites the whole 
of the proletariat against the, whole of the bourgeoisie 
focalise itself in consciousness and struggle, and (2) under 
what conditions does class consciousness triumph over 
divisive ties of racial, religious or national consciousness ? 
No final and synoptic answers to these questions can be 
given; or more accurately, the answers depend on a pecu
liar complex of social, economic and traditional factors 
which vary from situation to situation. At best only the 
most general necessary conditions can be indicated. 

Class opposition develops into class struggle whenever in 
the course of production an exploited class finds that it can 
no longer sustain itself at the level to which it has been 
accustomed. The development of the productive forces of 
society continually widens the gap between those who have 
property rights to the production forces and those wbo live 
by toiling at them. Cultural disparities grow with the differ
ences in material comfort and security. The rapillity with 
which an oppressed class locates the source' of its exploita
tion and thentent to which its consequent class conscious
ness triumphs over its other loyalties are functions of a 
peculiar set of historical circumstances. In one country, due . 
to the accidents of natural wealth and free land, the illusion 
that every man with initiative can win a living may still 
prevail even when the original conditions have .vanished. 
In another country, a low standard of living may make for 
acquiescence. In one country, the population may be 
divided into opposing races and religions, and a flill in the . 
standard of living may exacerbate thcir differences instead 
of uniting them. In another country, a strong revolutionaty 
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tradition may result in turning every industriaI Conflict into 
an armed battle. _ 

The Cclstence of political groups or parties is just as 
necessary for the growth of class consciousness as is the 
development of productive forces. The political .party is 
the agency by which the socio-psychological obstacles to 
class consciousness are removed. It formulates a class philo
sophy to express the class needs already dimly sensed in the 
daily antagonisms of economic life and in the occasional 
conflicts into which thO!!' antagonisms burst out. The 
political party makes explicit. as a programme what is 
implied in the struggle of the lllllS5es. It agitates for action 
on the basis of ideals, helps organise the masses, and seeks 
to convince all progressive elements in society of the desir
ability and practicality oBts social ideas. It prepares for 
the conquest of power. The course of preparation is a course 
of education in which the religious, national and racial 
oppositions within the class it represents are overcome. 
Class struggles are possible without a political party. But 
of themselves they can never become revolutionary struggles 
Unless they are transform¢ from sporadic and undirected 
explosions of pent-up misery into the starting and continu
ing points of one long campaign. The political organisation 
serves as the active principles of revolutionary continuity. 
Marx and Lenin realised that left to itself the working class 
would never develop a socialist philosophy. ItS intermittent 
class struggles would be regarded as ouly "'" kind of social 
opposition among others and not the most crucial of all 
social oppositions. The programmes of most conservative 
trade unions throughout the world proelaim an essential 
unity, not an antagonism, between the interests of the 
employer and the wage-earner.1 A revolutionary socialist 

I For example, Par. 10 of the constitution of the FItImUioIt rJ/ Om
strVatirJf Tradl Unitms qf &rIm, organised in 1913. reads : .. The trade 
union. see in the employer DOt an economic enemy of the worker but 
a ttJllalxlrtJIor in the proceues of production. It follows from this concep
tiOD that the interests of the WOlken and cmp10ycn far from being always 
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philosophy does not flow from the same source as the primi
tive class struggle of trade Unionism. It must be introduced 
literally into the trade-union movement, although without 
the existence of such a movement, socialism would have no 
revolutionary meaning. Ouly when the working class be
comes imbued with the knowledge of the causes of its own 
existence, and fired with the ideals suggested by this know
ledge, can it be called, in a truly radical sense, class con
scious. 

This emphasis upon the .onscious activity of the political 
party, far from representing an idealistic deviation from 
Marxism, as most mechanical Marxists imagine, is central 

. to Marx's revolutionary position. The opening sections of 
Parts II and IV of the Communist Manifes/(J make this clear 
to all who read it. Plechanov's epithet of" heretic" to the 
contrary notwithstanding, Lenin was in direct line with the 
Marxist tradition when he condemned the attitude of those 
who held that the spontaneous movement of the working 
class would result in revolutionary class consciousness : 

" .. . subservience to the spontaneity of the labour movement, n 
he wrote, U the belittling of the rale of the ' conscious clemen~' 
of the rale of Social Democracy, me ... whether 0" liku it or not, 
growth ifuiflume. 'If bourgeois ilUology IIIII07Ig the workers. All those who 
talk about' exaggerating the importance of ideology,' about 
exaggerating the wle of the conscious element, etc., imagine that 
the pure and simple labour movement can work out an independ~ 
ent ideology for itself, if only the workers·' take their fate out of 
the hands of the leaden.' But in this they are profoundly mis; 
taken." (Works, VoL IV, Eng. trans., p. '22.) 

Class antagonism can develop into revolutionary class 
consciousness only under the leadership of a revolutionary 
political organisation. But now, under what conditions do 
the messages of the revolutionary organisation fall upon 
antagormtic are, on the contrary, in most cases in harmony with each 
other." (CotruPOMmcbltUt, Oct. I 1,1913. p. 627. quoted by Michels, ope 
rit.) The theory and practice of the American Federation of Labour is 
too well known to need. documentation. 
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willing can ? Here we seem to be arguing ina circle. Tak
ing social need and want for granted, the class consciousness 
of the workers depends upon revolutionary organisation, 
and the effectiveness of the revolutionary message upon the 
class consciousness of the workers. The circle, however, is 
only apparent. The conjunction of the two necessary condi-

. tionS gives us the sufficient condition of radical class con
sciousness. The programme of the political party of the 
workers wins greater support as the pressure of the environ
ment produces greater misery. 

Just as the political party is the agency by which class 
antagonism comes to life, so there exists a political agency 
which bends all its energies to prmml class antagonisms 
from rising to class consciousness. This political agency is 
the state. Through myriads of instrumentalities it seeks to 
!Iecure the _ f!ID. Although it is itself the executor of 
the interests of the dominant social class, it systematically 
cultivates the mythology that the state is above all classes 
and that the well understood interests of all classes are one. 
Every legal rode proclaims this ; every school system teaches 
it. No one can chaIlenge the myth without suffering certain 
penalties. To the forces of ignorance, inertia and divided 
allegiance which revolutionary agitation must overcome, 
must be added the inverted, official, claswtruggle propa.
ganda which teaches that there is no class struggle. 

It is a well observed filet that ruIing groups are always 
more class-oonscious than those over whom they rule. The 
possession nf power and the necessity of making choices 
compel them to realise that almost every act in hehalf of 
themselves is at the same time an act, direetly or indirectly, 
against other subject classes. Even measures taken presum
ably for the good nf the whole community, I.g., protection 
of the public hcalth, are carried out in such a way that the 
larger benefits &.II upon those who need them least. 

The state is indirecdy involved in every manifestation of 
the class struggle. Not only in the obvious sense that the 
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court. police and soldiers are often brought in to break 
strikes with injunctions. clubs and hayonets. but in the 
more important sense that every class struggle which seeks 
to abolish the social conditions of exploitation out of which 
class antagonisms arise. is aimed at the very existence of 
the state power itself. The sine qu4 non of political clarity; 
whether it be in the interest of reaction or revolution. is the 
realisation that every class struggle is a political struggle; 
for the consequences of a class struggle are such as to either 
weaken or strengthen the political rule of the class which 
controls the instruments of production. The fact that every 
class struggle is a political struggle suggests w,,"y Marx 
believed that the class struggle is more fundamental than 
any other forms of social struggle whether they be religious. 
national or racial. Only through &lass struggle CII1I II </umg. in 
property r.lationships. i .•.• sor:ial r'VlJlulion, b. IJ<hitved. That is 
how Marx read the great revolutions of the past. That is 
how he evaluated the instrumentalities of social change in 
the present. He did not deny that other social oppositions~ 
notably religious. ethical and national-play an important 
part in historical change. But they never assert themselves 
as revolutionary forces unless they are linked up with the 
immediate interests of the class struggle. Cromwell's men 
marched into batde with hymns on their lips. 6ut their 
victories sealed the fate of the feudal nobility. The rising 
German bourgeoisie and the revenue-hungry princes 
backed Luther's fierce attack on Rome; but church estates 
and not the doctrine of tranSubstantiation was at issue. 
Later all parties to this dispute joined in a religious war 
against the Anabaptists. peasants and plebeians whose 
poverty led them to take the social doctrines of primitive 
Christianity seriously. 

Marx held that religious oppositions in bourgeois society. 
in contradistinction to the past. no longer paralleled class 
antagonisms. As a consequence of institutionalisation., all 
influential religions have become wedded to the existing 
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order of property relations. Doctrinal differences remain, 
but these are as nothing compared to the unity of interest 
in their real estate holdings, educational privileges and prac
tical political power wielded through their communicants. 
Any attack upon the stability of the social order, i.4., upon 
the existing order of property relations, is an attack upon 
their vested interests. Whereas they regard atheism as only 
a disease of modern civilisation, they denounce communism 
-free thought in economics-as the enemy of all civilisa
tion. In his own day Marx observed that .. the English 
Established Church will more.readily pardon an attack on 
38 of its 39 articles than on I-39th of its income." Whether 
or not this be literaUy and universaUy true, there can be no 
doubt that all institutionalised churches have nothing to 
gain-by the abolition of class antagonisms and a great deal 
to lose. That is why whenever any crucial class issue arises, 
religious leaders of all denominations make a common 
front against the common .enemy. The daily press offers 
pointed illustrations.1 

What is true of the religious differences of the ruling 
classes.is true of their national differences. Tradition, local 

1 Of the many citations available, none is man: eloquent than a 
modest death notice taken from the NttIJ Tori TItItU. Sept. 14, 1925 : 

.. Chicago, Sept. '4 (A.P.)-The death of Mas Pam in New York 
City to-day closed a noted legal career in which he W8I associated not 
only with Judge Eo H. Gary, the late E. H. Hanimaa aud the late 
John W. Ga • .., but with V~President Dawa in the organisation of 
the Central Trust Company of Illinols . 

.. He bad a large coUection of paintings aud was blown ... lover 
of music, literature and art. 

.. Mr. Pam was an umdenting We of Socialism, aud, although. Jew, 
contributod liberally to several Romao Catholic instituticas OIl the 
ground that they would oppcoe the sp=od of MarxiaD cIoc:trinos. He 
also was a frequent contributor to the Zioaist movemeo.t and active 
in that international organisation. 

•• Burial will be in Chicago. It 
A frank recognition of the real social issues at ttake iI" contained in 

the report of the Layman's FOI'eign Missions inquiry which summons 
.all denominations to (orget their theological differences and to unite 
in • common struggle against .. the real foe n of all .1 prophets, boob. 
rcve1atiOOl, rites and churches .,-the philosophies of Marx. Lenin and 
RwseII. (N ... rort T_. Oct. 7, '992.) 
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piety and immediate interests feed the spirit of patriotism. 
But once the class war raises its head at home or in the 
enemy's country, the fires of nationalism are banked and 
out of the smouldering flame there springs up' the furies of 
international class interest more relentless than any 
national zeal can be. BismarCk permitted republican 
France to live in order to scotch the deadly threat of the 
Paris Commune; France helped save bourgeois Germany 
from the proletarian revolution in 1919 and 1923; Miliu
kov, who had accused the Bolsheviki of being German 
agents because of their refusal to continue war against 
Germany, after the October Revolution fled for help and 
refuge to the arms of the German general staff. 

In order to avoid easy simplification, it will bear repeat
ing that class struggles have often been fought, at least in the 
minds of the participants, as national and religious wars. 
Marx does not deny this. But he holds that this is the case 
only when the ruling class within a country has identified 
itself with one form of religion, so that an attack upon its 
religion is an attack upon the whole complex of socia! 
institutions of which its religious practices are a part. This 
is the key, as most scholars have admitted, to the attack of 
the German Reformation and the French Revolution upon 
Catholicism. Similarly for the national consciousness which 
becomes a unifying force in most colonial wars. A local 
class, proclaiming its interests to be identical with that of 
the whole of the subject nation, may, as in the case of 
the American Revolution, lead in the attack against the 
national oppressor. But however it may have been in the 
past, in the era of monopoly capitalism economic considera
tions and class divisions overshadow all others. In an era 
in which the slogan, .. where markets and raw materials 
are, there is the fatherland," expresses an economic 
necessity, in an era in which all religions are equally 
true, if only they inculcate respect for the mysterious 
ways by which God works in the social order, national 
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and religious-differences are clearly subordinate to class 
interests. . -

What is true for the ruling class is decidedly tID/ true for 
the class OVer whom it rules. The international working 
class is tom hy the national, racial and religious differences 
which the culture of capitalism breeds, teaches and sys
tematically intensifies. If these differences and conllicting 
loyalties did not exist, capitalism would disappear. As it 
is, until the social revolution takes place, they will never 
completely disappear. Until then, the class struggle may be 
regarded legitimately as permanent war between the state 
and the political party of the working class, in which the 
state is aided by all the agencies of existing bourgeois 
culture, and the revolutionary party by all the conse
quences of existing bourgeois production. 

We can now answer the fundamental question, which 
served as our point of departure, less ambiguously. Class 
antagonism and. opposition is a fiu:t in the sense that its 
existence does not depend upon class consciousness. Class 
consciousness is a fiu:t in the sense that sometimes class 
antagonisms have developed from implicit opposition to 
explicit struggle. The class struggle is the most important 
of all other social struggles in the sense that the historical 
record shows that a change from one social order to another 
has always been achieved by class struggle and in no other 
way. The class struggle is a theory in the sense that IiHhg 
as in the past it is regarded as the most fundamental 
struggle in contemporary society. As a theory, it is a guide 
to action. That is what is meant by saying that it is the most 
fundamental struggle. The proof that the class struggle is 
the most fundamental of social oppositions in society can 
be found only in revolutionary action which by socialising 
the productive base of society therewith transforms all 
existing national and racial oppositions from anti-social an
tagonisms to co-operative and mutually fructifying anta
gonisms. For example, one of the most striking consequences 
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of the still incomplete Russian Revolution is the progressive 
elimination of national, cultt1ral and racial hostilities among 
its heterogeneous peoples. TIlls has been accomplished not 
by suppressing national units or indigenous cultures but by 
strengthening them-strengthening them by showing that 
their local political autonomy, natural piety for country
side, and legitimate pride in the best of their language and 
traditions cal! be perpetuated most fruitfully by voluntary 
participation in a socialist economy. 

TIlls is not saying that after the socialist revolution has 
been completed there will no longer be social oppositions. 
It simply asserts as an hypothesis to be tested in practice that 
these social oppositions will not be accompanied by econo
mic oppression. Nor is this merely a matter of definition, as 
some Marxists believe who argue that since c1ass struggles 
arise only in class societies, therefore, in the classless society 
by definition there cannot be any c1ass struggle. It is only 
in the realm of Platonic essences that anything can be 
settled by definitions. Here it is a question of the- adeqwey 
of definition. From the point of view of the materialistic 
dialectic, definitions, if they are to have any relevance to 
the things defined, are predictions; and no predictions. 
about anything which happens in time-especially about 
the social events in which man is an active element-can 
claim necessity or finality. That is why the apparent 
paradox is inescapable that the trUth of Marx's theory of the 
c1ass struggle can be established only in the experience of 
social revolution, i.I., after class society has been over
thrown. For a Marxist, there is no other avenue than the 
concrete experience of social action by which the truth of 
any theory of human history can be discovered. That is the 
method by which he tests the doctrines of his opponents. 
That is the method by which he must test his own. Any 
other method involves faith, revelation-in short, super
stition. 
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CHAPTER XVII 

THE THEORY OF THE STATE 

IN HI. very un-Marxian $tudim flber die &wegungsgtstIQ 
tier geseUschaftli&hen Enlwi&ldrmg, Karl Liebknecht, the 
heroic leader of Gennan communism, attempts to revise the 
materialistic conception of history from a philooophical 
basis which he describes as " more sceptical than Hume's 
scepticism, more critical than Kant'. criticism, and more 
solipsistic than Fichte's solipsism." His attempt to provide 
a new philooophical starting point for Marxism is more 
significant than his fhllure, for it raises the question of the 
degree of organic connection which exists between philo
sophical theory and political practice. How much of the 
general philooophical theory must one accept in order to 
be a communist? If a Marxist is committed to the philo
sophy of communism, does it follow that aU who accept this 
philooophy must be Marxists? Certainly, from a conven
tional point of view, Karl Liebknecht, by virtue of his 
rejection of the Marxian theory of history and of the labour 
theory of value, was less of a Marxist thaa men like Hilferd
ing and Kautsky ; and yet while he sealed his devotion to 
the. cause of communisui with his own blood, these others 
launched bitter attacb against it. There have been so 
many other cases in which philooophical heresy has been 
combined with revolutionary sincerity, that there is a 
c:rying need to distinguish between the essential doctrine 
and the unessential interpretation. 

That there is a unity between larger questiolli of theory 
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and the general direction of practice is indisputable. 
Every major deviation from -the revolutionary practice of 
the international working class J.as sought to ground itself 
upon new philosophical premises ,or upon some pre
Marxian system-properly cut and trimmed for its pur
poses. But it is an altogether different matter to assert ihat 
every political difference must entail a philosophical differ
ence and vice versa. For an attitude of this kind overlooks 
the empirical fact that human beings are never aware of 
the full practical implications of their beliefS.' Moreover 
-and this is the crux of the matter-it mistakenly assumes 
that Marxism is a systematic theory of reality which starts 
out from self-evident first principles about the nature of 
being, and rigorously deduces all its other theories and 
programmes--even when the latter are specifically social. 
A disagreement anywherl along the line would have to 
express itself somewhere else as well. Such a metaphysic, 
however, is absolutely incompatible with any naturalistic 
view which regards the world as developing in time, and 
which views man as an active historical agent. This is 
a metaphysic which in the past has been associated with 
mechanistic rationalism or theological idealism. In either 
case, it involves fatalism. 

Marxism is prinlarily a theory of social revoluion. It, 
has wider implications-logical, psychological and meta
physical-which constitute a loose body of doctrine com
monly referred to as the philosophy of dialectical material
ism. But although Marxism implies a general philosophical 
position, •. g., the beliefS in the reality of time, in the-ob
jectivity of universaIs, in the active character of knowing, 

1 Despite hi> fierce polemics against all types or philosophical .e
visio~ Lenin had a lively appreciation of the fact that variant 
theoretical belie&. although potentially • source of different political 
practice, were not always expreucd as such. Even on IUch a burning 
qu~tion as the condititms of membership in a revolutionary party, he 
wrote: .. A political party cannot examine its members to sec if there 
are any contradictions between their philosopby and the Party pro. 
gramme." (lAio .. Reli&;'" Eng. tram., p •••. ) 
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etc., its social theories cannot be tktluud from its wider 
philosophy. For they are not logically nece9Sitated by any 
D1II philosophy. One may accept the Marxist evolutionary 
metaphysic and not be forthwith committed to its theory of 
social revolution. At most one can say that Marxism is in
compatible with, or rules out, certain philosophical doe
trines. BecaWle A presupposes B, it does not follow that B 
presupposes A ; although it is legitimate to argue from 
rum-B to IIOII-A. If space permitted, it could be shown that 
many of the propositions of dialectical materialism are 
merely generalised expressio~ of the findings of the physical 
and biological sciences, and that of them, one cannot even 
say that they are presupposed by Marxism, but only that they 
are eompaliblt with Marxism. This leaves it an open ques
tion whether the opposites of these particular propositions 
are incompatible with Marxism. One may, for example, 
with good Marxist conscience substitute relativistic con
ceptions of space and time for Engels' unclear absolutistic 
views. 

The same considerations apply 'in the rea1m of social 
theory. Although the social doctrines of Marxism possess 
a much more organic character than the body of its philo
sophical implications, still, not all doctrinal belidi are 
equally relevant to the itnmediate political issues of rev0-

lutionary practice. Certainly, one may call into question 
Engels's literal acceptance of Morgan's scheme of unilaleral 
and universal succession of family relationships and his 
theory of th~ nature and extent of private property in 
primitive communities-theories which modern aitica1 
anthropologists have completely discredited--without 
necessarily being compelled to abandon such important 
leading principles as the class character of the state. 

In strict logic one may go even further. The nature of 
the stale in class society~y in contemporary 
bourgeois society-may be submitted to analysis in relative 
independence of the clWlter of problema which surround the 
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historic origin of the state. Whether the state arose in the 
cour.;e of the expansion of the productive forces of society 
and the division of labour which tbis entailed, whether it 
resulted from the Inilitary conquest of one people by an
other, whether, together with the division of labour, it 
already existed in some primitive tribes before the existence 
of private property in the means of production-are ques
tions which must be decided by examining separately the 
evidence for .at:h case of transition from primitive to class 
society. The highly controversial disputes of contemporary 
anthropologists and sociologists indicate not only that the 
evidence is not overwhelming for one theory or~ another, 
but that the disputanm are working with different con
ceptions of wbat constitutes a state. It is all the more im
portant, then, that we know what it is we are talking about 
before we embark upon questions as to how and when it 
arose. What the state is can be discovered in the same way 
that Marx, long before he read Morgan, discovered it, ~., 
by examining its structure and function in bourgeois 
society and using the outcome of that analysis as an 
hypothesis in approaching the state organisations of 
the past. It can be categorically stated-despite the idealis
tic Hegelian logic of some Marxists-that the validity ofi 

Marx's analysis of the tIIJIure of the state to-day, 'and the 
revolutionary consequences which flow from it, are com
pletely independent of any conclusions anthropologists 
may reach about the origin of the state three thousand 
years ago. For the purposes of intelligent political action, 
it is much more relevant to inquire into the function and 
behaviour of social institutions in 1M present than into their 
presumable first origins. 

A first step towards clarity may lie made by distinguish
ing between three fundamental concepts which are often 
confused-society, state and government. For Marx as for 
Hegel, a society is any group of human beings living and 
working together for the satisfaction of their fundamental 
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economic needs. GollmU1U!nJ is the administrative mechanism 
by which these economic needs are colltrolled and furthered. 
The more primitive the society, the more rudimentary the 
forms of government. Sometimes the government is nothing 
more than the order of sucassion of personal leadership 
enforced by the spontaneous activity of the group. In 
modem society, however, with its enormously specialised 
division of labour, the government is a complex institution 
with separately delegated powers. The staU is a special 
organised public power of coercion which exists to enforce 
the decisions of any group or-class that controls the govern
ment. Where the government represents the needs and 
interests of the entire community, it does not need a special 
and separate coercive force behind it. In that case it is no 
longer a specific, political mechanism but an administrative 
organ, clHlrdinating the economics of production and 
distribution in both its material and cultural phases. It 
is extremely important to distinguish between the state 
and government even though, as in modem societies, the 
government serves the state, and even though some in
dividuals combine in their very person the social functions 
of government and the repressive functions of the state. 
For example, the policeman who directs traffic and gives 
information, and the teacher who imparts the rudiments 
of knowledge to his pupils, are workers performing the 
administrative, governmental services necessary in any 
complex society. Were the state to be overthrown and 
another state established, were the state even to disappear, 
this work would still have to be performed. The same 
policeman, however, who clubs striking pickets, and the 
same teacher who inculcates the ideology of nationalism, 
are servants of the state. Wherever the state exists, it 
perverts the administrative function of government to its 
uses. The distinction nonetheless remains. 

The actual or potential exercise of coercion is a necessary 
constituent element in the existence of the state. But 
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coercion is not its differentiating character. It is the locus . 
and form of coercion which express the characteristic 
feature of the state. No society is possible, least of all one in 
which there is a complex division of labour, without the 
operation of some kind of pressure to strengthen certain 
modes of behaviour and to prevent others. The coereion 
need not be physical. It may be exercised through public 
opinion. But so long as there is a recognised difference 
between conduct which is permitted and conduct which is 
not permitted, some coercion is being applied. For example, 
among the Andaman Islanders, where no special state 
power exists, a man who commits murder is not overdy 
punished by his tribesmen. He loses standing and is socially 
ostracised-which is regarded as a severe form of punish
ment. Among other primitive tribes, although there 
is nothing corresponding to our police force, physical 
·punishment is meted out to offenders of public morality 
either by the family of their victims or by the entire 
community. 

In a strict sense, we may speak of a state only ;"here a 
special public power of coercion exists which, in the form 
of an armed .organisation, stands over and above the 
population. It is only where a separaU organisation exists, 
ostensibly to keep peace and order by the imposition of 
penalties, that the distinguishing character of s/aU coercion 
will be found and with it the clue to the role and function 
of the state in society ... The state presupposes the public 
power of coereion separated from the aggregate body of . 
its members."l 

Why is it necessary that a special coercive pOwer exist
separate and distinct from the physical and moral force of 
the collectivity-to enforce peace and order? Obviously 
because-of the presence of ,o'1f/icls and strugglu in society, 
and because th~ organisation of society is such that these 

'Engels. TIu Orip 'If tJu Family. Pri_ Properly and tJu S/4t6 (,81!f), 
Eng. trans,. Chicago) 1902, pp. 115-116. . 
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c6nfiicts, when not actual, are potential. and therefore 
must be guariled against. What kind of conllicts and 
struggles makes the existence of the state necessary? 
Sometimes it is the struggle between nations for tenitory. 
But the state power exists and functions within the national 
territory as well as without ; its organisation is such as to 
make it as readily available against its own citizens as 
against others. What internal conflicts, then, make necessary 
the existence of the whole aparatus of state power? The 
hypothesis of Marx and Engels is that the state is an. 
expression of the irreconcilable class antagonisms generated 
by the social relations of economic production. Their 
subsidiary hypothesis is that wars for tenitorial expansion 
are a secondary consequence of the development of the 
mode of economic production. Where there are no classes, 
there is no need for spedally organised instruments of 
physical coercion. Where there are classes, there is always 
the danger that the existing property relations, which give 
wealth and power to one class at the cost of another, may 

. be overthrown. " Political power properly so-called," wrote 
Marx in the Communist Manifeslll, " is merely the organised 
power of one class for oppressing another." 

For evidence of the class character of the state, Marx 
went not to the philosophical concept of the state but to 
history and experience. Significantly enough, he started 
out as a believer in the Hegelian theory of the state, but 
was compelled to abandon it just as soon as he sought to 
square what Hegel called the nolio" of the state with actual 
political practices. The abandonment of the Hegelian 
co.nception of the state marked a striking turning point 
in his intellectual biography. It is worth dwelling upon in 
some detail-aIl the more so because the specific historical 
occasion which provoked the shift in Marx's views has 
striking contemporary analogues. 

Like all other Young-Hegelians, Marx started out with a 
firm belief in Hegel's characterisation of the state as " the 
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realisation of the ethical idea," as the expression of &fJSl11I 

,in which the real and reasonable wills of individuals-as 
distinct from their capricious wills-were taken up in a' 
systematic and barmo!lious wbole, sometimes called the 
ideal community. Since the state was above man, it was 
above classes. It expressed the universal and abiding 
interests, Reeds and ideals, not of this man or that, nor of 
this class or that, but of all men and all classes. Without 
sligbting the needs of the living, it claimed to represent the 
ideal interests of those who had gone before as well as those 
who were to come after. 

Hegel had said that the Prussian state was the perfect 
fulfilment of the ideal state. The Young-Hegelians knew 
it was not. They asserted that in his heart, Hegel, himself, 
knew it was not. But they thought they could save Hegel's 
theory of the state by distinguishing between the trqth of 
the ideal and the necessary imperfection of the real or 
existent. The actual state uses were in their eyes abuses of 
the ideal; their task was to bring the actual in line with the 
ideal. They were confident that this could be done by 
agitation for a democratic, politically free state. The more 
daring ones called themselves republicans. 

When Marx became editor of the Rheinische Ztilwzg, he 
was obliged to comment upon the day by day activities of 
the government. He soon realised that his views on the 
nature of the state were hopelessly inadequate. Even before 
he resigned from his post to study French socialism and 
English economics, he came to see that political equality- . 
which the Young-Hegelians aimed at introducing-was a 
condition, not a glUJTonIe., of social equality; and that without 
social equality, all talk about the community of interests 
and the divinity of the state was empty rhetoric. Where 
there was no social equality, the state was an instrumenJ used· 
by one class in society against another. It was not an 
expression of the common ideals of the whole of society •• 
For there were no common ideals. There was only a 
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common verbal usage which obscured fundamental class 
'difti erences . . 

The occasion upon which this was brought home to 
Marx was the debate held in the Rhenish Provincial 
Assembly ,!n the wood theft laws (Hol;:diebstablglSt~). 
The legislators were intent upon putting teeth into the law 
which made the appropriation of dead wood from the 
forest a crime. The small landed proprietor was amply 
p"rotected by the fuct that his holding was small. Since he 
himself lived on his land, he could stop trespassing. The 
large landed proprietor could not use his wardens to defend, 
his woods unless wood stealing was declared a pena1 
offence and the law enforced. A great deal of ado was made 
in the Landtag about protecting the large landholde .. as 
well as small since, as. citizens of the community, botJ! 
classes were entitled to equal rights of protection. Marx 
seized upon this principle and hurled it at the heads of the 
members of the Landtag, barbed with the following ques
tion : What protection was the state giving to the poor, the 
paupered wood stealers themselves, who were also citizens 
of the political community? The poor were not stealing 

,wood in order to sell it. They merely made sporadic raids 
on private forests in their vicinity in order to gather fuel 
for their cottages. The stringency of the winter and the 
relatively high price of wood had intensified the practice. 
And as a matter of fuel, the poor had always enjoyed the 
immemorial rights (conveniently forgotten by the historical 
school of law) of carting off dead wood. But now on the 
pretext that sometimes injury was done to living trees, the 
poor were to be prohibited from talting """ wood. The state 
had stepped forward to defend the property of one class, of 
its citizens. But it did nothing to defend the welfure, 
indeed, the very life, of a still Iarger cIass-those that had 
no property. If the state was, as it claimed to be, an organ
isation standing above classes, beyond reach of privileged 
economic interests, its protecting zeal would extend to all 
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sections of the population. Judgffig it, however, by the 
specific activity of its courts and legislatures, it appeafed -
very far from being the incarnation of impartial reason 
which Marx in the first flush of his Hegelianism had 
regarded it. 

The debates on the Wnnd-stealing Laws marked the. 
definite abandonment on the part of Marx of the Hegelian 
theory of the state. The state, he now dec1ared, was rooted 
in a soil other than the self-deve1opment of the logical idea.' 
Its voice was the voice of reason, but its hands were the 
bands of economic privilege. "The organs of the state 
have now become the ears, eyes, arms, legs with which the ,
interests of the forest owners, hears, spies, appraises, de
fends, seizes and runs." (Gesamtaasgab., I, I. p. 287.) The 
more closely he studied the behaviour of courts and legis
latures, the stronger grew his belief that the moving force, 
ground and motive behind the enactment of any law which 
affected conflicting interests of different classes, was -not an 
impartial theory of justice but the private privilege of a 
dominant class whose selfishness and greed were concealed, 
sometimes even from itself, by juristic rationa1isations and 
mouth-fi1ling phrases about personal rights and liberties. 
" Our whole exposition," wrote Marx in concl'lding his 
discussion, .. has shown how the Landtag has degraded 
[herabwfirdigt] the executive power, the administrative 
authorities, the existence of the accused, and the very idea 
of the state to mtJIIrial inmummts qf privaII inUrest." 

When Marx wrote this he was not yet a Marxist. He 
speaks of the poor and not of the proletariat, and of private 
interest without linking those interests with the social 
relations of production. But in subsequent .essays and 
especially in those chapters of Capital which deal with 
primitive accumulation, capitalist accumulation and the 
expropriation of the agricultural population, he deepens 
his analysis by showing that private property in the instru- _ 
ments of production must necessarily carry with it-<md 
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always bas-political power over those who must live by 
the use of those instruments. Without the atate power there 
can be no private property, for the legal right to hold
private property is nothing but the might of the armed 
forces of the state to exclude others from the use of that 
property. The very continuance of production demands 
the existence of the state, since the immanent logic of 
the bourgeois system of production intensifies the oppo
sition between classes. It therefore becomes necessary 
for the state to set itself up as a nominally impartial 
arbiter working through law and education to dissolve 
the antagonisms which threaten to wreck society. The 
state thus insures that the processes of exploitation proceed 
uninterruptedly. 

The fact that the domination of the state is coextensive 
with that of private property in the instruments of pro
duction wrecks not only Hegel's political philosophy but 
all others, notably that of Lassalle's, which separate 
bourgeois society from the state, and appeal to the state, 
as the presumable representative of all classes, to correct 
the abuses of bourgeois society. Sometimes it is even ex
Pected that the existing state will gradually abolish capi
talism and introduce socialism. This dangerous illusion 
disappears once it is realised that the existing state cannot·. 
be dissociated from the existing economic society. At any 
given time, the state is a natural outgrowth of the productive 
relations, and implicitly pervades the whole of society even 
when its institutional forms appear to be independenL 
The economic order is a political order and the political' 
order is an economic order. Against those who asserted that 
these two were separate and distinct, Marx claimed that 
the historical record proves that the logical distinction 
drawn between " property power :tt and II political power ,. 
corresponded to no difference in fact, that in social life, 
property and political power were but different aspects of 
the same thing. 
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.. How· money-making' is turned into t: the conquest of power/ 
and I property' into 'political sovereignty: and how, conse
quently, instead of the rigid distinctions drawn between these two 
fo",o by Mr. Heinzen and petrified into dogma. they are int ..... 
n:lated to the point of unity. of all this he may quickly convince 
himself by oboerving how the serfs /IVTcJuu.d their freedom and the 
communes their municipal rights; how the citizens, on the one 
hand, enticed money out of the pocke .. of the feudal lords by trade 
and industry, and disintegrated their estates through bills of 
exchange, and on the other hand, aided the absolute monarchy 
to victory over the undermined gzeat feudal lords and 60ughl off 
their privileges; how they later exploited the finaocial crises of 
the absolute monarchy itself, etc. ; how the most absolute mon
archs became dependent upon the Stock Exchange Barons 
through the national debt system--a product of madera history 
and commerce; and· how in international re1ations, industrial 
monopoly is immediately transformed into political domination • 
. . . .. (Gts_g .... I. 6. pp. 306-307.) . 

Since the forces of political authority serve to support the 
power of the dominant economic class. and since the mode 
of economic production determines not only the character 
of the state but tends to determine the form of the state as 
well (constitutional monarchy or democratic republic). we 

. can understand Marx's meaning more completely when he 
writes in the Commtmisl Mtmifeslo. " The modern state power 
is merely a committee which manages the common business 
of the bourgeoisie." 

Does not Marx contradict himselfwhen he speaks, in one 
place. of the state as a separate public power. and in an
other. of the state as pervading all the institutions of society 
and involved in their functioning? No. fur the existence of. 
special instruments of oppression is a naked andfOl'rMl ex
pression of the rnIlInitJl system of oppression. i .... of the mode 
of economic production. The history of the state-the suc
cession of its special forms and organisation-can best be 
grasped as an aspect of the history of the economic system. 
As capitalism develops from the crude competition and 
duplications of lais~fain to the relatively highly organised . 
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forms of monopoly, there takes place a corresponding 
improvement in the organs of state power. They become 
,more centralised and efficient: Functionally the state enters 
more And more into business and the armed public forces 
of the state become, so to speak, the private detective guard 
"of the business plant. The growing pressure of class antago
nisms compels the employers to see to it that some special 
public force is always at band and that no other special 
force exists in the bulk of the population which can be used 
against the public one.At the same time and in the interests 

_ offunctionalefficiency, the organisation of the state machine 
seems to be independent of the organisation of business. The 
concentration of armed forces offe ... a deceptive plausibility 
to the claim that the state stands outside of business and 
merely -exercises governmental functions of regulation in 
behalf of the whole community. When the state takes over 
whole indus"tries like the railroads, telegraph and post-office 
in- the interests of ejJicind total produaion, it conceals this 
under the euphemism of" sociaI service." & a consequence, 
the ideology of state neutrality and supremacy is strongest 
just when-as under monopoly capitalism-the state "is 
serving the bourgeoisie most efficiently. 

The era of finance capital and imperialism reveals this 
dualism between the actna! function of the state and its 
professed philosophy most clearly. But by the last third of 
the last century Marx had already di.s=ned the tendency 
of the state to assume a national form in bureaucratic or
ganisation and in official philosophy precisely at those mo
ments when its repressive functions came most openly into 
play. With broad strokes he summarises the development of 
the state from the days of the absolute monarchy to the 
days of the Paris Commune: 

.. The centralised State power, with ill ubiquitous organs of 
standing army, police, bweaucracy, clergy and judicature
organs wrought after the path of • systematic and hierara
chic division of Iabour--originates from the days of absolute 
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monarchy,.ervingnascentmiddle class society as a migbtyweapoD 
in its struggle against feudalism. Still, iu development remained 
clogged by all manner of medieval rubbish, siegnoria1 righu, local 
privileges, municipal and guild monopoli .. ,. and provincial 
constitutions. The gigantic broom of the French Revolution of the 
18th century swept away all of these relics of bygone times, thus 
clearing simultaneously the social soil of iu last hindrances to the 
superstructure of the modern State edifice raised under the First 
Empire, iueIf the offspring of the coalition wars of old semi-feudal 
Europe against modern France. Dwing the subsequent regimes 
the Government placed under parliamentary control-that is, 
under the direct control of the propertied classes-became not 
only a botbed of buge national debu and crushing taxes ; with 
iu irresistible allurements of place, pelf, and patronage, it became 
Dot only the bone of contention between the rival factions and 
advmturers of the ru1ing classes; but its political character 
changed simultaneously with the economic changes of society. 
At the same pace at which the progreSo of modern industry 
developed, widened, intensified the class antagonism between 
capital and labour, the State power assumed more and more the
character of the national power of capital over labout, of a public 
force organised for socia1 enslavement, of an engine of class 
despotism. After every revolution marking a progressive phase in . 
the class struggle, the purely repressive character of the State 
power stands out in bolder relief." (Karl Marx, Th. Paris C ..... 
_, New York Labour News Co., 1920, pp. 7<>-71.) 

The crucial test of the validity of Marx's theory of the 
state must ultimately be found by analysing the day by 
day activities of the legislatures, the c;ourts and executive 
bodies of the country. The state is what it does and what J" 

it does is revealed by experience not by definition. This 
methodological principle must be kept firmly in mind 

• whenever we approach any body of law as well as the 
reasons offered for ajudicial decision. No law and no agency 
of the state will openly proc1aim that human interests are 
to be sacrificed for property rights, or more accurately, that 

" where there is a conflict of claims, the interests of the pos
sessing classes take precedence over the interests of the non
possessing cIasses. Indeed an open admission that this is the 
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case would .constitute a violation of the expressed legal 
principle that aU are equal before the law ; in .theory, such 
an admission--althoughtruthful-would be iUegal. None
theless, even with no more knowledge of the law than what 
it says of itself, one c;an show that its implicit end is security 
of property and not justice in its distribution. And as for 
the law's concern with rights of persons, one need only 
point to the trivial but highly symbolic fact that in Anglo
Americ;an law the punishment for abstraCting a smaU sum 
of money from a man's pocket is much severer than it is 
for heating him to within an jnch of his life, to iUustrate its 
immeasurably greater concern for the rights of property 
than of personality. 

That IIlI law is a direct expression of economic class 
interests no one ';,an plausibly maintain. Much of it treats 
of technical commercial matters which are of interest only 
to private groups who own real property, play the market, 
etc. Some of it, especiaUy in Anglo-Americ;an law, reflects 
the weight of tradition as in many features of the law of 
evidence. Some of it expresses the interests of the lawyers as 
a professional group-often in opposition to the interests of 
their clienllt-as in the laws Of procedure. Some of it has 
the character of purely administrative ordinance as in the 
case of traffic regulation. Nonetheless, the fundamental 
class character of the law becomes as clear as daylight both 
in the manner in which it is interpreted and on the 0cca

sions in which it is ehl"oreed. Just as soon as there is a struggle 
between capital and Iabo'!'", the court steps in to protect 
the interests of the sltJlus IJIID. Whether it is the use ofinjunc
tions and martial law in labour disputes, the blanket charge 
of conspiracy against labour organisers, the use of the un
defined charge of disorderly conduct to break up a picket 
line, the arrest of those distributing radical hand-biUs on 
the grounds that they are "littering the streets," the thou
sand ways in which the phrases "inciting to riot" aad 
" constituting a public nuisance" can be stretched to jail 
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strike leaders-one underlying aim runs through court 
practice, i.e., the preservation/of the existing property rela
tions. In tact, the courts do not hesitate to suspend the 
constitutional guarantees, which they are sworn to defend, 
just as soon as the exercise of the freedom of speech, press 
and assemblage threaten to be effective in organising mili
tant labour. 

The economic class divisions of society exercise a pro
found even if indirect influence upon the whole of criminal 
law. Paradoxical as it may appear, criminal law, although 
not so immediately concerned with economic interests and 
activities, is ",ore overtly repressive and discriminatory 
than civil law. The purpose of civil law in the main is to 
regulate business transactions within the sphere of exchange 
and to make possible redress of business grievances by com
pelling guilty parties either to carry out their contracts or 
to make restitution in the form of services or money. That 
civil law can be turned in case of emergency into an instru
ment of class repression, is clearly illustrated by the use of 
damage suits against labour unions, eviction proceedings 
against the unemployed, etc. But the bulk of civil law has, 
as its objective, the private detail of the entrepreneur and 
the conflicts which arise with other entrepreneurs in the 
common quest for profit. The primary purpose of oCriminal 
law is punishment-punishment of any individual whose 
acts threaten to disrupt the " peace, order and security" of 
the social system. These terms are undefined variables ; but 
whatever-meaning they have is determined by the interests 
which control those who make the laws as well as those 
who interpret and enforce them. Formally, the criminal 
law is laid down as binding upon the members of all classes. 
Actually its enforcement is selective wherever class conflict 
Bares up. 

Even where there is no selective bias in the enforcement of 
criminal law, punishment for the same criminal offence talls 
with unequal severity upon members of different economic 
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classes. Where there is social inequality, the enforcement 
of any law-no matter how impartially administered
automatically· reflects, in the degree and nature of the 
punishment, different class divisions. In other words, there 
can be no strict equality before the law where there is social 
inequality. Assume, for example, that in an ideal bourgeois 
society the law is impartially carried out according to its 
letter-that politieal favour and financial corruption have 
no influence upon the integrity of the court. A, a worker, 
and B, a banker, are separately arrested on charges of man
slaughter. Since they are both formally equal before the 
law, bail is fixed at the same amount. A, who cannot raise 
the bail or even pay the preJ:llium on a bail bond, is con
fined injail until his day in court comes; B, in virtue of his 
economic status, is at large twenty-four hours after he is 

. booked. Both are brought to trial. A faces a jury, not of 
his peers, but of men hostile or indifferent to him and his 
entire class ; B must meet only the mixed feelings of resent
ment and admiration which fill the breasts of the less well
to-do among the middle classes at the sight of those who 
have climbed higher. A is dependent for his exoneration 
upon the skill of an unknown and UninHuential lawyer often 
appointed by the court; B can hire the most eminent 
counsel in the country and enormously increase the prob
ability of acquittal. At every step in the legal process, no 
matter how impartially administered, the worker is 
punished not merely for his crime but fur his poverty. 
No exercise of judicial discretion can alter this fact, fur it 
lIows from the class nature of the social system of which 
the law is the expression' not the cause. Indeed, wherever 
judicial discretion is introdueed, the worker fares even 
wone, since the training and class origins of judges-not 
to speak of the mechanics of their selection-lead them, 
as a whole, to mistake their traditional prejudices and 
class passion for order and security into fint. principles of 
justice. 



Ultimately, the sanctions behind criminal law are the, 
sanctions behind all law. The sanctions behind all law
the whole array of repressive state force&-is an integral 
part of the process of production. The habit-patterns of 
complacency and tradition are not sufficient to keep pro- -
duction running in class society, and the methods of educa
tional indoctrination have their limits. Sooner or later the -
conflicting needs and interests of different classes become 
focalised in consciousness and translated into action. No 
matter how our philosophy may try to escape it, where 
there are inarbitrable conflicts of interests, force decides A 

which claim will prevail. 
We can now return to the question which served as our 

point of departure. What doctrine is essential to Marxism 
in the sense that it can be used as a touchstone of allegiance 
to his thought? If the above analysis is valid, it can be_. 
categorically stated that it is Marx's theory of the state; 
which distinguishes the true Marxist from the, false. For it' 
is the theory of the state which is ultimately linked up with ' 
immediate political' practice. The attempt made by 
.. liberal " Marxists throughout the wotld-<!VCn when they 
call themselves orthodox-to separate the existing economic 
order from the existing state, as well as their belief that the 
existing state can be used as an instrument by which the 
economic system can be .. gradually revolutionised " into 
state capitalism or state socialism, must be regarded as a 
fundamental distortion of Marxism ... Liberal Marxism" 
and .. gradual revolution" are contradictions in terms. For 
Marx, every social revolution must be a political revolutioD,v' 
and every political revolution must be directed against 
the state;- That is why it is more accurate to- regard the 
German Social Democracy as Lassallean rather than 
Marxian. 

Nowhere does Marx state the relation between social 
and political revolution more clearly than on the final 
page of his Powrly oj Philosophy, a work which contains 
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· the classic criticism of petty-bourgeois socialism With its 
the<>ry of public works, fiat money, co-operative workshops, 
free credit, and a classless theory of the state: 

..... after the fall of the old lIOciety, will there be a new class 
dOmination, comprised in a new political power? No. The 
essential condition of the emancipation of the working class is the 
abolition of all classes, as the condition of the emancipation of 
the third estate of the bourgeoia order, was the abolition of all 
estates, all orders . 

.. The working c\ass will substitute, in the course ofits develop
ment, for the old order of civil.society an association which will 
exclude c\asses and their antagonism, and there will no longer 
be political power, properly speaking, since political power· isl 
simply the official form of the antagonism in civil,ociety. 

U In the meantime, the antagonism between the proletariat 
and the bourgeoisie is astruggle between class and class, a struggle 
which, carried to its highest expression, is a complete revolution. 
Would it, moreover, be matter for astonishment if a society, based 
upon the lIIIIDgonism of classes, should lead ultimatcly to a brutal 
eonfliel, to a band-to-hand struggle as its Iina1 tll~? . 

II Do not say that the social movement excludes the political 
movement. There has Dever been a political movement which was 
not at the same time social . 

.. It is only in an order of things in which there will be no 
longer classes or class antagonism that sociallOOlulions will cease to 
be politiml ,llJOlulions. Until then, on the eve of each general re
construction of society, the last word. of social science will ever 
be:-

II Le combat eu la mort; Ia lutte sanguinaire ou Ie nwt. 
Cleat ainsi que 1a question est invinciblement poKe." 

GEoRGE. SAND. 

(P"""!7 'If PhiIMophy, Charles H. Kerr &: Co., Chicago, '9'0, 
Eng. trans. by H. Quelch, pp. '90-191.) 

The belief in the class character of the state is obviously 
not a theoretical postulate. It demands that forms of 
concrete activity be worked out in the struggle against 
the state power. The chief question to be decided in this 
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connection is what methods and institutions are efficacious 
in the struggle for the conquest of political power. This in
troduces for "discussion the meaning and function of the 
"dictatorship of the proletariat" in the philosophy of 
Karl Marx. 
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CHAPTER XVIII 

THE THEORY OF REVOLUTION 

I. U THE REVOLUTIONARY SITUATION" AND "THE 
REVOcunON ., 

I p M A 1t X 's analysis of the state is valid, then it follows 
that no fundamental change in the control of the instru
ments of social production is possible without the overthrow 
of the state. The overthrow of the state means revolution. 

-Since the acceptance of the class theory of the state is the 
siru qu4 non of Marxism, to be a Marxist means to be a 
revolutionist. The strategy and tactics of Marxists every
where must be guided by an evaluation of the consequences 
of any proposed course of action upon the conquest of poli
tical power. When conditions are different, methods of pro
cedure will be different, but the use of one method rather 
than another is determined by a revolutionary purpose 
which is constant in all situations. This does not mean that 
such a purpose can be translated into action at any time. 
That was the error of the Blanquists who, for almost half 
a century in France, conceived of revolution as • con
spiratorial coup d'lllIl on the part of a band of determined 
men, whose first task was to seize the state offices and, inde
pendendy of the condition of productive forces and the 
. political maturity of the proletariat, introduce socialism. 
Such a policy necessarily leads to a mad adventurism 
which, for all its heroic qualities, has disastrous effects upon 
existing organisations of the working class. 

Many socialists who survived the abortive revolutions of 
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IIl48 were peculiarly subject to the belief that the sole and 
exclusive condition of a successful revolution at any time 
was the will and power of a political organisation. They did 
not SlOp to inquire wbether the complex of objective con
ditions, economic, political and psychological, which bad 
once been favourable for an uprising, had remained so. In 
the desperation of their defeat, they inIpatiendy urged 
resort to direct action before the state had an opportunity 
to take protective measures in its own bebaIf and annihilate 
the revolutionists. Many of these men worked with Marx in 
common organisations. But in the interests of the true. 
revolutionary objective for which these organisations were 
founded, Marx was compelled to dissociate bimseIf from 
the revolutionary Utopians sometimes to the point of 
splitting with them. It was not their sincerity which he 
attacked but what was, in its objective consequences, even 
more inIportant, their lack of intelligence. " In moments of 
crisis," he once wrote, U stupidity becomes a crime." 

One of the earliest struggles which Marx waged against 
this tendeney in the international revolutionary move
ment, took place in London in 1850. On this occasion he 
split the Communist League by his attack on the Willich
Schapper fraction of direct actionists. In the course of the 
discussion, he said : . 

" 10 place of a critical attitude, you [the minority] substitute a 
dogmatic one ; in place of a materialistic conception, an idealistic 
one. For YOU. Fr' will instesd of objective conditiolll is the driving 
force of revolution. 

·'While we say to the workers: • You have to go through 15,20, 

50 years of civil war and national struggles, not only to change 
conditions but to change )'OUISClves and to acquire the capacity 
for political mastery,' you say on the contrary : C We must seize 
power at once or e1se we may as well lie down and go to sleep.' 
While we particu1arly call to the attention of the German work .... 
the unde.e1oped character of the German proletariat, you flatter 
(in the crudest way) their national feeling and the profesiona! 
prejudices of the German craftsmen. Certainly, the more popu\aJ 
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thing to do. Just as the democrats convert the word. I people t into 
a holy fetish, so do you the word I proletariat.' And like the 
democrats you palm off the r&olutionary phrase for revolutionary 
development. . . ." (EnlJriiJIung.. Ub" tim KomTTI1J1IistenjJTo<ts.r, 
Mehring ed., p. 52.) 

This note is struck again and again in the history of the 
European working-class movement. In a different context 
it appears in the writings of Engels, of Lenin, of Rosa 
Luxemburg. Sometimes, these passages from their writings 
will be found quoted in the works of those who call them
selves Marxists but for whom revolutionary activity at II'!)/ 
time is anathema. Such citations may be dismissed as dis
honest distortions. For Marx condemns .. revolutiOJlists of 
the phrase" -not because he is an' advocate of .. moral 
force," but because he is interested in discovering the con
ditions under which a'su£cessful revolntion is possible. 

A political party can prepare itself and large sections of 
the working class for a revolutionary situation in which 
its action may be the decisive factor. But it cannot of itself 
produce the revolutionary situation. That depends, first, 
upon the breakdown of the forces of production and dis
tribution as measured by the disparity between what the 
workers receive and what they have produced, by the grow
ing unemployment, by the jamming of the mechanism of 
credit, by all the familiar phenomena attendant upon an 
actual or incipient economic crisis. Second, a revolutionary 
situation is evidenced in the lack of immediate political 
homogeneity on the part of the ruling classes. This may be 
the result of an exceptionally prolonged economic crisis or 
of a lost war or of some natural calamity which demoralises 
production. The lack of political homogeneity is reflected 
in dissensions between different groups over policy. Its 
objective effects are loss of prestige of the ruling group in 
the eyes of the mass of the population, a growing sense that 
.. anything might happen," increasing restlessness and un
reliability of administrative agencies. To all this must be 
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added, thirdly, spontaneous manifestations of class con
sciousness and struggle ; strikes, riots ~d mass demonstra
tions; the disintegration of the habit-patterns of blind 
response and obedience on the part of the oppressed ele
ments. The revolutionary situation is experienced by all 
classes as one of seething chaos.1 

It is only in relation to the objective revolutionary·, 
situation that the revolutionary act and the role of the 
revolutionary party can be grasped. Psychologically, the 
seizure of power is felt as an attempt to bring a new order 
out of the existing confusion. Revolutionary slogans and 
programmes are put forward as ways of saving society. To 
the mass of the population, without whose support the 
revolution would fail, the ensuing civil war and destruction 
appear as the costs of social salvation. Where the,revolu
tionary situation is not conceived of as the condition pre
cedent to the revolution, the latter is regarded as an abstract ~, 
affair-a putsch or coup d'itat. It is doomed to failure; and if 
it succeeds, it is only as a superficial, political phenomenon 
which leaves the essential class relationships unaltered. The 
proletarian revolution, which is the greatest social up
heaval in history, must strike deeper roots. For it marks the 
transition not from one class society to another, but from 
class society to classless society. • 

The revolutionary party does not make "the _ revolu- v 

tionary situation." Nor does it, by itself, make" the revolu
tion." It organises and leads it. This is a task heavy with 

1 Lenin states this as follows : 
U The fundamental law of revolution, confirmed by all revolutions 

and particularly by the three Russian ones of the twentieth century, is 
as follows; It is not sufficient for the Revolution that the exploited and ' 
oppressed. masses undentand the impossibility of living in the old 
way and demand changes ; for the Revolution it is necessary that the 
exploiters should not be able to rule as of old. Onl" whm 1M massu t/t) PlO' 
WtInI I1rI old r;ginw, and when the rulen tJr« 1IIIlI611 to govern as of old, 
then only can the Revolution suceeed. This truth may be expressed. in 
other words : Revolution is impossible without an aU~national crisis,. 
affecting both the exploited and the exploiters." (Inftuttiil Sidaws qf 
.. LiftU,. .... Comtnunism. Contemporary Publishing Co., pp. 7&-77.) 
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responsibility; a task whose execution is influenced more 
directly by such" subjective" facto ... as previous education, 
theory, p .... onality ofleade ... than by anyone " objectiv~ " 
aspect of the revolutionary situation. A revolutionary situa
tion does not automatically come to fruition. Unless a 
revolutionary party exists, free from the twin faults of sec

,tarianism and opportunism, and therefore capable of 
properly exploiting every lead towards the seizure of power, 
the situation may lose its potentialities for revolutionary 
change. But it is not only at such moments that the poli
tical party is of centtal. impo$nce. Long before the revolu
tionary situation develops, it must be active on every front 
on which there is social discontent. It seeks to broaden the 
base of mass struggles, to organise and" educate the working 
class politically, and to build up its own ranks in prepara

<tion for the coming revolutionary situation. 
For Marx, questions of revolutionary organisation and 

strategy were of the highest political significance. They 
we~ not treated as details incidental to larger problems of 
thel>ry but as integrally connected with them. This is 
clearly revealed in that classic statement of tactical first 
principles, TIrI ArMrus to tIrl Communist uagw (1850). Some 
illustrations: In the processes of capitalist production, the 
wage-worke ... and agriculturallabouren are those who have 
most to gain by a revolution. Their political party must 
therefore lead the revolution. It must never surrender its in
dependent revolutiOnary policy and organisational auto
nomy no matter how closely it works in united action with 
the political parties of the discontented petty bourgeoisie. 
Even more important. The international cbarac~r of 
capitalist production necessitates an international organisa
tion to overthrow it. The social revolution is not complete 
until it is international. A social revolution in one country 
creates a breach in the international system of capitalist 
.J>roduction which must either become wider or be closed 
up. As Marx" proelaimed in his ArMrus. ". . • it is our 
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interest and our task to make the revolution permanent, to 
keep it going until all the ruling and possessing classes are 
deprived of power, the governmental machinery occupied 
by the proletariat, and the organisation of the working
classes of all lands so far advanced that all rivalry and com
petition among themselves has ceased." It goes without 
saying that the uneven character of capitalist development. 
and the varying concomitant political consciousness 
demand a flexible, concrete application of fundamental 
principles to specific problems of each nation. But in 
virtue of the character of the state and of the existence of 
special bodies of armed men, it is imperative, however, that 
revolutionary drganisations .oerywher. ~. prepar.d, when the 
revolutionary situation arises, for the ultimate overthrow 
of the state. . 

2. FOIlCE AND NON-V,OLENCE 

The emphasis on readiness for the ultimate overthrow of 
the state indicates the kind of revolution Marx is talking 
about. It raises the most fundamental of all questions con
cerning revolution, ok., the place and justification of force 
and violence in social change. 

Marx and Engels never discussed the use of forCe in the 
abstract. For what could one say of it? Taken by itself, in 
independence of a concrete historical context and a specific 
purpose, it is a neutral event devoid of moral quality. It is 
only in relation to the socia-historical conditions and con
sequences of its use that it can be intelligendy discussed. 
For example, before one passes moral judgment upon the 
ancient practice of enslaving prisoners of war, it would be 
well to ask what the alternative historical methods of 
treating them were--in this case decimation, and sometimes 
cannibalism-and why the practice of enslaving prisoners 
prevailed over others. Where the subdivision of labour has 
reached a point at which it becomes possible, by the forced 
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labour 01' prisoners, to provide enough I'or their wants and 
a surplus to liberate others for cultural activity, slavery 
constitutes a distinct moral advance. To condemn slavery 
as essentially wrong wherever and whenever it is found on 
the ground ·that the alternative of freedom always existed 
as an abstrfl&t possibility, is to pass moral judgment not upon 
slavery but upon the natural and social conditions out of 
which ancient life developed and over which one had but 
limited control. Abstract moral considerations of ~ kind 
have no relevance when it is a' question of evaluating be
tween insti tutions all of which fall short of ideal perfection. 
Engels properly retorts to Diihring who approached the 
problem in this abstract fashion: .. When Diihring, then, 
Iums up his nose at Greek civilisation because it was based 
on slavery, he might just as reasonably reproach the Greeks 
for not having steam engines and electric telegraphs.'" 

In contradistinction to economists like Bastiat, who 
sought to explain social institutions in term of .. natural 
law" concepts of force, Marx denied that the use of force 
alone-as a naked assertion of power-can ever explain the 
course of social development. At most it accounts fur the 
destruction of a culture or its retardation. The use offorce 
can achieve higher social 'and moral ends only when it 
!!berates the productive capacities of the social order from 
the repressive property relations within which they are 
bound. That is not merely the condition of its historic 
justification but of its historic efficacy ... Force is the mid
wife of every old society pregnant with the new. It is itself 
an economic power." (Capitai, I, p. 824.) 

All this indicates that Marx did not make a fetishism of 
force. His theory that political force must derive its ethieal , 
sanction from some positive social function serves as a 
guide to its revolutionary use. He had made a close study 
of the role of force in the great English and French revolu
tions, and knew from first hand experience what it had won 

1 AnIi-Diihring. nth ed., p. 191. 
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and lost in the revolution of 1848. For Marx, the use of 
force in a revolutionary situation was no more a moral 
problem than the use of fire in ordinary life ; it. was only 
the inlliligent use of force which constituted a problem. In 
this position he had to defend hlInseif against two typO!' or' 
anti-revolutionary, theoretical intransigeance. One was the 
official point of view of the bourgeoisie. Having already 
made its revolution by force, it now taught that the use of 
force in· political matters was in principle a crime against 
civilisation. And·this in the face of the facts that the bour
geois state and law functioned by the use offorce ; and that 
the struggle between capital and labour, upon which 
bourgeois civilisation rested, took the form of open civil war 
whenever workers were driven to defend themselves as a 
result of intolerable oppression. The second point of 
view was more sincere, and because it sometimes called 
itself revolutionary, too,-more dangerous. This was the 
position of the. II moral force" men, Christian Socialists, 
philosophical anarchists, legalists at any pric;e, and of 
the perennial Utopians of whom Marx had already 
written in the Communist Manifesto that "they reject 
all political, and especially all revolutionary action; 
they wish to attain their ends by peaceful means and 
endeavour." t 

Contemporary political thought and practice has wit
nessed a resurgence of this social philosophy in the doctrines 
of pacifism and non-resistance. A statement of the Marxist 
eriticism of this view should be timely. 

First of all, it should be clear that non-resistance in 
politics-if it does not betoken the attitude of complete 
acceptane<>-is a species of resistance. Strictly speaking, it 
means passi .. resistance. It is a IlcimiqUIJ of resistance. On 
what grounds can it be asserted, then, that the technique 
of passive resistance is superior to the technique of active 
resistance? Obviously only in terms of the consequences 
which follow from their respective \lSe, Qnly in the light of 
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their efficaey in realising the ends to which they are the 
technique. In the case in question, the end is the introduc
tion of socialism which will eliminate the remediable 
herrors and degradation of bourgeois society-war, 
unemployment, starvation, and the manifold forms of 

-spiritual prostitution that flow from the dominance of the 
profit motive. To say, then, that passive resistance is more 
effective than active resistance is to say that by its use 
socialism may be achieved in the shortest space of time and 

" at the lowest price in human life and suffering. What is the 
evidence for believing this to,be always true? Must not this 
be redetermined for every situation? If the theoretical 
possibility is admitted, that this may sometimes "'" be the 
.case, does not the absolutistic foundation of pacifism 
collapse? And with jt the fetishism of the technique of 
passive resistance? 
_Whoever denies that passive resistance is a technique to 

achieve certain ends, is constrained to affirm that it is a 
religion, since it hypostasises an attitude which may be 
valid in some situations into an unconditional postulate of 
all situations. As a "religion it is beyond argument. But its 
effects are not beyond argument, especially for those who 
do not share the faith. These effects may be such as to 
perpetuate and intensify existing evils and disorganise active 
techniques which aim at their rapid elimination. In such 
situations the objective implications of the attitude of 
passive resistance convert it into a religion of acceptance 
and make its adherents more immediately dangerous to 
those who urge revolutionary action than the sworn 
defenders of existing evils. For example, Mr. Gandhi has 
publicly proclaimed in an address on the future oflndia : 

.. I would eollllider it nothing if we had to pay a million lives for 
our liberty, but one thing I hope the Congress has set its heart on 
.u the campaign of' non-violence. So, whether it is one life or a 
million we have to pay, I am praying it will be possible for the 
future historian to oay that India fought and won her liberty 
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without shedding human blood." (N6W rort Tunes, Qct._ 13, 
1931.) 

It must be remembered that the imperialistic penetration 
of India has taken place to the continuous accompaniment 
of bloodshed ; the Amritsar massacre was only a dramatic 
illustration of the process of" pacification." In the light of 
this, the implications of Mr. Gandhi's position· are very 
interesting. He does not say, as do some Indian revolution
ists, that since the probable cOst of attaining national 
independence by other techniques wonld come to much 
more than a million lives, passive resistance is preferable. 
This is an arguable position. No, Mr. Gandhi declares that 
he rejects active resistance ...,. if it .ould bring national 
independent< aJ muen less than a million lives. It is Mr. Gandhi, . 
then, who is prepared to justify the shedding of human 
blood, if only it does not lIow as a result of a violent revolu
tion. For what end ? The independence of India.? Hardly, 
since he refuses to consider any other methods of attaining 
it. Out of compassion for those who must suffer? Obviously 
not, since a humanitarian is one who seeks the least costly 
road no matter what it is, and who justifies human suffering 
only when it is either a way of avoiding still greater suffering 
or the indispensable condition of some greater go6d. Mr. 
Gandhi's end or good can be only the ahslrael prineipz. if' 
non-viol.".. itself. But in that case why stop at- a million 
lives? If it is immaterial to the principle whether it is 
Ie one life or a million," it cannot be material whether it 
is one million lives or ten million. In strict consistency Mr. 
Gandhi must be prepared to say that if India could win her 
freedom by a campaign of non-violence, he would " con
sider it nothing" if no Indians were alive to enjoy it._ 
Pereal mundus fiat principia I 

Let us leave India. A sober analysis of the effects of 
passive resistance and non-co-operation in social life will 
reveal that at certain times more privation for the 
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Community may follow upon their use' than through some 
forms of militant action. A general walk-out in a key industry 
may caus~ more suffering and yet be less effective than a 
violent demonstration. At other times, a violent revolution 
may stave off international carnage. If the Second Inter
national had been true ~ its pledged faith in '9'4 and had 

, been organised for social revolution, it is unlikely that the 
costs would have come as high-to mention only the most 
conspicuous item-as twenty-five millions of dead and 
wounded. The punishment for the excessive legalism and 
pacifism of the Italian socialists in '920 was Mussolini and 
Fascism. - ' 

The logic of personal relations applies in social affairs, 
too. 'An abject humbleness is not always more effective in 

,redrosing grievances than a spirited defence. We cannot 
always get rid of our enemies by loving them. It may make 
them more furious. And as for the much heralded effects of 
passive resistance 'in spiritually disarming the enemy, they 
cannot be very reliable under conditions where it is not 
necessary to see men in order to kill them; where bomb, 
gas and germs do their work in distant anonymity. But 
under any conditions the technique of passive resis~nce has 
its moral limits. For although we may meet force against 
ours,IUlls with,charitable forgiveness, we call a man a coward, 
and nat a saint, who forgives the use of brute force against 
otlurs and does nat try to stop it-by force if necessary ! 

It is often declared that application of force demora1ises 
those who use it and that a new society won by force of 
;>rms would be insensitive to truly ethical values. So 
Diihring. So Tolstoy. So Bertrand Russell. But again it 
must be emphasized that it is not the use of force but the 
purpose for which it is used which makes it degrading. 
Otherwise every engineer, surgeon and soldier in any cause 
would be a degraded creature. There are many things 
ethically wone than the use offorce : for example, cowardly 
sufferance or lazy tolerance of degrading social evils and 
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political tyrannies which a resolute use of force might 
eliminate; Nor is it true that a victory won by arms leads 
to demoralisation. Marx aod Engels often point to the moral 
aod intellectual advance which followed the French Revo
lution. The release of creative collective energy by the 
Russiao Revolution is unparalleled in the history of mao
kind. In principle, then, the use of force-although a1wa}'ll 
daogerous-<:annot be a1wa}'ll condemned. It eventuates • 
in brutality no more often thao humility leads to hypocrisy 
aod servility. 

B'\t that does noi yet establish Marx's contention that 
wheIj the revolutionary situation is ripe the final conquest 
of power must be won by force of arms. Here we must pick 
up the thread of our earlier exposition. The existence of the 
state presupposes the existence of special bodies of armed 
men obedient to the will ol).those who control the state. These 
come into play direcdy or indirecdy even in the ordinary 
struggles which arise in the course of the class war-a fact 
which is overlooked by those who profess not to believe in 
the use of any force aod yet pay their state taxes which 

·support the soldiery and the police. In a revolutionary 
crisis, although these forces cannot escape the general 
ferment and disaffection, . the very uncertainties of the 
situation lead to their wider use on the part of those Who are 
trying to save the old order. The application of force 
against rising discontent becomes more ruthless and 
irresponsible. It sometimes appears as if the defenders of the 
existing state were trying to provoke a violent rather than a 
peaceful revolution. Even if the parties of social revolution 
were to be carried to power .. legally," their victory would 
be nugatory unless the armed forces of the state, as well as 
the defence corps which would be rallied by the leaders of 
the bourgeoisie, were won over, disarmed or defeated. In 
such a situation, the U readiness is aU.n Force must be met 
by force-by a stronger and more intelligent force. The 
determining consideration is not one of " legality" but of 
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.. revolutionary expeQieney." In revolutionary situations 

.. legality .. is the outworn shibboleth of a system of social 
repression now in dissolution whose very guarantees of civil 
nghlll, such as they were, have long since been abrogated by 
the bourgeoisie illlel£ One false s~en hesitation-may 
be fatal to. the revolution. To insure victory strategic places 
must be seized, poinlll of military vantage occupied, 
insurrectionary tactics deployed wherever resistance mani
feslll itlle!£' 

Marx lived in an age in which the traditions of violent 
revolution were common to- all classes. This was especially 
true on the Continent. The extension of the suffrage to the 
entire population did not alter matters, for the crucial 
question was not the forms by which the strength of the 
revolutionary ideal was measured but the efficaey of the 
methods by which the ideas were flChieued. Marx never 
asserted that the social revolution could take place without 
the support-active or passive-of a majority of the 
population. Without the assurance of such support, the 
revolution must not be undertaken. But although this 
support is necessary, it is not sufficient unleSs it is translated 
into power. Ultimately, whether fifty per cent or ninety 
per cent of the population support the revolution, ,state 
power will be won not by pencil and hallot-paper but by 
workers with rifles. & late as 1872 in .peaking of the 
continental countries (we shall consider the exceptions 
below) Marx wrote: .. It is to force that in due time the 
workers will have to appeal if the doIninion of labour is at 
long last to be established." 

But it may be asked: Why cannot the revolution be 
made peacefully? Why may not the ruling class volun
tarily surrender illl power rather than risk defeat or the 
destruction of the whole of society in civil war? These 
questions may be answered by asking others. When has 
this ever been the case? When has any ruling class per
mitted itllelf to be bowed out of power without putting up 
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the most desperate kind of resistance ? Again it must be 
emphasised that the socialist revolution involves not merely 
the substitution of the power of one class for that of another 
in the ownership of private property, but of the very exist
ence of private property itself. In past revolutions it was 
possible lor members of one class to save their property 
by shiflkg their class allegiance. And still they fought 
tooth and nail against the rising class who were often 
more than ready to compromise! How much more 

. fiercely must they fight against the socialist revolution 
which makes forever impossible the exercise of power over 
human beings through the possession of property, and which 
cannot compromise this principle without suffering dis
aster? It should also be borne in mind that in virtue of their 
past training, ideology, aDd class status, the ruling class 
necessarily regards the defence of its property interests as 
the defence of civilisation against barbarism, the preserva
tion of the refinements of its culture as the preservation of 
all culture against the vandalism of the rabble. Out of this
subjective sincerity there often arises-at least on the part 
of a sufficient number to constitute a danger-:a desire to 
go down fighting for what they consider honour and the 
good life. 

That the workers will have to resort to force to' achieve 
the socialist revolution, is for Marx, then, as likely as any
thing can be in history. To disregard. the evidence of his
torical experience, and not to prepare on the basis of it, is 
to betray the revolution in advance. To be sure, there is 
always the abstract possibility that power may be won peace
fully. But history is not determined by abstract possibilities. 
If peaceful demonstrations on the part of workers for minor 
concessions of relief and insurance in ordinary times are 
broken up by savage force and violence, how can it be 
assumed that the milk of kindness will flow when the de
mand is made for the abolition of the entire profit system? 
The socialists captured a legal majority of the Finnish 
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parliament in 1918. Before they could put through their 
programme, they were drowned in riven of blood by an 
armed counter-revolution. 

3. SOME" ExcEPnONS " 

We must now consider the exceptions which Man: 
makes to this general rule. In the very same speech from 
which we have quoted hi! remarks about the necessity of a 
resort to force, he says : 

.. So. iIg /Iv -an ""'" __ fJo/iliul """_, .... '" 
esIoblish 'v ....... ~ ~ w-r; tJrq ...., «WIItrtJIIJ 1M oltI 
poliliazl """- ukr-"7 /Iv oltI irutibftiau ., lJIS14iuL g tJrq fail '" 
'" tkis, tJrq ,.,;u suffer /lvftdl ~ /Iv -11 CIrris1ias, who DCglectcd to 
overthrow the old system, and who, for that teasOu, ...,..,.. had a 
kingdom in this world. Of """so. I rraut ,." ". SIIfJIIoRJ '" imf>l7 _ 
/Iv ....... '" this ...J ,.,;u ". "",,_ 1M SlUM. We Imow that special 
ngard m_ be paid to the institutioos, customs and traditiom al 
various lands ; and we do _ deny that then: are certain 00UDtries, 
such as the United States and England in which the wod ... may 
hope to secure their ends by peacefuJ means." (Spetch at Amster
dam, .872. cr. SteckIofl; G~ Hu/IJt;1 ~ /Iv First hII«r ,. M~ 
Eng. trans., p. "4".) 

Although the possibility of a peacdhl revolution in 
England and America is stated conditionally, the sense of 
the passage is clear. In 1886, Engels, in his prd"aa: 10 the 
first English translation of CapiJ4l, echoes the same senti
menL He calls upon England 10 hearken 10 the voice of a 
man : 

..... whooe whole theory is the resuIt ala life long study al the 

..,.."..omic history and ooodition of England, and whom that study 
led to the conclusion that, at least in Europe, England is the ooIy 
country where the inevitable IOciaI ewlution might be effected 
entirdy by peacefuJ and legal meaDS. " (Ken- trans., P. 32.) 

And then immediately after, with an unconsciousness 
which a1most borden on simplicity, he introduces the 
joker : 



.. He [Marx) certainly never forgot to add that he hardly 
expeeted the English ruling class to submit, without a 'pro
slavery rebellion,' to this peaceful and legal revolution!' 

As if it were not precisely the danger of a .. pro-slavery 
rebellion" -a counter-revolution-which demanded that 
the revolution everywhere assure its victory by a n:sort to 
force I As if the mandate for its legality were derived from 
the existing order, which Always has a .. legal provision .. 
for changing"the rules whenever they are working against 
it, and not from the power of the masses I 

Lenin, who, to my knowledge, never challenged a single 
word in Marx or Engels, instead of calling an error .by its 
right name, attempts to show that Marx and Engels were 
perfectly justified in holding that a revolution in Anglo
American countries was possible, tU /hat lime, .. without the 
preliminary condition of the destruction 'of the available 
ready machinery of the state.' .. He bastens to add, how
ever, that at the present time, this is no longer. true in virtue 
of the development of bureauC11ltic institutions. 

He writes: 

" •.. he [Marx) confines his conclusiOn> [about violent revolu-· 
tion) to the continent. This was natural in .87', whed England 
was still the pattern of a purely' capita1ist country, without a 
military machine and, in large measure, without a bureaucracy. 

U Hence Marx excluded England where a revolution, even a 
people', revolution could he imagined, and was then possible, 
wilhoul the preliminary condition of the destruction 'of the 
available ready machinery of the state.' ••• 

.. To-day in '9'7, in the epoch of the first great imperialist 
war, this distinction.,pf Marx's becomes unreal, and England and 
America, the greatest and last representative of Anglo-Saxon 
, liberty' in the sense of the absence of militarism and hureau
cracy, have to-day completely rolled down into the dirty, bloody 
morass ofmilitary.bureaucratic institutions common in all Europe, 
subordinating all else to themselves, crushing all else under them
selves. To-day both in England and in America, , the prelimjnary 

condition of any real people's revolution·' is the break .. up, the 
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shattering of the available ready machinery of the State (perfected 
in those countries between 1914 and 1917, up to the' European' 
general imperialist standard)." (Tiu Stall and R.volulion, Eng. 
trans., London and Glasgow, 'g'g, p. 40.) 

Lenin was a political genius but his explanation here 
is obviously forced and unconvincing. England and 
America were no different from continental countries, 
in any respect relevant to the conquest of power by a 
revolutionary .movement, than they were in 19'7. If 
anything, it would ·liave been more difficult to achieve 
the social revolution peacefully in these countries than 
elsewhere. 

Let us look at England. It waS Marx who showed in 
Capillll that capitalism had developed in England through 
the most merciless dictatorship. Mter the peasants had 
been forced off their land, they were physicaUy punished 
if they would not work, and driven to the poorhouse when 
they eould not work as a result of unemployment. By the 
eighteenth century CromweU had become a national hero. 
Hastings, Clive, and others had carried out England's 
colonial policy in India, Egypt and elsewhere with the same 
ruthlessness that CromweU had used in subduing Ireland. 
A year after Marx'. birth, English workers in peaceful 
assemblage had been shot down at Peterloo. Marx himself 
had witnessed the suppression of the peaceful Chartist 
movement and knew many of its leaders who had lan
guished in jail. At the very time when Marx was making 
his exception in favour of England, she had the largest navy 
in the world, standing armies in India, Egypt and Ireland, 
a highly developed bureaucracy, and as Marx's letters 
testify, the most astute and class-conscious ruling class in 
the world. In 1869, at a mass meeting in Hyde Park, Marx 
introduced a resolution which demanded political annesty 
for imprisoned Irish patriots and denounced Britain' • 
.. policy of conquest" -a policy which could not be broken 
without the active co-operation of the English working 
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class. In the same year he wrote to Kugelmann, .. Englll1lll 
IUJs ....... rultd lrelll1lll iio II'!J' .1Iur .... y II1IIl _ rult it in ""Y 
.tlutr W'!)I • • • except by the most hideous reign of terror 
and the most revolting corruption" -;0 sentiment which 
Engels expressed again and again in his letters to Marx 
from Ireland a decade earlier. Is this a country in which 
the soclal revolution could have taken place peacefully ?1 

Nor is the reference to the United States any more fo';" 
lunate. A few yean before Marx'. AmsterdaDl address, 
America had gone through her second revolution to break 
up the semi-feudal slavocracy which barred the expansion 
of industrial capitalism. At the very moment Marx was 
speaking, the North was exercising a virtual dictatorship 
over the South. A few yean later profound industrial dis
turbances, which almost took on an insurrectionary char
acter, shook the country. Was it likely that in a country in 
which fcehIe and .. constitutional" attempts to abolish~ 
chattel slavery had called forth the most violent civil war 
of the nineteenth century, the abolition of wage-slavery 
could be effected by moral suasion? Marx was right when 
he said that .. special attention must be paid to the institu
tions, customs and traditions of various lands," but he did 
not know nor did Lenin, that already in 1872 the traditions 
of violence and legis1ative corruption were stronger in 
America than in any major European country with the 
exception of Russia. 

It may be argued in defence of Marx, that he merely 
maintained that in England and America their institutions 
made it possihIe, through the .. formal processes " of elec
tion, to register the will of the people for a socia1 revolution; 
but that this did not obviate the necessity of using the re
constituted state power to destroy counter-revolutionary 

1 "Ireland is the de pretext of the English govcrmnent for main-
tainiog • big permanent army which, when it is oecessary, will be let 
Ioooe upon the Englw. ,..,.kers .. has ofh:D happened after the ormy 
has be<n turned into a praetorian guud (SoIdoIuko) in Irdand." 
Marx II> KugdmaDa in .870. 



elemenlll and 'consolidate the victory. If this was Marx's 
meaning, then, first, there was no justification at the very 
.outset for the distinction between Anglo-American and 
European countries, since the same "formal" procedure 
,,!as possible in France and Germany; and second, Marx'. 
own historical studies of the transition from one form of 
state power to another indicate that the weight of prob
ability was against this mode of procedure proving suc
cessful. 

It remains to be asked, then, what led Marx and Engels 
into the error of qualifying !heir general position as they 
did-an error which could ea.i1y be dismissed as unim
portant had it not led to intense controversy among 
Marxist and pseudo-Marxist groups in England and 
America. After toying with several hypotheses, the author 
frankly confesses that he does not know. 

4. ONa OR THB OTHBR 

Marx's realistic conception of social revolution h!\S so 
often been rejected as offensive to the enlightened con
science of well-intentioned men that it is necessary in closing 
to stress again-at the risk of repetition-illl thoroughly 
human motivation. It is asked: .. Do not the coslll of social 
revolution come too high? " This is a question heard more 
often from those on the sidelines of the class struggle than 
from those who actually bear' the brunt of illl struggles. 
But it is a question which deserves an answer. The Marxist 
replies that he is willing to judge any project by illl cost. 
But to judge anything tmly by illl cost is to condemn every
thing ever undertaken and carried to completion in this 
imperfect world. Hardly a major good has come down 
from the past, from the discovery of fire and speech to the 
latest developments ofscientific technique, for which human 
beings have not paid a price in blood and tears. Both logic 
and morality demand, however, that before we reject a 
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proposal because of its cost, we consider the cost of reject
ing it for any of the available alternatives. The Marxist 
contention is that the costs of sQCial revolution are far less 
th.an the costs of chronic evils of poverty, unemployment, 
moral degradation, and war, which are immanent in capit
alism ; that the ultimate issue and choice is between im
perialistic war which promises nothing but the destruction 
of all culture, yes, of the human race itself, and an'interna
tional revolution which promises a new era in world history. 
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CHAPTER XIX 

DICTATORSHIP AND DEMOCRACY 

A 011.1 TI 0 of Marx once observed that true believers in 
democracy were not so mud. opposed to Marx's ideas as to 
the emotional associations of the words with which he 
clothed them .. Unfortunately for the accuracy ofhis remark, 
the critic forgot to consider the possibility that the words 
Iiad acquired their associations because of the ideas they 
expressed. But t1Jere is one essential principle of Marx's 
political philosophy to which, to some extent, the remark 
applies. This is ~. the dictatorship of the proletaria£ 

Dictator.hip in popular parlance is used synonymously 
with terms like despotism, autocracy, and absolutism. And 

, yet historically therihave been dictatorships directed agmnsl 
absolutism and autocracy, as illustrated in the rules of 
Cromwell and Robespierre. The popular conception carries 

I with it the connotation of illegality. Yet the constitutions 
of the ancient Roman Republic and of the modern German 

. Republic make .. legal" provisions for a dictatorship;· 
and even the coup d'ital of Napoleon the Great, as well as 
that of the Lesser, was confirmed by a popular plebiscite. 
A dictatorship, it is said, is essentially personal, yet history 

> knows of. dictatorships by triumvirates, religious organisa
tions and political parties. None of these popular notions 
can serve as a clue to what Marx meant by the principle 

, of" dictatorship of the proletariat." It must be considered 

I as an integral part of his philosophy of history and theory 
of the state. 



I. WHAT Is PROLETARIAN DICTATORSHIP? 

VThe key to Marx's conception of proletarian dictatorship 
is given by Marx himself in his letter to Weydemeyer, 
March 12, 1852. 

U As far as I am. concerned the honour does not belong to me for 
either having discovered the existence of classea in modern 
society or their struggles with onc another. Bourgeois historians 
I had long before me shown the development of this struggle of the 
cl.asses and bourgeois economists the economic anatomy of classes. 
What I added was to prove: (I) that the existence of class .. is 
only bound up with certain historica1slruggles in the development 
of production; (2) that the class struggle necessarily leads to the 
dictatorship of the proletariat; (3) that this dictatorship is itself 
only a transition to the ultimate abolition of all classes and to a 
aocicty without classes.u1 

Here it is clear that the " dictatorship of the proletariat" 
is the domination not of an individual, group or party but 
of one class over another. Its opposill is not " tItmoCTacy" DuJ 
the "die_ship of the bourgtoisie." The political forms by 
whicb dictatorships. are imposed are varied, but what all 
dictatorships have in common is the possession of the state 
authority whicb is used in behalf of the dominant economic 
interest. The ultimate basis of the state authority \ as we 
have seen, is physical power; its specific function, the 
preservation of the economic order. A dictatorship then, in 
Mar,,' s sense of the term, is not recognised by the name with I whicb its jurisconsults baptise it, but by the objective signs of I repression in its social and political life. Wher,ver WI find II 

: sltJU, /her, Wt find " dictatorship. Whoever believes in a· 
i proletarian sltJU, believes in a proletarian die_ship. This is 
I Marx's meaning .. 
, Is it adequate to the facts of political life ? Does it not 
overlook important differences between the various forms of 
"bourgeois dictatorship," •. g., differences between mon
archy and republic, limited suffrage and universal suffrage? 

I Eng. trIIDI. by Beer, LaiHnJr Mo.thly, July, 19o •• 
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Marx does not deny the existence. of these differences nor 
their importance for the day by day political strategy of the 
proletariat. He maintains, however, that the differences 
are irrelevant to the fundamental facts of social inequality 
which are common· to all political forms of bourgeois dic
tatorship. In order to see why,· we must look at Marx'. 
analysis of" bourgeois dictatorship" a little more closely. , 

2. THE DICTATORSHIP 01' THE BoUROEOJllIE 

In a class society: socW equality is impossible; and 
without social equality, only the political form, but not 
the substance of democracy can exist. In bourgeois society, 
the most important matters which affect the lives of the 
working masse&-the social conditions under which thcy 
live, their opportunities of employment, their wages--<U'e 
determined, for the most part, by extra-political agencies. 
The bank, the factory, and the market control the very 
right of the worker to live, for they control his means of life. 
This control is not malicious and deliberate but is an 
automatic consequence of existing property re1ations.1 

.. Representative" political institutions cannot control 
them in turn because within the frame of the capitalist 
mode of production (I) political institutions cannot be 
.. truly" repreSentative, since they do not provide for 
democratic control of economic life; (2) the tendencies 
towards centralisation of industry and ,concentration of 

1 Even- when the q>ntrol is consciow the motive is Dot personal but 
arises from the U objective n inteftSt of the busineD corporation. Mr. 
Grace, President of the Bethlehem Steel Corporation, testifying before 
the Lockwood. Commission, admitted that his. corporation wu dic .. 
tating to contracton and builden in New York and Pbiladelpru.. that 
It they could buy fabricated steel only on condition that it be erected 
under open shop conditions." He decla.rcd this to be a national policy. 
In answer to a question from Mr. Untenncyer whether be did not 
think. such dictation 00 the part of the manufacturers to be arrogant, 
Mr. Grace responded. : II If they thought it was to protect their interest, 
in line with what they considered the right policy for their intereSt, I 
would not consider it arrogant but ae1f_protectiOD,n (J(IU/ York Tinw, 
Dec. 15. Ig.o.) 



wealth are not consequences of political rule but of inherent 
tendencies in the economic order and cannot be checked ; 
and (3) the possession of economic power gives almost com
plete domination over the leadership, programme and 
activities of political parties through the control of cam
paign funds, the organs of "public" . opinion, and the 
national budget. The result is widespread indifference 
among the working population to political processes' 
except on spectacular occasions once every few years when 
they are given an opportunity .. to decide which member of 
the ruling class is to represent them in Parliament." (Marx.) 
Politics becomes an annexe to business and the principles 
of public morality are derived from successful commercial 
practice. 

Bourgeois dictatorships may express themselves in 
different forms of gnvernment. For agitational purposes 
these differences are of no little significance to the working 
class. Everywhere a struggle must be waged for universal 
suffrage-not beeause this changes the natun, of the 
dictatorship of capital, but beeause it eliminates confusing 
issues and permits the property question to come clearly to 
the fOre ... Nowhere does social equality obtrude itself more 
harshly," wrote Marx as early as 1847, .. than ~n the 
Eastern States of North America beeause nowhere is it less 
glossed over (fiber/IINd'l) by political equality." (Ges.".IiJut
gaIH, I, 6, p. 309.) Twenty-five years later in his eriticism 
of the Gotha Programme, he repeats: " ••• vulgar democ
racy ••. sees the millennium in the democratic republic and 
has no inkling of the fact that the class struggle is to be 
definitely fought out under this final form of State organi
sation of capitalist society." (Eng. trans., S.L.P. Press, 
P·49·) 

The existence of a formal political democracy is accom
panied by sharper expressions of the class struggle between 
proletariat and bourgeoisie, for now there is only one issue 
on the agenda of history-whether man shall serve property 
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or whether property, for the first time since the rise of traJ 
ditional civilisation, shall serve man. In, the eourse of the i 
class struggle the bourgeoisie is eompelled to abandon its' 
own formal political guarantees whenever the sanctity of 
private property and the authority of the state are en
dangered. The dictatorship no longer remains veiled, hut 
eomes into the open. Martial law is proc1aimed ; freedom of 
the press and assemblage is suspended ; minorities are un
protected, unless they accept bourgeois rule ;. the hemp, 
rope is substituted for the eord of gold as a measure of 
repression. In the absena: of the objective soeial presup-

• positions of equality, the formal possession of po/iii-

'

,ttl equality-although it must be used to the utmost
turns out to be inadequate for any fundamental social 
change. . 

Bourgeois democracy is not the opposite of bourgeois 
. dictatorship; it is one of its species. It is a dictatorship of 
\ a minority of the population over a majority-a minority 
• defined not by the number of votes cast but by the number 

of those who own the instruments of social production. 
Bourgeois democracy may be parliamentary, and yet still 
be a dictatorship; it may be parliamentary, and still be, as 
Marx said of the French Republic of Louis Napoleon, .. a 
government of uneoncealed class terrorism." 

True democracy, aceording to Marx, is possible only in 
a society where class divisions do not exist, where in virtue 
of a eommon admiuistratiol'l of the means of production, an 
objective social morality harmonises the interests of men 
and establishes the goa1s of the social process. True de-

, mocracy, therefore, cannot be bourgeois democracy (die> 
tatorship) nor proletarian democracy (dictatorship). But 
how is it to be achieved ? Only by substituting for the die> 
tatorship of the bourgeoisie, which declares itself to be the 
perfect enduring expression of democracy, the dictatorship 

! of the proletariat, which regards itself as transitional and 
I paves the way towards eommunism. 
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3. THE TASKS OPTHE PROLETARIAN DICTATORSHIP 

In his critical anaIysis of the Gotha Programme, Marx 
wrote : 

.. Between the capitalist and communist systems of society lies 
the period of, the revolutionary tramformation of one into 'the 
other. This correspondJ to a political transition period, whose 
State can be nothing else but the " .. lulio7UJ1)l,diJ:ttaorslrip qf /he 
prolel<lri4l." (Op. m., p. 48.) 

Communism does not spring full born from the shell of ' 
capitalist society, for the latter can only create the pre
suppositions of communism. The proletariat must do the 
rest. When a revolutionary situation arises, it seizes power 
with the aid of other oppressed groups of the population. 
After it seizes power, it must orgacise to hold it against 
the practically certain attempts which will.be launched, 
from within and without, against it. It uses its power to 
Carry out the measures of socialisation and cultural educa
tion which lead to communism. The organisation of power 
is known as the proletarian dictatorship. 

The proletarian dictatorship, like all dictatorships, is 
based on force. But it is not lawless or irresponsible. Its 
acts are strictly determined by the dictates of revolunonary 
necessity. It justifies what it does by principles which, in the 

'course of time, it proceeds to codify-as all other states do. 
In the eyes of those who suffer by their application, these 
principles are regarded as spawned of hell, infamous and 
unnatural-a judgment often uttered before by those who 
have lost power.' But if anything, revolutionary principles 
make a greater and more sustained demand upon the 
integrity, courage, strength and intelligence of those who 
profess them than the principles they have replaced. 

1 .. At pre$eDt you seem. in everything to have strayed out of the 
high road of nature. The property of France does Dot govern it.'" (Ed
mund Burke, U Letters on the French Revolution," Works, Bahn eel? 
Vol. II, p. 32S.) 
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The first task the proletarian dictatorship must accom-' 
plish is to crush all actual or incipient counter-revolutionary 
movements. Otherwise, it cannot survive and goes down in' 
a blood-bath which, as historical experience indicates, sur
passes anything the proletariat is capable of. Marx cherished 
the lessons of the June da}'3 of 1848, the October da}'3 of 
I the same year in Vienna and, bloodiest of all, the May da}'3 
after the fall of the Commune in 1871. Revolutionary terror
~ism is the answer of the proletariat to the political terrorism 
of counter-revolution. Its ruthlessness depends upon· the 
strength of the resistance it meets. lis II&Is art fUJt ",emu but 
defensiVl measuru. Its historic justification is the still greater 
tragedies to which it puts an end. It was as the result of his 
studies of the successful French Revolution of '793, which 
could never bave been won without the Terror, and of his 
experience of the unsuccessful revolutions of 1848 and their 
bloody epilogue, that Marx wrote : 

.. The fruitless butcheries since the June and October days, the 
protracted sacrifice-festivals ofvictima since February and March, 
the cannibalism of the counter-revolution itself, will convince the 
people that there is only one meana by which the tortuous death 
agonies of the old society and the bloody birth-pang1 of the new 
society, may be shortened, simplified and concentrated-only onc 
means-revolutionary terrorism," (A .. tUm lillTarischm Na,hlass 
von Mar" und E.,./s, Bd. S, p. 199.) 

The suppression of the counter-revolution is the first 
of the tasks which must be accomplished by the proletarian 
dictatorship, -but it is by no means the most important. The 
problems of economics and educational reorganisation are 
far more fundamental. Although the material bases of the 
new social order will already have been laid under capital
ism, only mechanical Marxism-which is the obverse of 
fantastic Utopianism-"Ca!l understand this to mean that 
when the revolution occurs, the maximum socialisation of 
the processes of production will have been achieved, that 
adequate mechanisms of distribution will necessarily be at 
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hand, and that all small independent producers, peasants 
and craftsmen will have disappeared. Were this evl!r to be 
the case, there would be-no need of revolution ; capitalism 
would collapse of its own internal weighL But that collapse 
would be a far cry from the inauguration of socialism. For 
before capitalism could have develop,ed to such a point, 
it would have long since crushed out of existence an at:ti .. 
independent working-class movement. Its collapse would 
mean absolute social chaos. 

Having assumed power with the help of the discontented 
petty bourgeoisie and peasantry, the proletarian dic
tatorship carries the tendencies. of capitalist production to 
completion in such a way as to secure the foundations of the 
socialist society. In the process of reconstruction it must 
watch very carefully to see that the political tendencies of 
its aIliei-whose intermediate position in production has 
generated an ideology which is anti-capitalist rather than 
pro-socialist-docs not flower into a programme demandins. 
small independent production, complete administrative 
decentralisation, and other non-socialist measures. Con
cessions to these groups must, of course, be made but only 
with an eye to their ultimate withdrawal, or more accur
ately, with relation to a programme of social activitr which, 
by nullifying the anti-social effects of these concessions, 
render them in time superfluous. Here the exigencies of the 
specific situation, together with first principles, dictate 
what is permissible and what is not. 

The force of habit is stronger and more insidious than the 
force of arms. Mter the first flush of revolutionary en
thusiasm has subsided, the traditional habits of the old 
order, which have been made part of the unconscious by 
the educational agencies of capitalism, reassert themselves. 
In the long run the processes of social reconstruction will 
effect a psychological transformation; meanwhile the ob
structive consequences of anti-social motivation may result 
in serious obstacles to carrying through the programme. 
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A strenuous effort must therefore be made to overcome the 
cultural and psychological lag of the masses. New incentives 
to conduct must be fostered; new moral values made focal • 
. Consciousness of the creative possibilities of a socialist order 
must be furthered and the educational system remade in 
the light of new social objectives. -

The relative difficulty of these &asks will yary with 
differc:nt countries, but if Marx's guess is right, they cannot 
-be accomplished anywhere in less than a generation. The 
proletarian dictatorship, in order to survive, must carry on 
a struggle on all fronts. Lenin, who not only studied the 
theory of proletarian dictatorship but tested it in practice, 
wrote : 

U The dictatorship of the proletariat is a resolute, persiatent 
struggle, sanguinary and bloodless, violent and peaceful, military 
and economic, pt:dagogic and administrative, against the forces 
and traditions of the old society. The force of habit of the millions 
and tens of millions is a formidable force." (n. lrifanliU Sidrws 
'If" Leftism " in C ......... ism, Eng. trans., p. 31.) 

4- THE OROANS OP PROLETARIAN D,CTATORSHIP 

The dictatorship of the proletariat is not a despotism. 
It expresses itself through representative institutions whose 
fundamental pattern was first revealed in dim outline in the 
political organisation of the Paris Commune. The constitu
tion of the Paris Commune showed that Marx said : 

.. It was essentially a working-class government, the product of 
the struggle of the producing against the appropriating class, th. 
political form at last discovered under which to work out th. 
-economic emancipation of labour!' (TIlt Civil W. ill F,,,,,", 
_ S. L. P. ed., p. 78.) 

The representative institutions projected by the Com
mune-which served as the forerunners of the Russian 
Soviets of '905 and 1917-distinguished themsclves from 
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the representative institutions of bourgeois democracy in 
several important ways. First, since the means of produc
tion, land and capital, were to be socialised, the govern
ment was to be a government of prodUJ:.,s. All administrative 
functions were, "therefore, to be performed at workmen's 
wages. Second, all delegates to representative bodies could 
be recalled at any time by those who had elected them. 
Third, the commune was to be, in the words of Marx, " a 
working, not a parliamentary body, executive and legisIa-. 
tive at the same time." This would make officials more 
sensitive to the needs of those whom they represented, and 
more capable of checking and co-ordinating their admin
istrative functions with the processes of production. Fourth, 
the source of power was to be II the_nation in arms," and 
not a special army. 

The logic of this scheme was completed in' the Soviet 
system of 1917 in which the unit of representation was 
shifted from a territorial to an occupational basis-an idea 
already expressed by Daniel De Leon in America in 1904. 

Despite all this, the Commune or the Soviet is still a' 
- state, i.I., a dictatorship. It exercises its repressive powers 
. against those elements of the population which resist the 

transformation of society into a co-operative sociaIjst com
monwealth. It is therefore not yet a true democracy. None
theless, it more closely approaches true democracy than 
any previous political democracy in that it is a dictator
ship of producers over non-producers, and, therefore, of 
a majority over a minority. Within the ranks of the pro
ducers the principles of true democracy prevail. Further, 
its activities are directed to making its own repressive func
tions"superfluous. This is the justification of their use. 

But in a society where there are no classes, will there not 
be confficts between the majority of the population and the 
minority? How will these be solved? By force? But, by 
definition, the state-the organ of repression-no longer 
exists. Peacefully? Then why cannot the confficts between 
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the majority and minority be solved without acts of repres
sion even before "the state has disappeared? These ques
tions overlook again the distinctive character of class opposi
tions. The proletarian state does not set itself up to be Il true 
democracy. It frankly asserts that no true democracy is 
possible where a majority reprus .. the minority. In a true 
democracy-due to the homogeneity (if interests produced 
by the absence of economic class divisions-the minority, 
after discussion and decision, IIOlrmtarily subordinates itself 
to the majority. In a class democracy-bourgeois or prole
tarian-the presuppositions of social homogeneity are lack
ing and society is divided into two inarbitrably hostile 
camps. Since the subject class cannot be relied upon volun
tarily to subordinate itself, the state power is necessary. If 
. ever a time comes when in a class democracy the group 
. which controls the state uses it in the interests of the class 
'which its economic institutions oppress, or if ever in a true 
democracy a situation arises in which a minority resorts to 
force to overthrow the decision of a majority-the ManUan 

. theory wilY have to be revised. 
One further question. What guarantee is there that after 

the class enemy has been eliminated from the social scene, 
the proletarian dictatorship will disappear, or that it will 
·not give way to a new type of dictatorship-the dictatorship 
of the leaders over those whom they lead? May not one 
form of oppression then be substituted for another? Robert 
Michels has developed this point into a system of sociology.' 

• The nature of every organisation-<:Spccially political or
ganisations-is such that they cannot function without 
leaders. In the course of time, oppositions arise between the 
leaders and those who arc led" which are analogous to the 
oppositions between classes. The power of the leaders, de
rived from control of the- party machine, enables them 
to constitute themselves into a virtual oligarchy which is 

''':.., S.,.;.IDgi. du P"- in tUr _ D_IJIit, Leipzig. 
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self-perpetuating. Where democratic forms prevail, the 
leaden, due to their control of the strategic positions in the 
political bureaucracy, can get themselves" legally" voted 
into power again. Ifthcy are overthroWn by organised mass 
protest or revolt, then the leaders of the revolt-those who 
have rallied the masses-take their places. A new bureau
cracy arises and the process continues for ever. Michels 
calls this the " iron law of oligarchy" and holds that it is 
valid for all societies. He, therefore, concludes that" socialists 
may be successful but socialism [true democracy] never." 
History is the succession of one set of politicians for another. 

That personal abuse of power will always be possible is 
undeniable. But what Michels -overlooks is the social and 
economic presuppositions of the oligarchical tendencies of 
leadership in the past. Political leadership in past societies 
meant economic power. Educatio& and tradition fostered 
the tendencies to predatory self-assertion in some classes 
and at the same time sought to deaden the interest in 
politics on the part of the masses. In a socialist society in 
which political leadership is an administrative function, , 
and, therefore, carries with it no economic power, in which 
the processes of education strive to direct the psychic ten
dencies to self-assertion into "moral and social equiva
lents " of oligarchical amhition, in which the mo~opoly of 
education for one class has heen abolished, and the division 
.of labour between manual and mental worker is progres
sively eliminated-the danger that Michels' "law of oli
garchy" will express itself in traditional form, becomes. 
quite remote. In addition, the orgauisation of the com
munes or soviets demands that all producers in the course 
of their work be drawn into the "social planning activi
ties" of society. Of nccessity thcy mUllt become politically 
conscious. And where political consciousness is widespread I 
and the means of production held in common, bureaucracy\ 
cannot flourish. For limited pt;riods, especially in the period 
immediately after the revolution, evils may appear, but it 
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is impossible to predict in advance wbat specific form they 
will take, This bare and abstract_ possibility, however, i. 
much too weak a foundation for the heavy sociological 
structure which Michels builds upon it. 

5. COIoWUNlSM AND i:>JwoCRACY 

Hostile critics of Marxism have often designated it as the 
\ast system of Utopian socialism. Marxism, they have said, 
envisages the social order ·of the-future as one in which 
there are no material Jacks and no political constraint, in 
which human beings are mQVCd only hy altruistic motives. 
This is a millenary dream. From an opposite quarter, their 
fellow critics have protested that Marxism is the last the
oretical expression of capitalism, that it assumes the same 
·vaIues and motives of human behaviour and giv';' no indica
tions of the criteria of a desirahle society. The same evils, 
they remind us, may he produced hy different causes. Un
I ... mankind is guided by a more adequate schedule of ethi
cal values than those illustrated in the class war to-day, the 
meanness, ciuelty and vulgarity ofcontemporaryculture will 
reap~ in a differep.t guise in the culture of to-morrow. 

Both criticisms-amcelling one another though they do 
-fall wide of the mark because they share two theoretical 
presuppositions which are utterly foreign to Marxism. Both 
assume that ethical values are relevant and meaningful in 
independence of a_concrete social and historical context. 
The first school of critics, on the basis of the patent hollow
ness and inapplicability of all past sche,,!es of .. universal .. 
and .. truly human" morality in class society, argue that 
no objective system of social morality will ever he possible.1 

1 This is a generalised and illicit form of Marx', specific line of 
aiticism of aU U classless I, morality in class society. Of the humani
tarian Heinzen, Marx: wrote: .... _ Mr. Heinzen professe.t to be uncon
cerned either with the bourgeoisie or with the proletariat in Germany. 
His party is the • party of humanity,' that is. the noble and warm
bearted enthusiasts who champion middle-claJl' interests disguised 
in the form of • human I ideals, without ever realising the connection 
between the idealistic phrase and its realistic kernel." (GUIllPUtlllSgQN, 
.1,6, p. SOl.) 



The second school desire to work out now, Jmd to propa
gate in full detail, a system of morality which caD. only be 
realised and understood after social conditions have been 
changed. Both schools further assume that communism 
springs into existence immediately after the revolution, and 
overlook . the gradJUd interactive effects between human 
ideals and social existence which result from the activities 
of socialisation. They do not view social experience as an 
educational and transformative process in which,' by the 
control of social institutions, human motives and ideals are 
themselves changed. 

According to the Marxist philosophy the content-the 
very meaning of moral ideals--is a function of a concrete 
situation in the process of historical development. Ideals 
must be redetermined from time to time in relation to what 
the forces of production make possible and what human 
beings will as desirable. Marx, therefore, never invoked a 
natural rights theory of ethics. The only formal ethical 
invariant he recognised, was man's desire for u the better/' 
In class societies there are to be found only class moralities, 
for just as the " good .. of one class, is the " bad .. of an
other, "the better n of the first is "the worSe n· of the 
second. This is most obviously true of such political shib
boleths as liberty, equality, and democraey. Just as'soon as 
we give a concrete content to these terms we find that what 
is liberty for one class is wage-sl.avery for another; what is 
democracy for one c1ass is the formal cloak of dictatorship 
for another. 

After the socialist revolution, social morality will only 
gradually lose its antinomic character, for classes will not 
have been immediately abolished. But c1ass divisions will 
not be relevant to the overwhelming majority oCthe popula
tion since it will consist of producers. The chief considera
tion now which determines the principles of justice, in 
accordan~ with which social wealth will be distributed, is 
the level socialised produ&tio" will have reached. Even under 
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communism, then, abstract principles of justice by them
selves will not be adequate to settle the specific problems of 
distribution. 

It is in bis discussion of the principles which are to guide 
the distribution of the social product under communism 
that Marx appears at his realistic best. He avoids the ab
stract morality of the Utopians and at the same time, tran
scends the morality of the slatus quo. This question is bound 
up with the problem of democracy. Since there can be no 
social equality without "just distributiou," and since 
political democracy, according to Marx's earlier critique, 
is an empty form without social equality, his analysis of 
'U just distribution" is part of his analysis of democracy. 
This discussion will be found in his CritiqU8 of the Gotha 
Programme. 

The "right to the full product of one's labour" had 
always been an agitational demand of the Utopian socia
lists. Due to the influence of LassaIle's thought, a variant 
of this demand had slipped into the platform of the German 
Social Democratic Party. It called for a system of society in 
which " the proceeds of society [Arbtilserlrag] belong to all 
the members of society, unabridged and in equal right." 
The presupposition of their demand is that the social revolu
tion has just been acromplished. 

Marx protests that it is obviously impossible at such time 
both to reward .. all members of society," itu:luding tIum wlul 
tID 1UJ1 work, and, at the same time, to give those who do 
work the full and unabridged products of their labour. If 
it is meant that only those who work are to receive the full 
product of their labour, while those who do not wotk are 
to be permitted to starve, then all talk about" equal rights " 
on the part of these two groups must be dropped. Besides, 
it is nonsense to demand that those who work should receive 
the full product of their labour, for (a) the product is social 
and co-operative, not private and individual, (b) deduc
tions from the social product must be made for wear and 
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tear of social capital, expansion or production, etc., (el de
ductions must be made for administrative expenses, educa- . 
tion, public hygiene, and (d) deductions must be made for 
those who are ""abl. to work. Making allowance for all 
these deductions and reservations, the principle of distribu
tion in the first stage of communist society-a society which, 
as Marx says, has not" droeloped on its own basis, but, on 
the contrary, is just issuing out of capitalist society "--;
amounts to this : Eaeh indiuidlll1l is /;> b. rewartltd in proportion 
/;> what he produces. What he produces is measured by his 
labour time. 

"Accordingly, the individual producer ge .. back--<Ofter the 
deductions-exactly as much as he gives to it. • ~ . He receives 
from the community a cheque showing that he has done so much 
labour, and with this .cheque he draws froni the common store as 
much of the means ot: consumption as costs an equal amount of 
labour. The same quantity oflabour that he has given to society 
in one form, he receives back in another form." (Op. cit., p. 29.) 

But this is not yet genuine social democracy or justice, 
Marx adds. It is, however, the best attainable in a " 'ociety 
that still retains, in every respect, economic, moral, and 
intellectual, the birthmarks of the old society from whose 
womb it is passing." It is not genuine justice because it 
makes possible inequality of wage payments. A, wh'o enjoys 
natural strength, may in the same span of time produce, 
with less exertion, twice as much as B. If he receives' in 
payment twice as much as B, B is being punished for his 
natural weakness, for which he is no more responsible than 
A is for his strength. Or A and B may produce the same 
amOU'llt and get the same reward, and yet, because B is the 
head 9f a family and A is not, inequality will result. 

Both A and B are equal before the law of the new society 
because, together with their fellow producers, they own 
and control the means of production. In this there is a 
definite advance over capitalism. But it is not yet commun
ism. In respect to distribution one person may acquire more 
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wealth than another and certain groups may be able to 
enjoy a higher standard of living .. This will not <:onstitute 
a danger" to the social order because the ownership of t4e 
instruments of production will be common. But the incen
tives and motives of the "old order will have survived down 
to this period. The possibility of sociaI disorder will be quite 
real. A certain vestigial state apparatus will therefore be 
"necessary to keep the peace. Coercion will.ti11 have to be 
employed. The principle that each one has an equal right 
to what he produces (and not. to what he needs) is just, then, 
only under those sociaI collditions in which productive 
forces have not been developed to a point where, by purely 
voluntary labour, everyone's fundamental needs can be 
gratified. But" just" though it be under the circumstances, 
the principle of equal right is still a hang-over from capital
ism. 

" EtpJIll right ;., here, therefore, still according to the principle, 
eapillllisl righl • ••• The equal right;" still tainted with a capitalist 
limitation. 

U However, one penon is physically or intellectually superior to 
the other, and furnishes, therefore, more labour in the same time, 
or can work a longer time ; and in order to serve 81 a measure, 
labour must he determined according to duration or intensity, 
otherwise it would cease to serve as a standard. ThU Iqw/ right ;., 
unequal right for unequal labour. It does not reeognUe class 
dUtinetions, because everyone is nuly a working-man like every
body else ; but it tacitly recognises unequal individual endowment, 
and bence, efficiency, as natural privileges. 11 is, IIwrtjorl, ill Us 
sobs","", a right 'If wqw/ily, likl ..u right. According to its nature, 
right can consist only in the application of a common standard ; 
hut the unequal individuabo (and they would not he different 
individuabo if they were not unequal ones) can he measured 
according to a common standard only in so far as they are brought 
under the same point of view, or, are regarded from a ~ 
side only. For example, in the given instance they are regarded 
only /IS worlring-mn>; we see nothing more in them, we dUregard 
everything else. Moreover, one working-man is married, the other 
is not married ; onc bas more children than the other, etc. Hence 
"with equal contribution of labour and, therefore, equal shares in 
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the social consumption.fUnd, the one receives actually more than 
the other, the one is richer than the other, etc,. In order to avoid 
all these shortcomings right would bave to he not equal, but 
unequal. 

U But these'shortcomings are unavoidable in the first phase of 
Commurust society, as it. has jwt issued from capitalist society 
after long travail. Rjght can never he superior to the -eronomic 
development and the stage of civilisation conditioned thereby." 
(Criliqw of IIr4 Gollul ProgTamme, S. L. P. ed., pp •. 31>-31.) 

Marx, at this point, stops short of specific description 
and contents himself with indicating the communist ideal 
of social distribution. This is : .. Prodw:lion aecording /0 01lJJ'. 

capacities, and distribution aecording /0 01lJJ'. 1IJJeds." He does 
not say when and how it will be realised, or even assert 
that it is some day certain to be achieved. After all, it is 
an idea. But the conditions for its realisation are stated and 
some intimations are offered of intermediate stages in the 
progress towards complete communism. 

" Need " is an ambiguous term ; U reward according to 
need" even more so. One man's need may be another 
man's luxury. Certainly, except in paradise, not all in
dividuals can be rewarded in accordance with their 
.. fancied" needs. During the. first stage of cOJ1lmunist 
society, all who are willing to work will receive sufficient 
for their fundamental needs-food, clothing, shelter, 
education, etc. But due to the-inequality of wage payments, 
some will be able to gratify needs which are not funda
mental. Later, when equality of wage payments has been 
established, it may be possible to re-define " fundamental 
needs "-another elastic concept-in such a way that it 
will include the need for what were formerly regarded as 
luxuries-material or cultural. & production increases, the 
equal minimum wage is increased. But equality of payment 
in a world in which human beings are unequal, Marx 
showed, involved inequality. The true ideal of social 
equality must respect these human differences and seek to 
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give each individual the opportunity to develop himself in 
accOrdance with his own moral ideal. The presupposition 
is that technology will be sufficiently advanced, and the 
educational processes of the new society sufficiently en
lightened and effective, to make it possible that the material 
prerequisites necessary for a free career for all-will be 
produced by .. lunlilry labour. Where this is not so, the 
principle of need will have to be modified by the principle 
of desert, i.I., specific reward for individual effort. 

Marx is not very much concerned with the higher phase 
of communism: His life-worJo. and thought were primarily 
direct"ed to overthrow the highest phase of capitalism. But 
he permits us to catch a glimpse of the social ideal which 
gave added meaning and justification, not alone to his own 
. heroic struggles, but to the struggle of the international 
working-class movement of which he was a part. It is an 
ideal whose complete realisation is not as important as its 
directive power : 

.. In the higher phase of communist society, after the enslaving 
subordination of the individual under the division of labour has 
disappeared, and therewith a1so the opposition between manual 
and intellectua1labour ; after labour has become not only a means 
of life, but a1so the highest want in life ; when, with the develop
ment of all the faculties of the individual, the productive forces 
have correspondingly increased, and all the springs of social 
wealth flow more abundantly-only then may the limited horizon 
of capitalUt right be left behind entire1y, and society inscribe on 
its banners: • From everyone according to his faculties. to every
ODe according to his Deeds!'" (CritiquI 'If 1M GotA. Programml, 
p. 31.) 



APPENDIX 

FOUR LETTERS ON HISTORICAL MATERIALISM 

by FuolUUC ENGELS 

Trll1lSw.d ~ Sidnq Hook 

I •. ENGELS' LBTrBR 1'0 CoNRAD SCHMIDT 

London, Oct. "" 'go 
DUJr SdrmUiI : 

I seize the fint free moment to write you. I think you would be 
well advised to accept the position at Zurich.' You can always 
learn considerably about economic matters there especially if you 
bear in mind that Zurich is still only a third-rate money and 
business market, and that, consequently, the effects which make 
themselves felt there are weakeoed, and indeed deliberately 
falsified, by double and triple-fold manipulations. But one ac
quires a practical knowledge of the business and is compelled to 
follow first-hand market reports from Loudon, New York, p.m, 
Berlin, Vieona-and that's the world market in its reflected form 
as money and security market. Of the economic, political aud 
other re.8.ections the same thing is true as of the imageS in the 
human eye. They aU pass through a <OlIve>: lens and therefore 
appear upside down, standing on their head. Only the nervous 
oystem is lacking to set them right on their feet again. The money
market expert sees the movemeots of industry and the world mar
ket only in the inverted reflections of the money aud security 
market, and takes the effect for the cause. I saw that take place 
already in the forties in Manchester. The London market reports 
were absolutely useless as a guide to the development of industry 
and it! periodic maxima and minima because m'!ords wanted. to 
explain everything as arising from the crises in the money market 
which were, after all, only symptoms. Behind the matter at that 
time was the desire to explain away the met that industrial crises 

1 Conrad Schmidt bad written Engel. that he intended to take over . 
the commcn:ial section of. Zurich newspaper. 



arose out of temporazy overproduction; in addition there was a 
bias which invited distortion. This last is now for us irrelevant; 
besides it is a fact that the money market can also have its own 
crises in which direct industrial disturbances play only a sub
ordinate rale or none whatever. In this connection there is much 
to be investigated especially in the last tweaty yean. 

Wherever there is division of labour on a social scale, there will 
also be found the growing indepeodenee of work ... in relation to 
each other. Production is in the last instance the decisive factor. 
However, as soon as the comm.ercial exchange of commodities 
separates itself from. real production it follows a movement which, 
although as a whole still dominated by production, obeys in its 
particular details and within the sphere of its general depeodence 
its own laws. These flow from the nature of the new factors in .. 
valved. This movement has its own phases aod reacts in turn upon 
the course of production. The discovery of America resulted from 

. the hunger for money, which had already driveo the Portuguese 
to Africa (cr. Soetheers Ed6lmnol-l'rodMIctitm), beeause the tre
mendous expansion of European industry in the fourteenth and 
lifteeoth ceoturies together with the corresponding commercial 
activity demanded more eurreney than Germany-the great 
silver country from '450 to '55<>-<:ould provide. The conquest 
of India by the Portuguese, Dutch and Euglish from '500 to .800 
was undertaken for the sake of imfHJrIs from IruJid. At that time no 
one thought of exports. And yet what en100sa\ counter-effects these 
discoveries and conquests which were determined purely by in
terests of trade, had upon exports from those countries aod. upon 
the development of 1arge seale industry. 

The same is true for the money market. Just as soon as dealing 
in money [GeIdJumdd] is separated from commodity exchange it de
velops its own speciaJ laws and phases. These follow from its own 
particular nature, yet they all take p1aee within the given limits 
and conditions of production and commodity exchange. Where 
dealing in money is extended to include securities that are not 
merely government consolo but industrials and railroad stocks, aod 
thereby wins direct control over a phase of the production which 
u a whole controb it, the reaction of the money market upon pJ"Ooo 
duction becomes all the stronger and more complicated. The in
vestment bankers are the ownen of railroads, mines, steel mills, 
etc. These means of production take an a double aspecL Business 
has to be run now with an eye to the immediate interests of pr0-

duction, aod now with an eye to ~ needs of the stock-holden in 



so far as they are money lenders. The crassest illustration nf this is 
furnished by the activities nf the North American rai\roads which 
at the present time depend completely upon the market opera
tions nf Jay Gould, Vanderbilt and othent-<>perations that are 
totally foreign to the needs and interests of the railroads as com
mon carrien. And even here in England we bave witnessed yean nf 
struggle between different railway companies in competitive ter
ritories in which an enormous amount of money went up in smoke 
not in the interest nfproduction and communication but solelyi» 
cause nf a rivalry wbose main function was to make poosib1e the 
market operation nf the wealthy stock-bolders. 

In these few wonts about my conception nf the relation between 
production and commodity exchange, and nf both to the money 
market, I bave alreody answered in essence your questions con
cerning IUstoricoJ ....urialinn in general. The matter can most easily 
be grasped from the standpoint nf the dWisUm qf iIlIHNr. Society 
gives rise to certain public functions which it cannot dispense with. 
The people who are delegated to perform them constitute a new 
branch nf the division nf labour wilkin .roci8!y. They acquire there
with special interest in opposition to those who have elected them ; 
make themselves relatively independent nf them, and the skIU is 
already here. The same thing takes place, as we observed, in com
mercial exchange and later in money exchange. The new inde
pendent power must, nf course, submit to the movement nf pro
duction as a whole. But it also WIds, by virtue nf the strength of 
its immanent, ;.6., its once borrowed but gradually developed re
lative independence, upon the conditions and course nf, produc
tion. There is a ,ltiprotity between two III&Iqual forces ; on the one 
sid~ the economic movement; on the other, the new political 
power which strives for the greatest possible independence and 
which baving once arisen is endowed with ito ..... IIIIR!mIml. The 
economic movement, upon the whole, a.sserts itself but it is affected 
by the reaction nf the relatively independent political movement 
which it itself bad set up. This political movement is on the one 
hand the state power, OD the other, the opposition which comes 
to life at the same time with it. Just as the money market refiecb 
as a whole, with the qualifications indicated, the movement nf the 
industrial market, but naturally in an _14d fashion, 90 there is 
rdIected in the struggle between government and opposition, the 
Itruggle between already existing and opposing c1assc:s but again 
in an inverted fonn, no longer direct but indin:ct, not as open class 
struggle hut as a struggle between poIili<sl priRciplu. So inverted is 



this rdlcction that it requiml thOU3allds of yean to discover what 
was behind it. 

The reaction of the state power upon economic development 
can take a three-fold form. It can run in the same direction, and 
then the temp., of devdopmlnt becomes accelerated; it can buck 
up against that development in which case to-day among every 
large people the state power is sure to go to smash before long ; 
or it can block economic development along some directions and 

. by down.its path along others. This last case is ultimately redu
cible to one of either of the foregoing two. It is clear that in the 
seccmd and third cases the political power can do great damage 
to the COur.IC of economic development and result in a great waste 
of energy and matcria/s., . 

We must add to the above the cases of conquest and brutal de
struction of economic l'eSOUIUS in which under certain circum
stances it was possible in the past for a local or national economic 
development to be completely destroyed. To-day situations of this 
kind produce opposite effects at least among the lazge nations. 
Often it is the conquered who in the long run wins more ccooomi. 
cally, politically and morally than the conqueror. 

The same is true for law. Just as soon as the new division of 
labour makes necessary the creation of pr'lf<SJiqqJ jurists, another 
new independent domain is opened wbich for all its dependence 
upon prod"ction and trade in geocra1, still pooscss.. a spccial 
capacity to react upon these ficlds. In a modem state, law must 
DOt only correspond to the geoeral economic situation and be its 
apression ; it must also be a eoiI6l11ll.1 rmifod <Xj1nssimI and free from 
glaring intcmal inconsistencies. In order to achieve this, ~ 
fidelity with wbich the law directly rdlects economic conditions 
becomes less and less. This is all the truer, in those rare cases, when 
the legal code apresses the harsh, unre1ieved and naked fact of 
class rule. For that contradicts the very Jtriw:i/JU 'If jllSliu and law. 
The pure and consistent jural concept of the n:vo\utionary bour
geoise of J 79.-g6 already appears falsi6ed in many respects in the 
Code Napoleon. And in so far as it is carried out, it is subject to 
daily modification because of the growing power of the proletariat. 
That doesn't prevent the Napoleonic code from serving as a legal 
model for new codifications of law in all parts of the world. The 
COur.IC of legal development is to be ap1ained in large part first by 
this allcsnpt to erect an harmonious system of law hy eliminating 
the contradi<tions betweenjural propositions wbich are thcsnsclves 
the direct translation of economic re1ations; and then hy the 



influence and compulsion exerted by.the further economicdeve1op .. 
ment which keeps on upsetting the system and plunging it into new 
contradictions. (I speak here for the time being only' of civil law.) 

The reflection of economic relations as principles of law is neces .. 
sarily an inverted one. The process. takes place vvil!hout the pat
ticipants becoming conscious of it. The jurist imagines that he is 
operating with d priori propositions while the latter are on,ly re-
flections of the economic process. And so everything remains stand· 
ing on its head. This inverted reBa so long as it is not .recognised 
for what it is constitutes what we call itkalogical conception.s. That it 
is able to set up a counteraction on the economic basis and within 
certain limits to modify it, seems. to me to be self-evident. The 
foundations of the law of inheritla:ltcc, corresponding stages in the 
development of the family being presuppooed, are economic. 
Nonetheless it would be very hard to prove that, I.g., the absolute 
freedom of testamentary dispooition in England, and the strongly 
restricted right in France, in all particulars have only economic 
causes. Yet both methods react in a very significant way upon the 
economic system in that they inBuence the distribution of wealth. 

And now as concerns those ideological realms which tower .till 
higher in the cloudo-r.l;'aion, phill)Sophy, etc.-they all possess from 
pre-historical days an already discovered and traditionally ac
cepted fund of-what we would l<HIay call bunk [BIOdrinn]. All of 
these various mistaken ideas of nature, of the creation of man, of 
spirits and magical forces have as their basis, in the main, negative 
economic grounds. False ideas of nature are supplementary to 
the primitive economic development of the pre--historica1 period ; 
but in places they are often conditioned and even <!aused by 
economic development. However, even if economic need has been 
the chief driving force in the advance of natural knowledge, and 
has become even more 10, it would be altogether pedantic to seek 
economic causa for all this primitive original superstition. The 
history of science is the history of the gradual elimination of this 
superstition, i.,., its replacement by new, but always less absurd, 
superstitions. The people who supply it belong again to a .pecial 
sphere in the division of labour and imagine that they are working 
in an independent domain. And in so far as they constitute an in .. 
dependent group within the social division of labour, their produc
tion, inclusive of their erron, exerts a eollRler-QCling injlwnuupon die 
entire IOcial development, even upon the economic. Nonetheless 
they still remain under the timninanl in.f/1mu;l qf •• ",,.,"';. dnJelopnlll1/J. 
For example, in philosophy this is easiest to demonstrate for the 



bourgeois period. Hobbes wall the first modem materialist (in the 
aense of the eighteenth century) but an aboolutist at a time when 
in the whole of Europe absolute monarchy was enjoying the height 
of ill! power and in England bad takeo up the struggle against the 
people. Locke was, in religion as in politics, a SOD of the class-
compromise of J 688. The English Deists, and their more consistent 
followen, the French materialists, were the genuine philosophers 
of the bourgeoisi~the French, even of the bourgeois revolution. 
In Germa.J philosophy from Kant to Hegel the German philistine 
makes his wa)'-DOW positively, now negatively, But as a definite 
domain within the division of labour the philosophy of every age 
has as its presUppositiODI a certain intellectual material which it 
inherill! from its predecessors and which is its own point of depar
ture. That is why philosophy can play first violin in economically 
backward. countries; I.g., France in the eighteenth century as 
opposed to England upon whose philosophy her own was based ; 
,and later Gennany as opposed to both. But in France as in Ger
many, philosophy and the general outburst of literary activity of 
that time, were a result of an economic upswing. The final supre
macy of economic developmeot even in these realms is established 
hut it takes place within the conditio ... which are set dowo by the 
particular realm; in philOlOphy, •. g., through the effect of 
economic influences (which again aert influence throngh dis
guised political, etc., forms) upoo the existing philosophical 
material which our philosophical predecessors bave banded down. 
Of itself er...onomics produces no effecti here d.irectly ; but it deter
mines the kiM qf e!um&. and development the already existing in
tellectual material receives, and even that, fur the most part, in
directly, since it is the political, jural and moral reflexes which 
exercise the greatest direct influence upoo philosophy. 

I have said wbat is necessary about religion in the last section of 
myF .... bll&h. 

If Barthl imagines that we deny all and every counteraction of 
the political, etc., reftexa of the economic movement upon ~ that 
movemeot illlelf, /y is simjJly ~ agaiIuIl11iNImilIs. Let him 
take a glance at Marx'. EighlMnllo B"""';' .. which alm""t restricts 
itself to the treatment of the sp.eW r6le that political struggles and 
events play, naturally within the sphere of their g_ol dependence 
upon economic conditions j or in CJpiIIJ, •. ,., the section on the 
working day, where legislation, which certainly is a political art, 

1 Schmidt bad called Engels' attentinn to the boot nf Prof. Paul 
Barth-Dil ~ H".u .... __ N«iIfof&or. 
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operates so decisively; or the section on the history of the bour
geoisie (Chap. '4). Why are we struggliDg fur the political dictator
ship of the proletariat, if political power bas Do economic effects. 
Force (i.l., the state authority) is abo an economic power! 

But I have no time at present to criticise the book. The third 
volume must first come out, and besides I believe that Bernstein 
caD do the job quite wdL 

What all these fellows 1ad: is dialectic. They see cause here, 
effect there. They do not at all see that this method' of viewing 
things results in hare abstractiolJS ; that in the real worla such 
metaphysical polar opposites exist cmIy in crucial situations ; that 
the whale great process develops itself in the form of reciprocal 
action, to be sure of very UDequai forces, in which. the economic 
movement is far and away the strongest, moot priDtary and 
decisive. They do not see that here nothing is aboolute and every
thing relative. For them Hegel bas never existed. 

. Youn, etc. 

2. ENGELS' l.Irnmt "10 J. BLOCB 
Lcmd ..... SepL "'. IBgo 

Dear SiT:-
Your letter of the yd imt. was forwarded to me at FoIkestone; 

but as I did not have the booIt in question there, I- could not 
answer you. Returning home on the I.th I discovered such a pile 
of important work waiting fur me, that cmIy to-day have I found 
the time to write you a few lines. This in exp1anation of the delay 
which I hope you will kiDdly pardon. 

To PbiDt 1.1 F"ust of all you will please Dote on p. '9 of the 
Drip that the process of development of the Punaluan family is 
presented as baving takeD pIacc so gradually that even in this 
c:eDtury marriages of brother and sister (~ .... """"") bave taken 
place in the royal family of Hawaii. And throughout antiquity we 
find examples of marriages between brother and sister, .. g. among 
the Ptalemies. SecoDdly, we must here distinguish between brother 
and sister deriving from the side of the mnther, or dcriving ooly 
·from the side of the father; .'p/tM, cd4lpM oomes from thI~'"". 
womb, and originally sigoified, therefore, cmIy broth..- and sister 
OIl the sid< o/1Iw """"". The feeling had survived a long time from 

1 Blocb bad asked bow it came about that eveo after the m.ap
pearaoce of the coosanguiDe family, marriages between brother and 
m.cr were "'" forhiddcD __ the Greets. 



the time of the Mul/m'«hl that the child= of the same mother 
who have different fathen are more closely related than the child
ren of the same father who have different mothers. The Punaluan 
form of the family excludes only marriages between the first 
group (i ... , child= of one mother hut of different fathe .. ) but by 
DO means between the second who according to the existing notion 
are not even related (since Mu/tm«iIJ rules). & far as I know the 
cases of marriage between brother and sister in ancient Greece 
are restricted either to thoac individuals who have different 
mothers or to those about whom this is not known, and for whom, 
therefore, the possibility is not excluded; nor is it in absolute 
oontradi~tion to the Punaluan usage. You bave overlooked the 
fact that between the time of the Punaluan family and the time of 
Greek monogamy there li .. the jump from the matriarchate to 
the patriarchate, which alten matten considerably. 

According to Wachsmuth's Hellm. AItJr.rIiim4m, in the heroic 
age of Greece, " there is no sign of any concern about the too close 
blood relationship of busband and wife except for the relation of 
parent and child." (III, p. 156.) .. Marriage with the Itibli<1lm 
sister Was not disapproved of in Crete" (ibid., p. 170). The last 
also according to Strabo (Bit. X), (for the moment bowever I 
<:aDDot find the passage because of the absence of chapter divi
sions). By ltibl""", sister I und ... tand, unless there is proof to 
the contrary, sisters on the father's side. 
. To Point 11.1 I qualify your lint major proposition as foDoM : 

According to the materialistic conception of history, the produc .. 
tion and reproduction of real life constitutes in the wt inslanu 
the determining factor of history. Neither Marx nor I ever main
tained more. Now when someone comes along and distorts this 
to mean that the economic factor is the soU determining factor be 
is converting the former proposition into a meaningless, abstract 
and absurd phrase. The economic situation is the basis but the 
various facto .. of the supentructure-the political forms of the 
cl ... struggles and their resu1~titutions, etc., estab1isbed by 
victorious. el ..... after bard-won battles-legal forms, and even 

. the reflexes of all these real struggles in the brain of the partici
pants, political, jural, philosophical theeri.., religious conceptions 

1 Bloch bad asked how the fundamental principle of the ma
terialistic conception of history wu understood by Marx and Engels 
themselves; whether the production and reproduction of life c:onsti
tukd the soU determining factor or was only the foundation upon 

. which aU other relations developed a further activity of their _. 



which have been devdoped into S)'Stematic dogmas, all these 
exercise an influence upon the course of historica1.struggles, and in 
many cases determine for the most part their form. There is a 
reciprocity between all these factors in which, finally, through the 
endless array of contingencies (i.e., of things and events whose 
inner connection with one another is so remote, or so incapable 
of proof, that we may neglect it, regarding it as non-existent) the 
economic movement asserts itself as necessary. Were this not the 
case, the application of the theory to any given historical period 
would be easier than the solution of a simple equation of the first 
degree. , 

We oUl'Sdves make our own history, hut, first of all, under very 
definite presup~tiODS and conditions. Among these arc the 
economic, which are 6nally decisive. But there are also the 
political, etc. Yos, even the ghootly traditions which haunt the 
minds of men playa rate albeit DOt a decisive one. The Prussian 
state arose and developed through historical, in the last instance, 
economic causes. One could hardly, however, assert without 
pedantry that among the many petty principalities of North 
Germany,just Brandenberg was determin'ed by economic necessity 
and not by other facton also (before all, its involvement in vinue 
of its Prussian possessions, with Poland and therewith international 
political relatio~which were abo decisive factors in the creation 
of the domestic pow .. of Austro-Hungary) to hceome the great 
power in which was to be embodied the economic, linguistic and, 
since the Refonnation, also the religious differences of North and 
South, It would be very hard to attempt to explain by economic 
causes without making ourselves ridiculous the cxistenft of every 
petty German stale of the past or present, or the origin of modem 
German syntax, which reinforced the differences that existed 
already in virtue of the geographical separating wall formed by 
the mountains from Sudeten to Taunus. 

Secondly, history is so made that the end result always arises . 
out nf the conflict of many individual wills in which every will is 
itself the product of a host of special conditions of life. Conse
quently there exist innumerable intersecting forces, an infinite 
group of parallelograms of forces which give rise to one resultant 
product-the historical event. This again may jtself be viewed as 
the product of a force acting as a Whole without consciousness or 
volition. For what every individual wills separately is frustrated by 
what every one doe wills and the general upshot is something 
which no one willed. And so the course of history has run along 



like a natural process; it also is subject essentiany to Ibe same laws 
of motion. But from the fact that the wills of individuals-who 
-desire what the constitution of their body as well as external 
circumstances, in the last instance economic (either penonal or 
social) detemiine them to desire-do not get what they wish but 
are sunk into an average or common result, from all that onc has 
no rigbt to conclude that they equal zero. On the contrary, every 
will contributes to the result and is in so far forth included within 
it. . 

I shoulc:l'"further like to beg of you to study the theory from its 
original sources and not at second hand. It is really much easier. 
Marx hardly wrote a thing in which !hi> theory does not playa 
part. The Eighlunlh BrrD1IIN. qf Louis Napollon is an especially 
-remarkable example of its application. There are many relevant 
passages also in Capitsl. In addition, permit me to call your atten
tion to my own writings, H.".,. E. DiihrirvI's Umwakung Ur Wis
smsc/uifl and L. Fewrbodl und Ur A.wgang Ur klassischm thutscJu 
Philosoph" where I give the most comprchensive exposition of 
historical materialism which to my knowledge exists anywhere. 

Marx and I are partly responsible for the fact that at times our 
disciples have -laid more weight upon the economic factor than 
belongs to if. We were compelled to emphasise its central character 
in opposition to our opponents who denied it, and there wasn't 
always time, place and ooouion to do justice to the other facton 
in the reciprocal interactions of the historical process. But just as 
soon as it was a matter of the presentation of an h.istorical chapter, 
that is to say, of practical application, things became quite differ
ent; there, no error was possible. Unfortunatdy it is only too 
frequent that a penon believes he has completely undentood a 
new theory and is capable of applying it when he has taken over its 
fundamental ideu--and even then in an incorrect fonn. And from 

. this reproach I cannot spare many of the recent U Marxists." 
They have certainly turned out a rare kind of tommy-rot. 

To Point I again. Yesterday (I am writing now on the Q2nd of 
Sept.) I found the following decisive passage, in Schoemano'. 
Gri<ehis,hI A.llerlibnlt (Berlin, 1855, I, p. 52), which completely 
confinns the view taken above: n It is well known that marriages 
between half-brothers or sisters of dijf".1IIl "",/Mrs was not regarded 
as incest in late Greece." 

I hope that the appalling parenthetical expressions which for 
brevity', sake have slipped from my pen won't frighten you off. 

YoW'S, etc. 



3. ENGELS' LETl"BR TO HANs STAltDNBURO 

London, January 2S, 10g4 
[J,(IT SiT, 

Here are the aosweI1I to your qUestiODs 1 : 
I. By economic relations, which we regard as the determining 

basis of the history of society, we understand the way in which 
human beings in a definite society produce their necessities of life 
and exchange the product among p,cmsclves (in so far as division . 
of labour exists). Consequently the wIuJI4 1«Ani'l'" of production 
aod transportation is therein included. According to our con
ception, this technique determines the character aod method of 
exchange, further, the distribution of the products and therewith, . 
after the dissolution of gentile society, the relationships of ruler to 
ruled, and thence, the state, politics, law, etc. Under economic· 
relations are included further, the geographical foundations upon 
which they develop and the actually inherited remains of earlier 
economic ltag<S of development which have persisted, often 
through tradition only 01" uis _liM, and a1so, naturally, the 
external surrounding milieu of society. 

If the technique, as you properly say, is to a large extent 
dependent upon the state of science, how much more is science 
dependent upon the s/411 and rwds of technique. If society has a 
technical need, it serves as a greater spur to the progress of science 
than do ten univenitics. Thewhole of hydrostatics (Torricclli,etc.) 
was produced by the needs of controlling the mountain streams in 
Italy in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. We only acquired 
some intelligible knowledge about electricity when its technical 
applications were discovered. Uofortunately, in 'Germany, 
people have been accustomed to write the history uf the sciencer 
as if the sciences had liillen from the sky. 

2. We regard the economic conditions as determining, in the 
1ast instance, histurica1 developmenL But there are two points 
here which must not be overlooked. . 

(a) The political, legal. philosophical,re1igious, literary: 
artistic, etc., development rest upon the econumic. But they all 
react upon one another and upon the economic base. It is not the 
case that the economic situation is the soU ""tiw CdIISI and every
thing e1se only a passive eifecL But there is a reciprocal interaction 

1 (n To what extent are eamomic relations &GtUGli.7 effective, u., 
are they sufficient causes or necessary conditions 01' occasions" etc., of 
social dcvelopmeot? (II) What roles do the factors of .... aod his
torical/Dsoulil.1 play in Marx-Engels' conception of history? 



within a fundamental economic necessity which in the last iruttZtI£, 
always asserts itself. The state, I.g., -exerts its influence through 
tariffs, free .. tl'ade, good or bad taxation. Even that deadly supine .. 
ness and impotence of the German philistine which arose out of 
the miserable economic situation of Germany from 1648 to J 830 
and which expressed. itself first in pietism., then in sentimentalism 
and crawling servility before prince and noble, were Dot without 
their economic efi'ecb. They q,nstituteci one of the greatest hind .. 
rances to a progressive movement and were only cleared out of 

. the way by the revolutionary and Napoleonic wars which made 
the chronic misery acute. It is not true, as some people here and 
there convetJ.iently imagine, that economic conditions work them
selves out automatically. Men make their own history, but in a 
given, conditioning milieu, upon the basis of actual relations 
already extant, among which, the economic relations, no matter 
how much they are influenced by reiatioJl5 of a political and 
ideological order, are ultimately decisive, coostitutiog a red thread 
which runs through all the other relations and enabling us to 
imderstand them. 

(b) Men make their own history but until now not with Collec
tive will according to a collective plan. Not even in a definitely 
limited given society. Their strivings are at cross purposes witb 
each other, and in all such societies there therefore reigns a 
1IM:usily which asserts itself under the form. of contingency. The 
""lIS";!? which here expresses itself through all those contiogeocies 

_ is ultimatdy, again, economic. Here we must trea~ of the so-called 
great man. That a certain particular man and no other emerges 
at a definite time in a given country is natura1ly pure chance. 
But even if we eliminate him, there is always. need for a sub
stitute, and the substitute is found /mil bim gw mal; in the loog 

. run he is aure to he found. That Napoleon-this particular Cor
sican-should have been the military dictator made necessary 
by the exhausting wan of the French Republic-that was a matter 
of chance. But that in <Iefault of a Napoleon, another would have 
filled his place, that is established by the fact that wheoever a 
man was necessary he had always been found: Czsar, Augustus, 

. Cromwell, etc. Marx, to be sure, discovered the materialistic 
conception of history-but the examples ofThierry, Mignet, Guizot, 
the whole school of English Historians up to 1850 show they were 
working towards it ; and its re-discovery by Morgan serves as 
proof that the time was ripe for it, and that it IuuJ to he discovered. 

So with all other accidents and apparent accidents in history. 



The wider the field we investigate, the further removed from the 
economi~ the closer to the domain of pure, abstract ideology, the 
more we find that it reveals accidents in its development, the more 
does the co~ of its curve run in zig-zag fashion. But fit a trend 
to the curve and you wiD find that the longer the period taken, 
the more inclusive the field treated, the more closely wiD this trend 

.- run paraDeI to the trend of economic development. 
The greatest obstacle to the cornoct understanding of the theory 

in Germany is the inexcusable neglect of the literature of economic 
history. It is hard not only to get rid ofhistorical conceptions whicb 
have been drummed into one'. head at school but even more so 
to gather the material together necessary to do it. Who bas even 
read, •. g., old G. v. Giilicb wbose dry accumulation of material 
nonetheless contains 10 mucb stuff whicb explains innumerable 
political facts ? 

In addition I believe that the beautiful example whicb Marx 
himseI£ gives in his EighU.nJh BnD1IIUnr ought to give you consider
able information on your questions just because it is a practical 
illustration. I also believe that in the Anti-DiiItriIIg, cb. I, 9-" ; 
II, 2-4; III, I, as well as in the introduction and final section 
of FewrbD£h," I have already treated most of the points. 

I beg of you not to weigh gingerly eacb separate word of the 
above by itself but to take the connections into account. I am 
sorry that I have not the time to work things out and write you 
with the same exact detail that I would have to do for publication. 

. Yours, etc. 

4- Faoll AI.sTna OF ENGIWi ro F. MEmuNo 
July 140 18g3 

You have expteSSed the main facts admirably and for every 
open-minded person convincirigly.l If I were to take exception 
to anything it would be to the fact that you ascribe more credit 
to me than I deserve, even if I include everything I could have 
possibly discovered in the course of time hy myoeII; but whicb 
Mux with his quicker eoup d'oeil and wider view, discovered mucb 
IOOner. When one hu had the good fortune to wolk together for 
forty years with a man like Man<, one does not daring his lifetime 
receive the appreciation one believes he deserves. But just as SOOIl 

1 The reference is to aD essay of Mehring', ~rinted aJ an appendix 
to the fin. edition of bis Lmiog/q.... Mehring reprint«! this ...,. 
tion of Engels' letter in hi! GcsiJUcIaIr ., tIat.t.tdttm SodaJ~t 
2nd cd. ('903,) VoL I, pp. 385ff. 

28, 



.. the-greater of the two dies, the lesser ii euily overrated. That 

.eeIIll to be true for me now. History. however, will take care of 
all that and by that time one ii happily hew: no longer and cares 
nothing at all about it. 

Only one point is lacking which Marx and I did not sufficiently 
stress and in relation to which we are equally to blame. We both 
placed and hmJ /I) pkla the chief weight upon the derWalion of 
political, legal and other ideological notions, as well as the actions 
which they led up i><>, from fundamental economic facts. In conse
quence we neglected the fotmal side, i.l., the way in which these 
ideas arose, for the sake or the content. That gave our opponenu 
a welcome occasion for ullsundentanding. Panl Barth ii a.triking 
example. . 

Ideology is • proc';' whlch of couroe is carried on with the con
SciOU5Jle5S of so-called thinkers but with a false consciousness. The 
real driving force whieh moves it remaina unconscious otherwise , 
it would not he an ideological process. It imaginatively creates for 
itself -false Or apparent driving forces. Becauoe it is • thought pro-
. cess, it 'derives both i\S content and form from pure thought, either 
its own Or that of its predecesooro. It works with pure conceptual 
material which it unwittingly takes over as the product of thought 
and therefore does not investigate its relations to a process further 
removed from and independent of thought. Indeed it seems to be 
.elf-evident that since all activity is mediated by thought, it is 
ultimately grMIIItktJ in thought. The historical ideologist (and his
torical means here political, jural, philosophical, theological, in 

. short, all domains which belong to society and not merely to 
nature)-the historical ideologist is confronted in every scientific 
field by material which has been built up independently out of the 
thought of earlier generations, and which through the minds of 
these successive generations has undergone an independent 
development peculiar to itself. External facts from this or other 
fields may bave contributed to determine this development, but 
these faCti, according to the tacit presuppositions made, are them
selves mere fruits of a thought process. And 10 we still remain in 
the rcaIm of pure thought which has succeeded so well in digesting 
the hardest facts. 

It ia this appearance of an independent history ofotate COOllti
tutions, systems of law, of ideologies in every opecial field, which, 
above all, has blinded so many people. When Luther and Calvin 
II transcend It the official catholic religion ; when Hegel U trans
cends " Fichte and Kant ; and Rouoseau, indirectly with his social 



contract, the constitutionalist, Montesquieu.-it is a process which 
>:emaim within theology, philosophy, and political science. It 
merely reveals a stage, in the history of these intellectua1 domaina 
and never emerges from the field of pure thought at alL Ever since 
the illusion of the eteruity and ultimacy of the system of capitalist 
production arose, the refutation of the Mercantilists through the 
physiocrats and A. Smith has been regarded not as the intellec
tual rdlection of different economic facts, hut only as a victory 
of thought, as a correct insight, won at last, into actual conditio,", 
existing alwaJlS and everywhere. If only Richard the Lion-hearted, 
and Philip Augustua had introduced free trade, instead of in
volving themselves in crusades, five hundred years of misery and 
ltupidity would have been spared us. 

This side of affaiR, which I can here only indicate, we have all 
neglected, morc than is necessary. It's the old story. In the be
ginning the form is alwaJlS neglected for the content: Ao a1rcady 
said, I m)lSelf have made that error and it has alwaJlS been thrown 
up to me. I am far from reproaching you with it, As an :older 
sinner in this respect I have lw<Ily the right. But I wish to call 
your atteotion to this point for the future.. . .• 

This is hound up with the stupid conception of the ideologislll. 
Because we denied that the different ideological spheres, which 
play a part in history, have an indepeodent historical develop
ment, we were supposed therewith to have denied that they have 
any Iristori&4J tffico9. At the basis of this is the ordinary undial.c
tical notion of cause and effect as fixed, mutually opposed, po1ar 
relations, and a complete disregard of reciprocity. These gentle
men forget, almost intentionally,. that an historical factor, once it 
has been brought into the world by anoth.....:...ttimately economic 
fact-is able to re-act upon its surroundings and even affect its 
own causes ..•. 
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